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ABSTRACT

This thesis looks at the efforts by the Northern Territory Government in the period 1978-1992
to develop economic, social and cultural links with the neighbouring Southeast Asian states
of Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, and Singapore.
The Northern Territory Government's attempts to advance Territorian interests overseas are
an instance of international relations by non-sovereign government actors, referred to as

paradiplomacy in this study. The thesis begins with a literature review on this increasingly
prevalent new phenomenon in international relations, introducing also the political geographical
concept of integration frontiers
The main paradiplomatic activities of the Northern Territory Government in the target area are
critically reviewed and assessed, and factors facilitating or impeding the achievement of
paradiplomatic objectives are identified.
It was found that contrary to aims and governmental rhetoric, this paradiplomacy has not
significantly achieved its objectives. The aim of boosting Territory economic development
through integration with the Southeast Asian neighbours has not taken place, nor has the NT
been able to place itself in a key position as a nexus or integration frontier between Australia
and Southeast Asia. Thus, despite its efforts, the NT remains a peripheral Australian outback.
Results have been achieved towards increasing Northern Territory links with Indonesia,
particularly its eastern provinces. This has not been due to the economic pull of the Territory,
but primarily due to the interest of the Indonesian Government to strengthen its influence in
the Northern Territory given Indonesian security concerns, particularly in relation to challenges
to its annexation of East Timor.

INTRODUCTION

We should become the financial and communications hub of South-East Asia.
Our riches are unsurpassed, our potential /imitless... ln a way we were probably
the last frontier in Australia1•

This thesis reviews and assesses the efforts by the Australian Northern Territory Government
to foster Territory economic and social development by developing closer linkages with its
regional Southeast Asian neighbours Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore, during the
period 1978-1992.

Darwin, the capital and main population centre of the Northern Territory, is geographically
closer to Southeast Asia than to main population centres in southern Australia. On 1 July 1978
a Darwin-based

Northern Territory Government

(NTG) was formally established.

The

Australian Federal Government, or Commonwealth, granted the NTG powers primarily relating
to economic, social, and cultural matters, giving it a 'quasi-state' status. The new government
espoused a strong 'developmentalist' ethos, proclaiming a firm commitment to foster Territorian
economic development. The reorientation of traditional linkages away from Australian southern
centres towards Southeast Asia was seen as an appropriate strategy to achieve this goal. Its
proximity,

large

population,

rapid

economic

development

and

growth,

and

assumed

complementaritY with the NT, made Southeast Asia appear to hold the key to the Territory's
future in preference to the distant Australian south. This NT reorientation was also consonant
with Australia's attempts at increased approximation to Southeast Asia, which marked a new
phase in Australian international relations.

The context

As a result of separate past histories and Australian Isolation from its neighbourhood, the
NTG's attempt to reorient its links from southern Australia to Southeast Asia involved far more

1 '10 years of achievement', editorial, NTN 1/07/88.

-1-

-2than the mere-crossing of an international divide by a non-sovereign actor. The Araflua-Timor
seas, separating Australia and Southeast Asia, mark one of the major cultural, economic,
social, ethnic, demographic and political divides in the world. The NT is on the frontline of this
divide between a homogeneous, predominantly European, affluent, democratic, post-colonial,
modern, sparsely populated, first-world, settler society, and a variety of non-European, post
colonial, highly populous societies of various levels of development and wealth.

The NT, frequently referred to as Australia's

outback, also differs from most southern

Australian 'core' states. It was the last one settled by Europeans, it is among the largest in
surface area, the least populated and ethnically most heterogeneous. It is the economically
least developed, politically weakest, most dependent on and most isolated from the centres
of Australian power.

The NT faces a set of Southeast Asian neighbouring states across the Aratura-Timor sea
divide which differ greatly between each other. They range from the conflict-torn states of
Indochina;

modem,

sophisticated,

wealthy,

free-market

oriented

Singapore;

oil-rich,

traditionally feudal Brunei; multi-ethnic democratic Malaysia; and vast, unevenly developed,
wealthy yet poverty stricken, authoritarian ruled, intensely nationalistic and at times threatening,
Indonesia. Indonesia's eastern provinces, neighbouring the Territory, are its poorest and least
developed. These provinces comprise an ethnically and culturally distinct periphery, of
sometimes suspect loyalty to the State. Located closest. to the NT is East Timor, the minute
theatre of an important and tragic lingering international dispute. NT interaction with Southeast
Asian states is therefore a complex matter requiring appropriate approaches to each country.
This has placed additional demands on the NTG as an international actor.

Aims, processes,

and

central concerns

According to one definition in political geography, frontiers are zones between two political
systems representing an area of interface between states. Up to the mid-nineteenth century,
the areas bordering the Arafura-Timor maritime divide were a frontier of limited contact
between the population of the Australian continent and Southeast Asian traders. From the
latter part of that century, and particularly after Australian federation In the present century, the
Territory was viewed more as a frontier of separation between Australia and Southeast Asia.
The Arafura-Timor divide was reinforced by past Isolationist policies In Australia and
circumstances unpropitious to Interaction In Southeast Asia.

-3This study focuses primarily upon the Northern Territory Government as an international actor
attempting to bridge an international divide with a twofold aim. The first aim was to advance
the Territory's 'national interest' by linking into a region perceived as providing greater" trade
and investment opportunities for the achievement of the Nrs development aspirations than
the traditional southern Australian core. The second was to achieve a position of greater
strength within Australia by becoming a frontier of contact or integration between Australia and
Southeast Asia. This non-sovereign actor attempted to cross a complex international divide,
making

its involvement in non-sovereign international relations an arduous task. The Nrs

nature and the NTG's special status within the Australian context exacerbated the difficulty
even further.

In the early 1970s, changed international circumstances weakened traditional Australian
economic linkages. Australia was forced to re-examine its previous alignments and compelled
to seek new relations. Political and economic changes taking place in Southeast Asia,
including the end of Australian involvement in the Indochinese war, made this geographical
neighbourhood appear increasingly appealing to Australians as a target for greater economic
interaction. Australia was called upon to bridge the historical economic and cultural divide
separating it from its neighbours. The NT leadership developed expectations to benefit from
this process. They saw a chance to change the Territory's past status as a frontier of
separation between Australia's southern core and Southeast Asia to a frontier of contact or
integration between the two by permeating the divide marked by the Arafura-Timor seas.

New post-colonial states have often attempted to foster goals of rapid economic development
through state-driven developmentalist policies. Similarly, early NTG developmentalism aimed
to foster the speedy achievement of the economic substance and status required for the
fulfilment of the Territory's political goal of full statehood. NTG overseas-oriented policies
featured prominently in this objective.

The most promising strategy to ensure economic development for the Territory appeared to
be linking economically into the vast and rapidly growing Southeast Asian markets. Territory
productive industries would find new potential markets, enabling them to expand their activities
and creating a larger industrial sector. They could source capital for investment, skills and
expertise in Southeast Asia. A larger industrial sector would allow population growth, attracting
migration from both within Australia and overseas. This growth, development and diversification
would reduce traditional Territory dependence upon southern Australia, allowing It to enhance
Its status In the Australian federation.

-4The policies .of the non-sovereign NTG aimed at advancing its developmental interests by
linking into Southeast Asia are called in this study, 'foreign policy', by analogy with sovereign
state foreign policy. The associated non-sovereign NTG activity aimed at advancing Territory
interests in the region will be called 'paradiplomacy'

by analogy with sovereign-state

diplomacy. It is shown below that in the complex contemporary international system non
sovereign governments increasingly engage in paradiplomacy, and that a growing literature
about the phenomenon has developed.

The central concern of this thesis is the state-driven

developmentalist

paradiplomatic

endeavour of the NTG in the period 1978-1992 towards developing closer economic, cultural,
and

social linkages

with Brunei,

Indonesia,

Malaysia,

and

Singapore.

The

research

encompassed an examination of the origins of NTG policies to establish close links with
Southeast Asia, a review of the corresponding paradiplomatic activities, an assessment of
outcomes of NTG paradiplomacy and an identification of factors facilitating and impeding the
attainment of NTG paradiplomatic objectives.

The data examined supported the finding that NTG paradiplomacy only achieved modest trade,
investment,

social

and cultural

linkages

with Southeast Asia, compared

to the high

expectations initially articulated.

NTG paradiplomacy was initially mainly focussed on th� new post-British colonial states of
Singapore, Malaysia and later Brunei, with which a greater linguistic, cultural and institutional
affinity was assumed to exist. In the case of Singapore, its predominant role in regional trade

was

also an important consideration. NTG paradiplomacy was not able to elicit significant

interest in the NT among these targets. Meagre returns have discouraged NTG paradiplomatic
perseverance in those locations.

Since the mid-1980s

the thrust of NTG

paradiplomacy

has been

oriented

towards

neighbouring Indonesia. The NTG has persevered with its paradiplomatic pursuits in Indonesia
despite paltry economic results, receiving encouragement from Indonesia to persist with its
efforts . The NTG has contributed to the efforts of the Commonwealth to develop closer
Australian/Indonesian relations in some specific cases, but has not had a significant impact in
fostering Australian policy changes necessary to stimulate greater interaction with Southeast
Asia. Through its interaction with Indonesia the NT has opened itself to Indonesian influences,
as a result of which it has evolved towards becoming an integration frontier between Australia
and its closest Southeast Asian neighbour.

-5-

Methodology and theoretical bases

As a non-sovereign international actor, the NTG's 'low level' foreign relations are primarily
concerned with non-strategic matters involving economic, social and cultural relations. These
are thus the main dimensions of its foreign policy and paradiplomacy which are examined in
this study. Complementary international activities involving broad based public participation are
also included, and referred to as 'public diplomacy'.

This research has relied mostly on the use of primary data in the above fields, as contained
in public documents such as NT Legislative Assembly debates, ministerial statements, reports
of official paradiplomatic mission overseas, annual reports by NTG departments and other
staMory bodies. Press coverage and commentary, providing public accounts of events, has
been another main source. It needs to be borne in mind that such sources only convey the
more formal and ostensible aspects of the events they depict.

Given the contemporary nature of the research subject, direct contact in the form of 11 0
personal interviews or communications with the main actors involved in the NT reorientation
process towards Southeast Asia has been possible. The sample included politicians, public
servants, private sector members, academics and others. This has been a major source of
data. In some cases limited access to informants' archival papers in Darwin has also been
granted. About twenty-five telephone interviews were conducted in addition. Most interviewees
were Australians, primarily Territorians. Southeast Asian views or perspectives are not well
covered by this sample, and could form the basis of a complementary study.

Interview

transcripts (and tapes in some cases) will be held in a personal archive by the author for five
years.

The contemporary nature of the phenomena studied, and the consequent lack of a time
perspective, has posed interpretation difficulties. Interviews with NT paradiplomatic actors were
intended to provide an indication of background expectations, interpretations and assessments
of events and outcomes from the perspective of their principal agents, which formal reports
lack. The currency of the topic meant, however, that many of the interviewees were still
involved with NTG paradiplomacy in some respect and were thus either not free to provide
candid replies or had personal agendas which they attempted to advance. Furthermore, the
smallness of Darwin and the existing close links between politicians and public servants have
meant that replies have been generally guarded and aimed at avoiding criticism, unless

-6expressly aimed to maximise criticism. Many replies have conveyed the impression of being
primarily aimed at expressing support for existing policies and reinforcing appearances about
their success.

Given the existing highly positive mood towards Indonesia in the NT, and great expectations
regarding the NTG's policy to strengthen links with it, most government and public servant
informants seemed to take pains to appear supportive and minimise reference to the less
satisfactory aspects of NTG paradiplomacy with Indonesia. The candid criticism which has
been provided can in many cases only be made public keeping the identity of informants
confidential. Only the examiners of this thesis have been provided with a list identifying
confidential interview informants. Similarly, the covert nature of many of the activities of the
Indonesian Consulate in Darwin limits public awareness and makes confirmation of conjectures
difficult. What little data about consular activities have become available from informants also
had to be mostly treated confidentially.

Care is therefore necessary with the interview data gathered. Certain major themes reappear
with some consistency, however. Judgements about paradiplomatic aptitudes of NTG actors,
difficulties raised by regional cultural differences, difficulties arising from Indonesian governing
arrangements are some of the broad themes which recurrently arose in interviews.

Quantitative data analysis has not been possible to any r:najor extent in this study. Only limited
quantitative data about Australian interaction with Southeast Asian states exists. This data is
in most cases not dis-aggregated to the level of interactions by respective sub-national
components. It was found that virtually no quantitative data compiled locally in the NT about
its regional transactions is available.

The data gathered is interpreted drawing on theoretical perspectives on the growing field of
international relations of non-sovereign, non-central state actors as developed primarily by
lvo Duchacek and others , as detailed in Chapter 1. The political geography concept of frontiers
is used to characterise the position of the NT in Australia, and a framework of integration is
developed in order to assess the degree of emergent coherence between the NT and
Southeast Asia.

As the study of sub-national non-sovereign international relations is a relatively new field, no
studies of a similar nature to the present one have been identified. Furthermore, this study at
NTU Is the first one of its kind carried out from a Northern Territory perspective using mostly

-7local sources. The emergence of such research activity and local academic facilities point to
an additional dimension of NT development.

Central questions and hypothesis
The

central questions regarding NTG paradiplomacy in Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia and

Singapore which have emerged are:

(i)

'Why has NTG paradiplomacy only achieved modest results from its efforts to develop
close integrative links with Southeast Asian targets, contrary to initial expectations:

(ii)

a.

in the case Singapore, Malaysia and Brunei, despite the facilitating factor of
past common imperial influence,

b.

in the case of Indonesia, despite geographical proximity?

'What sustains the interest in the development of close relations between the NT and
Indonesia despite paltry results:

a.

on the part of the NTG,

b.

on the part of Indonesia?

This study ha� found that regional cleavages and the weak and peripheral nature of the NT
account for the results obtained.

A set of impeding and of facilitating factors influencing the development of regional links
between the NTG and the Southeast Asian targets have been identified. Impeding factors
include the following: systemic factors, stemming from the Nrs position in the Australian
federal system and from the effect of Indonesian centralism on its eastern provinces; economic
factors, relating to the Nrs economic weakness and its limited complementarity with the
region; political factors, stemming from the NTG's powerlessness in Australia, and eastern
Indonesian lack of influence with a suspicious central government; environmental limitations;
human skill limitations; NTG organisational limitations; the peripheral geographical location of
the NT; regional historical differences; strategic factors; and ethnic or demographic factors
leading to cultural differences and negative attitudes. Among the facilitating factors, the
following have been identified: economic growth In Southeast Asia and weakening southern

-8Australian economic pull; regional elite ideological affinities; NT developmental advances;
geographical coherence factors; political similarities between NT and East Malaysian states;
NT political continuity; the East Timor conflict; Australia's Southeast Asian reorientation; and
ethnic factors, such as NT population multi-ethnicity, and cultural convergence leading to
greater cultural homogeneity.

The hypothesis which has been examined is that in the absence of strong economic bases for
close Northern Territory/Southeast Asia linkages, political factors have driven the search for
closer economic relations.

The central thesis which has emerged is that the annexation of East Timor by Indonesia, a
significant obstacle to Australia/Indonesia relations, has been a decisive factor in bringing the
governments of the Northern Territory and Indonesia closer together. Indonesia's security
concerns in the NT account for its sustained interest to bolster its relationship with the NT,
despite an initial lack of tangible economic results.

Thesis outline

The theoretical resources used for the interpretation of the data are introduced in chapter 1 .
Chapter

2 reviews the historical background to Australian/Southeast Asian relations which

provides the geographical, political and cultural context for NT/Southeast Asian relations.
Chapter 3 ex�mines the NTG as the central actor of this study and the foundation of its
Southeast Asia-oriented policies. The initial implementation of these policies and the conduct
of NTG paradiplomacy in Southeast Asia during the Everingham Chief Ministership is the
subject of chapter

4. Chapter 5 similarly examines NTG paradiplomacy during the succeeding

Chief Ministerships of lan Tuxworth, Steve Hatton and Marshall Perron. Chapter
outcomes of NTG paradiplomacy with Singapore, Malaysia and Brunei. Chapter

6 assesses

7 reviews and

assesses outcomes of NTG paradiplomacy with Indonesia, and is followed by an overall
conclusion.

Chapter 1
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Non-sovereign states' International relations,
Frontiers, Integration, Developmentallsm, Cultural distance

Unlike international relations studies concerned with sovereign-state actors, this thesis looks
at the interactions of a non-sovereign government actor, the Northern Territory Government,
with central governments of sovereign states and non-central non-sovereign governments in
Southeast Asia. The NTG's aims in crossing the complex divide separating it from Southeast
Asian neighbours relate to Territory economic development and the search for opportunities
to change the Nrs unique peripheral status within the Australian context. A study of NTG
relations with Southeast Asia therefore requires a variety of analytic tools. This chapter
presents theoretical perspectives on international relations of non-sovereign states , frontiers,
integration, developmentalism and cultural distance, which are used in the complex analytical
model employed in this thesis.

Contemporary change In diplomacy, foreign policy and the study of International
relations
Traditional 'state-centred' perspectives of international relations considered sovereign states
as the primary actors on the international stage. Sovereign states were viewed mostly

as

homogeneous entities acting with a single voice and single purpose, primarily the preservation
of state security. Univocal interaction among such 'monolithic' states was deemed to take place
only through their central governments, by specialised instrumentalities at the top executive
level such as the foreign office for diplomacy, or the military in case of war. Thus, the main
agents of such interaction were considered to be respectively diplomats and soldiers. More
recent 'pluralisr views, particularly those in ascendancy since the late 1970s, saw international
relations more as a network formed by a multiplicity of interactive relationships between
various component elements of states. The image of international relations associated wtth
such views is that of a 'cobweb' of numerous cris-crossing relationships, rather than the

-10lnteraction of-billiard balls image associated with traditional state centred views 1• Subsequent
perspectives recognise an even greater complexity in international relations, acknow1edging
a variety of international actors which may be governmental or non-governmental, inter
national, trans-national or sub-national. The models of Keohane and Nye, Mansbac:h
Ferguson and Lampert, and Duchacek, referred to below, illustrate such perspectives.

For Barston, diplomacy
is concerned with the management of relations between states and between
states and other actors. From a state perspective diplomacy is concerned with
advising, shaping, and implementing foreign policy. As such it is the means by
which states through their formal and other representatives, as well as other
actors, articulate coordinate and secure particular or wider interests, using
correspondence, private talks, exchanges of view, lobbying, visits, threats and
other related activities2•
Barston acknowledges that the nature of diplomacy has undergone substantial changes In
recent years in relation to contents, methods and style. Content has become more diverse and
complex, as has the volume of negotiation, mediation, and regulation. Thus there is a greater
range of matters which are the concern of diplomats such as economic and commercial
matters; a greater use of personal diplomacy directly involving heads of state or government;
a wider range of ministries involved in diplomacy; greater openness; increased multilateralism;
and increased importance of news media to diplomacy. Besides the increasing diversification
in the agenda of diplomacy, Barston also acknowledges a striking growth in the number of
state and non-state actors in the international community. Such may be state, sub-state or
non-state actors3• A third theme mentioned is a tendency for greater fusion of public and
private interests whereby the state is acquiring an increasing number of stakes in private
domestic interests and in the external operations of nationals and corporate entities. Examples
are internationally negotiated joint ventures, financial support, trade promotion and furtherance
of international regulation to facilitate and protect economic interests4• The subject of this
thesis, the case of the NT, provides a particular example of governmental involvement
overseas to promote economic development. The final area of change is the search for

new

1M. Banks, 'The Inter-Paradigmatic Debate' in M. Ught and AJ.R. Groo m , InternationalRelations.
Ahandbookofcurrenttheory, London: Frances Pinter, 1985, p 12.
2 R.P.B arston, ModernDiplomacy, London: Longman, 1988, p 1 .

3 lbk1., Chapter 1 .
4 ibid..• p 252.
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a

more complex agenda.

Evans and Grant identify 'public diplomacy' as a more recently emphasised complement to
traditional diplomacy. Considering all diplomacy to be an exercise in persuasion and influence,
they add
Public diplomacy differs from the more traditional kind only in its methodology
and in terms of whom it sets out to influence and persuade. Whereas traditional
diplomacy seeks directly to influence the influential, public diplomacy not only
reaches to the decision-makers and opinion-formers, but also casts its net
much wider, beyond the influential few to the 'uninvolved' many1.
Public diplomacy is thus democratic, its starting premise being that familiarity can be a spur
to broad-based links between nations. The images of us others carry which influence their
attitudes towards us in regards to important matters such as our security requirements, our
goods and services, our appeal as a place for investment, to migrate, to visit, and so on.
Public diplomacy uses instruments such as libraries, exhibitions, and films, radio and television
broadcasts, invitations to visit, exchanges, scholarships, gifts and donations among others.
Australian public diplomacy, according to Evans and Grant is designed to serve purposes such
as persuading foreign target audiences about the validity of Australian points of view on

particular issues, persuade particular groups or individuals to adopt favourable views towards
Australia, and persuade the general community to likewise develop a favourable image of
Australia by reducing the cultural distance that may exist between them and Australians. Public
diplomacy has been a significant dimension of Northern Territory relations with Southeast
Asia.

Foreign policy, defined by Watson as •the substance of a state's relations with other powers
2
and agencies and the purposes it hopes to achieve by these relations• , has also undergone
significant changes in recent years, reflecting the greater degree of interdependence in the
contemporary world. As a result domestic policies are increasingly affected by a variety of
events happening outside the state's borders. Thus the content of foreign policy has expanded,
3
central controls have loosened, its nature has become increasingly technical • Furthermore,

1 Gareth Evans, Bruce Grant, Australia'sforeign relations intheworldofthe 1990s, Melbourne:
Melbourne University Press, 199 1 , p 67.

2 A Watson, Diplomacy, The Dialogue Between States, London: Methues, 1984, p 1 1 .
' Barston, ModernDiplomacy, Chapter 2.
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as a result olincreasingly complex foreign policy agendas, including a much broader range
of issue areas of concern, the organisation of foreign policy has been affected.

The almost exclusive concern with foreign policy matters by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of
the past has given place to involvement by

ministries previously considered essentially

'domestic', which have increasingly become concerned with external policy matters.

A

fragmentation of responsibility has thus resulted, and central control weakened. Paralleling the
fragmentation of concern with foreign policy matters among different ministries of the central
government, is an involvement in foreign policy matters by other actors such as sub-national
governments in federations, city governments and others including non-government actors.
Thus, the traditional view that domestic policy and foreign policy are two sets of phenomena
destined to remain separate from one another, is fading. This is the result of a new global
complex interdependence which call for responses that surpass the capabilities of central
governments acting alone.

'Non-sovereign' or 'sub-national' governments (i.e non-central governments of nation-states,
such as governments of component states of federations, city governments or, more remotely,
provincial governments of unitary states) are increasingly noticeable as international actors in
the contemporary world. These units feel compelled with growing intensity to engage directly

in international 'low' politics, when unable to rely fully on central sovereign governments to
advance their specific sub-national interests on the int�rnational stage.
1
Elazar points out that a change is noticeable in federal systems in the world • While control
of foreign affairs is one of the basic legal principles of the definition of federalism -thus
presenting the federation as a unitary actor on the international stage, the contemporary reality

has become increasingly different. He argues that after the first stage of establishment of
federaJ systems of various kinds, a second stage has followed where structures and processes
have changed, notably the revival of the policy making roles of the constituent states. That is,
the constituent elements of federal systems increasingly become polities rather than being
primarily administrative vehicles. In the post-World War II era, dominated by a weakened
sense of the exclusivity of national sovereignty, allowance is increasingly made for constituent
2
polity Involvement in foreign affairs . In the International domain, In Elazar's view, the 160 or

'O.J. Elazar, 'Federalism, Intergovernmental Relations, and Changing Models of the Pol ity', In LA.
Picard, A. Zarlnskl, Subnatlonal Politics Inthe 1980s, Organization, Reorganization and Economic
Development, New York: Praeger, 1987, p 18.

2 O.J.E.Iazar,'lntroductlon', Publlus, 1 4(4), Fall 1 984, p 3.

-13so traditional .politically sovereign states in the world are converging with the more than 300
federated or associated states, principally member states of federal systems, as more and
more the states in this latter group are assuming roles in foreign affairs1• This involvement is
said to have grown exponentially in recent years. The result has been that, as constituent units
of modem states have become more powerful politically, there has been a blurring in the line
between 'sovereign' and sub-national polities. Prime examples of such sub-national units
engaged in international affairs are US States, Canadian Provinces, and Swiss Cantons. This
study explores the corresponding situation in Australia, with particular reference to the NT.

Earl Fry also acknowledges that in an increasingly complex and interdependent global
economy, sub-national governments reach beyond national borders to enhance their influence
and economic well beinif. This occurs primarily, but not exclusively, in federal systems.
Prefectures in Japan and Departements in France, provide Unitary system examples. Fry cites
that in addition to sovereign states and 300 or so sub-national federation component
governments, thousands of sub-national government entities such as municipal or other local
governments are showing involvement in international trade, investment or cultural activities.
Given the disparity in economic size between a large US state such as California or New York
for example, and a sovereign micro state like Vanuatu, the resources and power the former
is able to bring to bear on its international relations may make its impact in certain areas
significant, despite its non-sovereign status.

Fry admits that little attention has been paid by international relations scholars to the
international activities of sub-national governments. Turning away from the state-centred
approaches

of

acknowledged

the

past,

more

recent

the role of non-state

perspectives

actors such as

on

international

non-government

relations

have

organisations,

multinational organisations, or even sectors of central governments acting autonomously of
central executive control. Fry lists growing economic interdependence, the safeguarding of
constituency interests, the internationalisation of production, distribution, transportation and
communication systems, constitutional ambiguity and political expediency as major factors
contributing to the proliferation of overseas activity by sub-national governments. These are
manifested in: growing economic interdependence, increasing the impact of foreign actors on

the

well being of the population of a sub-national entity; uneven economic benefits of

1 0. J.

Elazar, 'Federalism, Intergovernmental', p 18.

2 Ear1 Fry, The Impact of Federalism on the Development of International Economic Relations :
Lessons From the United States and Canada', AustralianOutlook , 43(1), April 1 989, pp 16-35, p 1 .
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federalism, prompting components to defend their regional interests perceived as not fully
taken care of by the central government; the need to create economic growth as electoral
considerations by incumbents wishing to be returned; decreasing reliance on transfer payments
from central governments; quest for revenues; global linkages and internationalisation of
production; protectionism; moral issues and finally constitutional ambiguity. In the NT case,
several of these apply.

Kincaid, considering the growing involvement of state and local governments in international
affairs, especially in world commerce, feels that 'international' relations may be a misnomer.
In his view, it might today be more accurate to speak of 'global intergovernmental'

or

'interorganizational' relations 1 • He identifies ten ways in which US state and local governments
participate in foreign affairs. Through Congressional representation in the US, they act as
partners in foreign policy development. Through lobbying Congress or the executive, they
become pressure points in foreign policy making. On the basis of their powers for domestic
governance, they can create climates in their jurisdictions which encourage or discourage
internationally related activities such as trade, tourism, investment and so on. US state and
local governments also participate in foreign affairs by promoting their own jurisdictions in
foreign markets. By assisting the federal government unofficially when official action is not
possible or desirable, they become proxies for the nation. They further participate in foreign
affairs as parties to agreements with foreign powers, to the extent allowed by the Constitution.
Since they make statements on foreign policy matters. they act as public education and
opinion forums. As they contribute to easing border tensions and cross-border problems, or
experiment wit_!'l local solutions to global problems, they act as problem solvers on the world
scene. Assisting economic development and democratisation in other parts of the world
through contribution of resources or skills, they become patrons of democracy. Promoting the
US and its culture abroad, US state and local governments become practitioners of goodwill.
As a foreign actor, the NTG has participated in most of these ways.

Soldatos also acknowledges the role of sub-national units in external relations, primarily
among components of advanced industrial federations such as Canada or the United States.
He considers such relations to be characterised by the deployment of a direct and relatively
autonomous external activity, where the federated unit has its own domestic and 'foreign

service'

channels of communication with the international environment:

1 John Kincaid, 'State and Local Governments go International', Intergovernmental perspective,
16(2), Spring 1990, p 6.

-15its own corpus of foreign policy objectives; an institutionally sophisticated machinery to support
such an activity; and substantial financial resources devoted to it1• Such external activity,
Soldatos adds, is seen to have the constitutive elements of a foreign policy, i.e. objectives,
strategies and tactics, institutions, decision-making processes, instruments and foreign policy
output. It manifests itself in a manner similar to conventional foreign policy activities, through
visits and missions abroad, agreements with foreign actors, external direct representation,
international transactions, international social communications, and so on. This study will
examine activities of such type performed by the NTG in Southeast Asia.

Keohane and Nye's world paradigm
Traditional outlooks on international relations have also been replaced by non state-centred
perspectives. Keohane and Nye's 'world paradigm' model considers international relations as
comprising a multiplicity of 'transnational' and 'transgovernmental' relations, besides interaction
at top executive level of central governments. The former are defined as the movement of
tangible or intangible items across state boundaries when at least one actor is not an agent
of a government or an intergovernmental . organisation, but is either an individual or an
organisation. The latter are defined as contacts between lower levels of the bureaucratic
hierarchy of central sovereign governments, taking place more or less autonomously of control
from the higher executive levels2• Both represent contacts, coalitions, and interactions across
state boundaries that are not controlled by the central foreign policy organs of sovereign
governments3•

Transnational

contacts

may

be

performed

by

multinational

business

enterprises, ideological organisations, trade unions, scientific networks, churches, etc. Keohane
and

Nye giv� no consideration,

however,

to contacts

or interactions

by component

governments of federations or by municipal governments, with entities beyond the boundaries
of their own nation-states.

In addition to Keohane and Nye's world paradigm, Chadwick Alger identifies two exceptions
to the traditional primarily state-centred study of international relations. The first is the

1 P. Soldatos, 'An Explanatory Framework for the Study of Federated States as Foreign Polley
i
o
n
a
lRelations, Oxford: Oxford
Actors' in M. Michelmann and P. Soldatos, FederatedStatesinInternat
University Press, 1990, Chapter 3 (manuscript).

2 8.0. Keohane and J. Nye, 'Transgovernmental Relations and International Organisations', WQ.dd
Politics, 27 (October 74), pp 39-62, p 44.

elationsan
dWorldPolitics, Cambridge, Mass:
' 8.0. Keohane and J. Nye, (eds.), TransnationalR
Harvard University Press, 1972, p xi.

-16'complex
Duchacek's

conglomerate

model' of Mansbach,

Ferguson and Lampert'.

n,e second ls

relations' conducted

by non-central

three major forms of 'trans-sovereign

governments in federal states, influencing the external relations of the federal government,
trans-border regionalism, and direct contacts with foreign centres of power2.

Mansbach, Ferguson and Lampert's 'complex conglomerate' model
These authors also reject the sovereign-state centred model of international politics. They
postulate that besides sovereign nation-states,

which remain the principal actors in the

international system, significant nonstate actors also exisf. The nation-state, no more than
'prim us inter pares', interacts and shares influence with an array of other types of organisations
and groups4• Global politics actors should therefore be defined neither by the ascriptive quality
of sovereignty nor by the descriptive characteristic of territoriality, commonly attributed to
nation-states. They should instead be defined by the behavioural attribute of autonomy, I.e.
the ability of leaders of an organised unit to undertake behaviour that could not be predicted
by reference to other actors or authorities. In this thesis it is seen that NT international
relations only emerge after self-government.

Mansbach

et als model of the contemporary global system, called 'complex conglomerate

system', identifies four types of tasks any or all of which systemic actors can perfonn in
cooperation or competition with other actors. These are, physical protection of people or their
values from coercive deprivation

by others; economic development

overcome constraints on self-development

and regulation,

to

and growth arising from scarcity of material

resources; residual public interest tasks, aimed at overcoming non-economic constraints

on

self-development and growth; group status, the provision of referent identification through
collective symbols aimed at establishing group memberships. The subject of this study, NTG

· 'diplomacy', will be seen to be primarily concerned with economic development and linked to
this with residual public interest and group status tasks. Six types of actors in the global
system which are able to perform such tasks are identified: interstate governmental actors,

1 Chadwick Alger, The World Relations of Cities: Closing the Gap Between Social Science
Paradigms and Everyday Human Experience, International Studies Quarterly, ( 1 990), 34, 493-518, p
onstateActorsI
nthe
494. Refers to Mansbach, Ferguson and Lampert, TheWebo
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dPolitics: N
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Prentice-Hall,
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2 ibkJ., p 495.
3 Mansbach, Ferguson and Lampert, TheWeb ofWoddPolitics: NonstateActors IntheGlobaJ
System, New York: Prentice-Hall, 1976.

4 w. p 296.
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-17composed of governmental

representatives from more than one state; interstate non

governmental actors, composed of individuals residing in several states not representing any
of their governments; nation-state actors, composed of personnel from a single central
government; governmental noncentral actors, composed of personnel from regional, parochial
or municipal governments within a single state or of colonial officials representing the state;
intrastate nongovernmental

actors, composed of nongovernmental groups or individuals

located primarily within a state; and finally, individuals who on occasion may be able to behave
autonomously in global politics.

Looking at historical data regarding interaction between pairs of political actors in three regions
of the world over the period

1 948-72, these authors arrived at a number of conclusions. First

and foremost, they found that there is strong evidence of relative autonomy of nonstate actors.
This severely undermines the proposition of the state-centric model of international politics that
sovereignty implies that nation-states are preponderant over all the nonstate actors lying within
their boundaries1 • Intrastate nongovernmental actors were found to be just as autonomous as
nation states in all the three regions and three time segments of the study. In the last two time
periods both intrastate nongovernmental actors and governmental noncentral actors were
relatively more autonomous than nation-sates. Regarding the proposition that nation-states
have a monopoly of global politics, the study showed that while nation-states through their
governments are still the primary actors in global politics
state actors appeared in almost two-thirds

(�9% of all interactions studied), non

(56%) of sue� interactions. Of the latter, intrastate

non governmental groups were the most involved (over
organisations

25%), then interstate governmental

(15%), followed by interstate non-governmental ones (10%), individuals (8 %),

and lastly governmental noncentral actors (less than

5%). The study further found that nation

states were more involved in cooperative behaviour while non-governmental actors were more
involved in conflictive behaviour.

The authors call the phenomenon in evidence by their analysis a •democratisation of global
politics•2, where the former exclusivity of a nation-state 'aristocracy' is giving place to a
greater participation by a number of other types of actors playing an ever more prominent and
autonomous role. It is acknowledged that while various actors do command different resources
and thus have a differing impact on global politics, their participation must be acknowledged

1 w. . p 274.
2 w. . p 276.

-18and their roles need to be comprehended, for an adequate understanding of global and
regional political systems.

lvo Duchacek's 'trans-sovereign relations'
Duchacek is one of the main scholars to examine the field of sub-national (state, provincial
and city) governments' international activity. Duchacek notes that in the contemporary world,
territorial boundaries separating one national community from another are being pierced by a
variety of trans-border flows. National boundaries,

as a result of such perforations of

sovereignties, have been rendered increasingly porous 1 • Duchacek also holds that the central
government monopoly on external relations of the past needs qualification today with respect
to issue-areas

not primarily concerned with national status and security.

In the past,

international politics were mainly concerned with national security and national status.
Nowadays, with greater governmental involvement in a wider variety of fields, international
politics includes issues previously viewed as being the concern of the private sector, e.g. trade
and cultural exchanges, or of noncentral governments in federations, e.g. social, educational,
ecological, humanitarian and criminal matters as well as minor transborder management
matters2•

The traditional situation is depicted as a univocal actor speaking to foreign government with
the single authoritative voice of the executive branch of the central government.

In the

contemporary situation a number of component layers of the state system protrude into the
international system establishing contacts with foreign governments and other centres of
power.

Sub-national

groups, be they private or territorial authorities are nowadays deliberately

participating in international relations. They either try to influence foreign policy making by the
central government from within, lobbying legislative or executive branches, or they bypass the
central government altogether, establishing formal or informal trans-sovereign contacts of their
own. In doing so they may be in harmony or in competition and conflict with central objectives.
This activity is visualised by Duchacek as 'perforations of sovereignties'. He identifies four
major categories of such perforators in democratic decentralised unitary or federal systems:
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-19the political opposition at national level; private interest groups; migrant or commuting workers;
and, local, municipal and regional governments 1 •

In an era of complex interdependence, federal components and other territorial sub-units, such
as major cities, appear in the international scene as micro-actors in an autonomous search
investment,

for

trade,

transfrontier

environmental

cooperation,

tourism,

and

cultural

exchanges2• Issue areas in which they may legitimately engage in relate to non strategic
matters, i.e areas not involving the 'high politics' designation of the past. The Northern Territory
Government's activities studied in this thesis is an example of such non-strategic 'diplomatic
activity'.

Duchacek and Soldatos' study of non-sovereign diplomacy
Ouchacek acknowledges that nowadays territorial components of federal and decentralised
unitary systems, as managers of economic, cultural and social affairs, increasingly assert their
international competence in relation to foreign investment, trade promotion, environmental and
energy issues, cultural exchanges, human and labour rights and tourism3• He coined the term

micro-diplomacy to refer to such 'sub-national' activities in the 'low politics' domain of
economic, social and cultural interchanges, also using the term

paradiplomacy. In this thesis

the term paradiplomacy is used.

Ouchacek

di�tinguishes

basically two types of such phenomena,

one,

the emerging

segmentation and coordination of foreign policy between central and component governments
in federal democracies or other significantly decentralised systems and, two, the development
of regional transborder cooperative frameworks. Duchacek lists several factors which have led
to the present salience of these of non-sovereign international relations. They include: one,
growing world interdependence, with associated pressures and opportunities; two, expanded
roles of non-central governments in areas such as foreign investment attraction, international

I.D. Duchacek, 'Multicommunal and Bicommunal Polities and Their International Relations', in I.D.
Duchacek, D. Latouche, G. Stevenson, (eds.), PerforatedSovereignties andInternational Relations,
Westport: Greenwood Press, 1988, pp 3-28, p 5.
1

2 J.D. Duchacek, Comparative Federalism,
University Press of America, 1987, p xil.

The Territorial Dimension of Politics,

Lanham Md.:

3 I. Duchacek, 'The International DlmensJon of Subnational Self-Government', Publlus, 1 4 (4), Fall
1984, pp 5-32, p 5.
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trade and tourism promotion, education, culture, health services etc.; three, the growing need
for joint management -together with neighbouring foreign governments- of the social,
economic and environmental problems resulting from an increase in the movement of pe·rsons,
goods and pollutants across national boundaries; and finally, the extension of the domain of
central government foreign policy, and its resulting impingement on areas within the
jurisdictional domain of non-central governments1 • The principal goal of such micro diplomatic
activity, in Duchacek's view, is self-help, whereby sub-national territorial authorities respond
to external opportunities or threats.

In Duchacek's view a number of recent interrelated developments have challenged the
traditional division between matters of national security and status, as the exclusive concern
of central governments, and non-security issue areas. He examines seven of such
developments:

the imperatives

of global, continental

and

regional

interdependence;

governmental welfare services; neighbourhood linkages; extension of the foreign policy field;
bottom up opposition to the growth of central governments; imitation; cases of separatism2•

He argues that sub-national

awareness of pressures and opportunities arising from

interdependence is a new development, as sub-national leaders become conscious of their
polity's vulnerability to distant events. The response is one of self-help by means of
establishing international links with foreign sources of economic, financial and industrial power.
Sub-national government welfare activities include education, social services and general
welfare. To fulfil their roles, sub-national governments engage in educational exchange
activities, migrant and trans-border commuting worker welfare matters, etc. Neighbourhood
linkages across national boundaries, which they tend to 'perforate' are seen by Duchacek as
the result of intensified cross boundary flows. The similarities of social, economic and
environmental problems shared by geographically proximate areas. increased by the massive
flows of persons, goods and pollutants across borders which need regulations, make their own
governments look more to one another to seek solutions than towards their respective national
centres. As a result, cooperative transborder arrangements have been institutionalised in a
number of locations, such as along the US/ Canada border, the US/Mexico border,
France/Switzerland, Germany/ Switzerland and others3 • Duchacek furthermore makes mention
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-21of the broader interactions between such neighbourhood 'dyads' and their respective central
governments and other governments further afield, concluding that inter neighbour rivalries
may poison the respective centre to centre international relations, or conversely, local or
transborder provincial politics may be used to affect the conduct of national foreign policy. In
the case under study in this thesis, it will be seen that the NTG has indeed exhibited a role in
the conduct of Australia/Indonesia relations, particularly over neighbouring East Timor.

As a result of growing global interdependence, national governments have increasingly been
involved in the establishment of international compacts pertaining to a range of matters which
essentially lie in the jurisdictional domain of component non-central governments. The line
between foreign and domestic policy has thus blurred further. Non-central governments have
thus either attempted to preserve their jurisdictional domain or ensure their inputs to the central
policy making process. Sub-national governments have either argued their right to act
internationally in their areas of constitutional jurisdiction (e.g. Canada), or resorted to intense
lobbying by state representatives in the central legislature (e.g. US) to influence foreign policies
affecting their constituents. On occasion, sub-national components also attempt to influence
the 'high politics' foreign policy domain.

Opposition to big government is another factor encouraging non-sovereign paradiplomacy
listed by Ouchacek. Large, distant national governments are seen by sub-national leaders and
their publics as too remote to be properly concerned with local needs. The sub-national
government is considered more aware of what is locally needed. In the case of the peripheral
NT in Australia, feelings of remoteness from the national government in Canberra have
encouraged approximation attempts to neighbouring Southeast Asia.

The sixth factor listed is imitation. Sub-national involvement in foreign relations may result
from copying other sub-national governments seen to have acquired prestige from a presence
overseas. Junketing and paying off debts of political favours to supporters would also be
attractive benefits from such involvements. The last development cited by Ouchacek to account
for the contemporary blurring of the distinction between foreign and domestic policy is
separatism. Despite sub-national resentment about distant central governments deemed too
big, inept, ignorant or neglectful, breaking away is rarely considered. Thus sub-national foreign
relations are usually not preludes to separatism. In the cases where such desires are
entertained, the driving force is a feeling of nationalism rather than economic calculation. The
case of Quebec In Canada Is a prominent example. This thesis shows that even If

an
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paradiplomacy.

Duchacek's typology of paradiplomacy
Duchacek

acknowledges

variety regarding

the forms, goals,

intensity,

frequency

and

importance of paradiplomatic activities1• He lists intervening variables that determine the
extent of such micro-diplomacy as: coordinating mechanisms and self-confidence of the
national centre; radical, revolutionary or moderate political climate; quality and skill of sub
national elites; ethnic/lingual heterogeneity; the nature of the political system -whether non
centralising federal, centralising federal, decentralised

unitary, or centralising-

and its

corresponding political culture. Looking at the experience of the Northern Territory and
Southeast Asia, one could add factors such as geographic regional coherence, economic
complementarity, strong or peripheral integration into the national system, existence of
strategic or security concerns, and cultural distances. Similarly, it will be seen that NT
interaction with eastern Indonesia have been severely limited by central government attitudes,
sub-national elite skills, as well as strong cultural cleavages.

Duchacek distinguishes and names four distinct yet interconnected types of paradiplomatic
activities by autonomous non-sovereign governments: transborder regional microdiplomacy,

transregional microdiplomacy, global paradiplomacy, and protodiplomacy.

Transborder regional microdiplomacy. refers to contacts among neighbours pertaining primarily
to their common transborder issues, dominantly conditioned by the similarities of problems
arising from their geographic proximity. These interactions comprise both formal institutions or
compacts and informal networks between contiguous sub-national authorities. The new
intensity, political impact, and complexity of cross-border interactions leads to what Duchacek
visualises

as

a

•sub-national

perforation

of

inter-sovereign

boundaries•2,

whereby

consociations of sub-nations aim to engage in an inter-sovereign, territorially delineated
cooperation. It is observed that in a regional context, contiguous communities often feel closer
to one another (within and across national boundaries) than to distant national or sub-national
administrative centres of power, often perceived as ignorant of the interests and needs of the
common concerns of borderlands.

1 Duchacek, TheTerritorial, p 240.
2 Duchacek, 'The International', p 9.
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inter-elite frameworks. Consequent development of political, administrative and technical inter
elite intimacy may or may not lead to the emergence of a popular transborder political or social
culture (including a distinct language) and sentiments of separate identity and border loyalty.
In the case under study in this thesis, the natural potential existing for such a development Is
expressly hindered by Indonesian central government policies.

Transregional microdiplomacy. refers to connections and negotiations between non-contiguous
noncentral governments in neighbouring countries. These interactions are seen to have a more
formal pattern than the previously listed transborder ones. In the case of the NT. relations with
more distant Indonesian provinces, or even with eastern Malaysian states, may be considered
to fall in this category. Consequently they raise protocol questions, and may lead to tensions
with sovereign diplomatic activities.

Global paradiplomacy. is taken to include all the paradiplomatic activities with foreign central
governments. While these would be primarily in relation to economic, social and cultural
matters, and thus involve relevant functional branches or agencies of central governments , a
political component is unavoidable in practice. This is a consequence of the contemporary
extension of government regulatory involvement in areas such as environmental control,
technology transfers, cultural and educational exchanges,

particularly in 'statist' cases.

Instruments of such non-sovereign diplomacy includ� the establishment

of permanent

representative offices overseas, sending of trade and investment missions. As Duchacek
acknowledges, such micro-diplomacy raises questions of protocol and leads to potential
__

tensions with central government representatives based in the same centres.

· Protodiplomacy. is Duchacek's term for non-sovereign foreign activities of a separatist nature,
harbingers of sovereign state diplomacy. Cases such as Quebec, where a separatist message
is inserted into economic, social and cultural links with foreign nations, aimed at prepare the
way for an eventual accession to sovereignty.

So/datos' typology
Using a functional rather than geographical classification, i.e. the nature of the Issues dealt
with by the paradiplomatic actors rather than their geographical location with respect to one
another, the above typology Is reduced to two categories by Soldatos1 : global paradlplomacy

1 Mlchelmann and Soldatos, FederatedStates, p 1 4 (manuscript).
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concerning

the whole international system (e.g. peace and war, international

trade

liberalisation). These are uncommon events, encompassing 'high politics' issues not normally
dealt with by non-sovereign actors, which are more frequently involved in 'low politics' issues.
Regional paradiplomacy refers to issues non-global in scope, but relevant to the regions of
the communities involved.

With respect to the nature of paradiplomatic actions, Soldatos identifies two categories of
paradiplomacy : cooperative actions and parallel actions. Cooperative action in foreign policy
can occur where the federal government coordinates sub-national paradiplomatic actions of
component government or develops them jointly with the sub-national actor. Such action
would be supportive of the foreign policy goals of both. Parallel actions, which would be
substitutive, can develop in a harmonious way, with the federal government accepting a federal
component's independent paradiplomatic actions, or it can be conflictive, with the federal
government opposing them. It will be seen that the Nrs paradiplomacy with Indonesia has
been cooperative and at times attempting to be parallel. What little paradiplomacy has been
allowed to eastern Indonesia towards the NT has exhibited a potential for being substitutive.

Central governments and paradiplomacy
As Duchacek indicates, central governments exhibit varying degrees of concern at sub

national diplomatic activity which complements, challenges or duplicates their diplomacy, even
if it is primarily concerned with non-political matters of economic, social or cultural nature. At
the extreme, paradiplomatic activities may be perceived as potentially secessionist in nature,
and as such threatening the main goal of sovereign foreign policy, preservation of the integrity
of the state. In this study it will be seen that such concerns are high in the minds of Indonesian
government officials and have as such significantly inhibited NTG paradiplomacy in eastern
Indonesian provinces.

Lesser concerns of central governments relate to perceived negative effects of fragmentation
of the national voice abroad. The emergence of multivocalism requires the need of
coordination to avoid the inconsistency of conflicting messages which may generate confusion
or be exploited by other states. Multivocalism in foreign policy is therefore considered to
diminish the efficiency of a 'tidy' univocal appearance on the international stage. Increased
competition between components of the national unit, leading to greater advantages for some
at the expense of others, is another concern. This potential fostering of rivalry among

-25components, is perceived as damaging to the national interest as a whole which the central
government

has the task to advance.

A final concern of central governments with paradiplomacy relates to the perceived lack of
appropriate diplomatic skills by sub-national government personnel, due to their lack of
opportunities to develop these in the absence of a tradition of diplomacy at sub-national level.
The shared awareness of trans border regional interests and approaches among elites on both
sides of the border, and their closeness to one another as opposed to their distance from
national centres, contrasts with the remoteness and lack of awareness by central government
officials about matters in such regions. Central government diplomats would thus be less
equipped to appropriately communicate in such cases, making their diplomacy less effective
than paradiplomacy by regional officers.

The NTG appears increasingly aware of the need to equip its officials with Indonesian
language and cross-cultural communication skills, aiming to develop experts for regional
relations.

Frontiers
The concept of 'frontier' in political geography is a further theoretical area useful to the analysis
of NT/ Southeast Asian interaction. The NT is commonly referred to as a frontier in Australia.
The concept allows a clearer understanding of the meaning of the term in relation to the Nrs
professed vocation to become the frontline of Australian/ Southeast Asian contact, while
simultaneously being the area of least settlement in Australia.

Political geographers clearly distinguish between the terms 'frontier'. 'border' and 'boundary'.
In the contemporary international system where the territorial dimensions of states are clearty
established, boundaries are lines, theoretically without any width, marking the territorial division
between states. Boundaries clearly separate contiguous geographical areas under different
sovereignties. Borders are the areas fringing boundaries. According to Prescott, politicaJ
geographers distinguish two meanings for the term frontier1• 'Settlement frontiers' are zones
indicating a transition between settled and uninhabited parts of a country, and 'politlcaJ
frontiers' denote the unclaimed zones of political transition which separated two areas

1 J.R.V. Prescott, PoliticalFrontiersandBooodaries. London: Allen and Unwin 1987, p 36.
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states have expanded outwards, asserting their sovereign control over such flanking zones of
transition, political frontiers have disappeared.

Mellor considers frontiers to be belts of transition between one state and another, seen as
danger zones liable to enemy incursions, often perceived as better avoided, thus marked by
economic and social differences from the rest of the countri . Preston indicates, citing East,
that two types of political frontiers can be distinguished: 'frontiers of contact' and 'frontiers of
separation12• Even if most states have sought frontiers which foster separation from their
neighbours, some frontiers, i.e. frontiers of contact, either by the attraction of their resources
or the ease with which they could be crossed, allowed trading, migratory or conflictive contact
between political groups. In contrast, frontiers of separation possess physical qualities which
made them unattractive to exploiters and travellers alike, thus discouraging intercourse across
them. Prescott adds that in no case did the geography of the frontier determine the degree of
intercourse between states; rather the attitudes and policies of the flanking states were
decisive3• It will be seen that political and attitudinal factors have had a bearing on the role
of the NT as a frontier of contact or of separation with Southeast Asia.

While the problem of definition of land boundaries and the consequent disappearance of
frontier zones has been resolved in the contemporary international system, the matter of
maritime boundaries and frontiers is still undergoing settlement in many cases, attracting much
interest among the littoral and archipelagic states of Asia4• For Australia, which as a continent
has no land borders, the determination of maritime borders is as yet not fully settled. Australia
faced international competition for its continental shelf in the area off the NT, between
Ashmore Reef and Torres Strait where it is linked to Indonesia and Papua New Guinea5, its
only 'maritime frontier' so to speak. The determination of a maritime boundary in the area off
the former Portuguese Timor is as yet not fully resolved.

1 A. E. H. Mellor, NatjonStatean
dT
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rritory, London: Routledge, 1 989, p 74.
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Settlement frontiers within states, which mark the limits of human settlement, may be of two
kinds according to Prescott1 • 'Primar"f settlement frontiers denote historic features which
existed when a state took possession of its territory for the first time as for example the North
American West or the Australian North. 'SecondarY settlement frontiers mark zones which
separate settled and uninhabited regions of a state.
Prescott adds that secondary settlement frontiers are still found in many countries where
adverse physical environments or inadequate techniques hinder further advances of land
usage and settlement, leading to a limited range of economic activities by a low density
population. Development is slow and requires substantial governmental planning and support.
Their impact on their respective hinterlands tends to be limited. The NT provides an example
of secondary settlement frontier in Australia. It has at times in the past also been thought of
as a type of frontier of separation between the core states of southern Australia, and the
'threatening' peoples of Asia. This thesis will look at the concept of the Northern Territory as
a 'frontier of integration' bringing together Australia and Southeast Asia, resulting from
contemporary government policies in both Darwin and Canberra.
In a paper which aims to clarify the difference between frontiers and boundaries, Kristof sees
historical frontiers as
parts ahead of the hinterland ... on the margin of the inhabited world ... meeting
places not merely of different ways of physical survival, but also of different
concepts of the good life, and hence increasingly political in character .
He adds that the frontier is an integrating factor. As a zone of transition from the sphere

(oecumene) of one way of life to another, and representing forces which are neither fully
assimilated to nor satisfied with either, it provides an excellent opportunity for mutual
interpenetration and sway. Thus, in order to secure the unequivocal loyalty of their frontier
lands, modem nation-states have substituted semi-autonomous frontiers with controlled and
exact borderlines. Boundary areas tend to exhibit frontier characteristics and could thus be
seen as zones of mutual interpenetration, unless flanking states' policies discourage cross
boundary flows, turning borders of contact into borders of separation. Writing at the height of
the Cold War, Kristof advocated that rather than hardening the boundaries between the
oecu

menes of the two superpowers, 'frontiers of ideological worlds' should be established.

1 J.R.V. Prescott, PoliticalFrontiers. p 36.

Kristof, 'The nature of Frontiers and Boundaries'
AnnalsoftheAssociation ofAmericanGeographers, 1 959, pp 269-82,
2 LKD.

p 270.
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be functional for the harmonious coexistence of the two superpowers. In the case under study
in this thesis, the NT could be conceived as a frontier of integration between the two potentially
hostile oecumenes of Australia and Southeast Asia, playing a facilitating role for their
harmonious coexistence.

Integration

The hypothesis tested in this study is that one of the factors hindering the achievement of NTG
diplomatic aims in Southeast Asia has been the significant incoherence in the region
comprising the NT and Southeast Asia, that is, the lack of integration between both. In order
to evaluate the degree of such integration, an appropriate framework is necessary.

A regional integration framework proposed by Nye has been validated with reference to
1
Southeast Asian data by Kegley and Howell • Nye's typology considers regional integration
a tri-dimensional concept, where each dimension can be further broken down into a number
of categories amenable to empirical observation and measurement at a point in time. The three
dimensions are : economic (tending to the formation of a transnational economy) , social
(tending to form a transnational society) and political

(forming a transnational political

interdependence). Economic integration may be divided into two categories: trade (evidenced
by regional exports as percentages of total exports for example) and services (expenditures
on joint services as percentages on GNP). Social integration may be divided into two
categories: social integration at mass level and social integration at elite level. Observable
evidence could be communications transactions (mail, telephone calls) air traffic, percentage
of inter regional students. Political integration may be divided into institutional (bureaucratic or
jurisdictional), policy, attitudinal or security. A number of events can be observed including
budgetary allocations, supra-

nationality of decisions, and so on.

1 J.S. Nye, PeaceinParts:IntegrationandC
onflictinRegionalOrganisation, Boston: Uttle, Brown,
1971. pp 21 -54.
C.W. Kegley and LD. Howell, 'The dimensionality of regional integration: Construct validation In the
Southeast Asian context', InternationalOrganisation, 1975, pp 997-1 020.
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useful framework to assess national integration is provided by Christine Drake1• She

characterises it as
a multidimensional, complex, and dynamic concept involving a great variety of
interlocking elements that operate separately to some extent yet are also
interacting, cumulative, and generally mutually reinforcing. Indeed Integration
is a wholistic concept in which the totality of the separate aspects is greater
than the sum of the different parts2•
Drake's model identifies historical, social and economic dimensions of integration. Common
integrative historical experiences act as a cohesive force. The sociocultural dimension gives
a sense of unity, of being set aside from neighbours, on the basis of the existence of common
language; common religion; adequate levels of literacy and education to enable participation;
common legal systems; spread of regional organisations; common access to amenities such
as entertainment, radio, health; similar degree of urbanisation, since urban populations share
urban culture. Since the interaction among parts promotes integration, especially if they share
various socio-cultural attributes, indicators such as transportation, communications (lV, phone
etc.), migration, and trade are important integration dimensions. The economic dimension,
including regional and sectoral economic interdependence, and absence of economic
disparities between regions, further indicates integration. Drake concludes that national
integration depends on a fundamental balance, a dynamic equilibrium, between these four
component dimensions.

In this thesis the level of international integration between the NT and Brunei, Indonesia,
Singapore, Sabah and Sarawak is examined using a model based on the above. The historical
dimension relates to the presence or absence of shared historical experiences and traditions.
The sociocultural dimension includes existence of common languages, social institutions,
regional organisations, access to amenities, religion, political cultures, educational system
similarities. The interaction dimension refers to transportation links by air and sea;
communications such as TV, telephones, and mail; migration; trade promotion activities; and
educational exchanges. Economic dimensions of integration relate to regional and sectoral
economic interdependence, degree of homogeneity among the various economies, trade in
goods and services. The political dimension would encompass institutional integration,
including bureaucratic and jurisdictional aspects; policy integration; security cooperation.
Analysis of the NT in relation to Southeast Asia in terms of such a set of variables would
1 Christine Drake, NationalIntegrationInIndonesia, Honolulu: University of Hawaii, 1 989,
2 lbk1., p 2.

passim.
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interpretation of NTG policies in terms of their contribution to fostering the strengthening of any
such dimension of integration. Lack of data precludes a quantitative analysis however!

Developmentallsm
Seers considers 'development' to involve change in the way resources of all kinds are used,
produced and distributed- whether these resources are land, time, capital, labour, symbols,
influence, status, opportunity or power1• Several post colonial developing states, such as 'New
Order' Indonesia, have emphasised economic development as the major legitimising factor for
their governing arrangements. Though its strong involvement, the state has become a major
agent of capitalist development. Leftwitch asserts that the post World War II experience in the
so-called Third World have clearly indicated that the success or failure of developmental
efforts has been critically affected by the character and capacity of the state. He adds that
[l]n ts
i
contemporary Third World identification, 'development' involves all the
methods and processes whereby the level of efficiency of the forces and
means of production, their organisation and control, can be raised or improved,
and their product so distributed as to liberate human beings from vulnerability,
hunger, poverty, disease and ignorance. Development involv[es]
2
markets and states, as well as technical innovations...

politics,

Reviewing a variety of theoretical schools of development studies, Leftwitch further observes
that scholars influenced by Marxist traditions have stressed that the process of systematic
capital accumulation and industrialisation in the modern world has been most successful where
states and bureaucratic systems have been capable of authoritative, far-reaching and
generally effective direction of, or intervention in, the economy.

In the case

of the NT, where the development task can be considered to have born similarities

with Third World states, a developmentalist ideology has attempted to overcome the secondary
frontier status by fostering industrialisation on the basis of a strong government participation.
The NTG has, particularly in the first few years of self-government, exhibited a tendency
towards greater interventionism in the economy than in remaining Australian states. This fact

1 D. Seers, 'The meaning of development', in D. Lehmann, {ed.) DevelopmentTheory.FourCritical
C
a
seStudies, London: Cass, 1979. Cited In A. Leftwich {ed.), 'Politics and Development Studies', .N.ew
Developments InPoliticalScience, An I nternational Review of Achievements and Prospects, London:

Edward Elgar, 1990, p 83.

2 Lettwltch, 'Politics', p 84.
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policy, as done in this study.

Cultural distance
Hofstede's model, widely used in cross-cultural studies on business management, provides
a quantitative measure of cultural differences between several national cultures. This model
is briefly introduced in this thesis as a simple means to quantify the 'cultural distance' existing
between Australia and several Southeast Asian societies.

Hofstede
variation

characterises different national value systems in terms of four dimensions of
-'individualism' I 'collectivism',

large I small 'power distance',

strong I weak

'uncertainty avoidance', 'masculinity' I 'femininity'. 'Power distance' refers to the degree to
which the less powerful accept that unequal distributions of power in a society are normal.
'Uncertainty avoidance' refers to •the extent to which people within a culture are made nervous
by situations that they consider to be unstructured, unclear or unpredictable, and the extent
to which they try to avoid such situations by the adoption of strict codes of behaviour and a
belief in absolute truths• 1 • 'Low individualism' refers to the degree of collectivism in a culture,
which ties individuals to tight 'in-groups'. Masculinity/ femininity refers to the degree of
difference in the definition of roles for the two sexes in a culture. Masculine values, according
to Hofstede, involve high assertiveness and competitiveness, while feminine values are more
nurturing.

Hofstede examined
differences in mental programming among similar people in different nations,
as expressed in the distribution of certain values, ...[defined as] ...broad
preferences for certain states of affairs over others . .2•
.

He found that the dominant value patterns among over 50 countries varied along the above
four main dimensions.

1 Hofstede cited in P. Blunt, 'Cultural Consequences for Organisation Change in a Southeast Asian
State: Brunei', Th
eA
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yofManagement Executive, 1988, Vol II N11 3, pp 235-40.
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Hills: Sage, 1980.

-32NT/Southeast .Asian relations have required the crossing of a complex cultural divide. Cultural
distance factors have had an important bearing on the outcome of paradiplomatic activities,
thus requiring consideration as a relevant variable .

The various theoretical perspectives presented above are utilised throughout this thesis as
analytical tools making up a complex model to interpret the peripheral non-sovereign NT's
international relations with Southeast Asia. Each one of them is relevant to the interpretation
of a dimension

of this complex activity. The various perspectives

on non-sovereign

international relations closely relate to different aspects of the Nrs efforts to advance its
interests in Southeast Asia reviewed in this study. Similarly, the theoretical concept of frontiers
fits the status of the Territory in Australia and its past role in Australian/Southeast Asian
relations, as well as the future role NTG developmentalist policy aimed for the NT.

The

incipient nature of the relationship, and the absence of comprehensive quantitative data on
regional interaction make it premature to attempt a rigorous quantitative analysis along the
lines of the integration models suggested above. The above tools combined into a complex
analytical model do however allow an interpretative review of the main aspects of the post
self-government Southeast Asian orientation of the NTG.

Chapter 2
THE REGIONAL CONTEXT
Southeast Asia, Australia, and the Northern Territory
•Jt is not a question of whether we can regard you as part of Asia, but whether
you yourselves will be able to feel a part of this continentt��

The coastal part of the Northern Territory comprises an area which historically has either been
considered a frontier of separation or a frontier of integration between Australia and Southeast
Asia, depending on preferences and initiatives of societies based outside this area. This
chapter examines the various phases of the history of this frontier and of Australia's relations
with Southeast Asia.

In the pre-European past, Northern Australia and the neighbouring islands of Southeast Asia
exhibited a degree of regional coherence, which was fragmented by European imperial
presence and settlement, leading to the emergence of a sharp cultural, social, ethnic and
economic divide running along the Arafura-Timor seas. While Australia's imperial linkages to
Britain remained strong, there was little desire to look to Asia and bridge this divide. The NT,
poised on the Australian side of the divide, was a languishing isolated periphery. Its principal
function was to provide pastoral, agricultural, and later mineral produce, mainly to Britain via
links through Australian southern centres. The challenge· to European imperial presence in Asia
during World War

II,

and the emergence of sovereign post-colonial states in Southeast Asia

strengthened the perception of Asia as a looming potentially hostile region to Australia. Rather
than attempting to enhance Australia's security through the development of linkages with the
neighbourhood, (i.e by fostering harmonious interstate relations by the creation of regional
linkages2) , the divide was at first reinforced. Interaction across it was discouraged, the
perception increased that the main vocation of the NT was that of a security buffer for Australia
-a frontier of separation-

against its fundamentally different, and potentially hostile Asian

neighbours.

1 Indonesian scholar and diplomat Dr Sudjatmoko commenting on Australia in Asia. Cited in J.
irs1971-75, Sydney: George
lngleson, 'South-East Asia', In W.J. Hudson (ed.), AustraliainWorldAffa
Allen & Unwin, 1980, p 305.
2 KJ. Holstl, TheDlyldlngDiscipline. H
egemonyandDiversityInInternationalTheory, Boston: Allen
& Unwin, 1987, p 35.
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Strategically located on the routes connecting India and China, the two major Asian seats of
civilisation, the resource-rich area comprising Indochina, the Malay Peninsula, and the Malay
archipelago has attracted a variety of foreign interests throughout its history. Outsiders who
have strongly influenced the history of the region include Indians, Chinese, Moslems,
Europeans, Japanese and, in recent years, transnational corporations. As a result, the region's
indigenous civilisations have had a turbulent history of contacts with foreign peoples, which
have both enriched and subjugated their societies. Generally fertile land and generous natural
resource endowments have enabled the area to support large populations. In many areas,
complex hierarchical societies, able to sustain sophisticated civilisations, emerged.

Modem European expansion overseas was since the fifteenth century driven by the economic
attraction of Southeast Asia.

The conquest of Malacca and the spice production centre of

Ambon in the eastem part of the Malay archipelago, marked the beginning of European
imperial presence in the Southeast Asian region, culminating in Spanish, Dutch, English,
French and US presence and rule. By the early 2oth century, Europeans had virtually gained
total political control over the societies of the region, significantly reshaping local economies
and other important societal institutions so as to suit metropolitan interests. These were the
foundations of the modern sovereign states of Southeast Asia which emerged after World War
II, when Japan began to dislodge European empires from the region. The process of European
withdrawal finally concluded in 1975 with the invasion by Indonesia of the last remnant of
Portuguese presence in the Malay archipelago, the tiny 'Overseas Province' of East Timor,
which like Ambon, lies in the vicinity of the NT.
The modem states of Southeast Asia are thus mostly post-colonial constructs which, to
varying extents, claim roots in traditional indigenous kingdoms. On one hand appeals are made
to myths of nationhood anchored in a distant past, while on the other hand fissiparous
tendencies are present among groups whose identification with the dominant myth is limited.
Modern Southeast Asian state institutions reflect a greater or lesser extent of blending of
indigenous cultures and those of their respective past European imperial masters. They also
reflect the influence of migrant groups (mainly Chinese and Indian) which arrived under the
aegis of European empires.

The degree of cultural fragmentation of previously relatively homogeneous regions caused by
Europeans Is evident to this day. Malaysia, for example, is fragmented Into a number of distinct
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Singapore reflects a blend of British institutions and civic culture together with a Chinese
adapted liberal free._market business ethos. Indonesia reflects a blending of various pre
European cultures, of which the Javanese predominates, together with modern institutions of
Dutch origin. Its society is ethnically and religiously fragmented into groups of varying degrees
of loyalty to the state. Among the minorities, the Chinese immigrant community stands out for
its disproportionate degree of economic importance. Brunei has traditional Malay and British
institutions in a strongly Moslem setting. Its private small -and middle- scale entrepreneurial
sectors are composed predominantly of Chinese, mostly resident non-citizens. East Timor
reflects a Catholic Portuguese legacy blended with an indigenous culture and superimposed
Indonesian state institutions.

The fact that the origins of the post-colonial states of Southeast Asia lie in the grafting of
modem European institutions onto local traditional ones, has given each of these states a
distinct character of its own. While the institutions they share with modern states elsewhere
may appear formally similar, the 'cultures' which influence the functioning of such institutions
are peculiar to each, and in most cases differ significantly from their modern European
prototypes. Concepts such as development, democracy, human rights, freedom of expression,
to name but a few, do carry different meanings in the various Southeast Asian societies to the
commonly accepted ones in 'western' liberal traditions. Thus, an adequate understanding and
effective interaction with contemporary Southeast Asian societies by outsiders does require a
profound knowledge of their respective 'mindsets'. This is particularly so for newcomers to the
region who are heirs to a western cultural tradition, such as Australians. Insufficient awareness
of this difference has, and continues to be, the cause of interaction difficulties between
Southeast Asians and their Australian neighbours. For example, referring to Australia's closest
neighbour Indonesia, Evans and Grant observed,
no two neighbours anywhere in the world are as comprehensively unalike as
Australia and Indonesia. We differ in language, culture, religion, history,
ethnicity, population size and in political, legal and social systems1 •
They added that, unlike other dissimilar neighbours in the world, proximity over time has not
even brought the two neighbours to share at least some characteristics.

1 Evans and

Grant Australia's, p 184.
,
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Modern Australia, and to a lesser extent New Zealand1 , are oddities in the Asia-Pacific
region. Until recently Australia was almost exclusively a white settler society of predominantly
British origin, which retained a Western cultural base by excluding its Asian neighbours and
virtually obliterating its own indigenous population. The society created in Australia was a
modem, post-industrial revolution one, with virtually no pre-modern or non-western traditions.
It thus is a society of alien origins devoid of links to the indigenous cultures of the region. In
recent years migration of non-British and non-European stock to Australia, including Asians,
has resulted in a degree of so-called 'multiculturalism', whose effect on central societal
institutions and norms is as yet limited.

This background also accounts for the existence of marked differences in political culture
between Australia and Asia. Australia is an heir to the British liberal-democratic political
tradition, with a character of its own. In its reputedly egalitarian, highly individualistic society,
social status is achieved on the basis, not of ascription as in most of Asia, but of achievement,
often in pioneering the conquest of a vast environment. Predominantly middle-class in values,
compared to Asians, Australians may choose to take a significant degree of political
participation. A tradition of public scrutiny and open criticism of their leaders exists. A free
press is an important instrument in this process. Economic differences between Australia and
Asia are also quite stark.

Its initial role as one of the main suppliers of primary produce to Britain until the mid-20th

century significantly shaped Australia. It established the locus of development in the temperate
southern zones, more congenial to white settlement. It produced high levels of prosperity,
underpinned by a strong welfare-state. Australian labour enjoyed some of the highest wage
levels in the world. Strong protectionist measures were taken in an attempt to protect these
privileged conditions. The labour market was strongly regulated in terms of wage levels and
working conditions, access of immigrants, particularly non-whites, was controlled. Widespread
protectionism against foreign imports was extended to manufacturing industry. Foreign capital
access was regulated. Exports were basically bulk commodities sold on contracts to virtually
captive markets. The eventual result of these policies was an antiquated, Internationally

1 According to long-time observers of Australian/Southeast Asian Interaction like Darwin resident
Colin Jack-Hinton, New Zealanders are reputed to have blended in better with the non-european
sodetles surrounding them, exhibiting more appropriate attitudes than Australians, (personal Interview,
18/09/92).
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uncompetitive industrial sector, primarily based in southern centres and an expensive labour
force, often accused of low productivity. The society was culturally isolated from its Asian
neighbourhood, lacking skills to interact with it, including trading skills for export marketing.

Thus modern Australia has encountered difficulties to relate to its neighbours. Not only are
there cross-cultural communications barriers, but Australia has been perceived with suspicion
and has become a target for latent anti-colonial hostility as it is often still thought of as an heir
to European imperialism in the region. In particular, the destruction of the past regional
coherence between the eastern Malay archipelago and Northern Australia led to the
emergence of a sharp divide, called the 'Arafura-Timor' divide in this study. This divide has
had great significance in each of the various phases of the history of Australia's relations with

its northern neighbours in Southeast Asia, and can be defined in terms of Australian policies
towards reinforcing or permeating the divide. Being on the frontline, the NT has felt the impact
of these phases. This study will examine Territory roles in this context, particularly the attempts
to permeate the divide eagerly pursued by the Northern Territory Government since 1 978.

Australian foreign relations
Section 51 of the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia, brought into effect in 1901,
gives the Commonwealth government exclusive powe(s over 'external affairs'. There has
existed a degree of ambiguity regarding the exact meaning of the term, and decades passed
before the Co�monwealth took up the right to pursue a foreign policy independent of Britain 1 •
Australian states retained undefined residual powers, some of which have external application.

An area where there has been controversy between the Commonwealth and states is the
implementation of international treaties dealing with matters falling under the exclusive
jurisdiction of state governments. Other areas where states have acted internationally, with
lesser conflict with the Commonwealth relate to economic matters. While international trade
regulation is a Commonwealth function, trade promotion, investment attraction, marketing of
services including education, tourism, and migrant attraction are areas where states

can

advance their regional interests. Often they feel the need to set up their own instrumentalities
for this purpose, embarking in paradiplomacy. This section will first review the origin and
changes In Australian foreign policy to Asia and Southeast Asia, and then the parallel
paradiplomacy changes of individual states.

1 J. Beaumont, The Evolution of Australian Foreign Policy. 1901-1945, Melbourne: Australian
Institute of International Affairs, Victorian Branch, 1989. OccasionaJ Paper N01, p 2.
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Australia's orientation to Asia and Southeast Asia

The history of Australian attitudes towards and relations with its geographical neighbours in
Asia shows a number of distinct phases. These range from an initial interest in economic
interaction with Asia, a fearful avoidance of all interaction, a reluctant acceptance of the need
to deal with modern Asian states, a tendency to intervene in their development as a way to
ensure Australian security, to currently professed desires to foster close regional integration.
During the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Australian attention was not focussed on
the Asian neighbourhood, despite the fact that the early planners of a British colony in
Australia envisaged great benefits, both to the colony and the motherland, from exploitation
of Asian human and material resources. The colony was seen by some as a potential supplier
for the populous Asian market, from which it would take labourers, immigrants and even
women for the settlers. In addition to becoming a base for transactions with Asia, Australia was
also expected to provide a base from which to challenge other European imperial interests in
Asia 1• A substantive literature exists arguing that early British settlements in Northam
Australia, while ostensibly set up to compete with the Dutch for trade in Southeast Asian
locations, were aimed at ensuring exclusive British control over Australia2•
Australia did not develop an orientation towards its Asian neighbourhood during the first
century and a half of its modern history. Australians retained an alignment towards the
motherland, aiming to create a prosperous and egalitaria.n replica of British society in the new
country. Racial, social and cultural homogeneity were taken to be requisites for this. Thus, by
the 1 830s the importation of Asian labour, which pastoralists had argued to be essential to
economic development, was increasingly under pressure, particularly from workers who feared
lowering of wages from competition. By the early 1 840s, social arguments against the
immigration of Asians had been strongly reinforced by racist ones, setting attitudes of important
sectors of the Australian population which were to survive well into the twentieth century. As
a result, nineteenth century Australians increasingly perceived themselves as a lone outpost
of British civilisation surrounded by an 'alien sea' of threatening peoples with whom association
was impossible. To protect their society, excluding all Asian influence, Australians erected
strong legal and attitudinal barriers to complement natural geographical ones, offending their
neighbours. The very limited number of Asians permitted to reside in Australia exacerbated
1 W. Levi, Australia'sOutlooko
nAs
i
a, Sydney: Angus and Robertson, 1958. p 1 .

2 See for example Eve Gibson, Fort Dundas- tradeor territory, paper delivered at Australian
Historical Association Conference, Darwin, July 1991.
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and attitudes of disdain and apprehension towards Asians flourished. As Breeze argues,
Australians denied or repressed
the realities of Australia's geographical location at the crossroads of Asia and
the Pacific... [due to] ... the profoundly racist conviction that Australia
represented an outpost of superior western/British ....civilisation in the midst of
a sea of inferior and potentially dangerous peoples1•

Complete isolation from its geographical region was however not possible for Australia.
Debates regarding Asia in relation to trade, immigration and security became increasingly
prominent in the course of the 1 9th century, setting the foundation for future Australian
attitudes. In the latter part of the 1 9th century trade with Asia was increasingly important for
the economic well-being of the Australian colonies. Particularly in the NT settlement frontier,
due among others to climatic characteristics, the availability of Asian labour was proving
increasingly essential for settlement and development. By 1 8n the Territory's administering
South Australian government decided that the North was "fit only for coloured people"2•
Several schemes to foster immigration were attempted, leading to a significant Chinese
presence in the NT. For years they outnumbered whites, playing a vital role in the settlement's
development. As a result, attitudes to Asians in the NT began to differ, leading to the
emergence of a racially mixed society in Darwin in the following century.

In contrast, anti-Asian attitudes

strengthened

in southern Australia. Thus, soon after

Federation a 'White Australia Policy' was adopted in 1 90 1 formally closing the country to Asian
migrants or labourers during the first half of the twentieth century. It also led to sustained calls
for increased population by Europeans through migration, particularly to the Northern
. Territor/. By the 1 930s, the increasing importance of Australian trade with Japan and China
required the implicit hostility of the White Australia Policy to be reconciled with the desire for
friendly trading relations with Asians. An incipient Australian diplomacy attempted to achieve
some progress in this sense in relations with Japan. Reflecting trade developments, Trade

1 F. Breeze, 'Australia Asia and the Pacific: the Maritime World of Robert Towns 1843-1873',
AustralianHistoricalStudies, Vol. 24, N° 95, October 1990, pp 221 -238, p 221.

2 F. Flynn, Northern Frontiers, Surry Hills: Devonshire Press, no date, p 34. South Australia
appointed an emissary to Japan to seek immigrants: the Japanese declined.

NorthAustralia, London: 1936, pp 247-56; U. Sydney, Australia'sEmpty
1938,
pp
251
-76; J.W. Gregory, Th
london:
eMenaceofCololl'. Philadelphia: 1927, pp 1 60Spaces,
72; A.H. Greenwood, 'The Challenge of Tropical Australia', PacificAffajrs. 29 (1956), pp 126-40; Bul!etln
1 2 October 1905; all cited In Levi, Australian, Chapter Ill, note 2.
3 See C. P. Connigrave,

-40Commissioner appointments to China, Japan and the Netherlands East Indies took place in
1 9351•
World War II speeded up change in Australian policies towards Asia. The 'far East' clearly
emerged as a 'near North12, taking for the first time a clear and continuing precedence over
Europe in Australia's focus of attention3• Earlier policies favouring separate co-existence with
Asians gave place to policies of co-existence through co-operation with them. The withdrawal
of European imperial presence and the emergence of independent states in Asia was greeted
by some in Australia as an opportunity to establish a friendly and productive relationship with
its regional neighbours. Foreign Minister Evatt proposed that now that Asian states were
developing in political maturity, past attitudes of fear should be replaced by efforts at political,
cultural and economic cooperation•.
Australian diplomacy in Asia grew in the 1 950s. Southeast Asia became a focal point

as

the

closest region in which application of Australia's limited resources could be expected to
produce the most beneficial effects. It was however a region of much turmoil in the early post
World War II years. New states like Indonesia faced serious problems as they attempted to
establish their identity. Furthermore, the central ideological rivalry and 'cold-war between the
US and the USSR tended to divide the region into two opposing camps. Australia perceived
a number of regional countries as belonging to its own camp, that of the 'free western world',
expressing great interest to develop close cooperation . with them. Economic aid, technical
assistance, student exchanges, cultural visits, good will missions and information programs
were established. The aims were primarily to bolster Australian security, producing the social
changes which would prevent these states becoming a prey to communist expansion, and

as

such threats to Australia's liberal democracy. Fostering two-way economic, social or cultural
interaction was still far from becoming an objective. Two-way trade, investment, and education
exchanges remained modest. Australia's immigration policy, while progressively relaxed in its
1 The first Australian postings were a Trade Commissioner to the US appointed in 1918, and briefty
to China and Singapore between 1921/2 and 1925. T. B. Millar, AustraliainP
eaceand War. Canberra:
ANU Press, 1978, p 81 .
2 The distinction between a 'far East' for Britain and a 'near North' for Australia was articulated by

Prime Minister Robert Menzies in 1939 to stress the differing perceptions of Japanese threats between
Australia and Britain. N. Meaney, Australiaandthewo
othe
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ld: aDocume
liZQ.s, Melbourne: Longman Cheshire, 1985, p 450. Cited in Beaumont, TheEvolution, p 21.
3 Millar, Australia, p 165.

4 CPD-HR Vol 190 26/02/47, p 164; 25/03/47, p 1 1 35. In Millar, Australia, p 166 and Lsvl,
Australia's, p 72.
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the 1 950s and 1 960s, allowing small numbers of Asian immigrants, was still

formally in force, continuing to cause offence to Asians and making it difficult for them to
accept the genuineness of Australia's professed friendliness towards them. Popular attitudes
towards Asians in Australia continued to be primarily shaped by fear, ignorance and racism.
Even if official Australian governmental policy advocated closer co-operation with the
neighbouring peoples of Asia, widespread public resistance to Asians in Australia limited the
achievements of diplomatic and other measures aimed at bringing both together.
Up to the 1 960s, politically volatile and assertive neighbours such as Sukarno's Indonesia were
treated with great suspicion and apprehension, particularly in view of Sukarno's flirtations with
communism. The potential for economic interaction was limited on account of current
Indonesian policies, and strategic cooperation was hindered by ideological divergence. Little
contact between the Australian and Indonesian peoples was encouraged at broader societal
levels. A major obstacle to good neighbourly relations was the protracted Indonesian dispute
with the Netherlands over West New Guinea during the 1 950s and early 1 960s. Australia
deemed it had direct and vital interests in this matter1, yet the dispute ended in an outcome
contrary to Australia's stated preferences. The advent of Indonesia's 'New Order' under the
leadership of General Soeharto in 1 966 removed the main ideological barriers to closer
Australia I Indonesia relations. A gradual growth in economic and social interaction between
both neighbouring states followed over the next two decades.
Since World War II Malaya had been considered a pivot in the defence of Australia in Asia.
During the cold_:-war competition in Southeast Asia in the mid-1 950s, British Malaya, (and later
its independent successor states Malaya, Malaysia and Singapore), were thought of as the

central bastion, or the last foothold of the white man in Asia2• In contrast to Commonwealth
policy, in the mid-1 950s the Labor party held that Australia's front line of defence should not
be in Malaya but in the NT.
Australia engaged in two armed conflicts in Southeast Asia during the 1 960s: the tragic war
in Indochina, which was to have profound and lasting repercussions for regional as well as
global relations, and produced bitter public responses and divisions in Australian society; and
a brief undeclared war against Indonesia, which, together with the earlier crisis over
5, Cambridge: University Press, 1967,
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2 W. Levi, Australia's, p 191.

-42neighbouring-West New Guinea, exacerbated popular fears regarding the threat of Indonesian
expansionism to Australia. Australian public perceptions about the threatening nature of the
Southeast Asian neighbourhood were further sharpened by the arrival of several boatloads of
Vietnamese refugees in the 1 970s in Darwin, which rekindled fears of invasion from the north.
The Indochinese refugee issue produced strong responses in Darwin in the mid 1 970s, as did
the arrival of East Timorese refugees 1•
In the 1 970s the economic factors compelling Australia to seek closer relations with its regional
neighbours became more acute. Australia's guaranteed access to traditional markets in Britain
was drastically limited by British entry into the European Common Market in 1 973. By the early
1 970s the Southeast Asian situation had also changed. Malaysia and Indonesia joined the
Philippines, Thailand and Singapore, as countries perceived attractive to Australia on account
of significant political and economic developments deemed favourable to the 'west'. Asia
exhibited enormous economic growth, either as a result of the development of resource
extractive industries or commodity production, such as the case of Indonesia and Malaysia,
or the development of manufacturing and service industries as in Singapore, Taiwan, Korea
and, of course, the further growth of Japan. Increasingly wealthy Asian populations became
important consumer good markets. Other Asian countries became markets for capital goods
and services needed for development purposes.
The Whitlam government which came to power in 1 972. stressed the urgency for Australia's
openness to the world economy in general, and its own neighbourhood in Asia in particular.
A

greater outward orientation of the economy began to be advocated through removal of

protectionist trade barriers. Subsequent Australian governments, consistently tended to
progress along these policy lines. As a result, by the early 1 990s, Australia's economy had
been opened to the world to a significant degree. Regulation has generally decreased.
Specifically in relation to its neighbourhood, Australia earnestly attempted to shed past
attitudes to Southeast Asia marked by ethnocentrism and insecurity.
The process of constructing a multi-racial, multi-cultural society that would make Australia less
alien to its neighbours pursued throughout the 1 980s and early 1 990s commenced during
Whitlam's brief prime ministership. His government was the first to view Southeast Asia in its
own right, rather than through British or American eyes, and to identify Australia more closely
1 See Chapter 3: 'Emergence of a NT orientation towards Southeast Asia'.

-43to it1• Appreciation and interest for local cultures and institutions began to be fostered.
Incentives for increased Asia literacy began to be provided. Asian languages were promoted.
The racially-based immigration policy which excluded Asians from residence in Austraiia was
shed. It was aimed to make Australian interaction with Asians less rare and awkward than had
been the case in the past. Regional integration with Southeast Asia was encouraged in the
economic, social, cultural and even strategic domains.
On 24 August 1 978, after his removal from power as Leader of the Opposition, Whitlam
summed up his views on Australia/Southeast Asian relations to Federal Parliament as follows
The confluence of our history and geography - our origins as Europeans, our
location on the edge of Southeast Asia- gives us a unique opportunity to
demonstrate to the international community that countries with very different
cultural, religious and ethnic backgrounds can evolve intimate and lasting
relationships. To this end we shall spare no effort to ensure that in years ahead
Australia is accepted as a ...neighbour of the nations of Southeast Asia2•

Throughout the 1 970s and 1 980s an impressive increase of Australia's diplomatic activity in
Asia and Southeast Asia, in all its dimensions, has been noticeable. The degree of
reorientation to Southeast Asia has been significant, both diplomatically and commercially, as
has become the level of Asia literacy in Australia. The Australian public is exposed to a
constant stream of arguments emphasising that Australia's future lies in the region. Asians
have become important sectors of Australia's population, As Foreign Minister Peacock said in
a speech as early

as

1 977, acknowledging a change in Australian consciousness of its

relationship to its Asian neighbourhood
This change... is a product of changes, both in ourselves and in the objective
situation which confronts us and includes us ... we ourselves have become far
less insular and apart3•
Disturbances to the process of growth in regional relations between Australia and its Southeast
Asian neighbours have also arisen. Among these are human rights violations in Indonesia,
particularly in eastern Provinces such as Irian Jaya, and their impact of relations with
neighbouring Papua New Guinea. The Indonesian invasion and annexation of the former
1 J. lngleson, 'South-East Asia', in W.J. Hudson (ed.), A
u
s
traliajnWorldAffairs,1971-75, Sydney:

George Allen & Unwin, 1980, p 284.

2 CPC-HR N" 13, (1977), p 597.
3 Speech to the Australian Ubers/ Club, Canberra 17 March 1977, Commonwealth Record, Vol 2,
Nit 10, p 275.

-44Portuguese territory of East nmor, followed by widespread and persistent human rights abuses
has been the most serious test in Australian/ Indonesian relations for nearly two decades. This
issue, calling for Australian responses to a greater degree than any previous regionar issue,
represents a turning point in Australian diplomatic history. Given its geographical location, the
Northern Territory has been particularly affected. Indonesia's actions in East nmor, and
Australia's lack of influence to effect change, have highlighted the depth of the Arafura-Timor
divide. The problem has had a significant impact on the NT, leading to NTG involvement and
shaping its relationship with Indonesia. Other minor disturbances, arising from differences of
views on other issues, have on occasion marred Australian relations with Indonesia and
Malaysia. They can be mostly attributed to differing perceptions arising from cultural
differences.

By early 1992 two major developments compelled Australia to seek an even closer
rapprochement with its immediate neighbourhood. One, the end of the 'cold war' after the
demise of the Soviet Union pointed to a need to seek security in regional terms. The second
was

the need to enlist support of important regional neighbours such as Indonesia to combat

the threat of emerging economic blocks in the world. In response, Australia's Prime Minister
Keating increased calls for the establishment of a Republic, as a final indication of complete
emancipation from a white settler past and complete acceptance as a true post-colonial state
of the region.

Review of non-sovereign diplomacy of Australian states

The diplomatic . history of Australia also pre-dates Federation, since during the late nineteenth
_
century individual Australian colonies established representatives in London, called Agents
General, to advance their respective interests before the Imperial government. Once foreign
relations formally became the concern of the federal government after 1 90 1 , Agents General
continued in existence. They conducted paradiplomacy to advance non-sovereign objectives,
serving as quasi-diplomatic missions to the British government, reflecting a peculiar
constitutional linkage between Australia and the United Kingdom. They had direct access to
the Foreign Office and were accorded consular status'. After World War II, they also began
monitoring political and economic developments in Western Europe so as to promote trade and
Investment opportunities, tourism and migrant attraction. European offices were subsequently
opened by most States. With their governments not recognised by the host government, they
' P. Boyce, 'International relations of federal states: responsibility and control', In M. Woods, C.
ederations, Constitutions, Politics, Resources, Sydney: Hall
Williams, C. Sharman, (eds.), GoverningF
& lronmonger In assoc. with RAIPA, 1989, pp 187-1 98, p 191.
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had a differ:ent status to the agencies general, requiring communication with the host
government via the Australian embassy. In practice however their activities resembled those
of Agents General.
Reflecting the shift in focus of Australian international relations, all Australian mainland state
governments also opened offices in Asia and North America, beginning with NSW's New York
Centre in 1 958. A decade later NSW and Western Australia opened offices in Japan1 • Their
aims are primarily commercial2• The changing directions of Australia's trade and competition
among states led to the opening of further state offices during the 1 970s. NSW maintained
offices in London, Los Angeles, Tokyo, Wiesbaden, and Auckland3• They reported to the NSW
Premier's Department and the NSW Government Overseas Trade Authority. Victoria
maintained offices in London, Tokyo, Frankfurt and Los Angeles, reporting partly to the
Premier's Department and partly to the Victorian Economic Development Corporation.
Queensland maintained offices in Tokyo. South Australia had 'agencies' in Hong Kong,
Singapore and Tokyo. Western Australia had an office in Tokyo only. Tasmania did not
maintain overseas offices since withdrawing its Agent General from London in 1981 due to
cost considerations. Boyce concedes its interests may have suffered as a result, as it could
not be expected that Commonwealth personnel would devote the extra energies and expertise
required to compensate for this closure and advance Tasmania's interests".
After 1 982 the Commonwealth encouraged States to �ake over overseas trade promotion
actMties from the Department of Trade, reimbursing their expenses5• NSW, through its Office
of Trade Development was active in trade promotion, primarily of services, in Southeast Asia.
VICtoria set up large bureaucracies for export promotion, and WA was active in Asia employing
consultants8• Cessation of Commonwealth funding lead to a reduction in such activity. By the
end of the decade NSW, considering its trade promotion to duplicate Austrade's efforts,
switched to investment attraction. Southeast Asian arrangements were discontinued, and the
1 J. Aavenhill, 'Australia', in Michelmann and Soldatos, FederatedStates, (manuscript) p 24.

2 C. Sharman, The Australian States and External Affairs: an Exploratory Note', AustralianOutlook,
27 (3), December 1973, pp 307-318, p 316.
' ibid p 191 .
.•

4

Boyce, 'International relations', p 192.

• D. McGeachy, Manager of International Business Development of the NSW State Development
Department, (personal Interview, 20/12/90).
•

'Carpetbaggers', In McGeachy's terminology.
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focus shifted.to North Asia. Representatives were appointed in Korea, Taiwan and Hong Kong.
They reported to the State Development Department. In addition, other NSW agencies such
as the Tourist Commission, Department of Business and Consumer Affairs, Minerals and
Energy, Agriculture, and Education also advance interests overseas. By 1 992 NSW retained
only the London Agent General, to be closed during the year, and a Representative Office in
Tokyo, both under the Department of State Development' . At that time Victoria operated the
Agent General in London, and commercial offices in Los Angeles, Frankfurt, Tokyo and Hong
Kong. All reported to the Department of Manufacturing Industry and Developmenf. South
Australia, in addition to the Agent General in London, also covering Europe with a primarily
economic orientation3, has Asians acting as commercial representatives in Singapore,
Thailand, Hong Kong, and Japan. They are responsible to the Department of Industry, Trade
and Technology. The Tasmanian Department of Tourism, Sport and Recreation has overseas
representatives in London, Frankfurt, Auckland and Tokyo.

Reflecting the Commonwealth's closer interest in Southeast Asia, most Australian states have
increased their attention to the region. In the early 1 990s an important example of growth in
relations is provided by Queensland and Western Australia in Indonesia. Western Australia
considers good relations with Indonesia as essential to closer links to the Asian market given
Indonesia's geographical proximity, its importance in ASEAN, its size, and the complementarity
of WA's and Indonesia's economies•. The Western Australian bi-partisan Overseas Relations
Committee, established to advise the State Government _on overseas matters, has had a close
involvement in the development of this relationship. A key aspect of it is the signing of a Sister
State/Province_ Relationship between WA and East Java in August 1 990. It includes exchange
agreements in a number of areas of activity ranging from agriculture to others like airport
management, education, culture and tourism. The submission states
It is widely acknowledged that Western Australia's relationship with East Java
is one of the major steps forward in terms of the overall relationship between
Indonesia and Australia5•
1 D.

Brady, Protocol Division, NSW Premier's Department, (telephone interview, 6/10/92).

2 G. Thick, Project Manager Administration, Department of Manufacturing Industry and Development,
(telephone interview, 6/1 0/92).
3 L Arnold, South Australian Premier, PM, ABC Radio, 27/10/92.

4 Western Australia's submission to the 'Inquiry into Australia's Relations with Indonesia', by the
Foreign Affairs Sub-Committee of the Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs Defence and Trade, of the
Parliament of Australia, 30/10/1991. Submission N11 85 .
• w. . p S71 1 .

-47Listed results encompass trade, transport links, institutional agreements and exchanges, a
variety of technical cooperation schemes and the establishment of a Western Australia/ East
Java office in Surabaya. Other Western Australian Government Offices are located in London,
Hong Kong, Tokyo and Kobe, Seoul, Kuala Lumpur, and Singapore1•

Queensland has also increased its overseas paradiplomatic activities in Asia in recent years.
In August

1 990

a Trade and Investment Development Branch (later Division) was set up in

the Premiers' Department, aiming at investment attraction, export market creation and
development of an export-culture among Queenslanders2• Offices are kept in London, Tokyo,
Taipeh, and Hong Kong. The London Agent General's role was redefined to emphasise trade
and investment, even if the title has been kept to benefit from the quasi-diplomatic status it
provides. In addition Queensland has a number of Tourist Commission offices overseas, acting
as governmental

"ears"3• The Branch's structure comprises four Secretariats, to handle

relations with Indonesia, Korea, Japan and China respectively. Relations with Indonesia have
rapidly grown, particularly as the result of the Sister State/Province agreement between
Queensland and Central Java Province, leading to brisk trade4• Given this relationship, the
Government of Central Java opened a Queensland information Centre in Semarang, the only
Australian commercial information establishment in Indonesia with public access5•

In addition

to the various

forms of representation . overseas,

states

also engage

in

paradiplomacy through overseas visits, statements aimed at foreign leaders as well as a
variety of public diplomacy activities. It is seen below that the NT, unable to fund its own
offices overseas, resorted primarily to a variety of such paradiplomatic activities, mainly in
Southeast Asia.

Various assessments about the involvement of Australian states in paradiplomacy have been
made. Boyce has taken a negative view. Ravenhill has taken a more sanguine view, while
Sharman argues that, despite the costs, states have legitimate claims for involvement in

1 Facsimile from Department of the Premier

WA, (6/10/92).

2 D.McManus, Branch Manager (personal interview, 12/12/90).
3 Me Manus (personal interview, 12/12/90).

• C. Natraprawlra, Trade and Investment Development Branch Officer (telephone Interview, 6/1 0/92).

Queensland Trade and Investment Bulletin, Trade and Investment Development Division,
Department of the Premier, Economic and Trade Development, Vol 1 , Ng 1 , March 1 992.
1

-48several aspects of Australian external affairs 1• Boyce cited former Australian Prime Minister
Whitlam as saying: "in international relations, for which the Federal Government bears
·
responsibility.... the States stagnate and obstruct"2•

Boyce notes that the more evidence there is abroad of discord or inconsistency between the
voices of central and state governments in foreign affairs, the weaker a country's international
bargaining position becomes3• Ravenhill does not view the effects of state paradiplomacy as
excessively disruptive, however. Noting that the effects of such diplomacy have been
characterised by some as trivial, he concludes that they have mostly either had little impact
on the country's foreign relations or have been supportive of Commonwealth policy. Areas of
difficulty identified by Ravenhill are foreign investment or mineral exports, where state
competition has limited the Commonwealth's ability to fashion an effective national negotiating
strategy•.

Growing complexity in foreign policy making, perceived by Keohane and Nye as a
consequence of complex interdependence growth, is resulting in slower and costlier foreign
policy making5 • The main cause is not state paradiplomacy according to Ravenhill. He points
out that the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, despite maintaining branches in all State
capitals, does not adequately coordinate Commonwealth and States policies towards external
relations, mainly due to divisions of responsibilities within the Canberra bureaucracy. Other
Departments jealously guard their close contacts with . State governments regarding their
respective functional areas11•

A final point raised by Ravenhill relates to the potential (and frequently overlooked7) confusion
in foreign states perceptions of Australian attitudes on foreign policy issues, arising from the
variety of reports they may receive through their various Consulates in Australian State

1 The Australian States and External Affairs:
December 1973, pp 307-319, p 318.

an

Exploratory Note', Australian Outlook 27 (3),

2 Commonwealth Parliamentary Debates, 1970, p 2722 in Boyce, 'International relations', p 187.
' ibid. • p 188.
.. ibid. • p 41.
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• Ravenhill, 'Australia' In Mlchelmann and Soldatos, FederatesStates, (manuscript) p 18.
7 1.bid.• p 41.

-49Capitals. In the examination of the NTG's paradiplomacy with Southeast Asia, it will be seen
that with the exception of the East Timor issue, most activity has been inconsequential to
Australia's relations with the region. This is so despite NTG's hopes to become an integration
frontier between both, and the rhetoric of a 'special relationship' emanating from Darwin and
Jakarta. Ravenhill's point about consulates providing particular state views on foreign policy
issues is of particular relevance to the NT as will be seen. In the NT case, a close
collaborative interaction has developed between the NTG and the Indonesian Consulate in
Darwin, which has had close and direct channels to the top Jakarta leadership.

The Northern Territory
The NT is unique among all Australian states and territories on account of its size, location,
population, settlement history, constitutional status, and economic development. The Territory's
land area of almost 1 ,4 million square kilometres occupies over one-sixth of the Australian
1
land mass, making it the third largest of the Australian states and territories • Of the NT's
area, 81% is in the tropics, as opposed to 54% of Queensland and 37% of Western
Australia2• The Territory, especially its northern 'Top End', is distant from the main population
centres of Australia and differs from most of them climatically. The Top End is nearest to Asia,
to which Australia comes geographically closest at the NT coastal areas, sharing even a
maritime border with Indonesia off Territory shores.
Darwin, the �� capital and main population centre is geographically closer to Southeast Asia
than to other Australian capital cities. It has been said that •depending on one's perspective,
[Darwin) is both Australia's gateway to Southeast Asia and Asia's most southern city" 3. Darwin
is 2,720 km from Jakarta, 3 , 1 4 1 km from Canberra, 3,154 km from Sydney, 3,350 km from
Singapore and 724 km from Dili4•

1 Of Australia's 7,682,300 square km the NT covers 1 ,346,200, Queensland 1 ,752,200 and Western
Australia 2,525,500. The NT thus encompasses 17.52% of Australia's surface area. Australian Bureay
of Statistics, Yearbook o
fAustr
alia. 1990, Canberra: ABS, 1991, p 20.
2 ABS, Yearbook, p 62.
3 DarwinandEnvirons, A Mar1<eting Image, Pacific Area Travel Association, January 1989.
4 Air

distances, Department of Transport and Communications, 1992.

-50Darwin, in the. Top End, shares the monsoonal climatic conditions of most Southeast Asia. This
accounts for vegetation and 'tropical lifestyle' similarities between the Top End and Southeast
Asia which set Darwin apart from other Australian capital cities. Vast, arid and sparsely
inhabited areas, isolate this northern Australian population from others in the Territory's centre
and the bulk of Australians who populate the south of the continent. As Blainey has observed,
It is a common Australian comment to remark how close Northern Australia is
to Asia; it is rare to comment on how far Northern Australia is from the regions
where most Australians live; both the dangers and the benefits of Australia's
1
nearness to Asia are dulled by this fact •
The Territory's population, of around 1 75,000 persons, amounts to about one percent of
Australia's totaf. It is the smallest of the mainland second-level self-governing (state and
territory) polities in the Commonwealth. In fact, several third-level (local government) areas
in Australia have a larger population than the Territory. This population is quite unevenly
distributed, with about half living in the greater Darwin area3• The rest is thinly spread over
the remainder of the NT, giving it the by far lowest population density of any Australian State
or Territor/. This contrasts with the higher population concentrations in neighbouring
Southeast Asia. The belief that Asian 'hordes' cast their covetous eyes on the north Australian
vastness has become a popular myth, strongly influencing past Australian foreign policy.

The Nrs population is also unique in its ethnic composition. About one-quarter are Aborigines,
most of whom are only partly integrated into the economic, political and social life of the
dominant society. Among many from the northern coastal areas the memory of past links with
indigenous traders from Southeast Asia is still present. The genetic and linguistic legacy of
5
such pre-European contacts is widely acknowledged • Some of the more politically active
among the Aboriginal population exhibit an interest in regional affairs. For example, they follow
. human rights violations against ethnic minorities by states in the region - such as Indonesia's
1 G. Blainey, TheTyrannyo
fD
i
stance, Melbourne: MacMillan, 1968, pp 337/8.

2 The 1991 Census gives population figures for the NT as 175,891 persons. ABS Catalogue 2801 .7,
'1991 Census Final Counts for Selected Areas-NT'. Total Australian population figures are 17,486,300
persons for 31/03/92. ABS Catalogue 3101 .0, 'Australian Demographic Statistics'. March quarter 1992.
3 Population for the Darwin Statistical Division (Darwin and Palmerston) is 78,401 persons. ASS
Catalogue 2801.7, '1991 Census Final Counts for Selected Areas-NT'.
4 Around
°

0.13 persons/square kilometre.

C.C. Macknight, V
o
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oMarege, Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 1976.
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treatment of .East Timorese or West New Guineans- given their own agendas In relation to
1
Australia •

According to the 1 986 census, almost 20% of Darwin's population was overseas-bam. and
another almost 12% were Australian-bam with at least one foreign-bom parent. By the late
1 980s more than two-thirds of migrants to the Territory came from Asia. The main groups are
East Timorese, Philippines, and Malaysian/

Bruneian2 • Groups originating from northem

neighbouring areas are over- represented in the NT population, as compared to their share
'
in the average Australian population, indicating a "strong regional connection• . As Hugo
observes, the NT is different to other States with respect to migrant origin due to the strong
representation of migrants from south Asia and parts of Southeast Asia with which the Territory
shares common ocean borders•.

Furthermore, some Asian migrant communities, particularly those originating from neighbouring
Southeast Asia, retain social or even economic links with their places of origin. Straddling a
marked cultural divide, they are facilitating agents for greater regional integration. For example,
some ethnic Chinese immigrants from Southeast Asia have actively participated in the
development of economic links between the NT and their countries of origin. Territory policy
formulators such as Professor Don Watts have indicated that the NT has a cultural bridging
role5 • It is a European-based society able to offer economic links to Asia, drawing on the
access to marketing networks of its Chinese population. The East Timorese in Darwin provide
a further example of linkages with the region, resulting from political activities by immigrant
8
communities, as studied by T. Farreras Morlanes • The various groups of settlers from former

i
g
h
t
sN
1 Frequent articles appear in LandB
e
ws, the publication of the Northern and CentraJ Lands
. Councils, edited by the Council Directors. See for example West Papua: Indonesia plundering the land,
sea and people'. 'East Timorese still waiting for action-not just words'. LandBights News, December
1991.

2 Darwin Asian born according to the 1986 census were: 1 ,262 East Timorese, 909 Philippines 909
594 Malaysian/Bruneian (mostly Chinese), 594 Vietnamese, 408 Indian, 365 Indonesian, 242
Singaporean. G. Hugo, A
t
l
a
softheAustralianPeople:NorthernTerritory, Canberra: AGPS, 1991. p 18.
,

3 While the NT has 1% of the Australian population, of their respective totals in Australia it has:
19.6% East Timorese, 2. 7% Philippines, 2.1% Indonesians, 1.5% Singaporeans, 1 . 2% MaJayslans,
i.b.i.d.. p 21.

4 i.b.i.d. • p 1 53.
1 Personal interview, 4/06191 .
T. Farreras Mor1anes, 'East Tlmorese Ethno-Natlonalism: a Search for an ldentJty -CuiU'aJ and
Political Self-determination', PhD Thesis, University of Queensland. 1991.
•

-52Portuguese Timor, have influenced NT politics, having a signifiCallt impact

on Its international

relations, as later chapters show.

History of pre and post European settlement Southeast Asian links
The Northern Territory was the last settlement frontier of Australia. As Heatley has observed,
basically, the history of the Territory can be interpreted as a series of attempts
by both governments and settlers to overcome or at least to come to terms with
the inhospitable natural character of the area and with its Isolation and
remoteness from the major centres of population and economic activity in
Australia1 •

Distant and isolated from Australia's core centres, and sharing climatic attributes with the
Southeast Asian islands to its near north, Top End populations have naturally exhibited an
interest towards those islands. However, policies formulated in distant ruling centres frustrated
the development of Territory links with this region, during each one of the distinct phases of
NT history up to 1 978. Heatley distinguishes four major periods of Territory history prior to
attainment of self-government in 1 978. These include the pre-1863 era of discovery and first
abortive attempts at settlement, South Australian administration from 1 863 to 191 1 , early years
of Commonwealth control from 191 1 to 1 946, and the post-war period to 197SZ. To these
period, the pre-European era of contacts with Southeast Asia may be added.

Pre-European settlement
For several centuries the northern Australia shores were regularly visited by trading fleets from
Macassar, now called Ujung Pandang, in the east Indonesian island of Sulawesi. The historian
C.C. Macknight estimates that such trading contacts began towards the last quarter of the
seventeenth century, and were primarily aimed at the extraction of trepang, a resource plentiful
in northern Australian waters3 • Australia's first modern industry was thus an extractive

one

based in the north, of significance to the Asian region. It was carried out by people from the
nearby Malay archipelago, for the supply of distant populous markets in China. This activity
did not include settlement by Macassans in Australia, yet large fleets with some thousand

men

visited every year for several months. The need for subsidiary labour led to Interaction with the
1 A Heatley, TheG
o
v
e
rn
m
e
n
toftheNorthernTerritory, St. Luda: University � Queensland Prau,
1979, p 1 .

2 ibid. • p 10.
3 Macknight. Voyage, p 97.
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Aboriginal population. Trade in goods in exchange for labour and food supplies took place,
leading to an interaction encompassing linguistic exchanges, miscegenation and

even

some

Aboriginal travel to Macassar. The first (and unsuccessful) European settlements , attempted
in their fledgling stage to enter into interaction with the Macassans. Later settlements, more
confident of their strength, attempted to extract profit from this industry, imposing customs
duties and licensing fees as of 1 882, leading to its demise by 1907 and the consequent
cessation of Macassan trading voyages. An almost complete severance of intra-regional links
followed up to World War II. European imperial presence fragmented the Arafura-nmor region
into separate areas of Dutch, British/Australian and Portuguese influence. Each one of these
fragments was peripheral to its respective system , so little incentives existed for restoration of
regional coherence.

Early northern Australian British settlements
The first British settlements in northern Australia in the early nineteenth century also looked
to the region to the immediate north rather than south, aiming to redefine, develop and control
trading relations in the island region which comprises present-day eastem Indonesia.
Exploitation of trading benefits and protection of Australia from rival empires were the twin
aims of the three ill-fated settlements at Fort Dundas, Fort Wellington and Victoria In Port
Essington harbour.

Fort Dundas was set up as an 'Australian Singapore' in .1824, i.e. as a base to penetrate the
eastem islands of the Dutch East Indies for trade purposes. The Macassan traders were
thought of as_ suitable agents for commercial penetration who would distribute British
manufactures throughout the islands and bring local commodities to the British, in a trading
pattern similar to the one that was proving so successful in Singapore. Another argument, also
based on a parallel with Singapore, stressed the convenience of having a strategically placed
port astride an important trade route. However, the Treaty of London of 1 824 granted Britain
firm control of Singapore and the Dutch a trade monopoly over the eastem Indonesian
Archipelago. Singapore flourished, attracting trade from eastem Indonesia via Macassar, and
Fort Dundas, which remained an inhospitable port to both Macassans and British alike,
languished and was abandoned.

Fort Wellington was established in 1 827. It also aimed at trading with Macassans and to serve
as a port of refreshment on the Sydney/lndla route. It received many visits from Macassans
eager to trade, but was unable to supply the goods. Alan Powell observes that Penang and
Singapore were successful because of their favourable location close to trade routes to Olina
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and the populous and thriving western Indonesian islands. The northern Australian

settlements

were only on the route from Sydney to Singapore, and the Indonesian islands to its near north
were among the smallest and most barren of the archipelago. Powell endorses Macknight's
judgement that "trade between those islands and north Australia was a case of 'outback to
outback'" 1 •

Victoria, the last of the ill-fated settlements, was set up in

1 838 and struggled for eleven years

before being abandoned. It was set up because of the enduring perception that a settlement
for Asian trade and agriculture in North Australia continued to be desirable, and the existing
need to forestall possible foreign settlement on the Australian continent. Singapore Chinese
merchants had expressed interest in trepang and tortoise shell from the north coast of
Australia in

1 834, leading to the feeling that the trepang industry could be the basis of trade

2
with islands of eastern lndonesia • As Powell states, traders came from Sydney, Hong Kong,
Timor and other Indonesian islands, bringing supplies for the garrison and Timor ponies,
buffalo, and Banteng cattle3• Settlement of Asians. however, was not encouraged. In the
absence of Asian labour, commercial agriculture was impossible, particularly given the poor
quality of the soils. Trade commenced immediately after the settlement was founded, with the
vessel Essington going to the Indonesian island of Kissar where British manufactures were
•
traded for livestock .

Contacts followed with the Portuguese settlement in Dili ..which were "like neighbours chatting
across the back fence• as Mcintyre wrote5 • Chinese merchants visiting Oili expressed interest
in trading with the new settlement. Contact with the Dutch Governor of Kupang led to plans
_
for trade relations. Shortly afterwards Macassan prahus began to appear at Essington.
Labourers from Ambon and neighbouring islands expressed their willingness to migrate there
by

1841 , but were prevented by lack of British legal provisions for entering Australia8• Inability

to attract Southeast Asian labourers considered essential to sustain settlement by Europeans,
and languishing trade led to the abandonment of Victoria by

1 849.

1 A Powell, F
arCountry, Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 1982, p 50.

2 P. Spillett, ForsakenSettlement, Sydney: Lansdowne Press 1979. p 17.
.

3 Powell, FarCountry, p 56.
4 Spillett, Forsaken, p 28.
11

K. Mcintyre, TheSecretDiscoveryofAustralia. Sydney: Pan

8 1bld.• p 79.

Books, 1982, p 46.
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The three British settlements in coastal Northern Australia did not enjoy the success of
settlements off the western islands of the Malay archipelago. The relative poverty of the region,
the unfavourable geographic situation with regards to important trade routes, and the exclusion
of regional peoples from full involvement in the development of the settlements led to their
failure. This exclusion was particularly damaging, as the British settlers were not able to adapt
and make use of the environment's

resources,

due to their alien •ingrained culturaJ

preferences•,.

South Australian administration

1 863-191 1

The next attempt at settlement of the NT was undertaken by South Australians in the second
half of the nineteenth century. Settlement was slow, as other Australian areas appeared more
appealing. The Territory thus became a settlement frontier of Australia, with an Australian and
Asian non-indigenous population. As Jaensch and Loveday point out, unlike the remainder of
Australia, whose initial settler population was British, the NT was populated by Australians and
Asians2• Among the initial settlement aims had been the intention to develop trade with the
islands of the present day eastern Indonesian archipelago, engage in tropical agriculture and
to secure a northern outlet for pastoral produce3• None were achieved. During the period the
Territory was ruled from Adelaide development efforts were aimed towards satisfying the
interests of South Australia. This led to a predominantly Southward orientation. A permanent
white settlement was established in Port Darwin in

1 869 with the founding

of Palmerston. Very

soon, in the absence of a reliable supply link with Adelaide, the new settlers became reliant
on the Dutch settlement in Timor. From there in
post office was to be our

1871

they obtained provisions, their mail

(•its

poste restante•4) including official instructions, fresh fruit, Dutch

made haberdashery, as well as their first native servant from Timor. Even if the Senior

1 J.N. Jennings, G.J.R. Unge (ads.), O
fTimeandPlac
e.essaysinhonourofOHKSpate, Canberra;
ANU Press, 1980. Writes of the settlers "[t]heir failure to make any significant use of the plant resources
of the islands to the north was due to ingrained cultural preferences, a factor no less apparent in Darwin
of the 1970s".

i
aBeseacctJ
2 D. Jaensch and P. Loveday, (eds.), 'Elections in the Northam Territory', NorthAustral
Bulletin, N° 4. Darwin: NARU, 1979, p 6.
3 Jaensch stated, referring to R. Duncan, 'The Annexation � the Northam Territory to South
Australia', HistoricalStudies ofA
ustraliaandNZ. 5, p 135-39.

4 H. Daly, Digging. Sguatting and Pioneering Ute intbe Northern Territory ofSouthAustraJia.
Facsimile edition, of 1887 original, Victoria Part<: Hesperian Press, 1 984, p 1 25.
Harriet Daly was the daughter of the second Government Resldent In Palmerston, Bloomfield Dot9U.
I

ibld., p 1 27.
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in 1 8n assessed the nearby Islands off Portuguese Timor as favourable

trading grounds and immigration sources, no interest in such exchanges

ensued,.

Telecommunications, not pastoralism, at first assured the survival of this settlement. As of
1872 a telegraphic cable from Britain via Java passed through Darwin. A gold mining rush,
shortly afterwards, provided further support and created a demand for 'cheap Asian labour'.
In 1874, 186 Chinese were brought from Singapore on two year contractsl . Only twenty-one
returned when the contracts expired3 • The 1 881 census showed the NT population as 2,734
Chinese, 31 Malays and 670 Europeans•. Among the several immigration schemes mooted
in the 1 880s was one involving Indian labour, which was cheaper than Chinese for tropical
plantations. They failed to come and more Chinese followed from Hong Kong and China. By
1888 the Chinese population of the Territory peaked at 6,1 �. outnumbering Europeans six
fold. This, as T.G. Jones points out, led to a distinctly different relationship developing in the
Territory between the Chinese and European communities as compared to Victoria, NSW and
Queensland. In his view, •racial animosity was minimal and not a significant issue• in the �Jones also mentions that the Earl of Kintore, Governor of South Australia, expressed the
conviction that European labour could not bring about the development of the NT. Asiatic
labour was needed7• By 1 890, eighty per cent of the Territory's population was Chinese•.
Early Chinese contributions to Darwin were significant as they entered into commerce and
became the first producers of fresh vegetable and oth�r food supplies. Working

as

skilled

1 G.R. McMinn, 'Reminiscences of a Voyager', Northern T
erritoryTimesandGazette, PaJmerston,
Oct. 1877, Vol. IV, N° 206. McM inn advocated immigration from Kissar, trade and transport links with

the area.

2 M.P. Rendell, The Chinese in South Australia and the
Century', M.A. Thesi s, University of Adelaide, 1952, p 49.

3 C.B. Inglis, The Darwin Chinese:

A

Northern Territory in the Nineteenth

Study of Assimilation', M.A.

Thesis, ANU, 1 967, p 22.

• Census data in P.F. Donovan, ALandFullofPossibilitie
s, A History of South Australia's Nor1hem
Territory, St Lucia: University of Queensland Press, 1981, p 174.
5 ibkl.• p 173.

• T.G. Jones, TheChineseIntheNortbemTerritory,
Darwin: NTU Press, 1990, p xi.
7 lbld.• p 73.
1

Heatley, TheGovernment. p 14.

'

-57tradesmen, they were cheaper and better endowed to handle rigorous life conditions1 •
Competition with Europeans created resentment, however. Th e Chinese community's growth
was curtailed by the tum of the century, after South Australia took steps to restrict their
immigration, resulting in a Territory population drop.

After the first Chinese were recruited there, Singapore newspapers predicted that the

new

Northern Australian settlement would become one of the main markets in tropical Australia for
product from the Easr. The 1 880s also brought a pastoral boom and some cattle exports to
Java and Singapore, with the first shipment of beef to Batavia. Singapore and Hong Kong in
1 884. Despite initial hopes, the market did not develop, primarily due to pressures from local
suppliers3• Hopes for markets in India for horses were also entertained. As Daly wrote,
there is every reason to believe that the Northern Territory will soon be able to

make a proper use of her geographical position, and become the gate of the
East for all the Australian colonies•.

Unfortunately, the pastoral boom was short-lived. In the 1 890s a small boom in pearling took
place, attracting a small population of Japanese, Malay, Indonesian and Melanesian divers to
settle in Darwin. Meanwhile the trepang industry was being strangled. From 1891 to 1 897
another attempt to export Jive cattle to Southeast Asia was made. Despite government
subsidies it failed. Thus, none of the South Australian efforts turned the NT into the anticipated
success. In 1910, after half a century of struggle and financial loss, South Australia disposed
of the Territory with relief to the newly founded Australi�n Commonwealth.

The previous eeriod had been a failure, primarily because of South Australia's inability to come
to terms with the Territory's geographical distinctiveness, and the consequent need for
appropriate immigration, agricultural development, and trade policies5• The Territory was thus
isolated from its nearby Southeast Asian region and weakly integrated into a distant centre,
from which it was separated by an adverse environment. Similar observations

can

be made

about the following period in NT history, that of administration by Canberra.

1 C. See-Kee, ChineseC
o
n
t
r
ib
ut
i
o
nt
oE
artyDarwjn,
NT Ubrary Service, 1987. He estimates the Chinese population in 1886 in excess � 4,000.

Darwin:

2 Daly, Diggjna. p 213.
3 Donovan, ALand, p 132.
4 Daly, Dlggjng, p 246.

1 Banjo Patterson observed at the tum of last century that Territorians were prepared to art loose
from South Australia which prevented Asian Immigration, running the NT at a loss. Crown Colony status
would enable the NT to attract cheap Asian labour from British colonies ('The Cydoon1.
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Commonwealth administration 1 9 1 1 - 1 945
The next period in Territory history, that of administration by a far removed federal government
In Canberra, was also not very responsive to the development of significant Territorian links
with its natural region in Southeast Asia. During this period there was no major orientation
towards Asia, except negatively. The region to the north became increasingly seen more

as

one housing threats than potential partners. The Territory thus became increasingly perceived
as a useful frontier of separation between Australian southern centres and Southeast Asia.
Implementation of the White Australia Policy effectively severed the Territory's population links
with Asia, preventing migration flows. The main aim of Canberra was to strengthen the
Territory's induction into the Europe-oriented society homogeneously emerging throughout the
Australian continent, developing an agricultural and pastoralist economy there.

Despite generally low economic performance, the decade of the 1 920s saw a brisk cattle trade
with Manila1 • Pearling carried out in the 1 920s with cheap Asian crews, was displaced by the
Japanese in the 1 930s. The development of world air transport in the 1 930s was of some
significance to the Territory, with Darwin becoming an important technical stop-over point as
the 'northern gateway to Australia'. By 1 938

Qantas and the Dutch KNILM linked Darwin to

Kupang as part of a Southern Australian - Southeast Asian route with connections to Europe.
Regional traffic was minimal given the lack of interaction between the various imperial spheres
into which the region had been fragmented. Until the approach of the Second World War, the
Territory stagnated economically as a result of Australian resource limitations, the 1 930s
Depression, and •continued misunderstanding of the northern environment•2• After the mid1 930s, govern!!1ent attitudes towards the Territory were primarily determined by the growing
threat of war with Japan3• Increased governmental investment in the development of the
Territory, the need to populate it with white Australians lest its emptiness fall pray to covetous
Asians was a recurring theme at the time. A military build up resulted in population increases,
communication and infrastructural improvements and stimulation of production•.

1 Vesteys exported 44,000 head in the nine years from 1921 to its sudden collapse in 1930 as a
arCountry, p 170.
result of Philippine Government import bans. Powell, F

lectiono
p
e
rsonNorthernDevelopment, NTU Plaming
2 A Poweii,'Human Settlement', in Ase
fpa

Authority, 1885, pp 9-37,p 14.
94.
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fAustralia, St. Lucia: University of Queensland Press, 1984, p

4 Heatley, TheGovernment, p 18.

-59The Japanese challenge to European presence in East Asia and the Pacific arrested the
imperial fragmentation of the Arafura-Timor basin, laying the foundations for its reversal.
Rather than the southward integration from the islands to the mainland, as Japan envisaged,
its initial thrust was in the reverse direction. Darwin took on an important role. First it became
the base for Australian and US military units to garrison Timor, Ambon and even Singapore.
Upon the outbreak of the Pacific War in 1941 , the Darwin-based Gull Force battalion left for
Ambon, the Sparrow Force for West Timor, and others for Portuguese Timor and Singapore.
A number of supply, withdrawal and re-supply missions took place between 1 942 and 1 945.
Air attacks against targets in the Indonesian archipelago were staged from north Australian
bases in the latter war years. The war and bombing of Darwin, as well as the subsequent
collapse of Dutch presence in the islands to the north, harbingers of eventual European
imperial withdrawal from South East Asia, were profoundly significant to the NT and to
Australia as a whole.

Commonwealth administration 1 946-1 978
Brisk modernisation and progress took place in the NT between the end of the Second World
War and self-government. The administrative and defence centre of Darwin grew significantly
as a result of increased interest by Commonwealth governments and Australians generally In
the north1• After the War attempts were made to revive pre-war industries. Territory
pastoralist,

tried to re-open exports to the Philippines in 1 947.

uneconomical

and was discontinuecf.

Initial trading proved

The pearling industry, successfully exploited by

Japanese before the war, was re-established in 1948 with less capable Malay and Timorese
labour. During the 1 950s and 1 960s little interaction took place between the NT and

its

geographical region given its turmoils of early post-colonial statehood and Cold War tensions.
The widespread perception of threat from the north led to calls for a stronger Australian

· defence presence in the Territory and accelerated economic development. Donovan mentions
that the dominant public preoccupation in 1 963 was fear of Indonesian expansion and the
urgency to accelerate northern economic development•. Commercially, some large scale
agricultural enterprises were attempted. Among the main schemes was a one million acre

1 Powell, 'Human Settlement', p 16.
2 Donovan, Att
h
eOther, p 169.
' ibid

.•

p 171 .

4 ibid.• p 21 0.
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Territory Rice- project at Humpty Doo , which was to have supplied Asia1, and the Tipperary
Sorghum plantation. They both failed.

In the final years of direct Commonwealth rule, the Territory saw a growth of urban centres,
services and amenities, developments in transport, mining and tourism, and a diversification
of secondary and service industries2. Heatley notes that despite these advances the Territory
remained dependent on a relatively narrow economic base and, consequently, on continuing
government

sustenance.

As the 1 960s

progressed,

increasingly strong demands for

constitutional development were articulated by a population desirous of a greater control of its
own affairs. Increased power devolution away from the distant rulers in Canberra was called
for. As will be seen, greater local autonomy allowed for increased attention to be paid to the
development of links with the region to the Territory's north. so as to foster NT economic
development.

Northern Territory regional links in the 1960s and 1970s
With the end of the turbulent Sukarno leadership, and the consolidation of military power under
Suharto between 1 965 and 1 967, Indonesia ceased its previously hostile foreign policy.
entering a phase of domestic economic development and cooperative relations with its regional
neighbours. Southeast Asian states, outside Indochina, began enjoying a period of increasing
stability and prosperity. Even so, they were still perceived as distant and of less than primary
diplomatic priority by Canberra. In contrast, the NT population, which through travel was
becoming mor.� and more exposed to the region, increasingly felt the proximity of Southeast
Asia. By the early 1 970s, smaller Top End pastoralists, facing difficulties with their traditionaJ
beef markets in the US, began looking to the highly populated and protein insufficient
Southeast Asian neighbourhood as potential markets to be developed. By the late 1 960s to
mid 1 970s the main Southeast Asian areas of interaction and interest for Territorians were
Singapore, Portuguese Timor and Indonesia.

Singapore
As the main trading and transport centre of Southeast Asia since British Empire days, the
Republic of Singapore was one of the main foci of attraction for Territory travellers through the
region. The Introduction of jet aircraft In the early 1 960s made technical stops In Darwin

1 Powell, E
arCo
u
n
t
ry, p 223.

2 Heatley, TheGovernment. p 19.
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unnecessary on the routes between southem Australia and Southeast Asia.

Weekly Oantss

flights from Darwin to Singapore were among the few international air services catering for the
NT. The NT also

attracted Singapore interest. Soon after its independence in 1965 Singapore

unsuccessfully requested use of military training grounds in the NT from the Commonwealth
government1 • By the early 1 970s, Singapore entrepreneurs began investing in NT cattle
stations, primarily to supply beef to Singapore.

NT

Trade with Singapore consisted primarily

of fuel imports, representing the bulk of Territory overseas imports, and some timber. Territory
exports to Singapore, much lower in value and volume than imports from there, consisted
mainly of minerals and cattle. As will be seen (Appendix
continued throughout the 1 980s and early
An

instance of early

NT

4),

this trade composition basically

1 990s.

public diplomacy was the participation of a Darwin 'beer

the Singapore Dragon Boat Festival in late

1 976.

can'

boat In

This was the closest neighbouring regatta,

only four days sailing awa'/. The aim was to show that Darwin had been restored to life after
devastation by Cyclone Tracy, and to promote it as a tourist destination in Southeast Asia,
emphasising its proximity to Singapore3• The boat attracted public attention, and inquiries by
the Singapore Tourist Promotion association.

Portuguese (East) Timor
East Timor is the insular South East Asian area geographically closest to Darwin. In the late
1 960s

and early 1 970s Portuguese Timor was the foreign destination within cheapest reach

of Darwin. Da�in was a supply point for this outpost of empire. Perkins Shipping operated a
barge service from Darwin to Dili similar to its service to remote Territory locations. By 1 974
Australia was supplying

of Portuguese Timor's imports, including food, machinery, fuel
and chemicals. The yearly value of such imports doubled between 1970 and 1 9744 • In the
15%

1

'Singapore request for Training Facilities in Australia', Ministerial Brief, Department of Defence,
March 1972. in J.R. Walsh and G.J. Munster, Documents onAustralianDefenceandForeignPolicy.
1968-1975, p 235-40, photocopy of monograph printed in Hong Kong 1980, whose publication was
originally stopped by Commonwealth.

2 Ken Joiles, former Chairman and Secretary,

Darwin Beer Csn Regatta Association, (telephone

interview, 2/1 0/92).
3 Former NT Chief Minister
6/1 1/90, 24/07/90).

S. Hatton,

and Chief

Ministerial Advisor A Coward, (personal interviews,

4 For the first half of 1973-74 f.o.b. value was $500,000
'Portuguese Timor's growth points to heightened trade', OverseasTrading. Vol 26 (15), pp 382-383,
9/ August /1974.
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final years of Portuguese rule strong efforts were made to develop the local tourist industry,
with Australia, and particularly Darwin, as a main market. Accommodation was cheap and
attractive. Air fares from Darwin were extremely low due to Portuguese Government subsidies
of their main air supply link with the outside world. Thus Territorian tourism to Portuguese
Timor was brisk1 • Among Darwin entrepreneurs who invested in tourist developments was
Frank Favaro who, Dunn says, failed to win Timorese trusf. During the turbulent days
preceding Indonesia's invasion, Favaro was involved in intelligence activities for ASIS. Since
"[h)is dealings with all parties were often clumsy and insensitive to say the least . .ot3. he
.

caused the dismissal of the ASIS head who had commissioned him for such work".

Given Darwin's importance as a main gateway for Portuguese Timor, its local authorities had
an interest in cultivating good relations with their NT counterparts. A number of official visits
and invitations thus took place, particularly in the last few years of Portuguese rule. In the early
1 970s, Assistant Administrator Martyn Finger officially visited Dili together with the Darwin
Mayor and the Director of Works, invited by the Governor. Lingering memories of East
Timorese collaboration with Australian military forces during World War II added to the existing
goodwilrs. For the generally sports-minded Darwin population, the establishment in 1 972 of
Darwin's first international sporting event, the Darwin-Dili Yacht Race, further assisted the
development of closer neighbourly relations. During the early stages of Portuguese
decolonisation in East Timor in 1 974, several Australians, particularly Darwin residents,
involved themselves. in the process, developing attachments which led to sustained pro-East
Timor political dedication in subsequent decades7•
-

1 Figures in Appendix 4 show that even in the unset11ed year of 1974, the 8,849 passengers
between Darwin and Portuguese Timor amounted to 22.3% of Darwin's international air traffic.

ed, Milton, Qld.: Jacaranda Press, 1983. p 268.
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2 J. Dunn, Timor,aoe
3 ibiQ.
4 J. Jolliffe, EastTimor, St. Lucia: University of Queensland Press, 1978. p 179.

5 Recalling the close links existing in the past, Finger said Darwin people visited Portuguese Timor
freely in the early 1970s, going frequently as it only cost $75 (personal interview, 6/12/90).
8 Over 300 Australians fought a protracted guerilla war against Japanese in Portuguese Timor. Forty
Australians died before the force was finally evacuated in February 1943.
F. Hiorth, TimorPastandP
resent, South East Asia Monographs NG 17, James Cook University, 1985,
p 7.

7 Of the Australians who have prominently dedicated themselves to the political fight agalnst
Indonesian annexation of East Timor since then, Darwin personality Robert Wesley-Smith stands out.
His high-profile campaign, directed against the Commonwealth, NTG, and Indonesian Consulate has
had a strong Impact on the Darwin public.
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During the mid 1 970s, as result of a series of violent incidents the Portuguese colony's status
abruptly changed. Following annexation, Indonesia declared it ts
i
27th province. The impact
of these events was felt with particular strength in the NT. where it became the most important
international issue since World War II. As is detailed below, this major international political
issue in the Territory's proximity has decisively influenced the international relations of the NT.
and the relations between the NT, Indonesia and the Commonwealth.

In 1 975 The Darwin public was shaken by the arrival of boatloads of refugees, aircraft
hijackings, and even the killing of Australian newsmen by Indonesian soldiers, including
popular Darwin personality Roger East. East limor-bound parties which arrived in Darwin from
southern Australia or overseas were unable to proceed beyond the NT. Local pro-East limor
independence support groups emerged, conducting highly vocal campaigns. Throughout
Australia public opinion reacted with extreme hostility to Indonesia's invasion of East limor.
In addition to the questions of justice and proper international state conduct involved, a strong
sympathy was felt in the NT for a nearby place many Territorians had personally visited and
of which they retained fond memories. East limor thus remained a major issue in the.Territory.
Anti-annexation groups in Darwin, protesting against Indonesian policies and Australian
governmental support for them, linked into networks of similar groups throughout Australia and
the world.

A continued flow of East limorese to Australia, including Darwin, has taken place since 1 9751•
According to the 1 986 census, the 1 ,262 East limorese were the largest Asian-bam resident
group of Darwin2• Farreras indicates that of these 794 were of Chinese, and 431 of
Portuguese-limorese

ancestral

origin3• As the second

largest among

the immigrant

communities of non-English speaking background in Darwin, the limor-bom and their
offspring tend to constitute a group of some importance in economic as well as political
terms". They are an important part of the stable permanent population increase the Territory

1 By September 1975 some 2,500 had arrived. By August 1983 over 5,000 East Timorese had
settled in Australia.
F. Hiorth, TimorPastand Present. Townsville, James Cook University, South East Asia Monographs
No 17, 1985, p 7
2 Hugo, AUM. p 18.

a
stTjm
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res
e. p 154.
3 Using 1986 Census data Farreras, E

4 The 1,262 rank second, after 1 ,301 Greek. ibi,d., p 218.
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experienced in the 1 970s, a factor for Territory development1• Various sub-groups of the
nmorese immigrants have retained a range of interests in their former homeland. Some
taken active part in

have

NT politics, influencing policy either towards or against closer relations with

Indonesia, while others have developed Darwin-based trading networks spanning Indonesia,
East nmor and Australia, thus contributing to the restoration of economic coherence to the
region. Since the numbers of East nmorese are electorally significant in the small NT
constituencies, political parties have actively courted East nmorese votes.

The salience of the East nmor issue in the NT has been reflected in local party politics,
becoming an enduring topic of parliamentary debate. In the NT's First Legislative Assembly,
opposition to the Indonesian presence in East nmor was repeatedly expressed. It is interesting
to trace the change in public stance regarding East nmor and Indonesia by NT politicians,
reflecting the effects of Indonesian diplomacy and the emergence of a Territorian 'realpolitik'
which has tended to divide NT public opinion. Early Legislative Assembly statements by
prominent

politicians,

such

as future Chief

Minister Everingham ,

were

unequivocally

condemnatory of Indonesia. Later ones, as is seen below, were the opposite. Given his key
diplomatic impact on NT/Indonesian relations following self-government, Everingham's early
utterances are of interest. In February 1 976, shortly after the Indonesian invasion of East
nmor, Everingham, then a mere backbencher, decried the slaughter of innocent men,

women

and children still going on there. Claiming to appreciate the reasons of state compelling
Indonesia to take over East nmor, he considered that such an 'operation• should only take
place if it was "quick and clean•, otherwise it should be stopped by civilised neighbourg2. He
professed to have drawn some lessons from these events, notably that Australia's diplomacy
was worthless as Australia was powerless, and that
the present

Indonesian

Government

,although

it may be bungling and

inefficient, is nevertheless quite cold blooded and ruthless ... it will be friendly to
us only for so long as we continue to appease it or do not get in its way'.
Speaking in the Legislative Assembly on 3 March 1 977, Everingham accepted reports of rape,
murder and torture by Indonesian troops of the previously peaceful and happy East nmorese
population. He decried what he called Australia's cynical, cold-hearted, nasty, and inhuman
foreign policy of hushing up what was going on in East nmor and sweeping it under the

1 A point stressed by former Chief Minister Department Seaetaries Finger and Morris (personal
Interviews, 21/06/90, 6112/90).
2 Everingham, NTPA 8 (Debates, 19 February 1976, 56).
3 ibid. • p 57.
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carpet. In Everingham's view, Australian policy should aim to open the matter up, to air it in
the United Nations, since: The Indonesians are doing something that is very wrong ... run[ning)
rampant through that country, killing people, wrecking the country•1• He added that Australia
should press for the imposition of a United Nations force on East Timor, to push out the
Indonesians, stop FRETILIN, stop the bloodshed and have a plebiscite for the people to decide
what future they want. Calling Indonesia a big 'greedy lizard' trying to swallow a little people,
he pointed out that it is in Australia's self interest to assist other little people in need since,
if a similar fate befell Australia in future, help of others will likewise be needed. The
reported that Assembly members widely supported

NTNews

Everingham with their 'Hear, hearsl12•

Following this, the independent member for Nightcliff, Dawn Lawrie, an active public supporter
of East Timor independence, referred to the frustration of Darwin people since, given their fear
of upsetting Indonesia, Australia's Foreign Affairs Department officials have closed their eyes
and ears to any calls for help of the East Timorese3•

One of the main characteristics of both the NT and Commonwealth governments' relations with
Indonesia has been an unrelenting effort to 'appease and not to get in the way regarding East
Timor and other human rights issues, chiefly in the expectation that significant economic
benefits would flow from such a policy. It is argued below that this has been a fundamental
aspect of NTG paradiplomacy with Indonesia. Conversely, Indonesia's diplomacy in the NT,
as well as Australia, has centred on extracting acquiescence with its policies towards the
eastern periphery of the archipelago, by raising expectations of economic gain for loyal
supporters.

In addition to protests and condemnation of Indonesia, political activists in Darwin also
provided other forms of support for East Timorese nationalists. Tangible assistance for the
armed resistance movement in East Timor was the operation in 1 976 of a radio transmitter in
Darwin which provided FRETILIN with its only information link to the outside world. The Ear

Eastern Economic Review reported that the Commonwealth government was formally
requested by Indonesia to close the transmitter down4• Not only had the Indonesian
Government been monitoring and protesting against the transmissions, but that they had been
'following' the work of the Defence Signals Division, the Darwin-based Australian top secret
1 NTPR 17 (3 March 1977,

80).

2 NTN
e
ws, 7/03/77.
ihlA.• p 82.
3�
4 K. Randall, 'Switching off Fretilin', FarEasternEconomicReview, 15/10/76, p 38.
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found and confiscated. They commenced in 1985, again from Darwin, after those previously
involved managed to smuggle a new transceiver into East Timor. Darwin journalist . John
Loizou, who was involved with the first radio transmissions, mentioned that the support for the
radio made it obvious that Darwin people were pro-East Timorese and could provide important
assistance to the armed resistance. He added that this led to the establishment of a huge
Indonesian Consular presence in Darwin 1 •

Thus, because of Darwin's strategically important location, both as an Australian listening post
in Indonesia's vicinity, and a base for pro-East Timorese independence supporters, the
Indonesian government developed an interest in the city closest to its contested 'youngest
province'. It began monitoring activity relating to East Timor and cultivating relations with the

NTG. The result of this diplomacy has been far reaching. It is argued in this thesis that in the
absence of the East Timor incentive, Indonesia would have found lesser reason to be
interested in the Territory.

Indonesia
As the largest and geographically closest South East Asian state, Indonesia is of great
importance to the Territory and to Australia. On account of the many differences between both
countries, relations between them have been minimal until recent years. NT attributes and
those of eastern Indonesian provinces have also not been conducive to close interaction in the
past. Both the NT and the Indonesian provinces in the Arafura-Timor region

can

be

considered p�ripheral areas to their respective national systems. Both are sparsely populated,
economically underdeveloped and remote from their national centres of power. Eastern
provinces are natural resource endowed and lag well behind general levels of Indonesian
physical and economic development.

Besides the general apprehension caused by Sukarno's stridently anti-Western attitudes, two
problems in the boundary region between Australia and Indonesia had left a legacy of lingering
mutual concern about one-another in both countries. One was the violent suppression of the
independence aspirations of the Maluku people in the early 1 950s2, and the other the conflict
1 Personal interview, 2/07/90.
2 Maluku's attempt to Invoke its legal rights to leave the United States of Indonesia shortly after
Independence was Impeded by military action, leading to a violent struggle from 1950 until 1961. The

victorious Indonesian military forces have kept a tight control on the province, widely resented by
nationalistic Moluccans. A stereotype view that they prefer Westerners rather than association with
fellow Malay peoples Is common In Indonesia.

-67over Dutch New Guinea which led to its incorporation as the Indonesian province of Irian Jaya
in 1 963. Even if Australian governments have had to acquiesce, sectors of the Australian
population have expressed disagreement with the way such forced integrations into Indonesia
have been handled. Some have even provided support to local resistance groups, giving
Indonesian authorities reason for concern.

By the early 1 970s relations between both countries were markedly improving. Close
diplomatic links between Canberra and an ostensibly stable and friendly government in Jakarta
were emerging. Australia provided significant amounts of foreign aid, educational exchanges
were taking place, the Australian private sector was investing in Indonesia, attracted by a
favourable foreign investment policy that promised great returns, and air links had increased
and Indonesia began to emerge as a popular tourist destination for Australians.

Given its geographical proximity, the NT was not impervious to these developments. One of
the first effects of the new opening of Indonesia on Darwin was in the field of tourism. It
became a stop in an inexpensive 'hippy- route' from Southern Australia to Asia and Europe.
At first travellers crossed the Timor sea on the air service between Darwin and Portuguese
Timor, proceeding to Kupang in Indonesian West Timor, Bali and onwards. Most NT travellers
obtained Indonesian visas through the small Indonesian Consulate in Dili.

Several pro-Sukarno managers of the previously highly politicised Indonesian
administration had been demoted to the state-owned domestic
government. �iming to expand

route1•

Merpati airline by the Suharto

Merpati internationally, so as to again secure foreign postings

for themselves, some of these looked for regional traffic rights

as the Darwin /Kupang

Garuda airlines

Garuda had not taken up, such

Merpati thus started a modest service in the early 1 970s. It led

to the opening of a Darwin office headed by Agus Umar, the first Indonesian state official
stationed in the NT. With Dili bypassed by this new route, an Honorary Consul was appointed
in Darwin in November 1 974, at the time Indonesia began intervening in Portuguese Timor.
This was sufficient to issue the few tourist visas required. Territorian businessman Allen Wilson
served in this capacity for four years, from late 1974, until the appointment of a professional
Consul after self-government, in late 1 978.

The Darwin/Kupang link provided a more direct way of reaching Ball, rapidly developing in the
early 1 970s as a tourist destination of world fame. Darwinians, who used to think of

1 Lolzou (personal Interviews 2/07/90, 23/09/92).

-68themselves as isolated outbackers, far removed from anywhere that mattered, began to realise
their privileged location close to such coveted destinations. Instead of merely longing to 'go
south' for their holidays, they started to take advantages of the new and inexpensive plea$ures
offered to them primarily in Bali. Peripheral and poor Kupang in contrast, despite its even
closer location, did not develop into a tourist attraction while Dili, on the Portuguese side of the
island, continued as the main Territorian destination until 1 974. The new horizons in Bali and
environs proved stimulating , and many of the Territorian visitors began to develop an interest
in Indonesia, its culture and its language. One early manifestation were student and teacher
exchanges, begun by Darwin High School with Bali in 1 973. They originated successful NT
Department of Education

(NTDE) student and teacher exchange programs, pivotal to

NT/Indonesia relations as a whole, as is detailed later.

Little happened in terms of economic relations between the Territory and Indonesia in the
1 970s. The view that Indonesia represented a potentially valuable market for NT beef which
should be developed, was consistently advanced by public figures such as Les MacFarlane.
He not only recurrently stated in the Assembly the economic convenience of such trade but
also pointed to its security implications. He argued that by developing the Territory as a
supplier to Southeast Asia, it would be more secure against takeover by Asians than if its
development was neglected, weakening the legitimacy of Australia's claim to its ownership1•

This emerging pattern of regional interaction was severely disrupted by the 1 975 events in the
eastern part of Timor. Tourism to Portuguese Timor ended in August 1 975. The Indonesian
authorities, in preparation of their invasion, closed Kupang to foreign tourism shortly thereafter.
_
Merpati began flying Darwin/Bali directly. Regional links between the NT and neighbouring
Nusa Tenggara Timur Province languished until the restoration of Darwin/Kupang air services
in 1 986.

The

annexation

of

East

Timor

also

proved

a

major

setback

to

the

improving

Australian/Indonesian relations. Criticism of Indonesia has mainly come from official and non
governmental sectors in Western liberal democracies. Australian Commonwealth governments
have tended to be apologetic and over compensatory in their professions of support and
understanding of Indonesia. Such foreign policy pragmatism has been a consistent source of
domestic political conflict dividing sectors of the Australian community. Australian non
governmental bodies' support of opponents to Indonesian rule in East Timor have influenced

1 See 'NT works cutbacks give cause for concern, NTN 31/3n6;
NTPR 6 (1/03n9, 917);

-69Australian public opinion against the Indonesian government. This has in turn led to tensions
between Canberra and Jakarta. The annexation of East Timor, besides being an international
·
issue, has thus been a significant irritant to harmonious Australian/ Indonesian relation� and
a domestic political issue within Australia. In the NT, the strength of public opposition to
Indonesia far exceeded previous responses regarding Maluku or Irian Jaya, given proximity,
past links and the presence of significant numbers of refugees. A significant measure of
acrimony towards Indonesia was felt among many Territorians, despite pragmatic government
efforts to minimise this.

Relations between the NT. Malaysia and Brunei prior to self

government require little mention. Britain handled the external relations of its Brunei
Protectorate until 1 983. No links with the NT were developed. Links with Malaysia were also
minimal, except for some trade, mostly through Singapore. The recruitment in Malaysia of a
few expatriate public servants for the NTG, who moved to the Territory with their Malaysian
wives are one of the few linkages 1•
The above outlines the Northern Territory's general interaction context with its neighbouring
Southeast Asian region prior to self-government. It was seen that historically a natural
coherence has existed favouring the development of regional integrative links between the NT
frontier and the islands to its north. Territory populations have generally sought to develop
such links, but they have been affected by policies originating in distant power centres. Up to
the 1 960s conditions were generally not favourable to close NT/Southeast Asian interaction.
In the 1 970s conditions changed. The pull which the region began to exert on Australia
complemented Australia's urgency to find replacements for its past exclusive links with the
West. Howev�r. the bequest of past isolationist attitudes towards Asia and the role of the NT
as a frontier of separation, meant that virtually no foundations existed for this realignment.
Economic, social and cultural links were paltry and the legacy of past attitudes was not
propitious to it. The NT perceived the changed conditions as providing opportunities to
vindicate past aspirations for close relations with the Southeast Asian region.
With the shift of power to Darwin upon self-government in 1 978, the development of close
links within its own geographic region, to the extent of becoming an integration frontier rather
than one of separation, became a top priority agenda item for the new Northern Territory
Government, particularly promoted by its first Chief Minister Paul Everingham. Everingham
stressed economic development policies, In the service of which an active Southeast Asian
paradlplomacy was conducted. The next chapter will trace their political and economic context.
1 Jack-Hinton (personal Interview, 1 8/09/92).
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Chapter 3
NORTHERN TERRITORY GOVERNMENT ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT POUCY .
Towards a Southeast Asian Orientation
... the Northern Territory's future is inextricably linked to that of the developing
nations of the region. Accordingly, the party supports : the strengthening of the
Territory's association with regional neighbours.. . 1

Throughout the period of Commonwealth rule from 1 91 1 , the Northern Territory was seen by
southern Australians as a distant dead end, a 'settlement frontier of limited economic value
on account of its perceived scant resources and the constraints climate and isolation placed
on prospective development of its economy and population. Poorly endowed with regards to
soil quality and rainfall, Northern Australia was the remotest part of the continent most distant
from the core areas of the world economy . Settlement in this frontier type economy was
frequently of a migratory nature, reflecting a desire to stay for as short a time as possible.
Outside investors in NT economic development were mainly interested in pastoralism and
minerals. Territorians held a widespread perception of little southern commitment to NT
development.

In the post World War II years recurrent calls for constitutional development were made by
Territorians pressing for a greater degree of self-government. The Territory had been
extremely dependent on Commonwealth funding for its development and government. It was
doubted that it could generate enough resources and attract a population of sufficient size to
enable it to contribute more significantly to its funding needs, thus reducing its dependence.
Conversely, a core of committed Territorians called for political autonomy, confident in the
region's bright future and considering the perceived neglect by the Commonwealth to be the
main hindrance to the Territor'fs economic and social development, . Heatley refers to this
'Territorian ideology', espoused by the local 'elite' of politicians and longer-term residents, as
being •built around an intense faith in the future of the Territory and a fierce commitment to

1 CLP platform presented to Legislative Assembly,

NTPR 3 (Debates, 21/08/84, 871).

2 P.P. Courtenay,
lia,Patternsandproblemso
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country, Melbourne: Longman Cheshire, 1982, p 42.

-71 its political and constitutional advancement..."1• This was so despite an historical experience

of successive failures, and a fragile NT economy dependent on highly volatile markets2•

At the beginning of self-government, three main industries dominated the NT economy: an
ailing pastoral industry, a mining industry subject to Commonwealth restrictions, and a rapidly
growing tourism industry of recent origin3• Commonwealth spending, both on public servants
or defence force personnel stationed in the Territory, could be considered a fourth 'industry'
of significance to the local economy. Commonwealth direct project or government funding was
a further important income source until the mid 1 980s . The limited, weak and isolated local
market exacerbated dependence on the outside. Prior to self-government a sector of the
population,

primarily among the large proportion of Canberra-oriented

public servants,

professed little loyalty to the Territory. This group generally hoped to make their stay in this
remote frontier as short as possible.

Constitutional development led to the creatjon of a Northern Territory Government, formally
established on Self-Government Day, 1 July 1 978. This eventually resulted in devolution of
most 'state-type' powers, (i.e those powers retained by Australian state parliaments after
federation), to a Darwin based executive, responsible to a fully elected Northern Territory
Legislative Assembly. Education, health, mining, economic development, transport, police, the
environment, are among Australian state-type powers . According to the Commonwealth
Constitution the subjects about which Federal Parliament can legislate include interstate and
international _ trade;

taxation;

defence;

external

affairs;

foreign,

trading

and

financial

corporations; quarantine; and immigration. Some state-type powers were excluded from
transfer to the NTG, i.e. Aboriginal

land matters, uranium mining and National

Park

management. For this reason, and the veto power retained by the Federal Government over
NT Legislative Assembly acts, the Territory has a lesser status than full statehood. It is a
'quasi-state'. Nonetheless, consistent with Elazar's observation regarding components of

1 A. Heatley, 'Labor's Love Lost : An Appraisal of the Labor Administration of the Northern Territory

1 972-75', NorthernAustralianResearch Bulletin 1 , Darwin:NARU, 1 977, p 5.

2 A. Heatley, 'The Northern Territory: the politics of underdevelopment', Brian Head (ed.), ItMl
PolitlcsofDevelopmentinAustra
lia , Sydney: Allen & Unwin, 1986, p 230.
3 Production values for 1978-79 were: (In million dollars) mining 249.8; livestock n.2; fishing 19.5.
Sources: reports of Departments of Mines and Energy and Primary Production. A. Heatley, 'Parties and
Development In the Northern Territory', E. Harman and B. Head, (eds.), StateCapitalandResources
fAustralia, Nedlands: Unlv. of WA Press, 1981, p 21 1 .
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-72federations, this constitutional development led the Territory's government towards becoming

a policy making polity rather than being primarily an administrative vehicle.
Increased political autonomy led to the expectation that the NTG would achieve greater
financial self-sufficiency by increasing its revenue raising capability. The NTG thus accorded
the highest policy priority to growth of the Territory's relatively undeveloped economy, which
so tar had been characterised by its narrow base, its vulnerability to outside pressures and its
frailty1• Given its isolation and its reliance on primary industry, its undeveloped economy
could be deemed a 'colonial' or 'peripheral' one2• It was considered that NT economic
development required a substantial governmental involvement, either directly or indirectly.
Three main problem areas needed to be targeted. The population had to be stabilised and
increased; outside investment in industrial development had to be attracted; and increased
markets for Territory products had to be found. Like the early nineteenth century British
settlements, which had a trading orientation towards the islands to the north, an interest
eventually emerged in Southeast Asia, where better economic prospects for the Territory were
expected than in southern Australia. Thus, in line with Fry's characterisation of sub-national
government activities, the NTG began to reach beyond national borders to enhance influence
and

econ

omic well being.

The new NTG developed a 'foreign policy' aimed at advancing the NT's developmental
objectives through the establishment of trade and investment links with Southeast Asian states.
Such links had been neglected in the past, and perceptions of the Territory as a frontier of
separation �tween southern Australia and Asia had resulted in Territorians looking primarily
towards distant Australian core centres. This chapter traces the origins of the policies of re
establishment of economic links to Asia which emerged with increased NT autonomy after
self-government.

NTG development policy
The first fully elected NT Legislative Assembly was established in 1 974. Of the two major NT
political parties, the Country Liberal Party (CLP) and the Labor Party, the CLP has won every
' Headey, 'The Northam', p 226.

2 'Colonial' and 'peripheral' are characterisations by Courtenay, NorthamAustralia. See also B.A.
Davidson, TheNortham Myth:AStudyofthePhysical Economic Umits toAgdculture andpastoral
alAustra
lia. Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 1965.
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election and governed ever since. The CLP has been called •the party of the service sector•,
representing the interests of small independent businessmen whose objectives require
population

growth

and

prosperity1 •

This

primary

pro-development

concern.

or

developmentalist ethos, has dominated all CLP governments, being particularly noticeable
under Chief Minister Paul Everingham.

Parties competing for the 1977 election stressed economic development issues, evidencing

a concern with the Southeast Asian neighbourhood. Among party platform proposals were
reduction in trade tariffs with Southeast Asia, construction of casinos and making Darwin a free
port.

These received attention by the CLP-based NTG in subsequent years. The political issue

of self-determination for neighbouring East Timor, taken up by Labor, also had and important
impact on the NT and its CLP government. The state of the Territory economy raised
concerns, specifically high unemployment, cuts in Federal funding and problems in key
industries, including depressed rural industries, and slow down in construction activity after the
rebuilding of cyclone devastated Darwin was completed2•

While the NTG had the top priority goal of accelerating and broadening the growth of the
Territory's economy, its developmentalist approach made no claim towards a purely 'free
..,

enterprise' orientation, continuing the traditional view that the government must act as the
engine of development to ensure sustained and balanced growth3• Private initiative and capital
would be enhanced by the public sector. A strong role to propel and assist development was
envisaged for public sector activities such as physical infrastructure development, social
developmentL and those measures which led to growth, employment and community well
being4.

It was

also argued that insufficient past Commonwealth attention to the building of necessary

NT development infrastructure further justified high public sector involvement. This is succinctly
expressed in an annual report of the chief NTG agency for industrial development, the
Northam Territory Development Corporation, which stated

1 A. Gerritsen and D. Jaensch, 'The Northern Territory', in B. Galligan (ed.), A
u
s
tralianStatePolitics,
Melbourne: Longman Cheshire, 1986, p 150.
2 A Heatley, 'And then there were Two ... ', NorthernAustralianResearchBulletin, N° 3, 1978, p 54.

3 Heatley, 'The Northern', p 231.

4 P. Everingham, 'Developing the North', In Harman and Head, State.Capital, p 142.
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Government plays a significant role as a direct participant in the in the NT
economy. For a variety of economic, demographic, geographic and other
reasons, the .role of the government in the economy of the Territory assumes
a somewhat greater importance than that of government in other parts of
Australia1 •
Furthennore, since private enterprise in Australia had in the past preferred to concentrate on
the better known southern environment than in the NT, a high promotional profile to attract
development capital was deemed necessary. With all these dimensions to be considered, the
developmentalist task of the NTG proved so dominant that it is possible to speak of a
'development syndrome' since most issues in Territory life were ultimately presented in terms
of their economic developmental implications. Serving the cause of development was
presented

as

the overriding legitimating principle for most government actions.

In this sense, according to Hamish McDonald, the NTG bore striking similarities with regional
neighbours in Southeast Asia, many of whose governments

emphasised

economic

development as an important legitimising ideology. Stating that Australia's north is emerging

as the part of the country most attuned to its Asian neighbourhood, he argued that this 'Asian
flavour' is not due only to proximity or immigration, but that
the people ...have a 'development' mentality, an attitude out of fashion in the
conservation-minded south of Australia but quite close to the way Asian elites
tend to think about economies and the environmenf.
He added that local leaders •tend to be populist, authoritarian, and personal rather than
bureaucratic in decision making•3•

The role of state involvement as a factor advancing economic development was considered

crucial in societies like Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore. Not surprisingly, after initial efforts
to attract southern Australian involvement in NT development proved less than satisfactory,
the NT began to look northwards, to Southeast Asia for models as well as sources of capital.
The influence of these models may have been even more far-reaching than the economy.
Historian David Cannent wrote that
the NorthernTerritoryNews, echoed widespread sentiments when its editorial
stated that ... [Everingham's] ... dynamic approach to achieving his grand vision
1 NTDC, AnnualReport, 1984/85, p 4.

2 H. McDonald, 'The Last Frontier', The Northam Territory is a 'developing' area akin to Asia, fa[
EasternEconomicReview, 1 1/06/86, p 37.
' Jbld., p 37.
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'often stepped on toes, was rarely compatible with democratic government and
usually got the job done'1•

Everingham's first aim was to foster natural resource development in the Territory, which he
saw as the base for Australian economic growth. Anticipating a resources boom, he argued
that the bias in Australia's economic structures against northern development needed to

be

changed, so that Australia as a whole could benefit from the significant contribution to its future
to be achieved by developing its so far "substantially disused and unsettled paddock ... largely
overlooked and misunderstood by government, business and the media2• Investment was
sought in the mining, livestock and fishing industries. In mining, besides aiming to attract
further investment in resource extraction, it was also hoped to increase the degree of linkage
to the local economy of mining activities. Agriculture, tourism, manufacturing and service
industries were also targeted for expansion, and projects were proposed to provide the
necessary

associated infrastructural improvements in transport facilities such as roads and

ports. The CLP Government sought increased Commonwealth funding and involvement in such
projects and services.

Until the mid 1 980s ample funds were made available by Canberra enabling generous
allocations to the development of primary and secondary sectors of the economy (see
Appendix 3). The growth of an agricultural and manufacturing sector was advocated to reduce
dependence, broaden the economic base and create employment. Acrimony soon developed
in NTG relations with the Commonwealth, not only due to allegations of southern neglect and
lack of interest in the NT, but more significantly due to the incessant demands for further
funding needed to sustain NTG developmentalism, and an emerging perception that federal
policies were, in many areas, inimical to the rapid economic growth to which the NT aspired.

It increasingly appeared that NT development priorities required policies different from the
generally protectionist Australian ones which reflected the need of established southern
industries. The NT advocated an openness which would enable it to link economically into
Southeast Asia and other overseas economies. To advance NT interests, and hoping to find
a new important role for the Territory as an integration frontier, Everingham began to advocate

a profound

reform of Australian economic policies and a greater Australian orientation towards

1 D. Carment, The Tuxwortb Government a Political History, Darwin: UCNT Faculty of Arts,
Occasional Paper N° 1, 1987, p 6. Citing NTN, 18/10/84.

2 Everingham, 'Developing', p 133.

-76Southeast Asia. Attempting to become a pioneering force in such a process, Everingham
recurrently criticised federal import trade barriers, foreign investment restrictions, immigration
policies, restrictive airline policies, low mining royalties, insufficient northern defence bases,
insufficient transport and communications. Even if such efforts were made at a time Australian
awareness regarding the need to establish closer relations with its northern neighbours was
increasing,

they

were

opposed

by

southern

interests

which

considered

them

disadvantageous'.

Emergence of a NT orientation towards Southeast Asia
Federal government and southern private sector insufficient commitment to support the NTG's
program of rapid economic development fostered the search for new alternatives overseas.
Several Territorian political and bureaucratic actors felt that already in the years preceding
self-government the awareness existed that the NT should look north rather than south as its

future was felt to depend on Southeast Asia. Rather than join the competition in the remote
southern centres of Australia, where the Territory had proven to be no more than a marginal
player, the focus of attention shifted to the north. Other factors underlying this reorientation
included the attractive pull of rapidly developing Southeast Asian economies and markets, and
perceptions of economic complementarity, to growing cultural and human contacts on account
of increased regional coherence stimulated by tourist trq.vel and the influx of Southeast Asian
refugees from East Timor and Indochina settling in the NT.

Some key Territorian actors account for the rapid development of a Southeast Asian
orientation after self-government as follows. For Jim Robertson, elected to the Assembly in
1 974 and holder of various Cabinet positions until 1 986, the NTG's need to look north was the
consequence of a history of perceived southern neglect and lack of interesf. Geoff Chard of
the Territory Development Corporation, considered a northern orientation to be a cultural
characteristic of Darwin life, resulting from a feeling of isolation from the distant rulers in
Canberra. After self-government it was realised that Asia was the

economically fastest

growing region in the world. Rather than competing as a marginal player in the south, it was

' Powell refers to the opposition of the powerful south to the reciprocity required by NT trade
arCountry, p 243.
Initiatives with Southeast Asia. F

2 Personal Interview, 1 4/09/90.

-n-

decided to project to the north1• Former Chief Minister Steve Hatton considered that
Territorians readily a�epted the concept that Darwin 'belonged' to the Southeast Asian region,
essential to the NT's future, without any 'nationalistic' opposition. In the lead up to self
government economic development strategies linked to Southeast Asia were soughr. Chief
Minister Marshall Perron stressed that the importance he and his colleagues attached to
Southeast Asian countries was on account of their large populations. Seeking to supply such
markets with NT foodstuffs appeared preferable to competing elsewhere in Australia with
similar produce. This started the initial forays of government missions to Southeast Asia3•
Asian-born, NT Opposition Labor MLA June D'Aozario, perceiving the emergence of a frontier
of contact, also emphasised the importance of human links as a factor facilitating closer

ties

between Darwin and Southeast Asia. In her view Darwin people tended to travel for leisure to
the region, becoming acquainted with it and developing personal contacts. They thus
maintained an interest and reacted strongly to political events, such as the Portuguese Timor
crisis, which had a •stunning• effect on the NT. Arrival of refugee 'boat-people' in the mid1 970s further strengthened awareness of the closeness of Southeast Asia. Even the flow of
mainly hippy travellers to or from Southeast Asia passing through Darwin strengthened the
sense of regional closeness. Darwin people thus differed from southern Australians on account
of their awareness of the proximity of Asia4•

Former Chief Minister lan Tuxworth recalled that in the early days of the first NT Cabinet the
frequent and informally held meetings often discussed the question of whether to concentrate
on 'the South' or on Asia. The former option was seen by members

as

a safe one which did

not expose them to the risks of errors from dealing with an unknown area they did not
understand. The latter option, despite its risks, was perceived as the one which had the
potential to ensure that the Territory's future development could proceed along the lines
desired by the government's developmentalist ideolog,S. This was the option chosen by the
young Cabinet. To emphasise the propriety of the choice -in an incident frequently recalled
to this day by long serving members of the NT bureaucracy- one of the ministers placed a
compass on a map of Australasia, noting that a circle centred on Darwin with radius of 3,000
1 Personal interview, 1 1 /07/90.
2 Personal

interview, 6111/90.

3 Personal interview, 19/11/90.
4 Personal interview, 2/08/90.
1

Personal interview, 30/08/90.

-78kilometres, encompassed about 1 5 million people in its lower and over 300 million In Its upper
half.

The ALP leader of the Assembly Opposition at the time, Jon Isaacs, claims, however, that the
policy of orientation towards Southeast Asia was conceived as a purely pragmatic economic
response. It was decided on the basis of a rather shallow assessment, with little questioning
about the desirability of such links taking place. Scant consideration was given to whether
geographical closeness and large populations in Southeast Asia were really sufficient factors
for success, or whether other factors including historical, cultural or other elements of regional
coherence needed to be considered as well. In the urge to avoid competing in the full and
distant southern Australian market,
there was an inclination to accept the common adage that since the Territory
was located on Southeast Asia's doorstep, it must be a good export market
given its huge population 1 •
Even if it significantly drove

NTG development policy and its paradiplomacy, the Southeast

Asia-oriented policy was only explicitly incorporated in CLP party platforms as late as 1 9842•

Everingham's key role
Everingham, first as Chief Secretary of the NT Executive and, after self-government, as Its first
Chief Minister and the strongest personality in the governmenr , is acknowledged as the key
"
stimulus behin9 the drive to NT economic development and growth . He was able to effect
fundamental changes in the Territory, such as the innovative foreign-oriented economic
development policy which included intensified links with Asia and the emergence of a greater
public awareness of the Territory's location in the Southeast Asian region.

1 Personal interview, 20/1 2/90.
2 The annual CLP conference on 1 9/08/84 specifically introduced into the party's platform a
statement supporting the development of close links with the fast developing Southeast Asian region.
Previous platforms had supported an Australian foreign policy aimed at developing close regional and
bilateral links with the nearest neighbours.

3 'N.T. Government' or 'Everingham' were terms frequently used to mean the same thing; Heatley,
'Parties', p 206.

4 Personal interviews with B. James (1 /05/90), A Morris (21/06190), J. Robertson (1 4109190).
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Everingham indefatigably pursued his developmentalist goal during the six years of his political
career in the NT. He has been considered the only truly entrepreneurial government leader the
NT has had\ and has been widely credited with conceiving the vision that the Territory
needed to seek its economic development future by looking north rather than towards southem
Australia2• Commentators have offered a variety of assessments of the results of his jingoistic,
intense, aggressive, high- profile "upmarket"3 promotional activities to achieve this vision. With
large Commonwealth funding available, Everingham was able to create an image of great
potential economic opportunities in the NT, making it look booming and attractive for investors,
contrary to its reality and history of past economic failures•. The high expenses incurred led
to the NTG being judged to have spent money conspicuously on self-advertisement, an
expanding bureaucracy and parliament, and dubious ventures5•

Martyn Finger, former Chief Ministers Department Director-General and long-term NTG
official, said that the NTG only began to look towards Southeast Asia in earnest after
Everingham became Chief Minister in 1 9788• Drawing on his long experience in the Territory,
Finger said that previously no interest existed in looking away from Canberra7• For
Everingham, however, Darwin was the centre of a region. He was keen to point this out and
the fact that it lay closer to Bangkok than to Melbourne for example'. This assessment was

1 Jim Forwood (personal interview, 8/09/92).

2 Personal interviews with P. Farrell {20/04/90), C. Jack-Hinton {1 8/09/92), A Morris (21/06/90) and
others.

3 Morris {pe�nal interview 21/06/90). Frances Chan, called it a "let's-go-first-class-all-the way
(personal interview 1 5/06/92).

and-make a-splash syndrome•
-

• M. Norman (personal interview 13/08/92). For reference to the paltry economic history of the NT
see Donovan, AttheOther End, p 254, passim.

5
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h
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p

13.

8 Personal interview 6/1 2/90. Finger's NT career began in 1968 as Assistant Administrator
(Economic and Social Affairs). He acted as General Manager of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission,
sat in the NT Legislative Council, and became the first Director-General of the Department of the Chief
Minister from 1 978 to 1984.

Historian C.C. Macknight pointed out that the localisation of NT public servant loyalties and
were Canberra-oriented
where their career advancements were detennined, travelling there frequently on paid leave. After self
government, pride in the distinctiveness of their 'tropical lifestyle' and their affinity with the Southeast
Asian region developed, producing changes In attitudes and interests. Even the physical aspect �
Darwin changed. It is now a 'tropical city' like Singapore, with Asian-type institutions as the locaJ
markets, (personal Interview, 5112/90).
7

interests was an important consequence of self-government. Previously they

1

Personal Interview 6112/90.

-80corroborated by a later Secretary of the Chief Minister's Department, Alan Morris, who also
considers Everingh�m to have played the key role in setting the tone for the reorientation of
NTG attention to Southeast Asia1• Morris said that Everingham felt the Territory incurred high
costs as a result of being part of Australia, with which its commercial links were weak. Thus
he pushed for the development of an NT identity in Southeast Asia. This theme is also raised
in Everingham's attacks on existing Australian tariff barriers, aimed at protecting uncompetitive
southern manufacturing industries, which prevent the Territory from sourcing its needs more
cheaply and quickly from neighbouring Southeast Asia2•

Finger also believes said that Everingham anticipated the inevitability of Australia's linkage Into
Southeast Asia, asking why then, should the process not start in the north, which is 2,000
miles closer? 3• Finger also praised the "infectious enthusiasm • generated by Everingham
around himself in the NTG by his dynamic and stimulating attitude towards all the members
in his 'team'. Going to work full of expectations, very often even before dawn, was a great
pleasure he recalls4• Through Everingham's leadership, strong consensus regarding the
importance of Asia was thus developed .. among

NTG members, further cemented by

Everingham's persistence and insistence on the subject.

Barbara James, NT author, ALP member and staff member of Territory Senator Bob Collins,
calls Everingham one of the few NT parliamentarians with vision. She saw his motivation to
have been putting the NT on the map and, as its first Chief Minister, to leave his mark on
history. According to her, Everingham saw the economic importance of South East Asia to a
'top end' devoid of an economic base other than the public service and boom-bust mining,
preferring the development of NT links to Southeast Asia than to Australia. With his flamboyant
style, he saw himself more on the world stage than on the Australian stage, according to
James5 • Roger Steele who, as Minister for Industrial Development and for Transport and
Works, had the main development promoting role besides Everingham in the first Cabinet,

1 Personal interview 21/06/90.

2 Everingham, 'Developing', p 1 45.
3 See Everingham's reference to the JacksonReport statement that •economic policies developed
in isolation to the regional setting of a nation must fail-, in 'Developing', p 145.
4 M. Finger (personal interview, 6112/90)
0

Personal Interview 1/05/90.
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echoed a similar view. He saw Everingham as determined to put the NT in a different context
than the rest of Australia1•

In Everingham's own account, the reason for his focus on Southeast Asia was primarily to get
Australians to become more interested and aware of their northern neighbours,

considering

it important for Territorians to have an even greater understanding of them, adding
It used to irk me that Australian Prime Ministers and Foreign Ministers were
always heading off for Europe... or even more interested in Africa than they
were in ... lndonesia2•
Everingham

frequently advocated that Australia should seek closer relations,

even

membership, in ASEAN. He anticipated this would lead to a key role for the Territory, given
its location between southern Australia and the ASEAN region3• This suggests that
Everingham

aimed

to

make

the

Territory

a

prime

element

of

a

closely

linked

Australian/Southeast Asian region, that is, to advance NT interests by fostering an integration
frontier role for it.

Everingham and his government's paradiplomatic approaches were, however, not devoid of
shortcomings. These led to errors of appraisal and costly mistakes, greatly limiting the results
achieved. Finger felt Everingham may have had the right vision regarding links with Southeast
Asia, but many projects considered by him and his young and enthusiastic team were not
viable•. Chief Minister Marshall Perron considered Everingham to •have made a lot of noise••,
being good at making statements that attracted far more attention than warranted. Thus,
despite outshining his ministerial colleagues and successors by his degree of commitment and
dedication to develop the Territory on a grand scale, Everingham's flamboyant activities have
been judged as not very cost-effective. The achievements

of his Southeast Asian

paradiplomatic efforts have been modest. In particular, he has been considered lacking cultural
sensitivity to deal with Asians, and thus unable to develop deeper ties In the region•.

1 Personal interview 12/12/90.
2 Personal interview 1 2/12/90.

3 See 'Join ASEAN- Everingham', NTN, 23/04/81. Interview with Reuters, 3/07/82.
4 Personal Interview 6112/90.
11

Personal interview 19/1 1/90.

• Lawrie (personal Interview, 4103/91).
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Consistent with the NTG's foreign policy, and the associated launching of a paradiplomatic
campaign to advance Territory interests, Everingham, according to Finger, also tried to develop
the symbols necessary to create a distinct NT identity. His achievements at this let to him
being called •a master of intangibles•'. All attempt was made to foster a sense of local
'

patriotism', promoting an awareness of 'being Territorian' among the population in schools,
business houses, and public places2• Symbols such as a flag, 'national' colours, neckties, as
well as expensive promotional publications on the NT were created and widely distributed
outside the Territory. Renowned public relations agencies , such as Australian Public Affairs
Consultants and Muldon Walker, were used to stage expensive promotions as accessories to
NT paradiplomacy. It bears noting that the NT was a leader in such promotions until, much
later, other Australian States started to copy them. This is an example of group status activities
performed by actors according to Mansbach et a/s complex conglomerate system, i.e. the
provision of referent identification through collective symbols aimed at establishing group
memberships.

The promotion of a local identity and a sens� of NT patriotism had another important purpose.
It targeted the Territory's low population problem, a factor limiting its economic development.
It aimed to increase population stability, encouraging people to develop a loyalty and
attachment to the Territory, committing themselves to permanent settlement there. Attempting
to foster greater immigration, particularly from Asia, was another population increase strategy
vigorously pursued by Everingham. The NTG supported Commonwealth Migrant Reunion
Schemes and offered to take Vietnamese and East Timorese refugees3• Everingham even
prompted lndpnesia to remove unjust obstacles for East Timorese wishing to migrate to
Australia4•

In the only biographical work published to date on a NT Chief Minister, Frances Chan also
argues that Everingham was by far the most significant factor behind the reshaping of the

1 Frank Alcorta praises Everingham's skills in this vital aspect of politics, considered lacking with his
two successors. 'A chief source of concern', NTN, 23/11/86.

2 To further strengthen the 'state-like' status of the NT, southern institutions such as banks were
encouraged to place their Darwin branches directly under their southern head offices, thus giving them
equal status with their other state branches.
3 'More migrants for NT?', NTN 15/01/80.
4 'Row over reunions-letter goes to Consul', NTN, 18/04/80.

-83Territory after self-govemment1• She considers that Everingham and his brash young team
•cut dashing figure� in the capitals and boardrooms of the world.2, aiming, In an upmar1<et
way, to attract international firms to invest in Territory development. To do so they spent
Commonwealth money •like the coffers of Canberra were a bottomless pit•3, creating an
image of enthusiasm, innovation and energy for the Territory. Chan felt that Everingham taught
Territorians, who, she said, like most Australians thought they belonged to a suburb of London,
that they were part of Southeast Asia, and •that the Bad Guys lived in the south ...[while) ... the
Good Guys lived to the north••. Given traditional attitudes, this was a most daring innovation.

NTG developmentalism and Southeast Asian orientation: Implementing Institutions
The achievement of NTG developmentalist goals required both the creation of appropriate
institutions and promotional activities to advance Territorian interests. The NTG established
a number of statutory authorities to foster the development of a private economic sector in the
NT through governmental

intervention. Such bodies have been a preferred form of

administration in Australia for public sector commercial activities5• Through use of such
institutions it was intended to reduce direct ministerial involvement, enhance operational
efficiency, managerial autonomy and responsibilit'/. The main statutory authorities set up In
the early years of self government were: Northern Territory Development Corporation (NTDC),
which provided or guaranteed finance, and assisted with management and both local and
overseas marketing; Agricultural Development and Marketing Authority (ADMA) , established
to foster the .development of agricultural industry; Northern Territory Tourist Commission
(NTTC), aimed at the development of a tourism industry; Darwin Port Authority (DPA),
replacing the NT Port Authority, established to •facilitate more overt promotion of the port of

1 F. Chan, Kingofthe Kids, Paul Everingham, First Chief Minister of the Northam Territory,
Palmerston NT: Diflo Publications, 1992.
2 ; h; � p 56.
JWI.W ·•
; h;� liUt • • p 62.
3 ll

4 ibid. . p 66.

D. Trollope, StatutoryAuthoritiesjnthe NortbemTerritory:Thecaseofthe
TradeDevelopment Zone. paper presented to the Royal Australian Institute of Public Administration
National Conference, Darwin, September 1991.
11 See A. Heatley and

8 A. Heatley, 'Northern Territory', AustralianJoumaJofPublicAdministration, Vol. XL (1 ) , March
1981, p 54.

-84Darwin itselr1, and to manage all port facilities; University Planning

Authority (UPA) , invoNed

with higher educatio.n; and the Territory Insurance Office (TIO), dealing with finance.

No special bodies to assist mining or pastoral industry development were deemed

necessary,

given that these activities mostly involved self-sufficient industries linked to large and powerful
networks. The Departments of Mines and Energy and of Primary Production did however
engage in promotional and public relations activities aiming to raise investor awareness about
the NT's potential. In

1985,

establishment of the Trade Development Zone Authority

(TDZA)

followed, to manage, promote, and develop a Darwin export processing industrial zone.

As Soldatos has indicated, the external activity of components of federations has elements of
a foreign policy. These elements include objectives, strategies and tactics, instiMions,
decision-making processes, instruments and foreign policy output, manifesting itself through
visits and missions abroad, agreements with foreign actors, external direct representation,
international transactions, and international social communications. The overseas orientation
of NTG developmentalism led, correspondingly, to the development of a NTG foreign policy.
As foreign policy instruments all of the above authorities and departments, with the exception
of TIO, found it necessary to look towards Southeast Asia so as to promote and market
Territory products, attract capital investments, seek industrial partners, establish transport links,
and other related activities.

In terms of Keohane and Nye's nomenclature, such

outward-looking activities by these

agencies, particularly when carried out in conjunction with NTG officials, can be considered
as instances of transgovemmental or transnational relations. These would fall into the field of
non-sovereign

relations identified by Duchacek or Soldatos . Statutory authority offaclals

travelled frequently to Southeast Asia, and later several of the authorities engaged a number
of resident representatives in those countries. To support the goals of the staMory authorities,
and of related NTG departments, NTG officials, particularly during the intense Everingham
years, engaged in an active paradiplomacy.

The Territory's statutory authorities' main objectives and outcomes, are reviewed below.

Northern Territory Development Corporation (NTDC)
1 TheP
, Darwin Port Authority, p 1
n
arwj
fD
rto
o

-85This statutory authority was set up on
through

the provisi_on

of finance,

1

July

1 978

resources

to assist secondary industrial development

and advice. The

NTDC aimed to foster

diversification, broadening the econom ic base by attracting new industries or expanding
existing ones, encouraging growth industries, creating additional employment opportunities,
encouraging economic self-sufficiency, stimulating an increase in Territory gross product, and
promoting exports. To achieve these goals, the NTDC's role included advising the NTG,
attracting industries, identifying and promoting investment opportunities, providing marketing
and

trade

assistance

to

NT

industries,

providing

finance

for development

projects,

administering product invention and development schemes, and providing advice, particularly
to small businesses. The NTDC was thus assigned several of the roles normally held by a
government department.

The NTDC disseminated information on the Territory's economy, industrial structure and
production capability. Similarly, the NTDC was commissioned to provide trade and marketing
support in the form of marketing information, assistance to incoming and outgoing govemment
and private sector trade missions, participation at overseas fairs, exhibitions, trade and
marketing

promotions1 •

It

became

one

of the

main

NTG agencies

to

advance

NT

developmentalist aims overseas, a task facilitated by the generous funding it enjoye<f. Heatley
notes that the NTDC was given the task of achieving the long-term objective of developing
links with Southeast Asia, yet was unable to produce in the short-term the quick results
required of ir.

During the eight years of its existence

{1 978(79-1 985/86),

the NTDC Annual Reports evidence

this strong Southeast Asian orientation. Of the reported twenty-odd overseas missions to
attend trade fairs, survey markets, negotiate or promote investments, only three did not include
Southeast Asian destinations (see Appendix

1 ) . In Southeast

Asia most interaction was initially

with Singapore, East Malaysia and Brunei4•

1 Boleand Function ofthe Northern Territory Development Corporation, brochure published by
NTDC.
2 Heatley considers its eventual failure as a most comprehensive one. Given the high funding
available, it provided generous loans to projects of doubtful viability (personal interview 28/05/92).
3 Personal interview, 28/05/92.
4 See NTDC, AnnualBeport(s), 1979/80 to 1981/3.

-86In 1 982 NTDC Chairman E. Simpson was abruptly sacked and replaced by high-profile

former

MLA Ray McHenry whose expansive style paralleled Everingham's. According to Heatley and
Trollope, among all the senior local bureaucrats McHenry
best represented the enthusiastic developmentalist

ethos of the Territory

government ...includpng]... a profound belief that closer links with Asia were
fundamental to the Territory's future prosperityl.
In August 1 982 the first NTDC overseas representative, the financial consultant, Hishamuddin
Koh, was appointed

in Kuala Lumpur "to represent the interests of

the NT throughout

Southeast Asia, specifically in the attraction and promotion of investment opportunities and the
development of two-way trade"2• The tenure of this first foreign representative of the NT was
short and gave rise to much criticism. Shortly afterwards, in December 1 982 Everingham
announced a major Cabinet reshuffle. He took charge of development-oriented and politically
sensitive areas including the NTDC, and tourism, previously under Minister Steele'.

By March 1983 "New Directions and Procedures for the NTDC" were announced. It was
intended to concentrate more on investment and development stimulation rather than lending.
Among the tools to be used were trade missions, trade surveys and selective missions to
identify overseas trade and market opportunities. Interest in the NT was reported to have
grown as a result of increased promotion".

After the resignation of Everingham in late 1984, responsibility for the NTDC in the Cabinet
headed by Chief Minister lan Tuxworth, lay with the Deputy Chief Minister, who had to

face

continuing widespread criticism of the Corporation arising from its financial performance. By

1 984/85 the NTDC investment attraction focus began to shift to Hong Kong In connection with
the planned development of a Trade Development Zone for Darwin. Southeast Asia was
targeted to attract business migrants, trade promotion in goods and services, including the new
area of horticultural exports. In its last year of operation, 1985/86, which saw a shift in NTG
policy towards greater emphasis on a private sector-led economy rather than a predominant
governmental role, the NTDC emphasised export promotion and investment promotion. Most
promotional activity, through trade delegations and participation in exhibitions, was again In

1 Heatley and Trollope, Statutory, p 17.
2 NTDC, AnnualReport, 1982/83. As detailed below, Koh obtained significant but In-fated Sabahn
investments in the NT.

3 A Heatley, 'The Northam Territory', &JfA, XUI(2), June 1983, p 254-5.
4 NTDC, AnnualReport, 1982/83.

-87Southeast

Asia.

A Malaysia-based

representative

to

identify

trade

and investment

opportunities in East. Malaysia and Brunei was appointed.
Steve Hatton, Tuxworth's successor as Chief Minister, disbanded the NTDC in July 1986. Its
overseas

promotional

responsibility

activities were taken

of the Chief Minister.

over by Nortrade,

In March

an agency

under the

1987, a Department of Industries and

Development (DID) was established, amalgamating units from four previous Departments
(including Nortrade)

and the statutory authority ADMA. Annual Reports show that DID

maintained a focus on promotion to Southeast Asia similar to its predecessors. DID lists main
target markets for the Territory as: domestic, Singapore, Malaysia, Hong Kong and Indonesia 1 •

An increase in efforts to establish close commercial links with Indonesia is noticeable during
DID's first five years. It organised Trade missions, participation at exhibitions, seminars, and
produced promotional material2• Investment attraction for manufacturing industry to the Trade
Development Zone was mainly performed by the TDZ Authority, until this body was disbanded
and its functions absorbed into the DID in early 1991 . By that time, several DID representatives
had been appointed, covering the main markets out of Sydney, Melbourne, Kuala Lumpur,
Singapore and Hong Kong. Their role being •to develop trade opportunities and encourage
interest in the Northern Territory as a business destination•3•

Darwin Trade- Development Zone (TDZ)
To stimulate economic development, increase trade with Southeast Asia, and •provide for
greater exchange of ideas and cultures•", it was proposed in the early 1 970s that Darwin

be

made a duty-free port incorporating an industrial zone. The proposal did not prosper as
Australian Constitution guarantees (Section 92) for free trade between Australian states make
such an arrangement difficult to implement. An easier alternative was an Export Processing

1 D I D, AnnualReport, 1990/91.
2 In five years, only one visit to Papua New Guinea and one to Guam fall outside the maJn marl<et
target areas.
3 DID, AnnualReport, 1990/91

A Strategic Plan for the long Term
Development of the NT through Tourism', 1974. A report on the findings of the Duty Free Port Actk>n
Committee, Darwin, mimeo, quoted In Simon Bell, Tradebetween northwe
s
tAustraliaandSoutbeest
AsiA. Kuala Lumpur and Canberra: Asean-Austra.Jian Joint Research Project, 1984, p 49.
4 NT Institute of Cultural affairs, 'Darwin Duty Free Port:

-88Zone (EPZ) for Darwin. It was felt that Territory development would benefit from the export
oriented industrialisation enabled by such a project1 •

I n 1 983 Everingham surveyed EPZs in the US2• After hasty and incomplete feasibility
3
studies , the

LA passed a bill to establish the Trade Development Zone Authority in mld-1 985

responsible for management, promotion and development of a Darwin EPZ. The rationale
behind its establishment was that since distance and small local industrial base and markets
make manufacturing in the NT uncompetitively expensive, the duty free import of manufacture
inputs would enable competitive export to world markets, primarily the ones in Southeast Asia.

Having to operate within the federal Australian legal and regulatory framework, the TDZ was
limited in the incentives it could offer. It could not match Asian competitors incentives with
regards to low labour rates, or tax relief. It could only offer limited customs duty relief to
exporters of manufactures and incentives regarding charges levied by the NTG. The Authority
facilitates setting up procedures and provides assistance with administrative requirements.
Manufacturers are subject to standard Commonwealth laws in relation to customs (when
applicable), corporate taxes, wages , work regulations and imm igration. No modifications to
protectionist Australian Federal legislation so as to increase the attractiveness of the TDZ have
been possible. Furthermore, unlike similar zones elsewhere, the TDZ cannot offer incentives
such as close proximity to significant markets or an attractive local

labour forces to

4
manufacturers • Its potential as a conduit for Australian trade and investment with Southeast
Asia due to its strategic location is acknowledged , however, by consultants Fergus Simpson
5
and Associates •

1 Dennis Shoesmith has shown that anticipated effects of foreign investment, foreign exchange
earnings, linkages with the domestic economy, technology transfer, employment generation and regionaJ
development, by such Zones are far from guaranteed. D. Shoesmith (ed.), ExportProcessingZones
inFiveCountries. Theeconomicandhumanconseguences, Hong Kong: APHD, 1986.
2 'Report on Overseas Visit- P A Everingham, Chief Minister', NTPR 14, (1 September 1983, 1005).
3 Lorraine Davies, Policy Analysis Paper on The Trade Development Zone -The Heogyn

Company, unpublished, NTU 9/1 1/90.
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With no natural of fiscal advantages', the

appeal

of the TDZ

has thus been imited.
l
tt has

been able to offer litt!e more than the political stability of Australia, access to Australian export
quotas to other countries and the possible prestige of 'made in Australia'

labels. Other benefits.

of particular interest to Southeast Asians of Chinese origin who tend to

feet insecure abcU

long-term residence prospects in their countries, relate to migration. TDZ Mar1<eting Manager
Anne Kemp claimed such people are attracted to Darwin due to its climate, lack of racism and
good education facilities. They intend to migrate to Australia when eventualty forced to do so.
In the meantime they continue their highty profitable businesses in Southeast Asia, adding a
token Darwin operation which, due to its proximity, can be easity run from abroacf.
The TDZA's promotional function to attract new investors has thus been an important and
difficult one. Asia rather than southern Australia was considered the area of greatest potentiaJ
from which to attract manufacturers3• Many initiatives have been tried and much expense
incurred, with limited results. For the period 1985-199 1 , TDZA Administrative expenses have
been of the order of A$44 million and income approximatety A$650,0004• Promotion

has been

done through the establishment of a networ1< of local consultants, in Australia, Southeast and
North Asia. Support through visits by TDZA staff and NTG members, particularly

tor

participation In public events has additionally been provided.
The TOZA has attempted for the zone to play a bridging role between the dissimilar business
environments of Australia and Asia, not only in terms. of geography,

but

also of operative

cultures. It has become aware of the need to present or adjust the Australian instiMional, legal
and cultural realities within which its industries have to operate, and to promote their change
towards a manner more acceptable to the foreign investors it sought to attract. In the view of
former TOZ Chief Executive Don Watts, it thus has had the challenge of ·changing a nationaJ
culture...burdened by attitudes derived from wealth too easity achieved from the naturaJ
advantages of this great land . ....s

' Simpson, Review, p 4.
2 Personal interview, 17/07/90.

3 TOZA, AnnualReport, 1986187 p 4.

48.

4 Davies, op cit. Simpson estimates mar1<eting costs at about 80"- ol opeuatiof.., � p

1 0. Watts, Chief Executive Offtcer, TOZA. Oarwjo 'sTrade Deyetogmerf Zoot- ttl P'tre k1
Australia'sFuture, presentation to Commitee
t
for Economic Oeve6opment ol AustraJia. 7/02/91 .
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In this regard Anne Kemp saw the TOZ having a role in the restructuring of Australian industry
to make it more exp9rt-oriented1• Simpson further suggested that TDZ marketing should set
out to differentiate Darwin on critical issues from other parts of Australia in areas such as
Industrial relations, labour productivity and skills in dealing with Asian businesgl. In other
words, the TDZ is seen to have both a bridging and a pioneering role to strengthen relations
between the NT, Australia and Asia. As such it should acquire a hybrid Australian/Asian
character, i.e., it should become a frontier of integration between dissimilar oecumenes. Watts
went further, seeing the role of the TDZ as a cultural bridge providing a base in a European
type society for Westem companies attempting to penetrate Asia, and conversely, providing
an Asian-influenced base for Asian companies attempting to penetrate Australia. He cited the
example of Manchester which provided an English speaking base for US companies
attempting to penetrate Europe, and Singapore, a base for Southeast Asian penetration by
Westem companies3•

The actual results in almost seven years of operation have been paltry. Lack of investor
Interest has been evidenced by the very few industries successfully set up. Lack of public
acceptance of the TDZ's special character has been evidenced by the hostile public opinion
regarding industrial issues which have emerged, such as with the Heng Yang factory•. This
illustrates a failed attempt to integrate the dissimilar labour systems of Australia and China,
within existing Australian legislation. Guest workers were brought in for 'skill transfers' and
nominally paid Australian wages, yet employers' deductions made the scheme appear as a
practical means for cheap labour importation. TDZ aims to pioneer high technology industries,
apparently resting on cheap labour imports, were thus made to appear paradoxical. Taylor
pointed out that the Heng Yang difficulties to satisfy its labour requirements in Australia,
leading to imports from China, provided important lessons for immigration policy and emerging
Australia-Asia relations. As with other TDZ factories, growing labour requirements led to the
need for imports, mainly from China5• As in previous historical periods, when NT economic
development was stifled by inability to secure needed Asian labour, Heng Yang also failed due
1 Personal interview, 17/07/90.
2 Ferris Simpson, op cit. p 30.

3 Personal interview, 4/06/91.
4 The factory paid Chinese 'guest workers' at levels far below Australian rates. See for example NTN
22/02/90, 1/03/90, 20/03/90, 24/03/90.
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-91to the inability to satisfy the Chinese investor labour requirements1• Its failure adversetv
affected the Zone's image and development.

By the end of 1 990 the TDZ had spent close to $60 million to attract five companies employing

68 people2• As a study by Bruce Knapman on the impact of the TDZ on the NT economy
concluded, •inflated claims for the stimulatory effects of the TOZ on the Territory economy are
unwarranted•3• Low tangible results for Darwin in terms of economic and employment growth,
contrasting with the high expenses incurred by the TOZ, exacerbated public hostility in the NT.
In 1991 the TDZA's status was downgradecf. Hopes for TOZ success were being pinned

on

integrated manufacturing with eastern Indonesia, so that certain production stages would take
place in a low labour cost environment, and more sophisticated stages could take place In
Darwin.

Agricultural Development and Marketing Authority (ADMA)
ADMA was a statutory authority set up in May 1 980 to stimulate the development of a farming
industry in the NT. Cameron and Hooper note that establishment of ADMA had mainly been
due to socio-political pressures, given the NTG's urgency to expand the Territory's economic
base as a means of lessening dependence on Canberra funding5• Insufficiently researched
decisions led to project failures and the eventual demise of the Authority. ADMA initially aimed
to develop viable 'family sized' project farm units, establish a grain handling and mali<eting
system, and develop a horticultural industry. A number of project farms for the production of
maize, sorghum and soybean grain for stock feed were developed in the Douglas-Daly area.

As prior to ADMA no real facilities for handling and mali<eting of NT agricultural produce
existed, it initially concentrated on building grain storage units, aiming to enter into export
marketing once exportable surpluses were available. No such surpluses ever became available
however, as the Territory's livestock consumes all production. ADMA assisted horticulture

a-,;� p 77•
1 u.tUi•o
2 For the period 1 985-1991 the TDZA spent approximately $62 million. 1 5.4% on corporate
management, 30.9% on mar1<eting, 41 .8% on assets and 1 1 .9% on debt servicing. Source: NT Budget
Papers, in Taylor, Immigration, p 4 1 , 48 (c.f. with figures in Simpson, Review. p 48 cited above).

3 ibid., Appendix 3.
• F. Alcorta, 'TDZ set for downgrading', NTN, 22/02/91.
5 B.J. Cameron and AD.L. Hooper, 'The Agricultural Development and Marl<eting Authority Scheme
in the Northam Territory', A. C. Muchow (ed.), Ag
ro-B
es
e
ar
c
htortheSem
i-AridTrogtcs:NOOb-West
Australia. Sl Lucia: University ot Queensland Press, 1985, p 498.

-92through the development of the various stages required for proper marketing, including export.
Several new crops �ere introduced to the Territory with the aim of supplying out-of-season
markets interstate and overseas.

At the end of its first five year term, a reduced Authority was extended until 1 990. Grain sales
were handled through a Grain Marketing Board set up on 1 July 1 987. The Board has had no
export marketing role as NT grain production continues to be fully absorbed by the local
market. Furthermore, as most farmers have introduced mixed livestock/grain operations,
reducing grain outputs, no exportable surpluses are expected in the foreseeable future,
according to Jim Witherspoon, Marketing and Services Manager, Department of Primary
Industries and Fisheries1• Promotion of the horticultural industry was taken over by the
Department of Industries and Development.

ADMA had been involved with horticultural produce promotion since 1981 . It worked closely
with the Department of Primary Production to ensure new horticultural products being planned
were those most suitable to supply local, interstate or overseas markets. A trial production of
rock melons took place in that year, successfully exported to Adelaide, Singapore and Kuala
Lumpur. Success was also obtained with marketing mangoes in Singapore. Inquiries from
Southeast Asia and participation in trade promotion missions Jed to further demand. However,
exports in the early 1 980s were constrained by production capacity limitations, as southern
Australian markets were given priority. As initial overtures from Asia could not be followed up,
resulting doubts created a resistance to NT produce. ADMA thus decided to concentrate on
developing export markets requiring volumes within the NT's limited supply capacities to avoid
further embarrassment, according to Guy Nicholls, former ADMA Horticultural Marketing
Officerl. Exports in 1982/83 and 1 983/84 were negligible (see Appendix 4).

ADMA officials assessed potential Asian markets, choosing Hong Kong and Singapore, where
required volumes were not excessive and high priced good quality products were in demand.
For the NT growers, given the high cost of inputs, low price, high volume markets, such as
Indonesia and Malaysia, are not of interest. Transport availability is also a factor of importance
for horticultural exports. Direct air services are Imperative as trans-shipment is too risky. For
example, the direct services with Darwin established in 1 983 enabled Brunei to emerge as a
market, primarily for leafy vegetables, produced in limited quantities in the Territory. This was

1 Telephone Interview, 2/06/92.

2 Telephone Interview, 2/06/92.
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not developed by ADMA. In

1 984, 70

tons of rock melons, fruit and vegetables were exported

to Brunei and Singapore. The next year exports reached

350

tons1 •

As production increased, ADMA intensified its marketing promotion. In 1985/86 market surveys
were

conducted in Bangkok, Kuala Lumpur, Singapore, Hong Kong and Taiwan. Agents were

contacted and invited to visit the Territory. Expertise for growing certain new crops was sought
in Asia, and samples of new produce were sent to Asian markets for trials. ADMA produced
promotional brochures and videos for use in Asian exhibition�. Discussions with air carriers
were held seeking more freight capacity. In recent years melon markets have had to face
increased competition from other Australian States, and NT production has decreased. Mango
production

is significantly

increasing, and Asian markets are becoming more attractive in price

terms than southern Australian ones. Singapore is thus emerging as a key market for the NT.
Promotion of Territory produce requires periodic visits to buyers. For Territorian producers, the
closeness of Asia makes this no more difficult than visiting southern Australian buyers.
According to Nicholls, no language or cultural difficulties or impediments have been faced in
the development of these markets3•

Darwin

Port Authority (DPA)

This statutory body was established in 1 983. It controls and manages the land, water ways and
facilities within the Port of Darwin, the Nrs only public port. According to Frances Chan, DPA
1 984

Mari<eting Manager from

to

1 989,

Everingham wished to establish a big, impressive,

multi-million dollar port with the latest technical facilities, as part of his plan to develop the

NT

economt. A major program of port infrastructure upgrading and modernisation was begun
by the

NTG

after self-government and completed by

1 986,

so as to provide modem sea

access for exports and imports. In addition to facilities needed by cattle and mining industries,
modem facilities for container traffic, aimed to boost trade flows to and from the Territory, were
established. Such trade however was unwarranted given the small population and
manufacturing levels in the

NT,

unless Darwin became a gateway for Australian/ Southeast

Asian traffic. This required a rail link to southern Australia, construction of which seemed
Imminent during Everingham's Chief Ministership, but never eventuated.
1 AOMA, AnnualReport

1985/86.

AnnualReport

1985/86.

,

2 AOMA,

,

' Telephone Interview, 2/06/92.
• Personal Interview 15/06/92.

-94Promotion of the Port was an important factor behind the setting up of the Authority. A
marketing program �ad started in 1982 aimed at increasing shipping services to Darwin. It led
to the re-introduction of frozen beef trade and some container services to East Asia. The
major marketing objective of the DPA was to encourage shipping lines to establish regular
services. This was pursued by Chan through advertisement, public relations and personal
contact with prospective shipping lines and traders. The aim was to convince them that
sufficient levels of goods traffic to warrant the establishment of regular shipments could be
developed. Close contacts with a number of port authorities were also maintained. Relations
with the Port of Singapore Authority were the closest, as a common interest existed in the
establishment of a regular direct service between the two ports. Periodic visits and contacts
between port officials took place, leading to close personal relations which allowed them to
communicate through direct telephone calls whenever desired. Relations of such close nature
were not established with other ports. To achieve its Singapore regular service goal, the
Authority was involved in feasibility studies, discussions and negotiations during the years

1 985/86 to 1 987/881• Its first published Corporate Plan, for the year 1 989/90, explicitly
Includes the corporate objective of •encourag[ing] the further improvement of international and
local shipping services, especially between Darwin and Singapore•2•

By 1 986 it became clear that, whatever the marketing efforts undertaken, the existing volumes
did not make regular operations viable. The port needed to become a trans-shipment point
for cargo between Southeast Asia and Australia. For shipments from Singapore to Adelaide,
five days could be saved by routing via Darwin. In the absence of a railroad, low southbound
trucking rates. could be attractive. Large Australian supermarket chains importing from
Southeast Asia were approached, but the advantages were found too marginal to warrant the
risks of pioneering this new route. Neither importers nor shipping lines were willing to take the
initiative. No subsidies were available from the NTG to stimulate this new development either,
which thus failed to eventuate. Hopes then centred on the potential traffic which the new Trade
Development Zone in Darwin was expected to generate. The port is promoted as one which

can link Australia with Asia given its favourable location. Export trade would be based on
Territory and TDZ produce, and import trade could include goods for Australian hinterland
destinations reached by road and road/rail, benefiting from low southbound freight rates.

1 OPA, Annual Report, 1985/86 and 1987/88. The first says •although cargo levels and costs
Indicated a viable service, there was Insufficient incentive at this stage to warrant the effort In the
establishment of the service and of overcoming Initial difficulties• p 4.
,

2 DPA, AnnualReport, 1988/89, p 7.
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Due to funding cuts, since 1 989 there has been no specific port marketing activity by the DPA,
nor have negotiatio!'ls with shipping lines to increase services been conducted in recent
years1• Regular cargo services to Singapore have been established by Territory companies,
nonetheless. Perkins Lines operates a viable monthly service which is the main link for
Territory trade with Southeast Asia and the world. This is operated outside the Darwin Port
however, as labour and operating cost in the port are deemed excessive by the company.
Other attempts at operating services out of DPA facilities have failed. Port traffic statistics are
included in Appendix 4.

NT Tourist Commission
The NTTC was established in 1 979 to assist in the development of tourism in the Territory and

for related purposes. It began operations on 1 January 1 980, taking over from the NT Tourist
Board established in 1 962. It promotes the flow of tourists to the Territory and the development
of tourist facilities and transport links. For this purpose it operates international offices in
Europe, North America, Japan and Singapore, as well as tourist bureaux in Australian cities2.
The international offices promote the Territory as a destination without engaging in direct sales.
International arrivals are about 20% of the Territory's tourist market and the balance is
Australian. International offices are small, normally staffed by a director plus a secretary.
According to NTTC Chairman, Robert Doyle, recruitment of locals is preferred as these are
familiar with the culture and thus have greater access than Australian staff.

Doyle felt thalefforts to develop links with Asia have been hampered by the existing cultural
gulf, since Australia is perceived as not understanding and not caring to understand Asia. He
stressed the problem arising from the lack of Territorians who understand Asia. He felt that
cultural sensitivity Is needed to be successful In Asia, the hardest market in the world. he
believed that the NT tourist industry got nowhere in dealing with Aborigines until it began to
be sensitive to their way of thinking and priorities3•

The NTTC Chairman is actively involved in promotional activities overseas, and on occasion
Ministers also provide direct support. NTTC foreign offices In London and Tokyo frequently
1 Jan Young, public relations and research official. Chan's position was terminated due to financial
constraints In 1990, downgrading marketing activities, (telephone Interview 2/06/92).

2 Changes followed publication of the report by consultant Jim Kennedy, 'NT Tourism- The Way
Ahead' (July 1992) recommending the closure of such offices.
a

Personal Interview, 10/08/90.

-96receive inquiries about investment, trade and other such matters, which they refer to
appropriate NTG au�horities to handle. Doyle hoped that eventually NTTC offices may become
representative offices for the NT, promoting trade. In his experience, it is necessary for the NT
to have its own employees rather than agents overseas in order to get results.

University Planning Authority
This body was set up in 1 980

with the aim of establishing a university in the Northern

Territory. According to its Chairman, Dr James Eedle, this aim seems to have arisen at a CLP
Council meeting prior to the 1 980 election. The main objective was one of retention of
population. Availability of tertiary education would reduce the need for middle managers and
executives to leave the Territory when their children required tertiary education. Another
objective was the general training of the population, required for the developmentalist goals
of the NTG1•

Eedle considered it important that this university possessed a distinctiveness reflecting the
characteristics of its location in a semi-arid, sparsely populated zone bordering on Southeast
Asia. Thus the UPA promoted the concept of a 'tropical region' university, oriented to matters
of regional relevance, including a range of Asian studies. Such an orientation was compatible
with Everingham's developmental aim to seek international economic and trade links for the
Territory. It was envisaged that the future university should attract Southeast Asian students.
Initially such students were invited to the main post-secondary institution of learning in
existence, the Darwin Community College, which operated from 1 974 to 1 984, and its
successor, the Darwin Institute of Technology, which operated from 1 985 to 1 988.

The UPA achieved the establishment of the Menzies School of Tropical Medicine In Darwin
in 1 984. This institution, primarily for tropical health research, which also provides some

training, has undertaken programs of regional relevance in relation to prevalent diseases such
as malaria and chlamydia. As such it has become a vehicle for interaction with health
researchers, practitioners or administrators in neighbouring Southeast Asian countries. The
Menzies school both sends staff to neighbouring countries, or receives them, for tropical
health- related work.

1 Jim Eed1e (personal Interview, 09/06/92)

-97The UPA was terminated after it failed to obtain funding from the Commonwealth for its
university proposal.

f:. Northern Territory University (NTU) was eventually established

in Darwin

in 1 989. It came into being out of the fusion between the Darwin Institute of Technology and
the University College of the Northern Territory established with NTG funding as a local college
of the University of Queensland in 1 987. NTU has developed a clear regional identity, with an
important orientation towards Southeast Asia. It receives significant numbers of students from
the region, and has become a vehicle for growing linkages. Its Mission Statement states that
the University will achieve its aims among others, by •providing access to students from
outside the Northern Territory especially those located in the northern regions of Australia as
well as South East Asia•1•

Museums and Art Galleries Board of the Northern Territory
This body, set up in 1 964, is another NTG-funded agency which has contributed to the
integration of the NT with its neighbouring geographical region. The Board is responsible for
the operation of several NT museums, the main one of which is the Northern Territory Museum
of Arts and Sciences in Darwin.

The Museum comprises a number of divisions, one of which, the Division of Human Sciences,
contains a Southeast Asian Art and Material Culture Section. This section has been an
important public diplomacy (or paradiplomacy) agency to foster links between the NT and
Southeast Asia through acquisitions, exhibitions and public education, staff exchanges,
research, and other related activities. It has thus played a strong cultural integrative role
between the NT and Southeast Asia, according to NT Museum Director, Dr Colin Jack
Hinton2. The Museum was one of the earliest NT institutions to develop a regional interest.
As Jack-Hinton wrote after his appointment, when it was decided for the Museum not to only
focus on Australia, but on the Southeast Asia and Pacific region,
[t]he institution of the Museum of Arts Galleries of the Northern Territory reflects
a new phase in Australian cultural and intellectual thinking and awareness, it
represents part of a very necessary non-political reorientation towards
Southeast Asia3•

1 NTU, Mission Statement, October 1989.

2 Personal Interview, 18/09/92.

nnualReport, 1966-1973.
3 Museums and Arts Galleries Board of the NT, RrstA

-98While the NTG's interest in Southeast Asia after self-government has been primarily aimed
at satisfying the ec?nomic objectives of its developmentalist policies, the role of cultural
relations in diplomacy was acknowledged early on. According to Jack-Hinton, the Museum
was Everingham's pride and joy, and given his vision about the economic future of the NT in
Southeast Asia, Everingham fully supported the Director's strong interest in the region1 •

This chapter has portrayed the Northern Territory after self-government as a peripheral
component of a federal system, possessing distinct regional characteristics and priorities. Its
government espoused a strong developmentalist economic policy which involved significant
levels of government intervention in the economy. The new NTG created or adapted a number
of statutory bodies to become tools for transforming the undeveloped secondary frontier-type
economy.lnitially they tended to operate on lavish budgets made possible by the generous
levels of Commonwealth funding in the early years of self-government. Lack of interest to
invest

in its developmental

programs by Australian

private and public sources, and

expectations of large potential markets in. the closer Southeast Asian vicinity, led to the
emergence of a foreign policy aimed at making the NT a non-sovereign international actor in
Southeast Asia. The statutory institutional tools created to boost NT economic development
thus became instruments to foster Territory integrative links with Southeast Asia.

Even if the main proponent and executor of NT foreign policy was Chief Minister Everingham,
relations by the NTG and its agencies with Southeast Asia proceeded at two levels. First, in
line with contemporary international relations patterns, the various institutions of development
created by the NTG engaged in interaction across national boundaries in their pursuit of
advancement of the NTG's developmental

interests. The essence of this international

interaction of the main developmental agencies was outlined in the present chapter. Second,
NTG Ministers and their staff engaged in non-sovereign paradiplomatic activity. The following
two chapters will review the execution of such paradiplomatic efforts in Southeast Asia.

1 Personal interview, 18/09/92.
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Chapter 4
NTG PARADIPLOMACY
The Everingham Period 1 978-84
I do not think the Northern Territory can hope to take on the world. I would be
happy if we had very satisfactory trading, investment and cultural relations with
the countries to our immediate north. I believe that we are sowing the seeds
now... 1

In 1 978 the increased

autonomy

of self-government

enabled the Northern Territory

Government to implement a Southeast Asia-oriented foreign policy as a means of achieving
its economic development strategy. This required the of developmental institutions, reviewed
in the previous chapter, and the execution of paradiplomatic activities, reviewed in this chapter.
Furthermore, the Territory sought to advance its position by evolving into a pioneer and

a

gateway for increased Australian/ Southeast.Asian contacts, changing its status from a frontier
of separation to one of integration.

The present chapter reviews the paradiplomatic efforts of the Everingham-led NTG to
establish economic links with its Asian neighbours. The initial NTG aim was to develop markets
for the products of traditional land-based Territory industries and to attract investment in
related industrial a�ivities. The main targets were the neighbouring Southeast Asian areas
previously under British influence. Later aims, such as Everingham's vision of Darwin as an
important highly developed regional economic centre, required searching for Asian investors
as stakeholders in NT development and to urgently create the truly attractive investment
proposals which

were lacking2• As will be seen, despite high profile activity, results of NT

paradiplomacy were modest, mostly due to limitations of the Territory's economy. Attitudinal
factors and insufficient skills of Territorian diplomatic practitioners to overcome significant
cultural barriers were further hindrances to success. Commonwealth policies, reflecting
perceived interests of southern States also inhibited Territorian progress towards economic
integration with Southeast Asia. Faced with these difficulties, and realising that the promotion
of Territory interests abroad was a more complex task than initially suspected, Everingham

1 P. Everingham In the NT Legislative Assembly, appraising the state of Northam Territory
'international relations'.
NTPR 8 (2 June 1982, 2460).
2 Everingham (personal Interview, 1 2/12/90).

-100Increasingly took over the execution of NT paradiplomacy, Imparting his expansive styte to ll
Perceived slowness of results led to a shift from the initial targets to countries expected to be
more promising such as Indonesia. Increased experience also led to more complex

and

sophisticated NT paradiplomacy, comprising dimensions beyond the narrowty economic.

During the early years of self-government, the NTG's foreign policy

was

implemented mainly

through official visits to overseas centres by missions led by its Ministers. Cost considerations,
the perceived lack of public support for such expenditures, and the availability of competent
professionals of the Australian foreign service which (some argued and others disputed) could
do the diplomatic job for the Territory, led the NTG to decide against placing its own resident
paradiplomatic representatives overseas1• Furthermore, the NT lacked the precedent

and

experience with Agents General which Australian States have had since pre-Federation.
Minister, and later Chief Minister, Jan Tuxworth, felt as early as 1 978 that a corps of

NT

paradiplomats should be created. He stated in the Legislative Assembly:
A matter that ... is becoming more important to the Northern Territory as each
day goes by .... ps] ... the ... relationship with Southeast Asia.... The Northern
Territory has now reached a point in its history where it should have consuls,
agencies or representatives of some sort in most of the major countries of
South East Asia on a full time basis. Primarily, at this stage, our interest should
be in selling what the Northern Territory has to offer to the region. ... We as an

Assembly ... should ... promote the Northern Territory ... as an area of Australia
that wants to sell and be involved with countries to the north2•

The obvious enjoyment of overseas travel by several of the cabinet members'. particularly
Everingham, also explain the preference for and initial frequency of mission diplomacy, which
came to be perceived as expensive junkets and subject to much public criticism4• Everingham
recognised that the NT could not base permanent representatives abroad as it had no people
of the required calibre to mix at the highest levels . Australian Ambassadors could do

the

interacting at the top needed by the Nr. Setting up permanent NT representations In certain
key centres abroad was seriously considered only later on, as was the nomination of foreign
part-time representatives, mainly local people dealing at lower levels with private Asian

1 Farrell, Morris (personal interviews, 4/05190, 21/06/90).
2 NTPR 5 (2 August 1 978, 1712).
' Finger indicated that Everingham, Steele and Tuxworth greatly enjoyed overseas trips, (per'9onal
interview, 6112/90).
4

'Everingham defends his hospitaJity', NTN, 8103180.

1

PersonaJ interview, 12/12/90.

-101entrepreneurs. Such representatives have been appointed b y statutory authorities rather than
Cabinet, and, in the case of the TDZA, have ended up working for the DID.

Northern Territory paradiplomatlc missions overseas
Overseas missions for the period 1 978-1 984 can be classified into Ministerial promotional
missions, Chief Ministerial fact-finding missions, Chief Ministerial promotional missions, and
other visits of lesser significance. They are discussed in that order.

A total of eight ministerial promotional missions to Southeast Asia took place. These non
sovereign diplomatic activities in foreign markets are instances of Kincaid's ten ways in which
state and local governments participate in foreign affairs. They were undertaken by NT
politicians and senior bureaucrats, sometimes accompanied by private sector representatives,
1
aiming to promote Territory commercial interests overseas • Fact-finding missions by the
Chief Minister or other members of the NTG examined experiences in foreign countries
deemed of value to the NT. They undertook world-wide travels including visits to East
Malaysia and Brunef. Development policies were influenced by their findings. Chief Ministerial
missions were led by Everingham either to promote the Territory commercially or seek
developmental support.

Everingham's

progressive

taking

over

of

NTG

paradiplomacy

included

commercial

promotions3 • Among minor trips were a number of paradiplomatic visits to neighbouring
-

eastem Indonesian provinces, which despite

being mostly for ceremonial purposes, did

"
include early official contacts with local authorities . Given the low priority initially assigned to
the development of such transborder regional microdiplomacy (in Duchacek's terminology),
these were executed by low-ranking politicians. In addition to the more formal paradiplomatic
missions, frequent travel overseas for a variety of purposes by Assembly Members and public
servants, paid for with public funds, also took place in the Everingham years. No public record

- 1 02Territory paradiplomats soon learned that Asian societies were more formal and hierarchical
than that of the NT. This, plus the strong pervasiveness of government influence in economic
activity in the countries of the region, required signs of official endorsement for trade missions,
such as leadership by a NT Cabinet Minister. Such endorsement greatly increased impact on
the host societies of Asia, allowing greater access to key parties, as was expressed, among
others, by NT Exporters Council Chairman, Bob He in 1 • He considered NTDC (and later
Nortrade) organised trade missions extremely valuable for smaller exporters to gain access
to Southeast Asian markets. Inclusion of a Minister opened new doors for participants ,
enabling them to gain access to appropriate people.

One of the main Cabinet paradiplomatic actors searching for overseas markets in the first NT
Government, Roger Steele, the Industrial Development, Transport and Works Minister,
indicated that the main aim of initial missions to Southeast Asia was merely to look for larger
2
and closer markets for the produce of the Territory's agricultural and pastoral industries •
Southeast Asia was considered such a market, where distances to main population centres
were

on the whole

lesser than distances to the rest of Australia, and population numbers were

large. Southeast Asia contained large Moslem communities, which in view of slaughtering
requirements specified by their religion, preferred purchasing live cattle. Distance was thus an
important factor, and the Territory appeared ideally suited to supply this market. The NT also
hoped to develop its agricultural produce.

Most overseas missions were initiated by Cabinet and subject to its scrutiny. Usually, reports
were tabled in the Assemblyl. Some Everingham missions, particularly when sensitive
-

financial negotiations were involved, were not reported4 •

First promotional missions
In early 1978, before self-government, members of the NT Executive concerned by the falling
incomes of the beef industry, decided that economic opportunities for the Territory needed to

1

INDUS, No.1, 1990/9 1 . Also personal interview 1 1 /03/91 .

2 Personal interview, 12/12/90.
3 According to Opposition Leader Jon Isaacs, they •only contained a lot of baloney!" (personal
Interview 20/12/90).

4 For example, the 1 984 Southeast Asia trip included sensitive talks with Sheraton Hotels. (Anger,
personal interview, 6/ 1 2/90). Such Instances may have fuelled rumours that some government members
were Involved In bribes. (D'Rozarlo, personal Interview, 2/08190).

- 1 03be explored overseas. Two missions abroad were scheduled, one to Southeast Asia and the
other to the Middle East1 • In both these areas, with important Moslem populations, the NT's
pastoral industry had traditionally enjoyed some markets . The missions were aim�d at
strengthening these and, particularly, to re-open dwindling live slaughter cattle markets. Both
missions Identified potential new markets for the NT. Agricultural primary produce could also
be sold in these areas, thus suggesting the opening of a new field of development for the NT
economy. Grains, seeds, beans, nuts, were seen to have good prospects , provided adequate
shipping facilities existed. Transport proved a major barrier to trade for some time. The mission
reports argued that key problems needed to be overcome in order to fulfil these potentials,
including supply limitations of the commodities themselves.

Solutions to these problems required substantial improvements in industrial production which
in

tum

depended upon further capital investment. These needs came to be recognised in

subsequent NTG development policy, leading to NTG involvement in project financing and
investment seeking, both in Australia and overseas. Problems of inadequate infrastructural
development such as poor transport and port facilities also existed. They were considered to
be consequences of underdevelopment and shortcomings attributed to Commonwealth neglect.

The missions also identified marketing problems. It was found that the

NT needed to make

itself known in the target countries. Evidence of neglect of Territory interests by federal
agencies was alleged. Steele told the Assembly:
As planning for the mission has progressed, we have been disappointed to
learn that all Australian Trade Commission posts of these regions have replied
that th-ey hold no information describing the Northern Territory. Cabinet has
therefore decided to include in the brief for the mission the responsibility to
convey to these countries some of the basic details relating to the Northern
Territory and the immense potential this part of Australia displays. Cabinet also
acknowledges the developing needs to establish closer ties with our near
neighbours to the north and the delegation will be exploring ways of achieving
this resulf .
The NTG thus needed to support the private sector's marketing efforts through official contacts
with target governments . These new findings served to encourage and justify subsequent NTG
paradiplomatic activities. The reports also raised the problem of unfair competition between

1 See Appendix 1 .
2 NTPR 3 (28 February 78, 438).

- 1 04the weaker Territory and stronger southern Australian states , underlining the need for the
Territory to defend its own interests independently1•

The conclusions and recommendations of the report on the first Southeast Asian mission were
of seminal importance in setting the themes for many of the development activities which
ensued in subsequent years. As a result of the feedback obtained from the early missions
overseas, NT developmentalism began to incorporate a further dimension: the exploitation of
the perceived potential inherent in the Territory's geographical location on the fringes of a
Southeast Asian region exhibiting rapid economic growth . This resulted in policies aimed at
developing the NT into a frontier of integration as a region deriving its importance from being
a vehicle for contact between southern Australia and Southeast Asia.

This report urged an intensified overseas orientation for the Territory, both through its own
promotional activities and in cooperation with appropriate Canberra agencies. Familiarisation
travel overseas by members of the Assembly was encouraged, and so was greater federal
foreign promotional agency awareness of the NT. It was recommended that a Department of
Foreign Trade and Resources office should be established in Darwin and that promotional
material on the NT should be supplied to Australian High Commissions and Trade Offices. The
Commonwealth Department of Trade and Resources opened a Darwin office in 1981 . After
1986 it became the NT Austrade office.

No DFAT office had been opened in Darwin at the time of writing. Only in August 1 992 did the
2
Commonwealth announce a budgetary allowance for a Darwin office • Peter Farrell, Director
of the Protocol and Public Relations Branch of the Department of the Chief Minister, had
previously questioned its need. He felt that the NTG successfully established links with
Southeast Asia on its own, and that existing channels of DFAT support from Canberra were
adequate3• He added that the NTG had developed a good network of personal contacts in
Southeast Asia, given its regional affinity and presence,

enabling

it to carry out its

1 Mention was made of beef exports to Southeast Asian markets at depressed prices which enabled
earning of export credits. These credits improved sales to the lucrative US mar1<et. The NT was unable
to compete with southern Australian producers in Southeast Asia at the artificially low prices they were
willing to accept.
2 Myles Kupa, Senior Adviser to Foreign Minister Gareth Evans anticipated its opening, given

Darwin's increasing importance in international matters. As an example, he mentioned the attempted
voyage from Darwin to East Timor by the Portuguese ship Lusitania Expresso In March 1992 (personal
Interview, 31/03/92).
3 Personal Interviews, 20/04 and 04/05/90.

-105paradiplomacy without depending on Commonwealth assistance. It thus chose the more
expedient way of using Foreign Affairs Department facilities in Southeast Asia merely as
supports for its own paradiplomatic activity. Canberra acknowledged the Nrs pioneering work
in the region, and cooperated where requested.

Besides promotion overseas, the first mission also recommended related measures to
encourage NT industrial development. Among the most important of these was the setting up
of the NTDC. lnfrastructural developments such as port facility upgrading, measures to improve
transport links, and even vocational training exchanges in relevant primary and export
industries were other recommendations. Several of the recommendations refer to needs of
continuing relevance to this day, such as selling NT goods or services through Australian
foreign aid or lending, setting up canneries for primary produce preservation, encouraging new
foreign airlines to serve the NT. developing 200 mile zone fishing resource usufruct.

The report advances the perception that Sabah shared similarities with the NT in terms of
relationships with their respective federations, stating that it
...shows some remarkable similarities to the Northern Territory...it is isolated
from the rest of the Malaysian Federation and has the same kind of relationship
to the more populous areas as the Northern Territory has to the other states of
Australia1•
Everingham subsequently gave special attention to developing close relations with this East
Malaysian state. The report also urged the Federal government to change its foreign policy
towards the wealthy Sultanate of Brunei, so far virtually ignored by Canberra, advocating for
closer relations. This point and existing commercial links, validate the comment by the former
marketing manager of the NTDC Robert Tormey, that the Territory has been a leader in
penetrating Brunei at a time the rest of Australia was unaware of its existence2• The possibility
of diversifying exports to Brunei to include agricultural and horticultural produce, provided air
links existed, was noted3•

The reports demonstrate that as soon as the new NT polity had sufficient autonomy, it
embarked in foreign paradiplomatic activity aimed at promoting its own economic interests in

1 Northern Territory Trade Mission to South East Asia and Middle East: March/April 1978'. Tabled
in the Assembly 14/06n8, p 1 o.
'

2 Personal

interview, 23/07/90.

' In the early 1980s, while an air service connected Sydney and Brunei, NSW exported fruit and
vegetables there.

-1 06regional trade, given its perception that these were not being adequately advanced by federal
agencies. This involved increasing linkages with the target region, not only strictly in a trading
sense, but in a broader variety of areas. In the particular case of this first mission. the
neighbouring Southeast Asian region was perceived as a more conducive environment for
such linkage development than the more distant Middle East. At this stage, as a non
sovereign actor, the NTG did not pretend to dispense completely with Commonwealth
diplomatic support. As it was entitled to, it endeavoured to make use of relevant federal
agencies concerned with diplomacy overseas, feeling however that it possessed distinct
regional advantages. Perceived Interest clashes with the rest of Australia, and the feeling of
being a neglected periphery, led the NTG to involve itself directly in promoting its own
interests,

complementing

diplomatic

efforts

by Commonwealth

agencies.

Thus, using

Duchacek's typology, the first mission engaged in both transregional microdiplomacy and
global paradiplomacy. Transborder regional microdiplomatic activity, as eventually developed
through regional linkages with east Indonesia, was as yet to be pursued.

The NTG became increasingly bolder in its attempts to advance its own interests and in its
denunciation of perceived disadvantageous federal policies. It thus acted according to Fry's
identification of sub-national governments ' pursuits. After Labor came to power in Canberra
in 1983, NTG/ Commonwealth relations soured markedly. Everingham increased his attack on
federal policies, and emphasised the desirability of closer NT/Southeast Asian links. He uttered
'headline grabbing' statements which were, as Chief Minister Perron mentioned, mere publicity
devices to seek greater attention for the NT than it otherwise warranted1•

-

Assembly debates at the time the reports were tabled2 indicate complete bipartisan support
for the promotion of NT interests in the region to its north3• It was also agreed that since the

NT possessed a distinct regional identity which is more closely attuned to Southeast Asia than
to southern Australia, its interests could not be optimally served through reliance on a distant
and 'alien' Canberra. Les Macfarlane leader of the Mission to Southeast Asia, combined both
these themes in his statement to the Assembly. Supporting recommendations stressing the
need for strong NTG involvement to develop commercial links with Southeast Asia, including
personal representation by assembly members, he concluded "we can forget about the federal

1 Personal interview, 1 9/1 1/90.
2 NTPR 3 (1 6/06/78, 1595).
3 ALP member Jack Doolan reiterated the Opposition's approval of such Initiatives, which he
considered essential "since the future of the Territory lies in Southeast Asia".
NTPR 3 (16/06/78,
1596/7).

-107government" 1 • ALP member Jack Doolan concurred, quoting Jon Isaacs, who held that
geographically and climatically northern Australia belongs to Southeast Asia,
It is about time that Territorians began regarding themselves as north
Australians rather than expatriate southerners ...[we) ... should be content to
sever the nexus binding us to the south, which does not care a damn about the
Territory in any case ..2
..

MacFarlane believed that Indonesia would be a major protein market for the NT, but would
also be a potential threat if the Territory were left undeveloped and neglected. This pointed to
another important theme, namely the view that for the Territory to ensure its security it had to
integrate with its neighbouring region. This novel positive response to the traditional Australian
fear of a 'yellow threat' from the north reflected the increasing economic attraction developing
Southeast Asian countries were exerting on Australia and the

NT.

The urgent need for small

top-end Territory pastoralists to find new markets for their meat after their main US market
collapsed in the 1 970s, could have only strengthened their positive interest in Southeast Asia3•
Subsequent experience suggests that Australian, including Territorian, business people showed
an increased interest in the region when marketing difficulties arose in the less 'alien' areas
in which they had habitually traded.

Thus, even conservative Territorians like MacFarlane found themselves advocating change in
traditional federal measures to ensure Australian security, such as past exclusive immigration
policies and trade barriers aimed at protecting southern industries, which had impacted
negatively on NT development. Calls for the removal of impediments to greater interaction
between Australians and their Asian neighbours which had so far fragmented the coherence
of the region comprising northern Australia and Southeast Asia began to be heard. Arguments
like MacFarlane's emerged, saying break down the barriers, associate with the neighbours,
supply their needs, and in doing so assure our security and benefit from the resulting
development. From the late 1 970s the Territory thus emerged as a pioneer in changing
ethnocentric and racist Australian attitudes towards Southeast Asia, aiming to influence a
foreign policy change.

1 ibid.., p 1598/9.
2 ibid.., p 1597.
3 In Heatley's assessment, small top-end pastorallsts would have had this motivation, while others
retained different marketing options (personal interview, 28/05/92).
,

-108To recapitulate the argument so far, it

can

be said that the first Legislative Assembly

sponsored paradiplomatic effort, the trade mission to

NT

overseas markets , did have a far

reaching impact on territorian foreign policy. It grasped the importance of Southeast Asia for
the NT's future, and encouraged increased future paradiplomatic activity there. In doing so an
incipient realignment away from traditional southern Australian orientations was fostered. This
created the necessity for change in traditional attitudes towards Asian peoples, a process
which the NT claimed to have pioneered.

Subsequent promotional missions
From late 1 978 to late 1 980 three NT promotional missions were sent overseas. Only
Southeast Asia and major East Asian commercial centres such as Hong Kong or Taiwan were
targeted. Assumptions of economic complementarity allowing a greater potential for results,
as well as the limited diplomatic resources of the Territory, led the NTG to restrict its main
domain of paradiplomatic attention to its immediate neighbourhood. In Duchacek's terms, the
Territory's paradiplomatic activity was primarily aimed at developing trans-regional relations.
No commercial promotion, except for tourism, was undertaken elsewhere in the world. The fist
1
mission after self-government , was an exercise aimed primarily at familiarising NT political
leaders and their bureaucrats with the region. It was led by Deputy Chief Minister Perron. The
missions's report referred to the Territory's •positive and cooperative approach to countries to
its north" as part of the implementation of its development goals. As a paradiplomatic exercise
the mission aimed to promote greater awareness about the NT, developing personal links with
government and business leaders, and in particular, to develop interest in Territory products,
particularly pastoral industry produce. Soon afterwards, especially after Everingham's personal
involvement, more grandiose aims began to be pursued.

Besides providing Southeast Asians with information on the hitherto little known Territory, the
exposure of Territorians (mostly for the first time) to the complex societies and economies to
their north also changed their own outlooks. As Peter Farrell observed, initially, like most
Australians, Territorians only had thought of Southeast Asia as a place for holidays, not for
business. The NT led Australia in discovering through official visits, that great business
2
opportunities existed there • Mission members, including Government and Opposition MLAs,

• 1 'Northern Territory Trade Mission to Southeast Asia',
December 1 978. See Appendix 1 .

2 Personal interview, 4/05/90.

-109were exposed to concepts and opportunities invaluable for the formulation of industriaJ and
'
social development strategies of the Territory .

Using Kristofs nomenclature on frontiers of integration among spheres of different ways of life,
it can be said that the Southeast Asian oecumene began to influence the increasingly
autonomous

Northern Territory one, providing models which the NT began to notice.

Interpenetration also began to be fostered in another sense: the mission report claims to have
influenced several prospective investors, developers and buyers to visit the

NT. The report also

encouraged the development of supply possibilities for a number of products identified as
marketable in Southeast Asia. In other words, it is suggested that industrial development policy
be geared to satisfaction of Southeast Asian market needs, an outward-oriented position,
aimed at integrating the respective economies. For this to be achieved, the report recommends
that areas of potential foreign investment in the NT be identified and promoted. This
subsequently led to investment-seeking activity, mainly by Everingham, both in Australia and
overseas as a main paradiplomatic objective.

Conscious of their non-sovereign status, Territorian paradiplomats maintained a close rapport
with Federal Australian agencies, notably the Department of Trade and Resources and
Australian Trade Commissioners in the localities visited. According to Steele, the early
missions' rapport with Australian Trade Commissioners in Southeast Asia was excellent. Trade
Commission staff were pleased to welcome NT missions. Given the general apathy of other
Australians towards the region they saw Territorian trade development efforts as contributing
valuable opportunities to their task of increasing trade exchanges with Australia. Trade
Commissioners set up conferences with marketing and finance people, helping Territorians to
learn, as early missions were primarily for research to see what should

be produce<f. This

again points to a pioneering role the NT in the development of Australian/Southeast Asian
links.

The mission's report also looked at tourism as a new area of potential economic activity for
the Territory not previously examined, and advocated measures leading to greater regional
Integration. It called for attention to be given to the needs arising from an increased now of
Southeast Asian visitors to the Territory. However, no substantiation was given for the

1 'NT Trade Mission', p 6.

2 Steele also felt that even New Zealand had a more active Interest in Southeast Asta than AustraJa
at the time, (personal Interview, 12/12/90).

- 1 1 0expectation that such an increase would take place, other than recent general trends in Asian
tourism growth in line with rising household disposable incomes, and the Territory's
geographical proximity. In this regard it reflected an assumption that links with Southeast Asia
must prosper, if nothing else on account of proximity (and further encouraged by increased
prosperity) .

The success of such tourism growth was taken to be conditional on a number of developments
taking place first. These include developmental aspects such as upgrading of facilities
(including Darwin airport) and creation of further attractions: communication linkage expansion
such as air service frequency increases; and federal policy changes on matters impeding
human traffic flow such as relaxation of visa regulations for Asians and lower air fares;
measures advocating greater cooperation with Asians like joint marketing efforts with Asian
parties are also included. The report also referred to certain Commonwealth policies perceived
as inimical to Territory aspirations. These were raised in harsh terms by the mission's leader,
in the Assembly. This bold criticism can be taken to reflect an increased level of Territorian
self-confidence as a result of its seemingly_ successful paradiplomatic endeavours.

Over following years, the NTG continued its efforts to develop the Territory's tourist industry.
On those hindrances which related to Commonwealth competence, significant levels of
acrimony often developed, pointing to the growing emergence of distinctly

regional NT

interests. The perceived urgency to develop tourist facilities led to active courting of investors
in Southeast Asia and elsewhere, as well as to NTG support. Sabahn and NTG investments
led to the build�!'lg of international standard hotels in the Territory. Creating attractions such as
international class hotel-casinos was also recommended, echoing party platforms dating as
far back as the 1 977 election. This again reflects a strong Asian influence, given the
prevalence of strong gambling habits among some Asian communities which have sustained
a lucrative tourism industry in other countries.

Scepticism regarding NT paradiplomacy also emerged after this mission. Urging the
continuation and intensification of NT paradiplomatic activity in future, the report recommends
that it be more systematically programmed with regards to nature, composition, purpose,
frequency and destination. In Assembly debates criticisms and doubts also began to appear
regarding the cost effectiveness of such trips. Despite the high levels of public rhetoric
regarding the NTG's Southeast Asia orientation, no evidence is available to show that such
systematic programming of Its mission paradlplomacy was indeed attempted.

-111Tabling the report in March 1 979, Perron couched the integration frontier theme in terms of
food production and supply. He referred to the perceived future for the Territory as a
'diversified food basket' for the region. Besides beef, where the NT could satisfy deman·d, the
embryonic agricultural industry needed to be developed further which, Perron said, the NTG
would encourage. Thus the foundation was laid for the development of a horticultural industry
which saw steady, if modest growth in exports to Southeast Asia in following years1•
Appearing to side with Southeast Asians, Perron mentioned the Nrs concern at potential
hostility in the ASEAN countries with Australian aviation policies over the issue of cheap
airfares to Europe, which he wished to see defused2• This is a clear example of divergence
of interests and positions between the Commonwealth representing Australian interests, and
NT regional interests. Perron said the dispute
Ds) counter-productive to the Territory ... It is most certainly the desire of the

Territory government that Canberra perceive that our national interests lie in

partnership with our neighbours and exercise every endeavour to mute the

adversary position now developing. Southeast Asia ... is the best market source

for the future development of our agricultural, beef and tourism industries. This
government is Orient oriented. Geographically we could be termed more Asian
than Australian3•

Perron further attacked Australian protectionism of its industries through tariffs, indicating
ASEAN would like protectionism diminished in order to gain greater access to Australian
markets for its manufactures. He claimed that the NTG supported the ASEAN position for a
tariff review because the present Commonwealth policies in this field were not in its best
interests either. A final major issue, not resolved to this day, was also touched upon by the
Deputy Chief Minister, namely, the advantages for Territory development to be derived from
making Darwin a major transit port for Australian trade with Asia. This is a most vivid
illustration of the change of status the NT aimed to obtain as a result of economic growth in
Southeast Asia, and resulting links with Australia.

Rather than remaining the 'outback', the Territory aspired to be able to capitalise on its
geographical position, to become a transit port for trade between the two regions. Perron's
argument on this looked first at the Nrs need to import food, manufactures and supplies. Why

1 See Appendix 4 for export figures.

2 Singapore Airlines was excluded from the market for cheap Australia/UK air fares in late 1978,
creating a major dispute between Australia and Singapore. ASEAN sol idarity with Singapore through
possible trade sanctions forced Australia to back down. The NT was anxious for ASEAN airlines to fly
to Darwin, feeling neglected and disadvantaged by lack of Qantas services.
3

NTPR 6, (Debates 6/03/79, 939).

- 1 1 2-

do these need to be imported across vast land distances from southern Australia, when they
could come across shorter sea distances from Asia, he asked? In particular, why must
overseas goods come in a roundabout way via other capitals? Thus, two points were being
raised, reflecting consequences of Asian economic advancement and consequent geographical
location advantages of Darwin: that certain goods would be supplied cheaper if sourced in Asia
and not in southern Australia, and that imports from Asia should come directly to Darwin rather
than to southern ports. Given the need for two-way cargoes to make shipping services cost
effective, and the limited market for imported goods for the small NT population, Perron
deduced that in order to develop a viable export market to Asia, an inward flow of goods to
the NT was also necessary. Making Darwin a transit port for Asian cargo to the east coast of
Australia seemed a solution. This was the first articulation of the 'land bridge' concept. The
NTG hoped that making Darwin a centre for Australian/Asian trade could provide a means to
overcome the two major hurdles to the development of NT commerce, namely the absence
of regular Darwin-Southeast Asia shipping, and lack of back-loading cargo on trucks from the
south to Darwin to keep rates viable. It has however not been possible to implement the
scheme, as it offers scant advantages over established direct shipping routes between
Southeast Asia and southern Australia.

Thus, the first mission after self-government served to reinforce the findings of the preceding
one and to stimulate a bolder paradiplomatic thrust by the pioneering NTG into Southeast Asia.
Main

themes,

basically aimed

at creating greater economic

interdependence

and

complementarity among both areas are seen to be elaborated into finer detail. Similarly, a
louder criticism of Commonwealth policies seen as inimical to the Territory's aims emerges.
Perron's 'land bridge' whereby the NT sought its integration frontier role as a hub in Australian/
Southeast Asian trade, introduced a major new theme for NT development, pursued ever since
by succeeding Territory governments.
A third NT promotional mission was sent to Singapore in October 1 979 1 • It coincided with the
first participation in a trade fair abroad, through a stand at the Singapore Fair, by the recently
formed NTDC. According to its report by mission leader Minister Roger Steele, no other
Australian participation was present, making the Territory again an Australian pioneer in this
respect. The stated mission aims were once more strengthening personal ties with local public
and private sector leaders, and creating greater public awareness In the NT and its produce.
Details regarding specific results of this exercise In public paradiplomacy are not reported.
1 'Northern Territory Trade Promotional Mission to Singapore', October 1979. See Appendix 1 .

- 1 1 3Eventual results in NT/Singapore relations hardly support the glowing optimism flavouring the
report. The recurrent theme of Commonwealth agencies' neglect of NT interests, forcing the
Territory to promote itself, is also present in the report. It is illustrated by the case of Singapore
Department of Primary Production officers invited by the Commonwealth to visit Australia. As
a result of meeting the mission, they insisted on the inclusion of the NT in their itinerary.

The report's concluding statement, stressing the importance of NTG efforts to promote trade
and other business links with Asia, states
.... we are the closest European-style civilisation to the Equator. It is clearly to
our advantage to cement strong ties with Asian countries, especially those

which are themselves seeking industrial expansion and political stability .. .. 1

This introduced two new points, an implied advantageous Territorian asset of 'europeanness';
and an expected mutually beneficial 'cooperation' potential which was to be pursued in the
Southeast Asian region by the 'stable', 'european' Northern Territory. It suggests yet another
expression of the underlying ethnocentrism that characterised Territorian attitudes to Asians
in those early stages, which have had deleterious effects on NT attempts to develop close links
2
with them •

The next ministerial mission to Southeast Asia only took place in late 1980, and included the
3
first visit to lndonesia • It was led by the new Minister for Industrial Development Marshall
Perron , who had replaced Steele in mid 1980. Steele, de.spite his great enjoyment of travel to
promote the Territory, saw Indonesians as too difficult to deal with and preferred to focus on
the •new founq friends in Singapore, Sabah, Sarawak and Brunei"4 •

In spite of geographical proximity and past historical interaction between the Territory and
eastem Indonesia, a number of barriers accounted for the tardiness of attention to Indonesia.
They reflect the difficulty Territorians had in coming to terms with an alien culture having mores

so very different to their own. Indonesian Government institutions, unlike the case of the British
inspired ones in Malaysia, Singapore and Brunei, appeared very confusing. Lack of rapport

I l..WUt
;...: A •• p 8.

2 C. Macknight criticised misplaced Territorlan feelings of superiority with regards to Southeast Asia

as delusions of grandeur (personal interview, 05/12/90).

1.

3 'Northern Territory Ministerial Mission to Southeast Asia September/October 1 980'. See Appendix
4 Personal Interview, 12/12/90.
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with local elites and business practices, including the widespread need to financially reward
government officials for their 'assistance', as well as a general lack of clear procedural
guidelines, had a deterrent effect on Territorians. Language differences and memories of
turbulent domestic politics in the recent past further dampened Territorian interest in Indonesia.

The mission's report suggests a further maturing of NTG foreign economic policies 1•
Interdependence with Southeast Asia appeared now as a clearly stated aim. Consistent with
earlier missions, the main areas of activity examined included tourism, fishing, pastoral and
other infrastructure developments. However, unlike preceding ones, this mission is able to
report on specific results such as arranging visits to the NT by a number officials and
businessmen and, obtaining expressions of interest and formal letters of intent from companies
wishing to participate in NT development. Furthermore, it is suggested that with the benefit of
increased exposure, NT leaders were beginning to show growing awareness that significant
differences existed between Australia and Southeast Asia which would need to be bridged if
successful interaction was to ensue. In this connection, two difficulties are noted. First,
overseas perceptions regarding a poor industrial relations records for the NT, a matter of great
importance to the economic future not only of the Territory but of Australia. It has proven to

be a consistent stigma to investment attraction, particularly for secondary and tertiary
industries. Second, there was the need for explanation of NTG positions in areas where a
discrepancy with Commonwealth policies existed, such �s in foreign investment, immigration,
granting of entry visas for Australia and relations with Southeast Asia, particularly ASEAN
countries. This_ indicates that, as the degree of autonomy of the NT to pursue its own interests
abroad increased, the range of issues where existing Commonwealth policies were seen as
hindrances also increased. Accordingly the Territory's proclivity to distance itself from Canberra
in front of Southeast Asian governments also increased. However, despite NT lobbying,
Commonwealth policy changes accommodating Asian preferences were only instituted once
Australia as a whole decided to look for closer relations with Southeast Asia.

The report on Indonesia introduced several of the main themes that have concerned Territory
relations with its neighbour for the following decade. The need for Australia, and particularly
for the NT, to develop closer links with Indonesia, given its growing importance Is stressed.
It was noted that to Increase trade from present paltry levels, transport links needed to be
established; In addition to food produce, a market for NT educational services supply could

1 See Appendix 1 .

-1 1 5develop; possibilities for trade with eastern Indonesia should be examined. Promotional work
by the Indonesian Consul in Darwin, the dramatic increase in Indonesia's openness to the
outside world and the fast economic growth which took place there in the 1 970s, had induced
Territory leaders to change their traditional misgivings and apprehensions towards their
neighbour.

Of great significance in the report is the emergence for the first time of a reference to Northern
Territory/ eastern Indonesia linkages. Rather than targeting other -and much wealthier and
further developed- parts of the country, NTG paradiplomacy focussed on the neighbouring
poo r eastern provinces. However, such links did not develop in a straight forward way
according

to

Duchacek's

trans-border

microdiplomatic

classification.

They

involved

paradiplomatic complexities with the Jakarta government. and had a bearing on Australian/
Indonesian relations.

It is seen below that NT/Indonesia links, particularly regarding eastern Indonesia, became the
main focus of

NT paradiplomacy

in the post-Everingham years, and that East Timor had a

central bearing on this. However, the significant cleavages separating both societies slowed
the pace at which relations between them developed, especially given the general lack of
cross-cultural skills and exposure of participants on both sides to deal with one another. The
process of building links with Indonesia has been a much more gradual and complex one,
being pivotal on cultural and educational exchanges. Directly business oriented links took
much longer than anticipated to emerge. In fact only after Territorians acquired a greater
measure of education regarding Indonesia, and the rather ethnocentric early stance of 'us'
teaching 'them' was shed, did two-way interaction advance.

To sum up so far, the fourth visit to Southeast Asia considered NT paradiplomatic activity in
Southeast Asia thus far as successful and advocated further efforts along existing lines. This
activity is presented as a close and valuable adjunct to the NTG's development efforts,
featuring prominently in NTG self-praise. However, in seeking greater economic integration
as a means to develop its economy, the NT faced distinct obstacles with Australian federal

policies. Lobbying for their change thus became another area of NTG paradiplomacy.

At this point however, Integration with Southeast Asian neighbours was still rather simplistically
seen primarily in terms of economic development and trade. For example, on tertiary education
links through a future Darwin University, Perron's report on Indonesia says

- 1 1 6The encouragement of study in Australia has many associated spin-offs for
business links in years to come. It is considered advisable for the Territory to
encourage these links 1•
Mission statements, particularly regarding Indonesia, show little evidence that Territorians fully
appreciated the cross-cultural communications requirements which needed to be satisfied for
the successful achievement of their foreign policy objectives. The increasing economic pull of
Indonesia began setting the NTG's main future paradiplomatic orientation.

Later trade missions
Four further trade missions will be briefly reviewed here. The first, is a Trade Mission to Brunei,
Malaysia and Singapore held in October

1981 2 •

It was basically a primary produce promotional

mission expecting to induce Brunei, Sabah and Sarawak to purchase cattle properties in the
NT. By this time, following his recent 'discovery' of Southeast Asia, Everingham had increased
his personal involvement in paradiplomacy in the region. Great expectations were held
regarding Sabah's interests to invest in the Territory as a result of supposed close personal
links between the respective Chief Ministers. Objectives in Brunei included soliciting Royal
Brunei Airlines {ABA) services to Darwin, enabling fruit and horticultural exports from the NT,
identified three years earlier as areas of great potential. Notwithstanding no visits had taken
place since, even if, as Steele recalled, the NT was interested in Brunei due to its wealth and
high standard of living, which meant that despite its small population it had a sizeable market.
As it turned out, Brunei's main interest in the NT was for cattle, and remained so even if the
NT hoped to interest Bruneians in other fields.

Subsequent Assembly discussions regarding the mission shed light on the perceived
desirability and success of this mode of Territorian paradiplomacy and the emerging
awareness of the importance of cultural factors to international relations. Dawn Lawrie, the
consistent critic of the NTG's conciliatory attitude to Indonesia's annexation of East nmor and
ensuing human rights violations, expressed her views on current NTG paradiplomacy. After
hearing the mission's leader praise the personal relationships emerging from paradiplomatic
activity in Southeast Asia, Lawrie criticised the lack of market opportunities for cattle, even
after several promotional trips to Southeast Asia. She expressed her dismay at a recent media
statement that, in order to open beef markets particularly in Southeast Asia, it may be

' 'Northern Territory Ministerial', p 30.

2 'Northern Territory Government Trade Mission to Malaysia and Singapore, October 8-2 1 , 1981.
See Appendix 1.
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necessary to 'grease the palms' of the entrepreneurs in those countries. She hoped that the
Assembly agreed that bribery of persons in other parts of the world was not an appropriate
way to facilitate sales 1•

Th e controversy raised by Lawrie describing the underlying principles for foreign investments
in Indonesia at the time illustrate yet another area of difficulty faced by Territorians attempting
to cross the divide separating them from their neighbours: a fundamentally difference in
business ethics. The typical response of Territorians to such conditions at the time tended to
be censure and avoidance. Later Lawrie stressed the need to understand culturally sensitive
Southeast Asian people like Indonesians and talk to them in their own language. She felt that
dealing with them is not simply a matter of economics, of mere buying and selling. In her
opinion,. in the early days the NTG did not have the knowledge or expertise to properly
communicate with neighbouring peoples2 • On this matter, at a later date, NT business
personality, Board Member of DPA and TDZA, and Honorary Consul for the Philippines, Bob
Matthewson , stressed the inhibition of Australian business success in Asia by cultural barriers.
He considered most Australians insensitive to Asian business culture, insisting on imposing
their own values and expectations on their neighbours, and failing as a resule . The continuing
lure of significant profit possibilities in Indonesia and other Southeast Asian centres have over
time led Australians to develop a greater awareness of the need to learn to operate in such
business cultures, so different from their own.

In the Assembly Everingham

next assessed

the results of over three years of NT

paradiplomacy promoting trade and investment in Southeast Asia, which he considered
_
•reasonably successful••. He also said that of all the regional countries, Malaysia showed the
best potential for trade and investment in the NT. He considered Malaysia more intelligible to

ALP Opposition Leader, Bob Collins, recalled a story by a prominent Territorian businessman
invited to start an industry in a •neighbouring country-. A senior government official promised ready
granting of leases upon payment of money. To overcome many local cultural difficulties, a local person
should be on the board of directors of the company. The government official proposed himself, indicating
the payment required. The Territorian businessman withdrew from the deal. It was an area in which he
had no personal experience. NTPR 8 (2/06/82, 2458).
1

2 Personal interview, 4/03/91.

3 Personal interview, 20/04/91.
4 NTPR 8 {2/06/82, 2459).

-1 1 8Territorians than Indonesia since "Malaysia was British administered and its government is
conducted on lines that we can understand readily"1•

A better-informed awareness regarding NT prospects in Southeast Asia was beginning to
emerge, but simultaneously growing impatience was being voiced regarding the slow speed
at which tangible results were eventuating,

as well as the expense incurred by NTG

paradiplomacy. The perceived slowness of results in the initially targeted English speaking
countries led ro an increasing shift of attention to Indonesia.

Three final missions for the period under review will be mentioned briefly here. An investment
promotion mission visited Singapore and Thailand, in October 1 98z2. It aimed to promote
Darwin as a transhipment centre for Australia/Asia trade, and discussed the establishment of
a free trade zone in Darwin. A mission to Indonesia in November/December 1 982 surveyed
trade prospects3• A NT Trade Mission to Malaysia, aimed to promote

consultancy and

construction firms, a newly emerging area of Territorian industr/. These three missions
indicate a new development in NT paradiplomatic activity, specialised country specific
objectives , including investment raising. Despite the publicity surrounding them, they failed to
produce significant results.

The various missions enabled a more informed assessment of the economic possibilities of
the region to emerge. NTG leaders becam� aware of existing differences within the region and
of significant cultural differences between its components, the NT
and Australia._Such differences added to existing Australian institutional barriers to economic
integration between the NT and Southeast Asia. Achievement of the NTG's developmentalist
aims to link its economy to the region to its north would thus require more · complex
paradiplomacy than mere trade promotion.

1
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Singapore, 15-12October1982.
3 'Trade Mission to Indonesia, November/December 1982'. See Appendix 1 .
4 Coinciding with Everingham's visit. See Appendix 1 .
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Chief Ministerial missions
Everingham's conduct of NTG paradiplomacy had two aspects. Initially he travelled the world
to seek inputs for NTG economic and constitutional development policies. Later, having
become aware of the complexity of NT economic interest promotion in Southeast Asia,
requiring top-level representations, he took over this activity from his Cabinet colleagues.
Impatient with the pace of results there, he finally shifted his attention towards north Asia.

Fact-finding missions
Everingham's fact-finding missions overseas were linked to development plans for the NT,
aiming to study responses in other parts of the world to problems similar to those faced by the

NT. Often such missions looked at overseas experiences, to combat opposing Canberra
arguments. For major projects such as the planned Free Trade Zone and the University,
relevant foreign

experiences

were examined,

as they were for NT constitutional

or

administrative development projects. For example, in Canada and the USA Everingham sought
inputs relevant to the NT's aim to achieve full statehood. In remote and sparsely populated
regions of Papua New Guinea he examined administrative systems as possible models for the

NT. Major perceived obstacles to economic development imposed by the Commonwealth's
anti-uranium mining policies, and Aboriginal Land Rights powers to veto mining operations
also ted the NTG to look to US and Canadian parallels.
The first foreign visit by the Chief Minister was his sing!e visit to Papua New Guinea, where
similarities with the NT regarding certain social and economic problems were noticed , and
commercial p�ospects were identified1 • The visit also aimed to recruit to the NTG Australian
expatriates being displaced by localisation policies2• Everingham's world tour in October
November 1980, focussed primarily on energy matters3• Given that electoral outcomes in the
numerically small constituencies in the NT could be significantly affected by ethnic group
support, NT politicians, particularly the Chief Minister, were sensitive to the need to keep the
various communities in their constituencies satisfied. Everingham, for example, had his
Electoral Officer, Mike Gallagher closely monitoring the wishes of different communities, which

1 See Appendix 1 . According to Chan, since Everingham only pursued targets which appeared to
offer immediate monetary gain, he soon lost interest in PNG (personal interview, 1 5/06/92).

2 Many took up residence In the NT after PNG independence. Several had PNG spouses, adding
to Darwin's multiculturalism. Anger (personal interview, 6/12/90).
3

'Overseas Visit October-November 1980 '. See Appendix 1 .

-1 20included Greeks and East nmorese in significant numbers 1 • Everingham used the opportunity
of his trip to visit Kalymnos in Greece, from where an important proportion of CLP constituents
originatecf. The visit also led to the establishment of a Sister-City link with Darwin.

-

This shows an influence in NT foreign policy initiatives by the resident overseas migrant
communities. The multicultural Darwin population comprises some 60 nationalities, including
long established ones such as Chinese, Greek and Italians, as well as increasingly significant
numbers of new settlers from neighbouring parts of Southeast Asia3• Hugo observes that this
differentiates Darwin from southern capital cities•. Furthermore, in recent years, Asians have
represented

the

predominant

proportion

of

immigrants

to

Darwin5•

Resident

ethnic

communities can have an important impact on foreign relations, influencing foreign policy, or
providing important diplomatic assistance and becoming valuable integration instruments with
foreign communities. Ethnic Chinese networks have facilitated development of commercial links
with Asia, and East nmorese have impacted on NT/Indonesia relations.

On matters such as uranium mining and electricity generation, oil production, the establishment
of a Northern Territory University, constitutional matters regarding statehood, free trade zones
and others, NTG development policy drew on foreign examples seen on this first mission.

A second global educational tour followed in 1 9828• Everingham visited the Greek Cypriot
community, strengthening links between the CLP and this large ethnic group in Darwin. The
remainder of the trip was primarily concerned with seeking guidelines for the major
developmentalist concerns of the NT at the time. In Malaysia Everingham discussed cattle
supplies, and in Singapore he looked at the Port Authority and at horticultural trade. He
concluded that the fact that this huge port could operate as a free trade zone was a significant
example to be emulated by the NT.

1 Chan (personal interview, 1 5/06/92).
2 Influential Greek communities in Darwin were powerful in business, tending to support non-Labor
parties. Everingham visited their country to show friendly relations in return for past electoral support.
Finger (personal interview, 6/1 2/90).
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3

• Hugo, Atlasof, p 367.
0 Taylor, Immigratio,n p 12.
• 'Malaysia, Europe, and the United States of America,

1 8 April-1 1 May 1 982 '. See Appendix t .

-121A year later, i n 1 983, another world tour included fact-finding about free trade zones in the
USA. Miami's focus on neighbouring Latin America was held to bear great relevance to Darwin
and its aim to penetrate Southeast Asia. Everingham overlooked the crucial difference that
while Miami is located in a highly advanced economy facing a Latin American 'hinterland' at
lesser level of industrialisation, the situation with regards to the NT and Southeast Asia is, if
anything, the reverse. Convinced by his visit to Miami, Everingham announced the NTG's
intention to establish Australia's first Trade Development Zone in August 1 984. This was to be
a strategy to obtain •relief from

Australia's crippling tariff structure"1, a major long-term

contribution to the Territory's economic development, which enjoyed bi-partisan support.
Subsequent criticism of the project has pointed to the lack of detailed benefit analysis carried
out prior to its establishment, with Everingham's impressionistic assessment seeming typical
of many other similar major developmental decisions taken at the time on the basis of
superficial exposure to overseas examples.

Southeast Asia promotional missions
While Everingham concentrated on world-wide fact-finding trips, first Steele and later Perron,
as Industrial

Development

Ministers, handled

Southeast Asian relations. Their limited

achievements and inability to develop access to top leaders led the Chief Minister to increase
his involvement. Neither Steele nor Perron had the training, experience, or temperament, to
pursue the high-profile flamboyant approach targeted at top leaders, which characterised
Everingham's

paradiplomacy.

From

1 981

onwards,

Everingham

concentrated

NT

paradiplomacy at the top executive level, personally taking over responsibilities previously
delegated to other Ministers, aiming to improve results by establishing personal relations with
the region's top leaders, always attempting to meet the respective Heads of Governmenr.
Everingham thus dominated execution of NT paradiplomacy in Southeast Asia, until his
resignation in 1 984. He invited key people along on his frequent overseas trips, encouraging
business delegations to join.

Everingham's first promotional visit to Southeast Asia was in April 1 981 , covering all ASEAN
countries except Thailand3• The visit's report is very critical of federal policies inhibiting the
development

of close relations

between the NT and Southeast Asia.

1 NTPR 3 (23/08/84, 950).

2 Finger (personal interview 12/12/90).
3 See Appendix 1.

It argues that

- 1 22Commonwealth policies in immigration, trade barriers, foreign investment, airlines as well as
transport deficiencies, reduced the Nrs attractiveness in the region. The report also states
that even if NT paradiplomacy had led to 'sound relationships' and understandings, the time
had come for tangible projects to emerge. These, as it turned out, proved to be few. It hints
at insufficient skills of previous efforts, adding that "technically suited people must pursue
personally the opportunities that exist"1• This referred to the problem of lack of technical
suitability of those involved faced by NT paradiplomacy at the time.

The need for skills in diplomacy itself was not raised by Everingham's report, despite its crucial
importance. This need was confirmed by Matthewson who has widely participated in NT
paradiplomatic efforts. He also dismissed NT Trade Missions due to the poor quality of
participants, most of whom in his view just joined so as to enjoy themselves in Asia2• In his
view, the main problem faced by NTG paradiplomacy was caused by impatient and unskilled
Ministers. Impressed with a false sense of their own importance, they pushed themselves to
the fore in Asia and were perceived as embarrassingly rough cowboys. Matthewson felt that
this originated from the poor quality of NT politicians given poor selection procedures and low
remuneration. A related problem is lack of expertise in the NTG, he believes. Matthewson
expressed the need to recruit Territorian university graduates and groom them in business and
relations with Asia, giving them continuity of exposure in particular areas. His conclusion was
that such a corps of people is not as yet available, even if some are emerging.

June D'Rozario, a keen observer of early NTG paradiplomacy as she avowed, saw some
serious difficul!ies initially arising from NT human resource limitations and inappropriate
attitudes as well3• In her view, even generally highly educated Southeast Asian officials were
often treated by NT paradiplomats, usually of significantly lower educational levels, with
lingering racist attitudes. Furthermore, Territorians, generally oblivious to other cultures, did not
understand the highly structured and formal Asian trading culture, so alien to them. Having
visited merely as tourists, they had only been used to interact with Asians in the tourist trade
where people would mimic Australian carefree and informal ways as a selling tactic. Territorian
paradiplomats tried to treat Asian officials in the 'mateship' style, which NT people pride
themselves to extend to Asians as evidence of lack of racism at home. This inappropriate

1 Visit of the Chief Minister of the Northern Territory to Southeast Asia', p 5.

2 Personal Interview, 20/04/91 .
3

Personal Interview, 02/08/90.

- 1 23conduct was particularly applied to Singapore, which Territorians felt to be closer to their
society than other Southeast Asian countries D'Rozario concluded1•

For a paradiplomatic actor such as the NT, attempting to interact across a deep cultural divide
with extremely complex societies, adequate skills and appropriate attitudes would have been
essential. For example, with regards to Indonesia the mission report acknowledges frustrations
encountered. It claims President Suharto and other leaders were unable to pay attention to the

NT Chief Minister because of an aircraft hijack incident in Indonesia and a coup attempt in
Thailand. Adding, as an attempted justification , •certainly, under these circumstances it was
not possible to meet with the President..."2• The other acknowledged chagrin of the tour was
the last minute cancellation by Indonesian authorities, 'due to military exercises•, of the trip's
first stage, a visit to Ambon, capital of the neighbouring Maluku Province in acceptance of a
personal invitation by the provincial Governor. True to the straight forward , blunt, and
pragmatic approach Everingham was well known for, these are interpreted rather simplistically.
What deeper signals adversities such as the unavailability of President Suharto, or the
cancellation of an invitation to a neighbouring Province could have been aiming to convey to
the youthful Territorian paradiplomats is not taken up in the report, if at all suspected3• The
assumptions and expectations of the Everingham team regarding high levels of Southeast
Asian interest in the Territory may not have been sufficiently justified. Professionals better
versed in the subtleties of diplomatic intercourse, and better acquainted with Asian mores,
could have interpreted these disappointments differently! supporting critics of non-sovereign
diplomacy, who hold that diplomatic activity should be the exclusive domain of specialised
foreign affairs [>rofessionals of central governments. This would be particularly pertinent in the
case of interaction across such a complex divide as the Northern Territory/Southeast Asia one.

Seasoned diplomats may have concluded from such rebuffs that Indonesia's President was
not to be available to the leader of a minuscule entity such as the Australian Northern Territory,

1 One of the most negative examples was provided by a NTDC high officer, 'Name Suppressed Nl1
his first mission allegedly made improper advances to a senior female Singapo re public

1' , who on

servant at an official function.
2 'Visit of the Chief Minister. ... .' , p 5.
3 Chan commented, on the basis of her biographical study of Everingham, "he always tried to meet
top leaders, it never occurred to him that any of them may not be willing to receive him• (personal
interview 1 5/06/92).
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unless he could derive some significant benefit1• This would especially apply when a most
basic rule of protocol, according to Indonesian priorities, was breached- namely that all
contacts with peripheral regions be initiated through, and with, the approval of the Central
Government in Jakarta. That the Province so involved was Maluku, often suspect of
questionable loyalty to the Republic, could only have exacerbated the pique. As will be seen,
the fact that subsequently the NTG went to great pains to always obtain Jakarta approvals for
proposed initiatives involving outer regions shows that the lesson was eventually learned.

The previous portrays a basic difference between the democratic Australian federal system,
where components have a large degree of autonomy to engage in non-sovereign diplomacy,
and the tightly centralised Indonesian system where no provision for such non-central
paradiplomacy exists. It illustrates Elazar and Fry's point that non-sovereign diplomacy is a
phenomenon of democratic federal, and to a lesser degree, unitary systems. It is absent in
authoritarian and strongly centralised Indonesia. The NT over the years has had to face this
reality, particularly exacerbated by Jakarta suspicions of separatism by its eastern provinces,
in its attempt to enter into transborder microdiplomacy with its immediate neighbours.

Everingham's trip also indicates the pioneering role of the Territory in the development of
closer Australia/Southeast Asia relations. Foreign policy recommendations were made to
Canberra to increase Australian representation in Bali, given its large Australian tourist
presence; Sabah, with which the NTG had spent two years developing close and productive
relations; and soon to be independent Brunei2• Federal policies hindering exchanges with
Southeast Asi� were again denounced, with Everingham taking an active role in attempting
to induce change. Increased airline links were sought with Garuda in Indonesia, Philippine
Airlines and Royal Brunei Airlines. The latter commenced services soon afterwards, improving
the Territory's passenger transport facilities with Asia and enabling the development of new

NT exports. In a letter to the Brunei Government, Everingham stressed his support for the
service and willingness to intercede with the Commonwealth to gain permission for itl.
Education exchanges, the most tangible links between the Territory and Indonesia, faltering

1 Chapter 6 argues that the price for NT leaders to gain entry in Jakarta was unequivocal
acquiescence with Indonesia's annexation of East Timor. NT leaders were then rewarded with the
feeling of enjoying a 'special relationship' with Jakarta's ruling elite.

2 Letter from Everingham to the Han. A. A. Street, Foreign Affairs Minister In Canberra, dated
15/05/81 , NT Archives, NTRS, 1 . 16. 1 .
3 NT Archives, NTRS 782, 1 . 1 6. 1 .

- 1 25at the time, were strengthened. The importance of developing close relations particularly with
eastern Indonesia, was reiterated.

In Malaysia, the close affinity perceived to exist between the NT and Sabah was stressed.
Given their similarities, such isolation from their respective federal power centres, and their
current developmental efforts, it was considered that both should assist one another. The
·

recent Sabahn purchase of Camfield cattle station in the NT was an example of such
cooperation. A clear contrast between Indonesia and Malaysia was evident here. The
Federation of Malaysia allowed certain autonomy for non-sovereign paradiplomatic activity by
its members. In Indonesia that was precluded. Talking to top-level entrepreneurs in the
Philippines, Everingham concluded that the Territory needed to create investment proposals
to attract the capital required by its development plans. Everingham thought that since projects
capable of interesting mayor investors were lacking in the Territory they needed to be
designed1•

The findings of the first Chief Ministerial paradiplomatic foray into Southeast Asia reinforced
major themes already dealt with earlier by the NTG. These included existence of good market
prospects

for Territory

industries

such

as

pastoral

and

tourism,

and

protectionist

Commonwealth policies. Rapid responses to both were beyond the immediate economic or
constitutional powers of the NTG. Some policies that evolved did however foster Territory
development over time. In other cases, youthful Territorian impatience with slow results led to
a premature abandonment of earlier objectives, with deleterious effects. Impatient NT
politicians who wanted quick results to show their constituents, were unwilling to invest in the
time necessary for projects with Southeast Asia to come to fruition. This has been identified

as a major impediment by several sources.
Everingham's next visit, a landmark in NT/ Indonesia relations, was in December 1 98 � . No
official reports were tabled, but from Everingham material in the NT archives, press reports and
3
personal interviews it is clear that the visit was given great importance on the Territorian side •
It was first requested for late February 1982 aiming to meet President Suharto and other
authorities to discuss trade, tourism, cultural exchanges and investment. Faced with delays in
gaining access to the Indonesian President, since his aborted first attempt In March 1 981 ,
1 Personal interview, 12/12/90.

2 'Chief Minister's visit to Indonesia, Honolulu, Manila, Sabah'. See Appendix 1 .
'

Everingham files, NTRS 782, NT Archives.
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Everingham resorted to a diplomatic strategy, consonant with Indonesian culture,

which

proved successful. The visit was not organised through the Australian Embassy. It was
structured around the presentation of a gift to the President which, on one hand was typical
of what the NT had to offer, and on the other hand appealed to a keen personal interest of
Suharto: a prized bull. It was presented at the President's private Ranch at Tapas, where
Australian veterinarian experts were providing technical advice at the time. Everingham could
thus spend a couple of hours with Suharto who personally escorted him around his hobby
farm.

Much has subsequently been made of the unprecedentedly lengthy and cordial •audience• the
President of Indonesia granted his visitor during which, among others, the delicate issue of
access to East Timor by NT nmorese was said to have been first raised'. Territory officials
have frequently cited this meeting as evidence of a close relationship developing between
Jakarta and the NTG, even if this was the only audience Everingham was ever able to secure
with the Indonesian President, despite further and determined attempts to meet him again.
In June 1 983, Everingham visited Malaysia, Brunei, Hong Kong, Japan and the USA2• As
already mentioned, the Malaysia leg was held jointly with the Trade Mission comprising
Territory consultancy and construction firms, so Everingham could lend official NTG
endorsement to private sector marketing efforts. Malaysia was given great prominence in this
trip given the NT expectation that great opportunities wer� about to materialise, due to the past
paradiplomatic activity displayed there. As a mark of successful NTG paradiplomacy in this first
high level visit_to Malaysia's capital, Everingham was received by Prime Minister Dr Mahathir,
thanks to the efforts of Sabah's Chief Minister. Mahathir, while acknowledging the geographic
and political importance of Australia in the Southeast Asian region, is reported to have been
primarily interested in tourism development. Calls on federal Ministers followed, aimed at
developing greater trade links in the main areas of Territory production. Visiting Penang,
Everingham further attempted to broaden industrial cooperation links, establishing contacts with
the Penang Development Corporation which lead to subsequent attempts at cooperation with
the TDZ.

' Family visi ts by Darwin East Timorese to their former homeland were first raised at this time,
Perron stated in the Assembly on 30/11/88. NTPR 1 1 (30/11/88, 5148).
2 See Appendix 1 .

- 1 27Of particular interest, as an early example of NTG public paradiplomacy in the cultural domain,
is the opening of an Aboriginal art exhibition in Kuala Lumpur, and plans for further cultural
exchange cooperati6n. This, plus Everingham's invitation to construction industry train�es to
attend courses at the Darwin Community College at NTG expense, point to an growing
sophistication in NTG paradiplomacy. Veering away from the original narrow sales promotional
activity characteristic of earlier missions Jed by Jess senior ministers, Everingham gained
greater access to Malaysia's top leadership, primarily as a result of the assistance provided
by his 'friend', the Chief Minister of Sabah, Datuk Harris Salleh.

The two East Malaysian stops, Sarawak and Sabah, indicate an increasingly varied NTG
paradiplomatic involvement in Australian/ Southeast Asian relations. Everingham was asked
to intercede on behalf of Sarawak's application to purchase a pastoral property in the NT,
which unlike similar previous purchases by Sabah and Brunei, had not been approved by the
Commonwealth. This he did successfully with Canberra, establishing the NTG as a conduit
between the Commonwealth and the Malaysian state. Another NT success is reported to have
been the work of an NTG stock inspector, on attachment to the Sarawak Government, as an
earty example of NT technical assistance. The increasing importance assigned to educational
cooperation is exemplified by Everingham's meeting with Sarawaki students trained at the
Darwin Community College, and the possibility of training Sabah Public Servants in Darwin.
In Sabah, in addition to the central aims of economic relations development, mention is made
of historic ties with Australia and the intention to increase sporting links. Everingham looked
at the development of sporting links, with the proposals for the establishment of reciprocity and
possibly competition between Labuan and Darwin Golf Clubs 1•

A number of minor specific links began thus to emerge. Besides the pastoral industry and the
beginnings of technical assistance, concrete educational links were developing. Everingham's
invitations led to further training programs for Malaysians at the Darwin Community College.

The Chief Minister's visit to Brunei included an audience with the Deputy Sultan, where beef
exports, investments in Territory canning industries and provision of training in Darwin for
Brunei students, including practical training at cattle stations, were discussed. The Brunei
interest in NT cattle was initially used by Everingham in his efforts to forge further investment
links, hoping for projects linked to the cattle industry such as Investment in a cannery and
training of Brunei students on cattle stations. Everingham also conveyed the NTG's support

' Report on Overseas VIsit, tabled In LA NTPR 14 (1/09/83, p 1 005).

-
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for the recently commenced Royal Brunei Airways link. It is noteworthy that Everingham did
not succeed in establishing contact with the Sultan of Brunei himself despite, as Everingham
mentioned, the Sulfan being a prime target for seeking investment into the Territory1. As
archival papers show, rather than using official Australian channels, initial approaches were
made through 'operators' such as NTG consultant Hishamuddin Koh, who proved not to have
the required access2• Koh in tum involved the good offices of Sabah's Chief Minister. Lack
of success in this respect, and in future attempts to tap into the funds of 'The Richest Man in
the World'4 to finance NT development, are among the most striking failures of Territorian
paradiplomacy, as is analysed in greater detail below. After Southeast Asia, where Everingham
was increasingly frustrated with the slowness of results, the Chief Minister continued to North
Asia seeking investment, migration and tourism, through meetings with top business leaders5•
In this respect, a novel aspect of Everingham's paradiplomacy was the use he made of
Sabah's Chief Minister Datuk Harris Saleh's personal connections to gain access to the top
corporate leadership in Japan.

This trip demonstrated that the implementation of NT paradiplomatic activity had become more
complex, more imaginative and aimed increasingly to reach top decision-making layers in a
growing number of countries considered of key importance to NT development. Tabling his
report the Chief Minister defended his endeavours and the NTG's policy of linking into Asia
ahead of the rest of Australia, quoting from a recent article in the Financial Review to establish
how NTG policies were in line with progressive perceptions regarding Australia's destiny in
Asia, and decrying the general ignorance, ethnocentrism and disinterest of Australians towards
their neighbours in the future centre of world power6• He further referred to Australia's

1 Personal interview, 12/1 2/90.

2 See communications between Everingham, Koh and Ray Me Henry, April 1983. NT Archives,
NTRS 782.

3 Telex dated 25/04/83 from Koh to Everingham. Sabah's Chief Minister finally arranged
appointments with : Prime Minister Mahathir of Malaysia, Datuk Ahmad Taib Machmud, Chief Minister
of Sarawak, the Sultan of Brunei and his General Adviser, as well as top level appointments in Tokyo
including the President of Marubeni Corporation. A telex dated 9/05/83 from Datuk Harris Salleh to
Everingham confirms appointments for the latter. Some Japan appointments were to have been jointly
attended by Harris and Everingham. NT Archives, NTRS 782.
•

J. Bartholomew, TheRichest ManintheWorld.TheSultanofBrunei. london: Viking, 1989.

• Given the focus of this thesis on NT/Southeast Asia relations, details are omitted.
• NTPR 14, (1/09/83, 1005) quoting from the

RnancialReview, 17/08/83.

- 1 29dependence on Asia and the need to positively approach developments in the region, through
cooperation and hard work so as not to be left behind1•

In his last paradiplomatic mission in April 1 984 Everingham visited the US, France, Switzerland
Hong Kong and Southeast Asia2• The Southeast Asian part of the journey did not proceed
smoothly. A planned visit to Jakarta had to be cancelled at the last minute, given the
unavailability of President Suharto and other high officials. Several cables by the Australian
Ambassador show that his representations on behalf of Everingham were unsuccessful to
obtain appointments in Indonesia, ostensibly as Easter holidays prevented i�. This appears
as a curious impediment for the President of the country with the largest Moslem population
in the world, including himself. Thus Everingham rescheduled his trip, and in his urgency to
retum home, allowed himself the undiplomatic licence to cancel a meeting with Malaysia's
Prime Minister Mahathir shortly before its due date•. Given Malay standards of etiquette, this
would have done little to endear him and strengthen the fledgling personal relationship that had
recently been commenced, whose progress would have been crucial to the emergence of
greater links between Malaysia and the Territory. No documented evidence exists of further
Everingham missions until his pre-planned resignation on 1 7 October 1984. Having been the
main NTG paradiplomatic actor, his departure did affect the continuity of NTG efforts,
particularly as Southeast Asian counterparts like Prime Minister Mahathir and President
Suharto remained in office for years to come. In the next chapter which deals with succeeding
NT Chief Ministers' paradiplomacy in subsequent years, it will be argued that great differences
in styte, motivation, and effectiveness between their and Everingham's efforts are noticeable.

Transborder paradlplomacy
A number of other official trips took place during the Everingham years. Among them are the
attendances at official events in the Southeast Asia region by Members of the Legislative
Assembly in representation of the NTG or the Chief Minister. One type of such paradiplomatic
1

w. p 1006.
.

2 No fonnal public report Is available, only archival documents. NT Archives, Everingham files, NTRS
782.
3 Cable by Ambassador Dalrymple, NT Archives, Everingham files, NTRS 782.
4 •[R)espectfully seek[ing) postponement to discuss matters of mutual significance and benefit to both

our Governments• Telex from Everingham to Mahathir, 13/14/81. NT Archives, NTRS 782.
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links between the NT and Ambon in east Indonesia originates in contacts between NTG
Ministers representir1g their Government during Darwin to Ambon yacht races , which replaced

the Darwin/Dili races as from 1 976. Discussions with local officials began to create an
atmosphere of cordiality and greater mutual understanding between the neighbours. An
awareness about what each side could potentially offer the other slowly emerged from this
public paradiplomacy, leading to greater interest in one another.

It is noteworthy that relations at this level were initially insignificant, and thus not handled by
key NT Cabinet members. For Duchacek this is the most fertile field of paradiplomatic activity
in his typology. He extensively refers to cross-border relations between US States and
Canadian

Provinces,

Swiss

Cantons

and

German

Lander and French Regions and

Departements. In fact, trans-border microdiplomatic relations between the NT and eastern
Indonesia have been extremely slow to emerge, and have done so as by products of NTG
paradiplomacy in Jakarta. Whether the backbenchers who were sent off for such primarily
ceremonial purposes possessed the skills and sensitivities to respond appropriately to the
wider aspects deriving from these tasks is doubtful. It was however soon felt that trans-border
relations with eastern Indonesian provinces were an important area in which to advance NT
interests. Adequately overcoming the barriers deriving from historical fragmentation of the
region, differing cultures, differing institutions and systems as well as developmental limitations
in eastern Indonesia, has required special skills. Executing NT trans-border microdiplomacy

in a manner that did not arise the suspicions of the Jakarta government, particularly where
peripheral provinces traditionally suspect of scanty loyalty to the Republic were involved, did
-

require diplomatic skills and motivation well beyond those present at the time, as the history
of initial faux-pas shows. This is seen in greater detail in the next chapter's review of relations
with Ambon and Timor.

In the Everingham years NTG foreign policy was driven by the view that the government's
developmentalist goals of increasing extraction of the Territory's natural resource endowments,
expansion of primary industry, and creation of a secondary and tertiary industrial capacity,
could be best achieved by fostering a process of econom ic integration with Southeast Asia.
Large neighbouring

populations were expected to provide natural markets for Territory

produce, especially for foodstuffs. Territory producers were thus encouraged to consider
gearing their production capacities In the pastoral, agricultural and horticultural industries to

the

needs of that market. It was hoped that Asian Investments in existing as well as new

-131industries would foster interdependence with their economies, making Asians investors stake
holders in the further development of the Territory's economy.

Economic integration required overcoming the legacy of past Australian isolationist policies
towards the region. With few trading links, the undeveloped NT was virtually unknown among
the countries to its north. Past inward-looking Australian attitudes, tinged with racism, had left
an attitudinal legacy which hindered successful interaction of communities on opposite side of
a marked cultural and racial divide.

NTG paradiplomacy

though public diplomatic activity. The

NTG

attempted to overcome these barriers

also played the role of a sub-national polity as a

fonnulator of foreign policy, mentioned by Elazar, or a pressure point on foreign policy making,
as identified by Kincaid.

NTG diplomacy

in Canberra and other southern Australian centres of

power -not explicitly examined in this study- included frequent exhortations for Australia to
change its attitude to Southeast Asia and remove federal policies inhibiting Australian
integration with the region. By stimulating greater trading, social and cultural contacts between
Australia and Southeast Asia, the

NTG

aimed to advance the Territory's status as an

integration frontier between southern Australia and Southeast Asia.

Using the ample Commonwealth funds at its disposal, the

NTG

endeavoured to get the

Territory known in Southeast Asia and to establish personal contacts with its leaders.
Simultaneously, public paradiplomacy was carried out to raise the Territory's profile among
broader community sectors.

NT

Cabinet member-led mission paradiplomacy was at first

primarily concerned with the economic dimension of integration, for which the

NT

had

ultimately not much to offer. Later, as an awareness of the greater complexity of integrative
dimensions requiring attention gradually emerged , paradiplomatic objectives extended to
fostering the growth of a full range of cultural and social linkages with Asian countries,
attempting to bridge cultural and attitudinal barriers, and fostering greater mutual understanding
between Territorians and the various peoples of Asia. The distinctiveness of the Territory as
a part of Australia 'belonging' to the Southeast Asian region was also stressed, to further
legitimise NT objectives. Similarities arising from geographical proximity which previously had
been ignored were highlighted. Despite lack of supporting evidence, a supposed greater affinity
and expertise with Southeast Asia was claimed by NT politicians and bureaucrats on the basis
of belonging to the region. Thus the image of the Territory as an integration frontier was
emphasised.

Despite the high level of

NTG

rhetoric in support of its paradiplomacy In Southeast Asia,

expected economic results were slow to materialise. The modest economic appeal of the
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Territory to Southeast Asian other than in very specific fields such as cattle stations, and
Australian barriers to business and social interaction account for this. Cultural factors also
played a negative role. Differences in business cultures were one hindrance. Lack of diplomatic
cross-cultural skills were another, as some NTG officials proved quite insensitive to Asian
cultural mores. Due to lack of prior exposure, lack of education, sensitivity or other personal
reasons, they proved incapable of bridging the cultural divide separating them their Southeast
Asian hosts. This led to costly failures.

As complexity increased and the ebullient Everingham took over NTG regional paradiplomacy
promoting his grandiose vision for the future of the NT in Southeast Asia, Cabinet members
deemed less capable to relate to Southeast Asian elites were displaced. Even if greater social
interactions served to involve broader areas of the NT administration in regional contacts,
Everingham's highly personalised conduct of NTG paradiplomacy inhibited the development
of human resources and institutions required for its continuity. It is seen in the next chapter
that after Everingham's departure from office, NTG paradiplomacy in Southeast Asia changed
significantly. NTG efforts thus exhibit some of the difficulties of non-sovereign diplomacy, i.e.
the constraints imposed by lack of resources and skills. Its highly personalised nature was also
inconsistent with the contemporary trend towards broader based foreign relations activity
across several sectors of the bureaucracy both in sovereign and non-sovereign polities.
Furthermore, even if private sector participation in foreign policy was evidenced by participation
of business people in trade mission paradiplomacy, this activity was primarily a government

controlled one, reflecting the NTG's ideology of strong involvement in activities fostering
economic development.

Meagre results from paradiplomatic efforts targeted on the culturally more intelligible former
British Territories led to a focus on the more alien and complex Indonesia. This, however,
required an even greater diplomatic skill towards complexities in cross-cultural interaction and
an appropriate multi-dimensional integration context. Both have had to be established before
desired NTG objectives could be achieved.

Despite the meagre short-term economic results obtained from the intense paradiplomatic
activity of the NTG under the leadership of Chief Minister Everingham, the foundations for a
'northward' orientation for the Territory were set In this period. Paradiplomacy by the weak and
minor NTG actor has, however, not been able to determine, or outpace, the overall process
of Australian orientation towards Southeast Asia, even if particular Interest niches for the NT

may have emerged.
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Chapter 5
NTG PARADIPLOMACY
The 'Post Everingham' Period 1 985-92
... the Chief Minister, ... had no problems obtaining face-to-face meetings with
Indonesia's President Suharto ... [this] is significant in ways that go beyond
mere protocof.

The character of NTG paradiplomacy in Southeast Asia changed after Everingham. It became
less ambitious, intense, or personal, focussing on a narrower geographical domain.
Succeeding Chief Ministers restricted its main focus first to East Timor and then to
neighbouring eastern Indonesian provinces, neglecting previous Southeast Asian targets.
Initially NTG foreign policy was influenced by expectations about economic gains from
Territorian participation in East Timor's reconstruction. The NTG attempted transregional
microdiplomatic involvement within an area which was the subject of a major and intractable
international issue of particular impact on Australian/Indonesian relations. The NTG played a
role in the delicate relations between the sovereign governments in Jakarta and Canberra.
While this involvement has not produced the expected economic results, it has enabled the
NTG to attract the attention of the Indonesian government, obtaining its support for NTG
transregional microdiplomatic efforts in other parts of eastern Indonesia. Indonesia's interest
in the NT stems from the convenience to cultivate its government as a supporter of its East
Timor policies. This enabled a closer involvement with Indonesia, allowing the Territory to
experience progress towards a greater cultural and social integration with its nearest and
largest northern neighbour, and the emergence of some modest economic results . .

NTG paradlplomacy: Tuxworth, Hatton, and Perron
Post-Everingham NTG paradiplomacy showed clearer distinction in objectives among different
target areas. It became more institutionalised and promoted a wfder variety of linkages. This
change was due to Commonwealth funding cuts, lessening the NT's developmentalist thrust

and ability to engage in high profile promotional activities; differences in Chief Ministerial
personal backgrounds,

styles and motivations; the lack of success of previous NT

' 'Diplomacy at work., editorial, NTN, 21/05/91 .
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and encouragement by the Jakarta and Canberra governments.

Commonwealth funding cuts, adversely affecting Territory finances, were a major reason for

NT paradiplomacy change after Everingham. By 1 985, annual increases in Commonwealth
funding for the Territory had ceased partly due to a general economic downturn experienced
by Australia, and to difficulties with the 'Memorandum of Understanding in Respect of Financial
Arrangements Between the Commonwealth and a Self-governing Northern Territory' , signed
in 1 978. The reluctance of the Labor government in Canberra to continue its predecessor's
generous financial treatment of the NT further exacerbated the Territory's difficulties.

With the significant reduction in its main source of revenue (see Appendix 3), the role of the
NT public sector as the •engine of development• was greatly reduced1• Leaner budgets
inhibited

investment in ambitious developmentalist

programs and expensive associated

supporting institutions such as the NTDC2• A reduction also occurred in infrastructure
investments and in projects considered as catalysts to further industrial growth such as luxury
hotels

and

casinos.

Employment

and

population

levels

decreased,

further

reducing

Commonwealth grants computed as a function of population numbers. High-profile overseas
promotions or paradiplomatic missions abroad, perceived as esoteric expenditures of unproven
returns by the electorate,

were discouraged.

The Territory's previous elan for frequent

paradiplomatic missions to Southeast Asia was also dampened by greater NTG experience
and maturity arising from earlier paradiplomatic failures. Increased demands for more efficient
financial administration, together with a reduced supplementary revenue base, further inhibited
paradiplomatic expenses.

Graham Bevis, an adviser to both Everingham and Tuxworth, acknowledged that funding cuts
significantly affected

Tuxworth's

approach.

Steele noted that Commonwealth-imposed

spending controls and constraints have made NTG officials more conservative under Perron,
curtailing initiatives to promote the Territory. At first, lacking experience,

NTG officials

enthusiastically rushed to the market. Later on, increasingly responsible for their funding, they

1 A Heatley, AlmostAustralians, p 171.

urrentAffairsBulletin,
2 A Heatley, The Politics of the Northern Territory: Still Something Different', C
62 (5) 85, p 6.
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-

exert greater care1 • Perron, acknowledging that there was much more money available in
Everingham's days, believed that
Everingham was an Ideal man for the moment ... once the money got thinner,
his big joint, steamroller type regime ... could not survive today, it needed to be
fed. Today is a leaner and meaner sort of arrangement ... We have a pretty big
2
job administering the Territory, trying to spread our wings as best as we can •

Given Everingham's foreign policy-making dominance, NTG paradiplomacy was markedly
affected by the leadership change after 1 984. Criticism of his high expenditures, lack of
immediate results, specific failures. and resentment of the sometimes authoritarian means used
to implement the NTG's developmentalist policies3, encouraged his successors to take a more
modest stance.

Everingham's first three successors were CLP Chief Ministers lan Tuxworth, Steve Hatton and
Marshall Perron. Tuxworth and Perron, both first elected to the Assembly in 1 974, had held
Executive and later Cabinet positions since 1 977. Tuxworth became the Territor{s second
Chief Minister in October 1 984 and was replaced in May 1 986 due to a scandal regarding
allegedly fraudulent travel allowance claims. Hatton, elected to the Assembly in 1 983
succeeded Tuxworth until July 1 988, when forced to resign by internal CLP conflicts. Marshall
Perron followed. These leaders differed from Everingham,

and from one another in

background. disposition, leadership styles, and agendas.

In the opinion of his former Assembly colleague June D'Rozario, Tuxworth was • a small-town
man, interested in mining and its impact on development... with little exposure or interest in
the wider world"4 • Hard working and methodical, Tuxworth had been a small businessman
from the remote mining town of Tennant Creek prior to his election to the Assembly in 1 974.
He had a less grandiose vision for the NT than his predecessor, even if he shared his
developmentalist aims. Tuxworth claims that, unlike his successors, he and Everingham "had
a vision• for the Territor"� . Bevis considered the expansive Everingham. an "up front, let's go
and do it" -type personality, with a big vision for the NT, which Tuxworth did not have. He

1 Personal interviews with Bevis (7/03/91 ) , Steele (12/12/90), Perron (19/1 1/90).

2 Personal Interview, 19/11/90.
' Carment, T
h
eT
ux
w
o
rtb. p 6, 13.
4 Personal Interview, 2/08/90.
1

Personal Interview, 30/08/90.
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wanted NT advancement, without having a crass developmentalist ideology, operating soundly
and assessing things rationallyl . Tuxworth's deliberative approach to development was
cautious and pragmatic and he became well known, and even resented, for his right-wing
conservatism and abrasive manner. Hatton, the single NT Chief Minister holding a University
degree2, has been considered the only Everingham successor with an inclination towards
foreign relations3• This advantage, however, was hampered by what is generally taken to be
an insecure and vacillating nature. Prior to his election to the Assembly, he had already
exhibited an interest in strengthening links with Asia as Executive Director of the Northern
Territory Confederation of Industry and Commerce•. Hatton is considered affable and a good
listener, sensitive and intelligent5•

Perron, who like Tuxworth came from a small-town background and had limited formal
education, is also not considered particularly interested in diplomatic activity with the wider
world. D'Rozario said Perron feels more comfortable in a small city like Darwin than in the
bigger outside world of Asia0• Different to Everingham, Tuxworth and Hatton, Perron is reputed
to be a cautious and unassuming low-profile person, more interested in management than in

overseas travels or public relations, despite his early experience in such activity. Perron
himself acknowledges that his own style "was diametrically opposite" from Everingham's and
from his predecessors'7• As Dawn Lawrie has noted, Perron is a very private, far more socially
conservative

who takes

person than Everingham•. Steele considers Perron a manager, not a promoter,

a low key approach to public relations: •a bit dull and safe, ... who could do more"9•

Finger's view is that Perron, more gentle and steady than Everingham, is doing less to keep
0
contacts with Southeast Asia up1 •
1 Personal interview, 7/03/91 .
2 Bachelor of Commerce, from NSW University, Wellsii�On�

' In O'Rozario's opinion, of the Everingham successors, only Hatton shows an overseas bent
(personal interview, 2/08/90).
• See

'Darwin should take Asian air', NTN, 13/11/79.

• Matthewson (personal

interview, 20/04/91).

•

Personal interview, 2/08190.

7

Personal Interview, 19/1 1/90.

1

Personal Interview, 4/03/91 .

•

Personal Interview, 12/12/90.

10 Personal Interview, 6112/91.
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differently also differed in their approach to development adjuncts such as supporting
institutions and NTG paradiplomacy. Tuxworth began the downgrading of NTDC which was
closed together with ADMA in 1987 under Hatton. The unprofitable TDZ has been downgraded
under Perron in 1 991 1 •

As the next chapter shows,

the only enduring

achievements

of Everingham's

NTG

paradiplomacy were a few investments in cattle properties. High profile investments from
Sabah failed commercially and were discontinued after the fall of Chief Minister Datuk Harris.
Growing interest in Indonesia, reinforced by expectations of East Timorese CLP constituents
about potential economic opportunities in their former homeland, led to a narrowing of the

focus of NTG paradiplomacy to east Indonesia after Everingham.

Both Canberra and Jakarta encouraged NTG attempts to forge close links with Indonesia and

to interact with its eastern provinces. For Jakarta, cultivating Territorian expectations of
economic

gain in eastern Indonesia under the guise of a 'special relationship' was a convenient

diplomatic strategy to obtain NTG support to dampen anti-Indonesian activity in the NT. For
Canberra,

such

a

Australian/Indonesian

relationship

provided

a

useful

channel

in

times

of

strain

in

relations. The NTG thus acquired a role of 'proxy for the nation', in

Kincaid's terminology, as a sub-national government assisting the federal government when
the latter's official action was not possible or desirable . .

High-profile paradiplomatic missions overseas by NT politicians and public servants were
replaced with more modest arrangements by Everingham's successors. Overseas travel out
of Darwin remained an important mode of NTG paradiplomatic activity, even if at a reduced
scale. This was complemented with paradiplomacy by local NTG representatives and functional
interaction

between a number of NTG departments

or institutions and their overseas

counterparts. Tuxworth was of the view that NTG paradiplomatic representatives should be
based in key overseas centres, complementing NTG Ministerial diplomacy. Consistent with his
statement In the Assembly in 1 978, he felt It Inevitable for the NT to have resident NTG
representatives in Southeast Asia to develop local contacts and provide support to NTG
officials and private sector Territorians. This reflected the understanding gained by the NTG
that the pervasive role of the state In Southeast Asian countries, and the hierarchical nature

e
r
r
jt
o
r
l
a
n, 18/10/92, argues that
1 John Lolzou, 'Taxpayers do not know TOZ's true cost', SundayT

due to figure manipulation by the NTG, the high cost of the TDZ to taxpayers Is hard to ascertain.
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CtJitures, created the need for close and sustained personal relationships, particularly at higher
levels. Private sector Territorians needed introductions and an official government imprimatur
to gain access to upper level business decision-makers. NTG paradiplomats were to provide
these. In Tuxworth's view, factors preventing the establishment of such resident NTG
representatives were lack of suitable personnel, lack of sufficient leadership vision regarding
the need for an NT diplomatic corps, and fear of public criticism of the high costs incurred in
placing permanent NTG representatives overseas1 •

As a way out, during Tuxworth's Chief Ministership the NTDC appointed a Malaysia-based
part-time representative to identify trade and investment opportunities in East Malaysia and
Brunei. Management Consultant KK Yeung of was appointed by the NTDC in early 1 985 to
market the Trade Development Zone in Hong Kong, prior to its formal establishment. KK
Yeung subsequently acted as the head of a network of TDZ consultants in Hong Kong,
Malaysia, Thailand and Taiwan whose tasks were to attract manufacturing industries to the
zone.

Fergus Simpson reported that the consultant network in Asia had a "mixed success"

outside of Hong Konif . This was ascribed to poor consultant quality and prevailing political
influences. Consultants'

roles, according to Simpson, involved representing the TDZA,

representing or assisting another arm of the NTG, supervision of other consultants' activities,
and providing consulting assistance on specific issues. It was agreed that this arrangement

was not satisfactory, leading to confusion, particularly with regards to payments of fees. Strong
public criticism was eventually voiced regarding KK Yeung's emoluments, leading in late 1 990
to the terminat�on of the agreemene. Unsatisfactory TDZ agreements in Taiwan and Thailand
were also terminated between 1 989 and 1 990. The full-time TDZ representation by Singapore
and Malaysia, which appears to be carried out as a low cost pastime by Henry Chan has
continue<f.

After cancellation

of a representation

agreement with Mulya in Jakarta in 1 990, the

appointment of a Territorian as representative to seek investment was considered. The idea

1 Personal interview, 30/08/90.
2 Simpson,

Review, p 59.

3 For example, $450,000 was paid in retainer fees for 1989/90; 'TDZ spending, income attacked',
NTN 27/09/90. Fees for finding prospective investors to the TDZ we re paid upon signing of letters of
Intent, even though most intending Investors never followed up to establishment.

• 'Our Man In Singapore , NTN, 1 5/06/91.
'
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was dropped due to high costs . Instead, former Indonesian politician and minister, Drs Frans
Seda, effectively acted as NTG representative since 1991 . Chief Minister Perron also
appointed Bob Matthewson to Hong Kong for promotion of the TDZ through DID. NTG resident
representation in Southeast Asia is also provided by a number full-time local employees of
various Territory organisations. The NT Tourist Commission maintained a representative for
the region in Singapore, until reviewed in July 1 992. The NTDE's staff in Jakarta and
throughout Indonesia implementing development assistance contracts, plus NTU's Northsearch
marketing representatives in Brunei, Malaysia and Jakarta, are further examples of Territorian
presence in Southeast Asia. Some Territorian private sector firms place staff in the region as
well.

After Everingham, most promotional and investment attracting activity was channelled through
the bureaucratic institutions set up for this purpose such as the NTDC, Nortrade and TDZ.
Wider and more instiMionalised participation (e.g. by groups attending functions and
exchanges) also developed in other fields of interaction such as education and culture. On

occasion, NT Ministers would accompany missions providing the required official imprimatur.
Powerful bureaucrats. such as NTDC and later TDZA Chairman Ray McHenry, the main
associate in Everingham's "visionary projects"1, were actually in control in the industrial
development field. Heatley and Trollope, attributed McHenry -whom they had called a good
representative of enthusiastic Territorian developmentalism- a large share of responsibility for

the controversies marking early TDZ historf. Lawrie called him an "expensive disaster"3• His
40-year public service career abruptly ended in March 1 990, as a major TDZ scandal
develope<f.

NTG Ministers also tended to lack the necessary cross-cultural skills, empathy or personal
stature to successfully interact with Southeast Asian elites. Like the Chief Ministers, they
mostly came from small-town environments and lower educational backgrounds, presenting

the mediocrity criticised by Bob Matthewson. Former DID official and Asian Business Migration
Consultant, Bill Foe, also made this point when mentioning the embarrassing contrast between
the poor Curricula Vitae of NTG Ministers as compared to those of their East Malaysian
counterparts. He gave the example of Minister Terry McCarthy's visit to Sabah, saying that his

1 NTN, 13/12/87.
2 HeaUey and Trollope, Statutory, p 17.
' Personal Interview, 4/03/91.
• 'Me Henry resigns', NTN, 26/03/90.
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CV mentioned little more than the fact that he was a devout Roman Catholic with several
children. The CV of his local Ministerial host ran into several pages of achievements, including
Australian higher qualifications 1•

Tuxworth, however, considered Territorian politicians to be better skilled than other Australians
to deal with Asians. In his view, the multicultural nature of NT society makes Territorians more
skilled at aoss-cultural relations. In his view many Territorians normally interact with members
of other cultures, such as Aborigines, becoming aware that people of different cultures have
differing expectations. Thus, Territorians have been able to establish better relations in
Southeast Asia than other Australians, Tuxworth concluded2 • Notwithstanding, stressing the
need for a capable and supportive Cabinet for the success of the NTG paradiplomatic efforts,
Tuxworth criticised the Perron Administration and its •cabinet full of useless Ministers•, whose
lack of commitment affected the state of relations with Southeast Asia3• He felt the drive and

vision of Ministers to be essential, especially in the small NT public service, where action goes
from the top down. In the larger, well established southern States, where initiatives come from
the bottom up the role of Ministers is less crucial in Tuxworth's view. According to Steele, the
regime in place in the NTG after Everingham changed. Middle order bureaucrats handled
foreign relations, resulting in slower access to the top. Emphasis was more on management

than on selling•.
The shift away from Cabinet to bureaucratic execution of. NTG paradiplomacy may account for
the fragmentation which Andrew Wee identified as a major problem inhibiting the effectiveness

of NTG paradielomatic efforts. This Southeast Asian-born business consultant and former DID
officer, unfavourably compared the cohesion and diligence exhibited by Singapore, and even
Malaysian, public servants with the lack of inter-departmental coordination shown by NTG
officials5• In his view, much closer cooperation and coordination among departments engaged
in advancing NT interests in Southeast Asia, such as DID or NTDE, is required. He added that
with regards to commitment and speed, NT public servants compared unfavourably to
Singaporeans.

1 Personal interview, 9/07/92.

2 Tuxworth said that the experience of living In the bush for four years before having had to interact
with Asians was very helpful for him (personal interview, 30/08/90).
' Personal interview, 30/08/90.

• Personal Interview, 12/12/90.

• Telephone interview, 28/10/92.
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Overseas travel a s Instruments of NTG paradiplomacy i n Southeast Asia i n the post
Everingham period included Chief Ministerial missions, promotional missions, and other official
trips1•

Chief Ministerial diplomatic attention to Southeast Asia under Tuxworth, Hatton and Perron has
been virtually confined to high level visits to Indonesia. This focus was primarily set by
Tuxworth, who aimed to carve a market and sphere of influence for the Territory after war
ravaged East nmor became due for reconstruction. As Alan Morris confirmed, by 1 986 the
NTG realised it needed to identify a niche in Indonesia where its efforts could be meaningful

and important. Previous NTG efforts tended to be overwhelmed by the scale of other foreign
interests in Indonesia. East nmor appeared as such a niche, having the added bonus of
aJiowing the NTG to please the important East nmorese community in the NT. Since at the
time it was not politically expedient to single out the desire to have close relations with East
Trnor, the NTG had to go roundabout, focussing on east Indonesia as a whole2•

Everingham had gone to Jakarta mainly attracted by expectations
economic

regarding the large

potential of Indonesia. As a by-product he also attempted to satisfy the CLP

supporting sector of the East nmorese refugee community resident in the NT, of which several
belonged to Everingham's own electorate. Other CLP MLAs also had significant numbers of
East nmorese constituents . As MLA Rick Setter said, they were important constituents 'of
most of the government members on this side of the House ... "3• Several of them had been
part of the entrepreneurial or property-owning class in East Timor in the past. They blamed
the FRET1LIN nationalists more than Indonesia for the loss of their former homeland, wishing
to see their Jinks with East nmor re-established. Their primary concern was not the withdrawal
of Indonesia from East nmor, but for an accommodation to be worked out so that the travel
restrictions to the territory then in force could be lifted, and economic activity could become
possible, aJiowing them to repossess the properties they had left behind in 19754•

' See Appendix 1 .

2 Personal interview, 21 /06/90.
1 NTPR 1 1 (Debates 30/11/88, 51 58).
4 See Farreras, E
m
o
r
e
s
e, chapters 4, 5 and 6, for a study of the cleavages in the Darwin East
astTl
Tlmorese community, the socio-economic background of the various groups, their respective political
agendas regarding East Timor and their links to NT Government and Opposition parties.
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These persons, struggling for a place in their new society, hoped to find a leading role to play,
especially by associating with more established Territorian business people, to exploit the
attractive commercial opportunities which they expected would emerge once East Timor
reconstruction began. As active CLP supporters, some of them aimed to influence the NTG
to intercede on their behalf with the Indonesian government. A community of interest thus
developed between traditional CLP constituents, and the refugees who were expected to
facilitate the opening of important new commercial opportunities in the neighbouring island.

The East Timorese example shows how the ethnic composition of the NT population impinges
on NTG foreign policy, and how migrant communities can become factors of regional
integration. Given the increasingly important Asian representation in the NT population, the
NTG can be exposed to pressures drawing it into regional issues of direct concern to sections
of its population.

As a result of this interest in a territory subject to an unresolved international dispute, the NT

found itself touching on the field of international high politics, including the delicate area of
relations between the sovereign governments in Canberra and Jakarta. This required a high
level of diplomatic skills not readily available among the NT leadership. Advancing NT interests

in other eastern Indonesian

provinces

also needed

a high

level of paradiplomatic

sophistication, requiring the NTG to engage primarily in global paradiplomacy in Jakarta, to use
Duchacek's typology, rather than in direct transborder regional microdiplomacy in east
Indonesia.

Unlike the case of liberal democratic federations such as Australia, where international
relations is a multivocal activity segmented among a broad range of constituents of the political
system, international relations in authoritarian and highly centralised Indonesia is the exclusive
domain of executive organs of the central government in Jakarta. Indonesia's Foreign Affairs
Department, DEPLU, which implements the foreign policy determined virtually exclusively by

the Executive, is closely controlled by the Armed Forces including the national security and
intelligence bodies BAKIN and BAIS. Indonesian provinces are thus not able to engage in
non-sovereign diplomacy of the type carried out by the NTG. At best, provincial governments
may be authorised to implement minor ad-hoc diplomatic activities on behalf of Jakarta, such

as displays of regional culture for overseas tourist promotion, or participation In Indonesian
government-organised trade exhibits. In any case these are subject to Jakarta approval. The
NTG was therefore Initially unable to benefit from perceived regional similarities and common
Interests to facilitate Its paradlplomatlc overtures. It Instead faced the legacy of past regional

-
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cleavages and other barriers hindering relations between Australia and Indonesia, such as
perceptions of Australian ethnocentricity and racism, and Indonesian xenophobia and suspicion
of liberal westerners. These needed to be overcome first.

The area chosen by the NTG as a target for its paradiplomacy was possibly the mc,>st difficult
one in Indonesia to interact with. Lack of Indonesian resources and motivation hampered
development of natural endowments in the eastern peripheral areas, which are among the
least economically developed ones of the country. Security considerations precluded too much
regional autonomy. Apart from Indonesia's perennial suspicion of foreign interference in its
internal affairs, the Jakarta authorities were greatly concerned with perceived major domestic
security threats, supposedly exacerbated by outside support, arising from the past secessionist
history of Maluku, the ongoing insurgency in Irian Jaya and the sustained resistance to the
annexation of East Timor.

East Timorese (and some West New Guineans) settled as refugees in Australia have remained
politically active, opposing Indonesian rule of their homeland. Part of the East Timorese
community in Darwin , assisted by Australian supporters, including the NT Labor Party and
Labor Territory Members of the House of Representatives, have engaged in strong public
activity to advance the cause of East Timorese self-determination. Their campaigns have
Included frequent public protest rallies, media statements, letters to newspapers, condemnatory
statements in the Assembly or Federal Parliament, production of theatre plays and other such
activities1• The intensity and persistence of these efforts make the politically active Darwin

East Timorese_population appear much greater than its estimated number.

Indonesian government and military apprehension about the security risks of close autonomous
regional interaction between the provinces on the eastern periphery and their NT regional
neighbour is therefore easy to understand. Indonesian barriers to non-sovereign diplomacy
were thus even stronger in the particular case of the troubled eastern periphery provinces
targeted by the NTG. Paradoxically, security concerns have simultaneously encouraged close

NTG/ Jakarta relations. They have stimulated Indonesian attention towards the otherwise
uninteresting NT, as is shown below.

1 Farreras provides detailed accounts of cultural and social activities of protest; EastTjmorese,
chapters 7 and 8. Extensive references to NT media coverage of the issue exist.
2 Farreras considers only the non-Chinese East Timorese as politically active. Based on 1986
census figures, she estimated their number at 431 people. J.bld., p 1 54.
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Tuxworth, acknowledged that Indonesia's interest in the NT was due to East Timor. Referring
to the East Timorese as Indonesians, he said
There is a strong Indonesian presence here. There were lots of their people
going back and forth. Indonesia therefore has a special interest in the NT. It
keeps a very large Consulate here, ... one of their largest in Australia. They are
well briefed on who is who here: on NT politics, on the activities of their own
people ... Indonesia's good relations with the NT also stem from the fact that the
NT understands the East Timor problem and shares Indonesia's position, rather
than attacking Indonesia1 •

Its interest in the delicate domain of transborder relations with eastern Indonesia and East
Timor thus enabled the NTG to catch the attention of the Jakarta government. It is contended
here that the NTG was listened to in Jakarta not because of the economic prospects it claimed
to offer but because of the security benefits Indonesia could derive from cultivating the
cooperation of Territory leaders2 • A former member of the Assembly confirmed this point,
which was often made by former NT Senator Ted Robertson as well3•

NT leadership anxiety to develop economic relations with East Timor and eastern Indonesia
was seen by Jakarta as a golden opportunity to extract full NTG support to gag anti
Indonesian activity in Darwin. Among those willing to confirm this point is Dawn Lawrie who

recalled that the outrage with the East Timor annexation at first widely expressed in Darwin,
even across party lines, soon changed as
the advantages of expected increased trade with Indonesia outweighed the
moral obligations to the people of Timor. The first step to get this trade was not
to oppose Indonesia, to mute our displeasure4 •
Lawrie added that the Indonesian Consul, whose actual brief was the surveillance of those
believed unsympathetic to the 'Javanese Generals', was very active in discouraging public
criticism through a number of rewards and pressures.

1 Personal interview, 30/08/90.
2 The attraction could be couched in terms of traditional Southeast Asian concepts of statecraft
holding that a powerful state attempts to protect its core through expansionism, bringing weak peripheral
states under its suzerainty, removing them from the influence of a rival power. The NT could be thought
of as a weak front-line vassal state under the suzerainty of a powerful ruler, the Australian federal
government. As a 'rival power' aiming to enhance its security, Indonesia's foreign policy would
endeavour to bring the NT under its own suzerainty.
'

'Name Suppressed NQ 2' (personal Interview, 20/12/90).

• Personal Interview, 4/03/91 .
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The expectations by NT East nmorese and their local associates that a market would emerge
for them in East Timor proved illusory. Procurements for East Timor reconstruction have come
mainly through Indonesian-based channels, in which, in line with customary practices,
government officials have had personal interests. Properties have not generally been returned
to rightful owners\ and opening of East Timor to outside visitors only happened after several
years of international pressures, and was mainly the result of developments in Jakarta rather
than of NTG influence. Thus the NTG eventually dropped its predominant interest in East
Timor, concentrating its attention on the broader eastern Indonesian region.

The NTG learned that it could be allowed to proceed in its attempts to develop links with the
eastern region provided this was done under Jakarta's tutelage2• Even if not familiar with the
finer nuances of Indonesian statecraft or the quite bloody history of the relationship between
the central government and the eastern periphery, NTG paradiplomats had to accept the
circumlocutory way of approaching the neighbouring region. As is seen below, NT Chief
Ministerial trans-border regional micro-diplomacy has remained a strictly secondary activity,

an adjunct to paradiplomacy in Jakarta. What little regional paradiplomatic work was needed
was initially entrusted to CLP backbencher Rick Setter, Everingham's successor in the seat

of Jingili. Many considered him a lacklustre performer, who could claim no special knowledge
of Indonesia other than that superficially acquired during his trips there representing the NTG
at officiaJ events.

Tuxworth's �radiplomacy
Tuxworth bore the brunt of adapting

to NT budgetary constraints after the· end of

Commonwealth largesse. Two years of ideologically hostile Commonwealth governments had
sharpened criticism of NTG profligate financial management3• The number of failing business
ventures, whose establishment had been stimulated and supported by the NTG, further
exacerbated Canberra's concern about NTG implementation of economic development
programs.

1 See ' Winner takes all' InsideIndonesia, Ng 26, 26/10/91 , p 9. It argues that new land title transfer
regulations will effectively relieve non-Indonesian East Timorese of their land without compensation.
2 See Lorraine Corner, 'Indonesia and Northern Australia: Potential Economic Unkages With Special
Reference to Eastern Indonesia', D. Wade Marshall and P. Loveday (eds.), ContemporaryIssuesIn
Deyelooment, ANU- NARU, 1988, p 296(7.
3

Labor had been In power since 1983 In Canberra.
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Reflecting his cautious temperament, Tuxworth opted for consolidation rather than continued
expansion of Territory economic development. Instruments of developmentalism, such as the
NTDC were downgraded, as Tuxworth attempted to reduce Government intervention in
economic development in which, unlike Everingham, he believed the private sector should
have a greater role1• Reform moves also took place in other administrative areas. Conflict
tended to accompany these moves. Thus, Tuxworth, having more urgent priorities at home,
limited his paradiplomatic involvement. The role of adjuncts to paradiplomatic activity such as
the NTDC centred more on trade marketing support to the private sector, with public servants
specialising in this work.
Tuxworth's paradiplomatic approach and motivation towards Southeast Asia, reflect both his
own personal background as a small businessman and traditional Australian attitudes towards
Asia. He explained in an interview that he greatly admired the way Britain and the US used
aid and education programs for overseas students as a method to promote trade2• He thought
Australia should emulate the colonial powers of the past in their dealings with less developed
parts of the world. Australia, and especially the NT should exploit Southeast Asia's proximity
and sell it excess commodities through aid. Colonial powers, in Tuxworth's understanding,
welcomed overseas people to learn in their schools, so as to supply their needs once they
returned home. As Tuxworth said: •we should break that colonial tie and enter in its placed.
Acknowledging that Australia could no longer do as the Colonial powers did, given the large
Southeast Asian populations it should create needs among them for its skills and products, and
satisfy these needs with its more advanced supplies•.
By the mid-1980s, as the East Timor crisis receded, a general improvement in relations
between Australia and Indonesia was noticeable. NT interaction with Indonesia had also
increased through tourism, educational exchanges and official contacts, slowly eroding the
cross-cultural communications barriers of the past. The Indonesian Consulate in Darwin
continued fostering close relations with the NTG. Yet, propinquity, past links, and the interests
of refugees prevented the East Timor issue from being forgotten in the NT. Tuxworth's first
1 Carment, TheTuxwortb, p 38.

2 Personal Interview, 30/08/90.
' Personal Interview, 30/08/90.
• Tuxwortb became aware that "the

NT should move Into SEA and get part of the action• In the days
when he sold Coca-Cola. It was pointed out to him that getting a 1% share of a populous market such
as Indonesia was more attractive than to dominate the small NT market. Personal interview (30/08/90).
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Timor planned for May 1 985. It was cancelled, however, allegedly as a cost-saving measure
and only took place almost one year later.

The trip, reportedly at the invitation of President Suharto, was assigned great importance in
the Territory and in Indonesia. The Indonesian government was said to have gone out of its
way to organise it, including agreeing to a visit to East Timor. It would have been the first Head
of Government visit there since the 1 975 invasion, and would have assisted the Indonesian
government's quest for international legitimation of the annexation. The Australian Foreign
Minister had urged him to go to Jakarta to break the ice in current bilateral relations.
Tuxworth's view was that given the good state of NT/Indonesian relations, Canberra wanted
him to visit East Timor. to help pry it open1 •

The trip could thus be perceived as an opportunity for the NTG to establish an important
paradiplomatic role for itself assisting the Indonesian government to overcome a major
international

problem

and,

as a proxy, . . helping both the Australian

and Indonesian

governments to improve their relations.

Even the NT Opposition Leader Bob Collins agreed on the vital importance of the trip to the
Territory and to Australia, reproaching Tuxworth for his lack of statesmanship in cancelling it.
Agreeing on the need for a moderate approach to overseas travel expenditures. particularly
the huge wastage on trips by backbenchers, Collins held that on this occasion the trip was
necessary

and_ importanr.

Expectations regarding economic prospects in East Timor had been fuelled by a confidential
report prepared by Assembly member Terry McCarthy in April 1 9853• Having been there
during Portuguese colonial times, he was considered the CLP 'expert• on the subject. As a
Catholic, he was known for his strong dislike of the allegedly •communist•

FRETILIN

independence movement and his support for the Indonesian invasion which removed them
from power. McCarthy appears to have greatly contributed to the formulation of high NTG
expectations regarding East Timor as a potentially rewarding hinterland for the Territory,

' Personal Interview, 30/08/90.

2 Press Release, 18/06/85.
s T. McCarthy, 'East Tlmor (A brief Background) up to 1975', April 1 985. Report marked confidential.
See Appendix 2.
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prompting interest to achieve its opening. He portrayed developments in East Timor since
Indonesian annexati?n positively, and expected great opportunities for the provision of Territory
services to its reconstruction process, which the NT "should grasp ... with both hands"1 • East
Timor was presented as an area naturally complementary for the NT in several ways, on which
the basis for a special affinity could be built.

A

visit by NT representatives to assess the

situation was thus recommended.
Tuxworth finally visited Jakarta, Bali, and East and West Timor between the
and

2

24

of February

March 1986, on his only overseas trip as Chief Minister. He had three main goals:

advancing NT economic benefits in Indonesia, including opening East Timor; gaining further
importance for the NTG in Canberra by making important contributions to improve
Australia/Indonesia relations; and, strengthening Jakarta trust in the NTG as a dependable
supporter of Indonesia. This was reflected in the trip's political concern, despite efforts for this
not to appear obvious, as can be seen from a memorandum to Tuxworth from his Senior Press
Secretary Sean Dorney. It indicates a primary concern with East Timor rather than Indonesia
for the visit, suggesting that it was initially conceived mainly as a political exercise. Dorney
recommended that
Officers from the NTDC, Primary Production, ... Tourist Commission be included
in ... [the] ... party... The expectation appears to be that you will be leading a
mission and not just a political group2•
This recommendation was followed and Tuxworth's paradiplomatic strategy in Indonesia aimed
to enter into a wide variety of cooperation and exchange programs, leading to the eventual
sale

of NT skills, services and products3•

An unpublished visit report shows a very comprehensive Jakarta program•. It included the

primarily political objective of opening East Timor to NT influence and a mainly economic one,
the development of a variety of cooperative linkages. The first aspect was primarily the subject
of calls on President Suharto, a meeting which prior to reaching Jakarta the Chief Minister had
:hJA• • p 3.
1 J..lilDol

2 Memorandum from Dorney to Tuxworth 15/01/86.
3

Bevis (personal Interview, 7/03/91).

• 'Report by the Chief Minister, The Hon. Jan Tuxworth MLA, on the Visit by a Northam Territory
Delegation to Indonesia 24 February- 2 March 1986'. See Appendix 2. Publication was probably
hindered by Tuxworth's dismissal in May 1986.
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Minister Soepardjo Rustam. The President is reported to have responded 'very positively' to
the idea of NT co-operation focussing on the eastern provinces and indicated his support for
opening up East Timor including improved family contacts. The discussion with Mochtar
centred on East Timor. Tuxworth stressed re-establishing family contacts and tourism links.
Mochtar saw this as only possible in time, given the sensitivity of the East Timor issue for
Indonesia. He supported the idea of 'quiet communication', noting the importance to be played
by the Catholic Church in normalising the East Timor situation. Soepardjo Rustam reportedly
agreed that the NT and Indonesia should have close links, particularly with the eastern
provinces. These links could encompass a range of training fields. The involvement of the NTG
in facilitating East Timorese family reunions was also fostered, thus hoping to neutralise
opposition to Indonesia by Territory-based East Timorese.

The second aspect of Tuxworth's agenda, the establishment of greater economic links, was
primarily covered in calls on the Ministers of Tourism, Post and Telecommunications,
Communications

(transport), Trade, Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries, Health, and

Education. Tuxworth also met with the Chamber of Commerce and Industry in Jakarta where
he tried to elicit interest in two-way trade. Concern was expressed about Australian
protectionist barriers limiting imports from Indonesia. The Chief Minister also met with the
Provincial Governors of Bali, East Nusa Tenggara and East Timor during his stay of less than
one day in each one of the respective provincial capitals. It is noteworthy that in Bali, which
had been the initial locus of NT/ Indonesian relations in the 1 970s, reportedly nothing was
discussed. Thi� again suggests the eastern Indonesian focus of the trip. In both Kupang and
Dili Tuxworth raised the cooperation matters which he had already cleared with the Jakarta
leadership.

In its twenty-four hours in East Timor, which besides Dili included a helicopter trip to Baucau,
the delegation was able to observe the evident Indonesian commitment to the
development of East Timor. There were no apparent signs of tension and a
good deal of evidence of relative prosperity .. .the distinct character of East
Timor and its people is being maintained and fostered by the authorities ....2 •
This product of the visit provided an important political tool, subsequently widely used by the
NTG, Canberra, and Jakarta to claim that on the basis of 'objective' evidence the situation in

1 A media report on the trip merely mentions that he would meet senior Indonesian officials including
the Foreign Minister and visit the President's ranch. NTN, 22/02/86.

2 BeoortontheVIsit, p 19.
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East Timor had greatly improved under its present status. Statements to the contrary were
depreciated as mere fabrications by Indonesia's detractors. The NTG and Tuxworth had
achieved an important paradiplomatic objective, thus acquiring a measure of importance for
Indonesia. NTG paradiplomacy aimed to utilise this fact to henceforth advance its interests
collaboratively with Jakarta. AJ3 will be seen Territorian diplomatic skills were no match for
Indonesia. In the longer term the latter got what it wanted in terms of NTG support for
Indonesia's annexation of East Timor and suppression of NT critics, whilst the Territory
obtained very little in terms of economic relations. For Tuxworth furthermore, this attempt at
realpolitik proved most onerous.

The mission report further shows that most of the proposals for greater exchanges in the

various fields which were discussed were put forward by the Territorian visitors 1• Indonesian
authorities appear to have limited themselves to signal their lack of disapproval to proposals
not deemed objectionable. Minister Mochtar's reply that East Timor could only be opened "in
time• was a rebuff of Tuxworth's request to do so promptly. The idea to focus co-operation on

the eastem provinces appears as a Tuxworth initiative, even if in following years, as greater
trust between Darwin and Jakarta developed, Indonesia began to encourage the Nrs interest
in the east. Tuxworth's letters thanking Australian Ambassador Morrison and Indonesia's
Foreign Affairs Minister dated 20 March 1 986, spell this out. The first notes, "our proposal to
focus Northern Territory/Indonesia cooperation on the Eastem Provinces was favourably
received", and the second says " I

am

particularly inte�ested in focussing our efforts in the

Eastem provinces and this proposal has been welcomed by all [Indonesian] Ministers"2•

The wording of the report also conveys the impression that positive Indonesian interest in the
Territory extended only to areas which had a clear potential for revenue generation to
Indonesia such as tourism, trade, and oil supply. An active interest by the Indonesian Minister
to fully examine Territory possibilities only appears in the case of educational service provision,
specifically English language teaching and vocational training. This suggests that only in this
field was the Territory really considered to be necessary, and possess a comparative
advantage as the closest and most economically accessible English speaking region for the
generally poor eastern Indonesian students. Educational cooperation has proven the main field
In which sustained NT service provision to

East Indonesia has taken place. Another

explanation could be that the degree of acquaintance stemming from past interaction through

1 Beoortofthevisit.
2 Copies In author's archives.
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may have proved a valuable basis for further cooperation.

As mentioned, East Timor was the other main area where the NT was deemed interesting and
of potential use to Jakarta. Prominent in the report are indications regarding the various
attempts by Indonesian authorities to secure the NTG's support to limit anti-Indonesian activity
by refugees in Darwin. A proposed visit to Darwin by the Province's Governor was aimed at
this. Vague promises of a favourable disposition towards family reunion at some unspecified
future time was another example. The need for close links among neighbours, expressed by
the Home Minister, alludes to it as well. Stressing 'quiet communication' has been a frequent
strategy to limit strident opposition to Indonesia taken by Foreign M�nister Mochtar, the attempt
to involve the Catholic Church and Catholic communities abroad, another1 •

The official attention given to the Chief Minister of the NT by the Indonesian leadership invited

questions. The NTN expressed surprise at the outcome of Tuxworth's visit, called 'exceptional'
by the Australian Ambassador. Reporting. that it had been taken very seriously by the
Indonesians, evidenced by the VIP treatment received, it asked why the Chief Minister of the
tiny Northern Territory was accorded such high importance by the President of the large
Indonesian state. The NT News observed that while few details were available of the
discussions, Indonesians being tough negotiators would not waste time unless they had
something to gain2• Clearly the paltry trade, investment. or assistance to a peripheral region
to be expected from the NTG, could have hardly been the central concern. The NTG's ability
to assist mutif"!g the so far intractable activity in support for East Timorese independence in

Darwin might have been far more valuable to Jakarta. It will be seen that close NTG
cooperation with the Indonesian Consulate to minimise public criticism of Indonesia became
a central dimension of the Jakarta/Darwin relationship. Its effectiveness has led to levels of
control by government authorities higher than elsewhere in Australia. In addition to Lawrie's
comments, several examples of NTG pressure on critics of Indonesia are available3• Former
NT public servant Robert Wesley-Smith has on several occasions referred to NTG attempts
to gag his anti-Indonesian criticism. Speaking about alternative proposals for dealing with
Indonesia-related issues, he told a federal Parliamentary inquiry into relations with Indonesia:

1 It will

be seen below that prominent Consuls appointed to Darwin were Catholics.

2 NTN 26/02/86.
3 Personal Interview, 4/03/91 .
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The climate in the Northern Territory, particularly with the Government, does not
allow these sorts of things to be put up-front. The authors of these sorts of
proposals ar.e usually frightened to do it in public .. . 1 •
Regarding NTG responses to protesters outside the Indonesian Consulate after the 1 2
November 1991 Dili massacre, he observed,
it was not the Commonwealth police that moved them away eventually, it was
the Northern Territory police ... activists who have been involved since the Timor
massacre have ... had police raids on their homes ... One was banned from
going within 200 meters of the Consulate, another had all his tyres let down,
and I have just lost my job. So there is a real climate of fear. ..2•
Another Darwin supporter of East Timorese and West Papuan self-determination and strong
critic of Indonesia's human rights record in those areas claims that his protest activities have
led him to receive several anonymous death threats which he traces to the Indonesian

Consulate. He has had paint thrown at his house, which has been subject to a NT police
search for weapons. The reasons mentioned in the search warrant vaguely mentioned his
'activities in the local area'. The police would not confirm or deny that the search was the result
of a Consular complainfl. A Department of Primary Industry and Fisheries officer, married to
an East Timorese, has been repeatedly warned by his superiors to curb his wife's pro-East
Timor human rights activities as a result of Consular telephone complaints to the Department'4•

Tuxworth's trip reinforced his interest in what he perceived as the Territory's promising
'hinterlands' in Indonesia and the 'natural extension' for the Territory in East Timor. Tuxworth
urged Territori�s to 'get into the action' there with no delay, since, as he claimed having
personally seen, the East 1imorese people were among the richest in the country as a result
1 'Inquiry into Australia's Relations with Indonesia', by the Foreign Affairs Sub-Committee of the Joint
Committee on Foreign Affairs Defence and Trade of the Parliament of Australia,
Hearings in Darwin , 1 0/06/92, Official Hansard report, p 1084.
2

w. . p 1085.

3 'Name Suppressed NQ 3' (personal interview, 24/04/92).
• The admonitions received by the husband of 'Name Suppressed NQ 4', were a topic openly
discussed among the East Timorese community in early 1992 and again in mid-November 1992.
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writings decrying the economic hardship experienced by East Timorese since 1 9752•

Reflecting the Territory's aspiration to benefit from becoming an integration frontier between
both countries, Tuxworth stressed the importance of the Territory's successful contributions
towards improving Canberra/ Jakarta relations3• He stated that the NTG had been the only
government in Australia communicating with Indonesia at the time. Darwin was thus playing

a

diplomatic proxy role for Canberra as identified by Kincaid. Tuxworth claimed that he had

been the only Australian Head of Government able to see Suharto, spending one hour with
the President, which was more than all other Australian politicians put together would have
spent with him in 1 986. He added, Australian Ambassador Morrison found the meeting a good
Ice breaker and Foreign Minister Hayden was able to visit Jakarta after Tuxworth. The

collective interest of Australia was thus allegedly advanced by the NTG.

Territorian paradiplomats also took pains to increase their influence in Jakarta by becoming
useful allies for the Indonesian government. For example, after his visit Tuxworth wrote the
East Timor Governor on 20 March 1 986 stating his conviction about the beneficial commitment
of the Indonesian Government to econom ic development, and of East Timor's progress under
sound and dedicated administration, adding that he would be reporting in that vein to the
Legislative Assembly. In June 1 986 in the Assembly, after his 24 hour visit to East Timor with
Tuxworth, McCarthy also praised conditions under Indonesia, and the present happiness of

its people. He urged NT opponents of Indonesian rule there to change their attitudes , so that
the opening of_the province could be achieved allowing those who wish to visit or return to do
so". Among the prominent East Timorese CLP supporters in Darwin, Mr. Alvaro Mascarenhas
Ingles was rewarded with inclusion in Tuxworth's entourage for the Jakarta and Dili ·trip, as a
'special adviser'. His report on the visit also shows approval of developments under Indonesian
rule and advocates greater opening to enable tourist visits by overseas East Timorese and

1 Personal interview, 30/08/90.
2 The substantial volume of literature on East Timor since 1975 stresses the poor conditions there,
both before and after the Indonesian invasion. See for example, Mubyarto, Loekman Soetrisno et al. ,
EastTimor:theImpactofIntegration, Northcote, Vic: IRIP, 1991.
3

Personal interview, 30/08/90.

4 NTPR 1 (Debates, 18/06/86, 170-172).
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others,

as

well as cultural and sporting contacts with Darwin and assistance In malaria

eradication1•
The Indonesian trip evidenced Tuxworth•s lack of adequate diplomatic skills, leading his
attempts to exploit East Timor as a political tool to backfire badly, as for example, his
injudicious stab against his foes among the Australian Broadcasting Corporation•s Darwin staff.
In an interview immediately following his call on President Suharto and Foreign Minister
Mochtar, Tuxworth tried to play down the extent of opposition to lndonesia•s annexation of East
Timor in the NT. He was reported in the Indonesian press as saying that the few FRETILIN
members in Darwin did not reflect the feeling of NT people, nor of East Timor residents there,
but that •their noisy activities are amplified by ABC media support•2• This created an outcry
among NT media and East Timorese pro-independence supporters, which the NT opposition
was able to exploit.
Another attempt to ingratiate himself with his hosts also provoked an uproar at home. The
Chief Minister sought to gain Indonesian sympathy for one of his key concerns: the issue of
full statehood for the Territory. He claimed in an address that as the Territory moved towards
statehood, great scope existed for Indonesian exports. He then compared the resentment
Indonesians felt against the Dutch at the time of their fight for independence, to the even
greater resentment felt by the NT against the Commonwealth for being held as a Territory for
so long3• As a result of his peculiar paradiplomacy, built on an insufficient historical awareness

of Indonesia and an ill-advised parochial attempt to make domestic issues transcend national
boundaries, T�xworth found himself being called a
public embarrassment ... a political innocent abroad ... [who] ... has gone from
one gaffe to another and should be brought home before he causes the
Northern Territory any further embarrassment ... His world view appears to
begin and end at Tennant Creek4•
Thus, Tuxworth•s paradiplomatic involvement did not produce the expected domestic political
benefits. The controversy and media hostility resulting from his foray onto the international
1 ReportonVisitto EastTimorwithNorthernTerritoryGovernmentDelegation, by Alvaro Ingles.

Forwarded through Fred Rnch MLA to Chief Minister, 1 1/07/86.

2 IndonesiaTimes, 26/02186.
' Tuxworth's address to the Indonesian Chamber of Commerce and Industry; J. Lolzou, Territory
Ema. 27/02186.
• Press release by NT Leader of the Opposition, Bob Collins, 27/02186.
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stage, and its domestic linkages, did little to reverse his unpopularity in his last few months as
Chief Minister.

A review of subsequent achievements shows that Tuxworth's initiatives were generally met
with apathy, delays or -in the case of East Timor- with disapproval by the Indonesians.
Virtually none of the cooperation matters raised with the various Ministers was followed up by
them 1 • The review shows no follow ups or replies regarding agriculture, health or trade matters
had been received from respective Indonesian ministers. No NT private sector trade missions
had taken place. Satellite educational TV exchanges proved not viable. Buffalo and cattle
supplies to Indonesia had taken place, but continuation seemed doubtful. No trade, social or
medical exchanges had developed with West nmor. A regular air link had started, showing low
loadings. No family reunion visits had been allowed to East Timor which remained closed to
tourism. No cooperative exchanges, trade or sporting links had commenced. The Governor had
not visited Darwin. A gift of pregnant breeder cattle Tuxworth offered to East Timor during his
visit was deemed inappropriate by the Indonesian Ambassador to Australia. It was redirected
to West Timor instead, and delivered by Hatton. Only educational links continued developing

further.

Despite efforts to contrive appearances to the contrary such as creating the impression of a
'special relationship' the NT simply did not have enough to offer to Indonesia. This was the
view of Alan Morris who added that few successes have been obtained, with most initiatives
having come from the NT2•

Nevertheless, Tuxworth's foreign policy can be favourably compared to Everingham's. Rather
than being driven by over-ambitious developmentalist objectives, it aimed to find targets of
suitable dimensions in which the small-scale business CLP constituents would be able to
make a meaningful impact. While Everingham went for costly, public relations-oriented
initiatives at top levels, Tuxworth systematically canvassed all potential areas of opportunity,
conceiving projects of a scale suitable to NT capacities , and persevered promoting them during
the short time he managed to hold onto the Territory's leadership. The role envisaged for
Territorian East Timorese In the development of relations with their former homeland denotes

1 Briefing notes for Chief Minister Hatton, August 1987 and Briefing note by Peter Blake, Secretary
Department of Primary Industries, 31/07/87.

2 Personal Interview, 21/06/90.
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an awareness of the convenience of drawing on personal and historical links to bridge
cleavages between Australia and Southeast Asia, and their impact on foreign policy making.
As will be seen, the continuing poverty, powerlessness and neglect of Indonesia's eastern
periphery has limited the value to the NT of Tuxworth's exclusive focus on this region.
Furthermore, realities regarding Indonesian East Timor policies have not been consistent with
proclaimed intentions as perceived by Tuxworth. Nonetheless, Tuxworth laid the foundations
for the paradiplomatic pursuits of his successors, who benefited from the eventual
materialisation of some of his initiatives. A gradual process of linkage development between
the NT and eastern Indonesia has taken place instead of the close dependency relations
initially envisaged by Tuxworth.

Hatton's paradiplomacy
Hatton, appointed Chief Minister in May 1 986, also took time before being able to engage in
paradiplomatic activity overseas. Healing domestic rifts created by the abrasive Tuxworth was
among his initial priority concerns1• As mentioned, Hatton's temperament, past experience and
personal skills and orientations appeared most compatible with the NTG's stated policy of
developing close trade and cultural links with Southeast Asia. In the Assembly in November
1 986,

Hatton explained the foundations of his promotional paradiplomacy into Southeast Asia,

focussed primarily on Brunei, Singapore and East Malaysia, as the most immediate and so-far
successful

COI!Imercial target markets for the Territory. These markets had been selected as

priorities on account of ease of access, small business bases paralleling the Territory's
capacity, comparable economic and commercial mechanisms (including Australia-educated
elites having acquired an affinity for Australian mores), and ease of access to decision
makers. Focussing on these markets was seen to provide training for NT business people
before the attempted larger and more complex targets such as Indonesia.

Hatton mentioned that Indonesia is internationally acknowledged as a difficult market due to
cultural and institutional barriers. It needs to be approached skilfully and carefully. The decision
was

taken to defer attention to Indonesia until the Territory had built up greater expertise.

Furthermore, whilst Its population size made It appear a lucrative market, the history of past
NT contacts had not been encouraging. Hatton expressed his commitment to continue

1 Carment, TheTuxworth, p 34.
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pursuing the economic penetration of Indonesia through the establishment of links at the
highest level. Nortrade, the trade promotion agency set up under Hatton to replace the NTDC,
was also examining other regional markets such as Peninsular Malaysia, Papua New Guinea
and Taiwan. Investment promotion, mainly in East Asia and Singapore, was primarily being
carried out through the TDZ Authority1 •

Brunei
Hatton's first overseas visit as Chief Minister, in October 1 986, was to Brunei. The visit's trade
promotional nature is evident from its scheduling to coincide with a Nortrade-organised Trade
Mission to Brunei, Sarawak and Sabah. NT industries took part in 'Bruneibuild', a building
materials and equipment exhibition, and held a NT Building and Construction Seminar to
promote Territory trade in this field. Tertiary educational services were also promoted and
business migration to the NT sought. Hatton officially opened Growler Sdn Bhd, the first joint
venture between Brunei and NT business interests.

Hatton's official host was the Ministry of Development. The highest official he was able to meet
was the Minister of Law. The Sultan did not receive him2• The program shows a distinct trade
promotional rather than political or broader public relations orientation. It appears surprising
that given the acknowledged awareness of the potential importance of Brunei to the NT and
alleged compatibilities of scale, economic interests, institutions and communication, no greater
effort was made to cement closer personal relations at the top. No NT Chief Minister has ever
been granted _an audience by the Sultan.

Given local attitudes, presenting the Chief Minister primarily as the leader of a trading
delegation would not have been conducive to facilitate greater

entree at the highest

levels of

political power. This shows a difference between Everingham's high level paradiplomatic
approach and Hatton's more modest one. Despite the scant understanding of Malay protocol
suggested by this inappropriate

diplomacy, Hatton was highly rated by NT business

participants for the commercial support he provided.

1 Hatton's reply to questions in the Assembly on 25/ 1 1 /86, regarding Nortrade's trade promotional
work In Indonesia. NTPR 3 (Questions, 25/11/86, 248).
2 The Official Program of the visit scheduled an audience with the Sultan, subject to confirmation.
As Hatton avowed, It did not eventuate, since •the Sultan is very difficult to get access to• (personal
Interview, 61 1 1 /90).
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A private sector member alleged that most NT Ministers and bureaucrats going along to such
missions tended to be incompetent and lazy. He felt they went for the junket, drank heavily,
and tried to get big headlines blowing up modest results. He added that the leadership by the
Minister for Primary Industry and Conservation. Terry McCarthy, of the Sarawak/Sabah part
of the October 1 986 mission contrasted with Hatton's, who made the effort to be really present,
diligently sitting through trade presentations and seminars in Brunei1•
The NTG has shown a clear lack of paradiptomatic perseverance to develop close links to
Brunei's top leadership. The tack of access by NT leaders to Brunei rulers contrasts with their
disproportionate access to those of Indonesia. This further suggests that factors other than NT
economic attractiveness or skilled diplomacy may account for the close relations between the
NTG and Jakarta.

Indonesia
During 1 986 the perennially delicate relations between Jakarta and Canberra were at an ebb2•
High level official visits and contacts were suspended. The NTG however retained its links with
Jakarta. In the absence of significant economic ties, East Timor continued as a key factor
motivating the Darwin/Jakarta rapprochement. Hatton alleges having devoted much effort to
follow up on Tuxworth's initiative to get East Timor opened for NT East Timorese, confidentially
negotiating behind the scenes thorough the Indonesian Consulate and with the aid of the
provinciaJ Governors sister, resident in Darwin3• As a result, Hatton claims, he began to be
trusted by Indonesia. Jakarta came to see the NTG as well-disposed and friendly towards it,
in an otherwise rather hostile Australia. The NTG, which could be trusted for its 'understanding'

of Jakarta, thus provided a convenient minor diplomatic conduit for the Commonwealth to use
as

a means to soften relations with Indonesia.

Hatton's personal attributes seem to have significantly facilitated the Jakarta/Darwin
rapprochement. Unlike his predecessors, Hatton attempted to avoid some of the attitudinal
barriers to Australian/Southeast Asian interaction inherited from the past. As a good listener
with a 'softer personality, he conveyed an image of greater sensitivity to Indonesian feelings,
1 Heln, personal Interview, 1 1 /03/91 .

2 President Soeharto was offended by a critical Australian newspaper article; David Jenkins, 'After
Marcos, now for the Suharto billions' , SydneyMorningHerald, 1 0/04/86.
1

Personal Interview, 6/1 1/90.
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more appealing to them than Tuxworth's abrasiveness or Everingham's impatience. In contrast
to Tuxworth's marked ethnocentrism. Hatton showed sensitivity to the need not to appear
patronising. He was aware that there was a strong negative feeling regarding the colonial past
in Southeast Asia, where "white Australians are considered colonialists"'. A suitable strategy
to relations with the region, Hatton thought, is based on setting up two-way programs in which
both

sides were seen to participate. Following this approach, NTG education cooperation

projects in Indonesia succeeded. By contrast, in Hatton's view, health cooperation failed to
develop, since Indonesians would loose face if the 'white men' provided everything.
The NTG's 'understanding' of Jakarta under Hatton was, however, not immune to public
criticism of events in Indonesia. The NTG's realism towards Jakarta, like Canberra's, is
tempered by a public opinion, imbued with liberal democratic values, which escapes state
control and can be perceived as hostile by Jakarta. One year after the Jenkins crisis, Tom
Harris, a senior NT Cabinet Minister, accidentally inflicted a dent to the NTG's realpolitik.
Speaking

n
i the Assembly

on Australian defence, he said in passing that "Indonesia is a virtual

dictatorship dominated by its armed forces"2• Hatton. dreading protestations of offence by
Jakarta, swiftly sacked the Minister, apologised profusely to the Consul, and gave explanations
to Foreign Minister Hayden, preventing damage to the 'special relationship'3• Indonesia, feeling
reassured of its influence over its docile NTG client, allowed a Chief Ministerial visit to Jakarta,
originally planned for June 1 987, to eventually take place in August. Evidencing Indonesia's
diplomatic strategy towards timorous Canberra, the head of the supportive NTG was rewarded
with access to the top leadership in Jakarta, while Australia's Foreign Minister Hayden was
snubbed by his Indonesian counterpart. As Alan Morris revealed, after refusing to see his
Australian counterpart Bill Hayden, Foreign Minister Mochtar spent all evening at a dinner with
Hatton's delegation in a •wonderfully convivial mood"4•
This and similar instances of preferential treatment to the NT over Canberra, suggest an
Indonesian diplomatic aim of stimulating tensions between the two Australian governments.
Whether this extends to the extreme of Indonesia fomenting an imagined latent NT
secessionism to exploit to its advantage can not be established under available evidence. If
1 Personal interview, 6/11/90.
2 NTPR 1 (Debates, 29/04/87, 157).

' Personal Interview, 6/11/90.

4 Personal Interview, 21/06/90.
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In Ouchacek's typology.

Comments by Indonesian consular staff indicated a degree of preoccupation with the subject
of NT secessionism. For example, an Indonesian diplomat gained the impression from his
Jakarta briefing prior to his posting to Darwin that the NT was a type of colony of the
Commonwealth, aching to break free from Canberra1 • The skilled intelligence service officer
and Consul in Darwin, Dr. J. Halim, also made several references in this regard, claiming, after
returning from his NT posting, that a Territorians joke says "if we are at odds with the Federal
Government its better for us to become the 28th province of lndonesia"2• Tuxworth's
inappropriate remarks in Jakarta about NT bitterness towards Canberra, which denied its
Statehood aspirations, could have helped to foster such interpretations.

Australian interest in human rights in Maluku, Irian Jaya and East Timor have concerned and
irritated Jakarta. Fostering divisive tensions in Australia's periphery might thus have been
aimed at weakening or retaliating against a neighbour, perceived as a quasi-hostile perennial
critic of Indonesia's governing arrangements and a supporter of secessionist inclinations in its
periphery. Indonesia's experience with foreign intervention and sponsorship of regional dissent
has provided a source of inspiration regarding security to its leaders. Indonesian attempts to
Insure its national security through supportive intervention, exploiting neighbouring states'
fissions to procure supportive clients among challengers,

is a well-documented facr.

Malaysia, Brunei, East Timor. Papua New Guinea are prime examples. Enlisting the NTG as
a tractable bordering client of Indonesia within the Australian Commonwealth, would be a
major diplomatic achievement. Such a diplomatic goal could account for the puzzling
Presidential and top Ministerial attentiveness for the otherwise inconsequential Territorian
paradiplomatic missions to Jakarta, and would likewise serve to further explain the large
allocation of Consular resources to Darwin.

Hatton visited Indonesia and East Timor in August 1 987. heading a mostly top-level public
servant delegation. As a sign of the existing coolness in relations between both countries, and

1 Vice-Consul 'Nsme Suppressed N11 5' (personal communication, April 1990).

2 The reference Is in an article regarding pro East Timor activities in Darwin and Australian media
reports critical of Indonesia (NTN, 1 0/3/92).
3 See M. Leifer, Indonesia's ForeignP
o
ll
ey, London: George Allen & Unwin, 1983.

-161an admonition for the occasional strayings of the NT, such as the Tom Harris affair, Hatton
was not allowed to take along media representatives. The visit's itinerary and program closely
resembled that of Tuxworth. Even if he primarily followed up on Tuxworth themes, .basic
differences in paradiplomatic strategy are evident. Hatton's approach appears as less
patronising and oriented to broader based, longer term regional integration goals.

The program included calls on President Suharto, Ministers of Home and of Foreign Affairs,
Trade, Tourism, Education, and Health, and the Governors in Dili and Kupang, but not Bali.
Given the regional importance of Bali, its tourism and trade links and the Australian presence
there, it would appear of more immediate importance that Kupang or Dili if the main interest
of the desired NT relationship with eastern Indonesia would have indeed been, as proclaimed,
commercial1• Hatton basically reiterated the issues initially raised by Tuxworth, on most of
which little progress had been achieved2•

The most obvious difference between the two visits is Hatton's lower-pitched salesmanship.
Expectations regarding commercial matters were more modest and took greater account of the
need to build an overall context of familiarity, confidence, and personal affinity prior to any

meaningful interaction becoming possible3•

Even if not explicitly mentioned, East Timor and the NTG's aspirations to manoeuvre itself into
a special position in Australia/Indonesia relations were still main items on the agenda. Briefing
notes mention the visirs aims as further strengthening and developing relations, particularly
in Education �d Health cooperation, advising Hatton to stress the particular interest of the NT
in cooperation with the eastern provinces, adding
do not single out East Timor, but refer to Eastern Provinces. In passing note
that the interests of the Northern Territory in promoting cooperation with

1 Both Everingham and Tuxworth had stressed Bali's importance, the former even pressing for
Australian Consular presence there. The latter had visions of a NT Health Service-run clinic for
Australian tourists and Indonesians which, given its proximity, would act as a source of clients for
Darwin Hospital for further treatment or for staff training (Personal interview 30/08/90 ) .

2 As shown by Briefing notes for Chief Minister Hatton, August 1987 and Briefing note by Peter
Blake, Secretary Department of Primary Industries, 31/07/87.
3 See E.T. Hall, BeyondCulture, Garden City, NY: Anchor Press, 1977, (Chapters 6 and 7). Hall

Identifies two types of cultures, 'high' and 'low' context cultures. Indonesia is an example of the former,
Australia of the latter. In 'high' context cultures, a broader context of interaction needs to first be created
prior to engaging In functional Interaction.
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Indonesia are quite separate to the wider issues of Australia/Indonesia
relations1 •
This broader approach indicates a major advance in NTG paradiplomacy, contrasting with the
narrower economic focus of previous attempts. It shows a maturing NTG paradiplomacy as its
protagonists became aware of the cultural differences and complexities which needed to be
taken into account for successful diplomacy across the Arafura-Timor divide.
Denoting this shift, Hatton focussed on the development of programs of assistance and co
operation mainly in the social areas. Education, culture, tourism and health are some of the
major areas of contact, expected to make a major contribution to regional peace and stability,
where a growing sense of mutual understanding and respect was said to be developing. These
were considered precursors to Territory businessmen gaining openings in the Indonesian
market. Hatton's understanding of the need for social links to be developed on a partnership
basis is also in evidence.
Hatton's visit and his paradiplomacy attempting to build a basis of trust in the relationship was
successful. Devices such as his statement to President Suharto that the Indonesian language
would be taught widely in NT schools was given prominent coverage in the Jakarta media,
earning much good will for the NTG then and in future2• For example, briefing notes for the
next Chief Ministerial visit to Jakarta state: "the decision to make Indonesian the Territory's first
foreign language has been enormously well received at the highest levels of government in
Indonesia"3•
Indicating increased regard t.owards the NT, Indonesia's Trade Minister suggested the
establishment of a joint consultative group to enable formal contacts between Indonesian and
Territorian businessmen. The Health Minister showed a more concrete interest in cooperation,
wishing to send a high official to the NT. Similarly the visit of the Director General of Tourism
was announced to discuss closer cooperation. Education emerged as the field in which most

1 Briefing notes by Chief Minister's Department staff, August 1987.
2 See ANTARA news release, 5/08/87. Hatton, convinced of Indonesia's future importance as a
major power, feels that it is essential for Australians to speak Indonesian. The failure of the 1950s with
Japan should not be repeated (personal interview 6/1 1/90). Later he stated in the Assembly that
Indonesian language skills should be a criterion for NT public servant career advancement (NTN,
15/05/92).
3 NTDE 'Briefing Notes for Meeting Between Chief Minister, Hon M Perron, Mr G J Spring and
AustraJian Ambassador to Indonesia Mr P Aood, 1988'.
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was agreed to by both sides, with the Territory stating for the first time its interest to develop
links with Ambon. Aceording to Hatton, by this time Jakarta took the initiative to encourag_e NT
relations with the eastern provinces1•

Hatton's paradiplomatic approach also helped the NT to advance towards its goal of becoming
an integration frontier between Australia and Indonesia. Through his desire to begin a process
of linguistic integration between the NT and Indonesia, Hatton laid the foundations for a
broader cultural proximity, as will be seen below. A steady process of cultural and social link
building followed , leading to modest economic relations emerging between the NT and east
Indonesia, excluding East Timor.

Hatton's more complex paradiplomatic forays into the fringes of international high politics
earned him some criticism at home, yet to a lesser degree than Tuxworth. Public resistance
to NTG policy pragmatism regarding Indonesia and East Timor was still evident in Darwin. The
Territory's Opposition Leader, Terry Smith, reflecting the pro-independence

Darwin East

nmorese constituency in the NT ALP, urged him to •stick to internal Territory matters and
leave Foreign Affairs to the Federal Government... selling Territory trade•2 instead.

Hatton statements in support of Jakarta, aimed at reinforcing his pro-Indonesian credentials
and increasing Indonesian trust in him and his government, allowed him to claim that •it was
clear the Indonesian Government was more favourably disposed towards the Northern Territory
than it was [to] the rest of Australiad. However, his supportive assertions such as that East
Timor's closure was not a political issue but an economic matter to protect the local population,
provoked debate in Darwin. They were rejected by those aware of the East nmorese security
and

human

rights

situation.

Hatton was variously

said

to

be

•crawiOng]

for closer

understanding•, •humiliatingly attempting to appease Indonesia", "treating his NT constituents
with contempt••.

1 PersonaJ interview, 6/1 1/90.
2 Media release, 5 /08/87. The rebuke was caused by Hatton's comments to Indonesian journalists
about a FRETILIN transmitter operating from the NT.
' NTN 1 0/08/87.
• NTN 6/08/87, 16/08/87. Letters even reached Hatton from Amnesty International groups outside
the NT. His replies staunchly defended Indonesia.

-164In December 1 987 Hatton visited Ujung Pandang for the launch of a NT Museum-sponsored
traditional

prahu voyage to Australia.

He seized on this cultural event, which greatly appealed

to the historic pride of Indonesians, to further develop links aimed at commercial penetration.
Promoting regional microdiplomacy, Setter had urged Hatton to get to know Ambon and Ujung
Pandang and their business and government leaders, given the perceived economic potential
within close proximity of the Territory1• As a sign of special favour towards the Territory, he
was even allowed to take a Darwin-based group of journalists along, despite the current ban
in force2• The prahu landing ceremonies in the NT led to controversy however, reflecting the
persistent hostility to Indonesia among sectors of NT public opinion. Associated 'incidents'
allowed the Indonesian Consul to chastise the NTG, extracting profuse apologies from Hatton,
anxious to protect the NTG/Jakarta

relationship3•

In early 1 988 the long-pursued goal of enabling Darwin East Timorese to visit their former
country seemed finally close to achievement. Hatton requested permission of Indonesia for a
visit by a carefully selected group of CLP-Iinked persons4• Hatton claimed that such a visit
would benefit all concerned, being the best way to counter misinformation by FRETILIN
nationalists

about

under Indonesian

conditions in East Timor. Participants would be able to see the progress
rule. With Northern Territory/Indonesia

relations apparently gathering

momentum, plans were made for another Chief Ministerial visit to Jakarta for August, which
would include members of the recently established NT-I ndonesia Industry development
Council and other businessmen. Hatton expected to again meet the President and other top
officials5•

Another unexpected diplomatic crisis, also arising out of the fundamental differences between

the political cultures of both societies and the intractable issue of East Timor, soon ruined
1 Letter Setter to Hatton 1 0/08/87.
2 The NTN speculated that this 'first' for the Territory may be a precursor to the lifting of the ban
on all Australian journalists. NTN, 15/12/87.
' The voyage was linked to protests against the origins of white settlement in Australia The
Indonesian Consul skilfully avoided getting entangled, and the NTG was blamed for disruptions to the
ceremonies. See NTN, 19/01/88, 25/01/88.
.

dated 3 March 1988, outlining NTG
Initiatives with the Indonesian Government Including official request to Consul Halim of travel permission
for a group of East Tlmorese. Alvaro Mascarenhas Ingles of the Darwin Portuguese and Tlmorese Club,
the dub of anti-FRETILIN East Tlmorese, was involved in the selection.
• Letter from Hatton to Opposition Leader Terry Smith,

I NTN, 16/04/88.
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advertising a play created in Darwin about the killing of Australian journalists by Indonesian
troops in East Timor in 19751 • Such posters had been prominently displayed throughout the
city at the time. The next day the Indonesian Consulate announced the team had been
offended and decided to cut short its visit. The new Indonesian Foreign Minister Alatas called
the incident a •violation of the basic norms of decency and good manners"2• The NTG was
dismayed

and

apologised

profusely,

strongly

criticising

those

it

held

responsible.

Commentators questioned the genuineness of the TV crew's offence, arguing that the feeling
of 'offence' was contrived by the Indonesian Consul, who aimed to create an incident to
Intimidate the NTG into taking a tougher stance against critics of lndonesia3•

The incident shows the extent of the NTG's anxiety to appear supportive of Indonesia, and the
powerful weapon this provided the Indonesian Consul which he skilfully exploited. For NTN
journalist Dave Nason, the underlying cause of the crisis was ignorance by both Indonesia and
Australia of the political traditions, cultural values and social conventions of the other. He
claimed that each, despite their professed multiculturalism. are racist towards one another•.

As a result of this new deterioration in Jakarta /Darwin relations, Hatton's planned visit to
Indonesia was 'postponed' to the following year. The fact that the group was to have included

a

delegation of Territory businessmen did not alter Jakarta's decision, suggesting its paltry

eoonomic interest in the Territory. The visit never eventuated, as Hatton was replaced by
Perron

as

Perron's

Chief Minister in July 1 988.

paradlplomacy

Perron's participation in NTG paradiplomatic activities in Southeast Asia since 1 978 gave him

the longest experience in this field. Nonetheless, he has not shown a strong predilection for
1 Death at Balibo, written by NT -resident East Timorese authors Alice Casimiro and Jose Monteiro
together with Australian Graham Pitts in association with the Darwin Theatre Group. Farreras, East
Tlmorese. p 301 .
2 NTN, 8/05188.
s
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• Nason added that In Indonesian perceptions, Australia remains "the white trash of Asia, last
remnants of the colonial masters they expelled In 1949", while to Australians, Indonesians are "the
teeming uncMIIsed Asian hordes we are forced, by our geographical location to pay some degree of

Up service [to)·. NTN, 7/05188.

- 1 66such activity. During his leadership NTG paradiplomacy in Southeast Asia has been low-key,
with little Chief Ministerial involvement.

Continuing funding cuts further curtailed NTG

paradiplomatic activity. Local constituency pressures by the East Timorese have waned after
the opening of the Province to outsiders. and their realisation that conditions were not
conducive to their involvement in private business activities. With improved Jakarta/Canberra
relations, little need has existed for a facilitating role by the NTG. When the massacre of
civilians by Indonesian
Jakarta/Canberra

troops in Dili on 1 2 November

relations,

Perron's

1991

placed a new strain on

brief attempt to facilitate communications

proved

superfluous. Australian Foreign Minister Evans remained in contact with Jakarta.

During Perron's leadership, NTG Southeast Asian paradiplomacy has been primarily aimed at
developing commercial links with Indonesia. With a deepening economic recession affecting
Australia, NT companies, like many businesses in Australia, have increasingly looked to an
apparently buoyant Indonesia hoping to find commercial opportunities. NTG paradiplomacy has
primarily aimed to assist this process through efforts by the Department of Industries and
Development in which Hatton has had a leading role. At the same time, with earlier initiatives
beginning to come to fruition, tangible progress in strengthening social and cultural links
became visible.

Perron holds that •the Northern Territory has neither the resources nor the size to play too
active an international role, and would do more in Asia if it had the funds•1• For him,
constituent demands that limited available funds be destined for local need satisfaction, rather
than to overse§lS projects, is an important consideration for NT politicians. This suggests that
a parochial NT electorate inhibits the overseas orientation of Perron's government at a time
of budgetary austerity. He accordingly considers that NTG paradiplomacy in Southeast Asia
should primarily be a marketing activity.

Perron's Chief Ministerial Southeast Asian travels have been limited to leading the family
reunion visit to East Timor initiated by his predecessors, one basically political top-level visit
to Jakarta plus another to sign a formal economic cooperation agreement. During his
leadership other NTG Ministers have also curtailed their paradiplomatic activities in the region.
Educational cooperation with Indonesia has increased, particularly due to the NT's success In
securing AIDAB contracts for the provision of its educational expertise as part of Australia's

1 Personal Interview, 19/11/90.
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overseas aid to Indonesia. Modest (and mostly unsuccessful) trade promotional activity has
taken place, and NT relations with East Malaysia and Brunei regions have waned .

Past expectations regarding East Timor have not been fulfilled, and virtually no official or
commercial contacts have evolved. An initial surge in fam ily visits from Darwin to Dili took
place after travel restrictions were raised in January 1 989, but local conditions have not
encouraged the development of significant travel flows from Darwin to East Timor. With this,
interest by Darwin East Timorese in supportive CLP MLAs has also dwindled.

In contrast to the few high level official visits between the Territory and Indonesia, visits by
NTG or Indonesian personnel have grown markedly, reflecting a more functional interaction
by different agencies. This mirrors the contemporary trend towards transgovernmental relations
of governmental departments and agencies at various levels observed by Keohane and Nye.
As seen earlier, relations between other Australian States and Indonesia have also progressed
at a rapid rate, displacing NT/Indonesian

relations from prominence. The view is still

propagated however that the NTG has a special 'understanding' of Jakarta, and as such is a
better 'friend'. This is fostered by NTG policies to achieve greater cultural integration, such as
Indonesian language education, and measures of political support for Indonesia, such as
control of public expressions of repudiation of Jakarta policies in East Timor.

Six years had elapsed from the time Everingham first raised the matter of access to East
Tunor for Darwin residents with the Indonesian Government to the final approval for a group

visit. Having proved its reliability to Jakarta, the long awaited permission for the first NTG
organised family reunion visit was granted to Chief Minister Perron, who undertook it in
November 1 988, shortly before restrictions on visits to East Timor were lifted altogether. The
opening of East Timor was primarily the result of the policy preferences of the new Indonesian
Foreign Minister Alatas and of Indonesian developments favourable to their implementation.
Despite NTG claims, its paradiplomacy was not a central factor. Nonetheless, this alleged
major achievement of NTG paradiplomacy is referred to with pride in the NTG, evidencing no
awareness of the difference in outlook of Mochtar and Alatas on the matter. Mochtar was
generally cautious regarding opening East Timor and not sympathetic to Australia1 • Similarly,
Armed Forces Commander in Chief Benny Murdani was against its opening. Alatas on the

1 Personal observation, In Jakarta, late 1970s.

-1 68other hand was in favou r of opening East Timor as a means of defusing foreign criticism 1•
Indonesian Army officers subsequently alleged that his policy of opening the territory had
facilitated international criticism of Indonesia, accusing Alatas of responsibility for this mistaken
diplomacy2 . In March 1988 Mochtar and Murdani left their previous positions. Alatas became
Foreign Minister. By December 1 988, the opening of East Timor to all was announced.

The visit was well publicised in Darwin and reported in the Assembly. Its officially stated aims
were: to facilitate family visits among relatives living in East Timor and the NT; to follow up the
close cultural and commercial ties developed by the CLP Government and South East Asia,
and particularly with Indonesia since 1 982; to allow Darwin-based media free access to the
reality of life in East Timor, to countervail negative, anti-Indonesian reports3•

Perron briefly visited Kupang. He met the Provincial Governor, General Ben Mboi, and
management of the local cement factory, keen to export their products to the NT. No follow
ups

on

the previous Chief Minister's trade discussions are noted. He then he spent about 48

hours in Oili. Perron travelled with sixteen carefully chosen former residents of East Timor,

whose apparent neutrality to Indonesia seemed assured, as well as eleven journalists. Perron
observed with pride that this was the first major group of journalists allowed access to East
Timor since the annexation, •on the coat tails of the Chief Minister of the NT•", demonstrating
the importance of the relationship between the NTG and Indonesia.

In his view, this

relationship of trust stems from past student exchange and teaching exchange programs. MLA
Rick Setter, who the report says, had been for years 'looking after the welfare' of Darwin
residents of Timorese descent, also joined. Setter was close to some of the families who were
hoping to regain the properties they had left behind. Disenchantment with the situation in East
Timor and the virtual impossibility to usufruct from their properties, led to a cooling off .between
them and their CLP patrons.

The report on the visit again shows the NTG actively supporting Indonesia's efforts to gain
legitimacy for its annexation

of East Timor.

It portrayed current conditions

1 Confirmed In Interview in Jakarta in January 1992 with 'Name Suppressed NQ 6'
2'Fokus', Radio Netherlands Indonesian Broadcast, 13/1 1/92.
' NTPR 1 1 (Debates, 30/1 1/88, 5148).
4 Personal Interview, 18/11/90.

• Statement to the Legislative Assembly , NTPR 1 1 (Debates, 30/1 1 /88, 51 48-51 51 ).
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satisfactory for the population, providing an account of economic and social developments as
presented by the Governor to the visiting party, giving Perron a base to subsequently attack
critics of Indonesia, including NT Labor politicians. An additional reason for the NTG to
ingratiate itself with Jakarta and aim for harmony between Australia and Indonesia had
meanwhile arisen: Australia's urgency to reach agreement with Indonesia on sea boundaries
in the disputed 'Timor Gap' region off the NT's coast. This would allow exploitation of
supposedly huge oil reserves and, if Darwin became an operational base for exploration, have
an important impact on the NT economy. Barely a year later a Timor Gap Treaty was signed
by the Foreign Ministers of Indonesia and Australia, witnessed by the NT Mines and Energy
Minister1• It opened the way for exploration of an area supposedly containing up to one billion
barrels of oij2.

Perron's statement in the Assembly shows that this journey aimed at more than facilitating
family visits. The NTG still held earlier expectations that, once opened, East Timor would
provide attractive economic opportunities to the Territory, as a holiday destination, a hinterland
for

its

industries, or a market for services. Supporting Perron's statement, Setter emphasised

most of its points. He added in the Assembly that agreement was reached for organised
cultural and sporting exchanges between East Timor and the NT to be organised, showing
confidence that they would soon get under way. They didn't, as will be seen below.

Perron's maiden visit as Chief Minister to Jakarta in December 1 988 with government officials

and Territory �usiness people received little mention other than in the Indonesian press. The
IndonesiaTimes referred to it as "regular annual visit ...aimed at stepping up the bilateral
relations in the social, cultural and economic fields"3• No report was tabled, but a copy of the
program shows that engagements during the three days included meetings with the KADIN
executives, Junior Minister for Trade, Ministers for Education and Culture, Foreign Affairs,
Health, Defence and Security, Home Affairs, and Tourism, Posts and Telecommunications.
Perron, like his predecessors, also met with President Suharto. Ostensibly the main thrust of
this three-day visit was to enhance trade relations, both between the NT and Indonesia, as

1 Officially, the Treaty Between Australis snd the Republic of Indonesia on the Zone of Cooperation
In sn Ares Between the Indonesian Province of Esst nmor snd Northern Australis, signed on 1 1

December 1989.

2 NTN, 13/12/90.
' IndonesiaTimes, 1 2/12/88.

- 1 70well as between Australia and Indonesia via the NT1• Educational exchanges

and Indonesian

assistance for Indonesian language teaching in the Territory were also mentlonecf.

Perron stressed the delight of Indonesian authorities to learn that every NT high school
teaches the Indonesian language, saying that it has had a very helpful effect on relations. He
added,
for us to take those steps -we are probably the only area in the world outside
Indonesia that would have Indonesian as the first foreign language- leads to
3
belief of long term relationship into the tuture •
Suharto informed Perron of the forthcoming opening of East Timor. As an encouragement to
the

NT,

he

mentioned

his

support

for

the

idea

of

making

Darwin

a

centre

for

Australian/Indonesian trade through a railway 'land bridge' linkage with Asia, hoping Indonesia
could be participant in trade flows through it. Perron claimed amazement at Suharto's
knowledge of the NT, being uncertain as to whether this was due to good briefing or a positive
interest. As Perron later acknowledged, such interest in the NT could also stem from the fact
that •suharto's family interests have purchased around 50% of Tiperrary Station, the biggest,
flashiest property in the Territory by far•• .

Perron's first Chief Ministerial visit to Jakarta appears to have been mainly protocolar, with little
following up on previous commercial or cultural initiatives. Unpublished notes show that brief
5
reference was made to various forms of technical and health assistance • Indicative of the lack
of reciprocity by Jakarta, is Perron's own acknowledgment that he asked for the waiving of the

fiskal

exit tax Jor Kupang school children on exchange to the NT with the Home Affairs

Minister. He claims to have made special appeals for waivers and written many letters to have
this significant and unnecessary barrier to regional exchanges between eastern Indonesia and
Darwin removed. Remaining unsuccessful, he concluded that •perhaps we have to say that
6
the 'special relationship' doesn't go that far• • With East Timor receding from the agenda, and

1 The focus given by the Indonesian Government is further indicated by the fact that the only
ceremonial item of the visit, a dinner in honour of Perron, was hosted by the Junior Minister for Trade
and not held at one of the very top Jakarta venues.
2 IndonesianObserver, 12/1 2/88.

' Personal interview, 18/11/90.
4 Personal interview, 18/11/90.

• Handwritten notes by delegation member, In files of Chief Minister's Department.
•

Personal Interview, 18/1 1/90.
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levels of cooperation

in other fields slowly advancing,

NT Chief Ministerial

paradlplomacy in the top levels of power In Jakarta waned after this maiden voyage.

Further NTG paradiplomatic initiatives with Indonesia have involved various Departments
aiming to implement specific programs. With the gradual fading away of the East ramor issue .
reducing the security importance of the NT for Indonesia, Darwin began to be accorded a
priority more in line with its modest economic importance to Jakarta. For example, the
Consular position in Darwin was left vacant for almost a year, until filled with a visibly less
experienced officer.

Even if claims of a 'special relationship' between Darwin and Jakarta became less frequent,
increased exposure and familiarity, together with greater cultural awareness, facilitated regional
interaction. Being better known to Jakarta authorities and thus trusted, the NTG Is allowed
greater freedom to pursue its limited regional objectives with the peripheral east Indonesian
neighbouring provinces. Accordingly, a modest level of trans-border and trans-regional
microdiplomatic activity has become evident during Perron's Chief Ministership.

In late 1 991 the situation abruptly changed. The East Timor issue acquired international
prominence again as a result of a well publicised massacre of civilians by the Indonesian
military in November 1991 , earning widespread condemnation. In Darwin, as elsewhere In
Australia, strongly hostile public anti-Indonesian protests were held.

Perron's last official mission to Southeast Asia to be reviewed was a brief trip to Jakarta which
took place in January 1 992, after suffering several postponements. It marked a significant
milestone in NT paradiplomatic history: the signing a Memorandum of Understanding on

Economic Development Cooperation (MOU) between the NTG and the Government of
Indonesia. Perron met with Foreign Affairs Minister Alatas, with whom he signed the MOU.
This is hailed as the first and only such document Indonesia has ever signed with a

non



sovereign government anywhere. It is also the only document of such a kind signed by any
Australian state or Territory with a government in Southeast Asia. It grew out of a proposal by
Indonesia's Minister for Research and Technology Dr. B.J. Habibie, to the NT Minister for
Industries and Development Steve Hatton, that both governments sign a 'letter of cooperation'
as a formal arrangement to facilitate the planning of projects to encourage closer economic
ties
1

between

the

NT

and

eastern

Indonesia1•

It

Is

said

that

Press Release from Minister for Industries and Development, 22/05191.

Hablble had

the
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Slngapore/Batam/Johore 'golden triangle' economic integration zone in mind as a model • As
will be indicated below, its roots seem to go deeper into the security concerns which underpin
NT/Indonesia relations. Initial expectations that the agreement would be signed by Minister
Habibie in Darwin in 1991 proved over-optimistic, particularly in light of the fact that the only
reciprocal Ministerial visit from Indonesia to Darwin in several years had been that of Junior
Trade Minister Arifin Siregar in November 1 989 as part of an Australian visit.

The MOU's original signing date in Jakarta in late 1991 had to be abandoned on account of
the crisis in Australian/Indonesian relations caused by the East Timor massacre. Despite public
calls for the cancellation of the visit, Perron proceeded with it as a mark of NTG closeness to
Jakarta. As Loizou observed, Perron's zeal derived from his and Hatton's urgency "to revitalise
the almost moribund Trade Development Zone by promoting trade between northern Australia
and Eastern lndonesia"2• Perron was the first Australian leader to meet with Suharto after the
massacre. Even Foreign Minister Evans was denied a meeting with the President during his
special trip to Jakarta a month earlier to smoothen relations after the strong expressions of
repudiation of Indonesian actions widely expressed throughout Australia. Consistent with
previous NTG paradiplomacy, Perron attempted to be of assistance to Jakarta's efforts to
defuse international criticism. He repeated Suharto's claims that the massacre had been
provoked by East nmorese demonstators and that the Indonesian government had taken all
necessary corrective steps. Perron expressed the need for mutual understanding in both
countries about the judgements of their respective governments, repeating Indonesian criticism
of Australian anti-Indonesian protesters, accused by Alatas of not adhering to "inter-diplomatic
3
conventions" •

NTG promotional missions
In addition to the high-level NTG paradiplomacy reviewed above, trade promotional activity
in Southeast Asia continued to be a noticeable aspect of NTG paradiplomacy in the period
1 985-91. Missions were organised by the NTDC, Nortrade, and DID. They tended to be led

1 F. Seda, addressing a seminar on Northern Territory Eastern Indonesia Business Opportunities,
Darwin 16/09/92.
2 J. Loizou, 'Be careful may be smart slogan', NTN 13/03/92. The article casts doubts on the future

Indonesian business climate given the macro-economic impact of Suharto family members' excesses.
It recommends Perron to consider a more cautious and discerning approach towards Indonesia.
3 'CM, Suharto meet', NTN, 23/01/92.
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by a NTG Minister aiming to facilitate access to target parties. Compared to the Everingham
years these visits became less frequent and more area specific. Efforts initially focussed on
East Malaysia and Brunei, followed by increased attention on Indonesia, particularly east
Indonesia. Major East Asian centres were also targeted as sources for pure investment,
business migration investment, and even skilled worker recruitment.
Attitudes by NT political leaders hampered results from commercially-oriented

NTG

paradiplomacy in Southeast Asia. The quest for quick, spectacular achievements tended to
dampen paradiplomatic perseverance with regards to areas exhibiting modest but steadily
evolving results, where constancy and perseverance were required. The former Manager of
Nortrade A. Tormey, and the NT Exporters Council Chairman, R. Hein, both regretted that NT
politicians were not prepared to wait the long time needed to develop steady markets, such
as in East Malaysia and Brunei1• If results were not quickly forthcoming, attention was
prematurely shifted to a new project. The frequent personnel and structural changes in the
NTG

administration further exacerbate this lack of continuity, in Tormey's and Hein's view.

Hein

thought that politicians wanted immediate high publicity yielding results, to enable them

to earn

personal credits and to justify their expensive overseas trips. By prematurely publicising

prospective deals or making unsubstantiated claims, they interfered in the course of business
negotiations, upsetting prospective Asian clients. Their involvement often politicised
commercial deals which became issues of contention2 More generally, according to Hein,
•.

despite claims that Darwin is so cosmopolitan. Territorians lacked an understanding of Asian
business cultu!es and were unwilling to adjust to them. They tended to look down on Asian
people, despite professions to the contrary. Hein further criticised the tendency to mediocrity
noticeable in the Territory, particularly in public sector appointments, whose members, he felt,
seem to hold themselves in high regard, and rarely follow up on commitments. Other NT
private business people such as Bob Matthewson and Mark Norman, International Marketing
Manager for Perkins Lines and former DID official, have expressed similar views3•

Trade Delegations to East Malaysia, Brunei, Singapore
' Personal Interviews, 23/07/90 and 1 1/03/91 .
2 Personal Interview, 1 1/03/91 .
1

Such as Matthewson (20/04/91), Norman (1 3/08/92).
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Several NTG-sponsored trade missions to Brunei and East Malaysia took place. The initial
two, in 1985 and 1986, promoted the Nrs building and construction industry through seminars
and trade fair participation. Delegation Leader, Max Ortmann, presented the TerritorY as a
young and dynamic part of Australia, with a clear orientation and existing links to Southeast
Asia. The NT was the only Australian participant at the Bruneibuild exhibition in 1 986. It was
reported that educational services were promoted by the DIT and that possibilities for trade in
NT agricultural products, building services and consultancies appeared to exist1• Prospective
opportunity areas suggested in Sarawak included joint tourism promotion and transfer of
technical primary production skills. A Sister City relationship between Darwin and Kuching was
proposed. Sabah was seen as a prospective tourist destination to be promoted jointly with the
NT. Joint-venture possibilities in some primary production fields were also listecf.
Annual reports show continued DID support for promotions of Territory industries at specialised
trade exhibitions. In 1 988 the NT participated in the World Expo Brisbane, and at building
industry exhibitions Malbex Kuala Lumpur, lnterdec Singapore, Bibex Brunei3• In 1 989 the
Territory again participated in Brundex in Brunei, a trade exhibition where in addition to NT
products, tourism and education promoting exhibits were also included4• A number of
exhibitions were also attended in Hong Kong and China, which commercially have been more
significant to the NT than Southeast Asian ones. They lie outside the domain of this s�udy
however.

Trade delegations to Indonesia
Marshall Perron, as Industries and Development Minister, led a Nortrade-organised mission
to a building exhibition in Jakarta in May 1 987. This has been the only NTG promotional effort

in Indonesia's centre. Ten NT building companies took part. It was the first major trade

exhibition in Indonesia attended by NT companies. Typical of the high levels of rhetoric and
self-praise in the Assembly such activities attracted, Perron spoke highly of the success of this
event,

and of high expectations for future trade between the Territory and Indonesia. He

mentioned that Nortrade found a range of potential trade items such as mining-industry
supplies, tow cost housing, foodstuffs, and communication technology equipment. He even
1 Report on TradeMissionto Brunei and East Malaysia. 26th October -8thNovember 1986 by
Nortrade. See Appendix 2.
2 See Appendix 2.
1 010, AnnualReport, 1 988/89.

4 010, Annual Report, 1 989/90.
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claimed that sliced bread, so far flown from Melbourne to Jakarta offered a supply potential
for the Territory. He added "one would think that if Darwin could not get in on such an act
there must be something wrong"1•

The next trade-related NT delegation to Indonesia travelled to Kupang February 1990.
Ostensibly a trade-familiarisation visit. its real purpose was political not commercial, as
Austrade's Darwin manager pointed our. He added that impoverished Kupang lacked
commercial attraction, despite its proximity. The visit aimed to improve Darwin's chances to
be chosen as the supply base for nmor Gap oil development, conveying the impression of
existing close cooperative relations between both cities hence Darwin's choice would also
benefit Kupang. Expectedly, most mission members expressed reservations about trade
prospects. In addition to economic weakness, cultural and institutional barriers were seen as
impediments to the meagre trade prospects between both areas. These included lack of
available information in English and general confusion regarding business regulations and
procedures applicable in lndonesia3•

Shortly thereafter the NTG also funded a reciprocal visit to Darwin by a trade delegation of
NTT Government officials and KADIN representatives from Kupang. It led to some NTT
exhibitors participating in the Darwin EXPO later in 1990. With this shift of attention to the
promotion of trans-border trade with neighbouring

NTT Province, the previous brief

promotional concern of the NTG with trade development. in Indonesia's core centres waned.

NTG paradiplomacy in East Indonesia exhibited continuity in the sense that low-key efforts
to build the context for closer cultural relations were maintained. In March 1 990, for example

Hatton

travelled to Sulawesi as Health and Community Services Minister to attended the

launching of a traditional Prahu commissioned by NTG for the NT Museum in Darwin.

Industries and Development Minister Coulter, Indonesia
Barry Coulter, elected to the Assembly in 1 983, has held Cabinet positions since December
1 984. His often controversial involvement in NTG paradiplomacy dates mainly from his

appointment as Minister for Industries and Development In July 1 988. In Coulter's view the NT

' NTPR 2 (Questions, 4/06/87, 91 ) . No NT bread exports developed however!

2 Personal Interview, 1 9/06/90.
1 Unpublished report prepared by Mike Gallagher, then Manager Trade and Mari<et Research, 010.

-1 76is on the forefront of relations between Australia and Southeast Asia due to its commitment
to the region, its perseverance at building up relations, and its positive attitudes towards
Asians. Territorians, according to Coulter, show Asians they are needed and welcome." They
differ from other Australians who treat them condescendingly, as if doing them a favour,
exhibiting racist attitudes 1 •

Critics of NTG paradiplomatic skills, like Bob Matthewson, see Coulter is the epitome of the
NT 'cowboy'-diplomat, insensitive to what Matthewson called the 'cultural graciousness' of
Asians, i.e. their preference for non-confrontational behaviour. Matthewson complained of the
frequency with which he had to follow behind Coulter to fix the damage created by his

faux-

pd.
In March 1 990 , Coulter made the first visit to Kupang and Dili by a NT Industries and
Development Minister. After the prolegomena in Jakarta during previous years, the NTG felt
that having Jakarta confidence and following the signature of the Timor Gap Treaty, the time
had arrived to orient its paradiplomacy directly to eastern Indonesia. The visit was ostensibly

aimed at securing a role for Darwin as a major resource or service centre for some of the
3
planned industrial developments in Indonesia's eastern Provinces • Like the two preceding
DID-sponsored trade missions, it aimed to maximise the industrial spin-efts for Darwin after

being

chosen as the site of the Technieal Directorate of the Joint Authority set up under the

ramor Gap Treaty, and to minimise potential rivalry with Kupang which lost out in its bid for the
same.

Indonesia seems however not to have been ready to encourage

such direct Territory

involvement In the sensitive east. Instead, it appears that a strategy to tie the NT to more
central areas may have emerged at the time, reflecting close Indonesian scrutiny of the NTG's
moves. Stating that Surabaya and Ujung Pandang were insufficiently strong to promote eastern
Indonesian development, Dr Hadi Susastro, Executive Director of the Centre for Strategic and
International Studies (CSIS), suggested that the inclusion of Darwin, creating a 'golden
4
triangle', would stimulate investment to foster development in the region • A few months later,

' Personal interview, 7/06/90.

2 Personal Interview, 20/04/91 .
• Supply through Darwin of a paper pulp plant In Merauke, and of mining operations In Wetar by
Henry and Walker are examples mentioned (NTN, 1 1 /03/90).
• SuaraKarya,

7/02/90.

-1 77the TDZ was being encouraged to associate with an industrial estate in Ujung Pandang, and
by early 1 992 after the MOU had been signed, NTG economic link promotion with eastern
Indonesia centred on that city.

Dr Susastro's intervention sheds light on NTG/ Jakarta relations. The CSIS 'think tank' had a
powerful role since its establishment at the beginning of the Suharto government. It gathered
a unique minority group of mostly chinese and NTT Catholic political strategists under former
Information Minister and Strategist Ali Murtopo, providing inputs for foreign policy formulation,
covert diplomacy and other intelligence activities. Its top officers acted as adjuncts to official
diplomatic activity by DEPLU. CSIS had a significant role in manipulating international public
opinion regarding the massacres of political opponents which followed Suharto's rise to power,

the Irian Jaya 'Act of Free

Choice' and Indonesia's intervention in East Timor. Consul Dr Halim,

who had the role of steering the NTG's relation with Indonesia, was closely linked to this
exclusive policy making group as will be seen below.

The NTG, and Coulter in particular, appear quite unaware of the wider Indonesian agenda,
expecting swift commercial results. Coulter, for example, is reported to have delivered a plan
for development to the Jakarta government which included provision for skills training and
capital inputs( mainly in the tourism industry) by the NT'. Indicative of Coulter's undiplomatic

approach,

in reaction to the frustrating lack of Indonesian responses to NT overtures in the

past he took a •take it or leave it• stance regarding . his offer, hoping to elicit a definite
response2. Predictably, the response was negative. The outburst however shows evidence
of NTG frustra!ion towards the lack of tangible commitment by Jakarta towards NTG initiatives

to develop close regional economic links. Some months later, in a less poignant manner,
Coulter continued his attempts to press Indonesian officials for action. Farewelling the Kupang
Trade Delegation, Coulter blamed lack of progress achieved with Kupang on what he called

the

•NATO �o Action, Ialk Qnly) people•3•

Coulter identified several impediments to business interaction between Darwin and eastern
Indonesia, finding the cumbersome Indonesian bureaucracy to be a major hurdle. For example,
NT business people had considered a medium-sized hotel project by Bruce Fadelli in Kupang,

' NTN, 14/03/90.

2 NTN, 14/03/90. It added that Coulter further said •Jf they don't act, there are other countries, other
people (for the Northam Territory] to talk to•.
' MaJak Community Hall, Darwin, 28/05/90.
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the first investment of such a magnitude by NT or Australian interests in eastern Indonesia,

as a test-case for further ones. It failed. Official approval took over

1 8 months to get,

discouraging other NT investments1 •

Other barriers stemmed from lack of regional autonomy. Central Government policies were not
geared to the specific characteristics of the eastern periphery. For example, the size of
minimum permissible foreign investments in Indonesia was too large for the small-scale
businesses the region could viably sustain. No allowance was made for the small-scale of
typical private sector activity in both the NT and in eastern Indonesia. Indonesian centralisation

also affected trade. Border trade with Darwin, which in many cases would allow more efficient
supply of goods (such as milk for tourist hotels) was hampered by exclusivity agreements
which prevent imports from abroad, limiting supply to Jakarta-based producers. In the case
of milk, this is impractical given the distances involved.

Thus like the NT in Australia, the peripheral eastern Indonesian provinces are subject to strong
centralising arrangements which pull them to their countries' cores, creating obstacles to the
cross-border trade flows which would benefit their development,

and foster regional

integration. In both cases, periphery weakness prevents application of sufficient pressures to
respective cores to effect policy changes favouring periphery regional interests. In Australia,

a greater degree of autonomy allowed the NTG to at least articulate its preferences and
publicise them, while carrying out some change-seeking. diplomacy domestically and abroad.
In Indonesia this has not been possible so far. Indonesia-wide trade protectionist regulations
prevent commodities which could be more effectively supplied from the NT to enter NTT
province. This mirrors the barriers preventing the NT sourcing of goods from Southeast Asia.
The two examples point to the importance of a paradiplomatic capability for distant peripheries
where distinctive regional characteristics create particular local interests, whose satisfaction

a local foreign policy should be able to pursue.
Yet, on account of the sharp cleavages separating them, the governments of the NT and of
relevant eastern Indonesian provinces such as NTT have so far not been able to engage in
cross-border dialogue aimed to coordinate their diplomacies vis-a-vis their respective national
centres. The direct contacts between NTG paradiplomats and NTT counterparts have been
minimal. Kupang has never been an Important destination for NT Chief Ministers. Similarly,
only one brief visit by NTT Governor Mbol to Darwin took place. A long-overdue visit by his

1 Coulter, personal Interview, 7/06/90.

-1 79successor, Dr. Fernandes in early 1 992 was repeatedly postponed , until hastily performed in
1
mid-1 992 •

Reflecting the enduring integration frontier theme in NTG foreign policy, during his Indonesia
visit Coulter aimed to develop some type of integrative economic activity with the Nrs regional
neighbourhood. The NTG's great interest to get East nmor opened, he claimed, related to
this2 • It would allow the extension of the neighbouring region of integration into an area
wealthier than poor NTT. Coulter thus floated the concept of manufacturing integration, based

on the utilisation of a regional division of labour. Labour intensive tasks would be performed
in Indonesia at lower cost while tasks requiring higher skills would take place in Darwin.
Indonesia thus appeared to provide a possible solution to the major problem facing the NTG
at the time, the fate of the ailing TDZ. It became the central economic cooperation goal

pursued by the

NTG in Indonesia in the following years , leading to the MOU of 1 992.

Coulter also saw other areas such as tourism as suitable for a regional promotional approach ,
believing that Darwin tourism could only effectively be promoted as part of the broader region
including Indonesia. The fact that these proposals were advanced by Coulter with authorities
in Jakarta is indicative of the lack of close trans-border links between the NTG and Indonesian
neighbouring provinces. According to Coulter, positive statements by several Indonesian
Ministers indicated the concept of regional economic integration between eastern Indonesia

and the NT was gaining support in Jakarta. Mines and Energy Minister Ginanjar Kartasasmita
assured Coulter that the eastern Provinces were to be treated separately, and regional trade
would be enCQUraged. Provision of mining industry supplies though Darwin could be much

3
cheaper than supplies from eastern lndonesia •

Because of the paltry trans-border relations, NTG leaders possessed few contacts with their
neighbouring counterparts who in turn have limited influence in Jakarta given their peripheral
status. Coulter was introduced to Drs. Frans Seda, a catholic close to the CSIS group, one of
the few members of the Jakarta ruling elite of NTT origin, as a suitable lobbyist for the NT in
the capital.

As a former Indonesian Minister, Ambassador, and finally as a business man, Seda

had for many years actively sought economic development possibilities for NTT. Regional

1 The Governor seems to have felt too uncomfortable to venture on a trip to such an allen place like
Darwin which offered so many pitfalls. 'Name Suppressed N° 7' (personal communication, Jakarta
January 1 992).
2 Personal Interview, 7/06/90.
'

Personal Interview, 7/06/90.

-1 80cooperation between the NT and eastern Indonesia was expected to proceed safely under his
guidance and control, given Jakarta's trust in him. Seda became co-Chairman of the Joint
Polley Committee set up to fulfil the terms of the MOU by Hatton, who succeeded Coulter as
Minister for Industries and Development in 1991 . Through this role Seda has virtually become

the main de-facto representative of the NTG in Jakarta. Dr Halim joined him on the JPC after
his return to Jakarta upon retirement as Consul, reinforcing the influence of his security clique

in NT/Indoneslan relations.

Hatton's main paradiplomatic activity with Indonesia throughout 1 99 1 and into 1 992 related to
the MOU. A DI D-commissioned study to determine the most suitable location for industrial
partnership with the TDZ for manufacturing integration, rejected both Kupang and Ambon,
despite their previously existing links with the NT, in favour of Ujung Pandang1 • This main
urban centre in eastern Indonesia was considered the most suitable given its greater level of
infrastructure, Industrial development and trade links. Dili was considered politically too difficult.
lhe recommended partnership between Ujung Pandang's Makassar Industrial Estate and the

TDZ was formalised in April 1 992 at a Darwin ceremony attended by the Governor of South
Sulawesi

and a delegation of provincial and Jakarta dignitaries and business persons.

Coulter's efforts at trans-border microdiplomacy in Kupang, and their follow up by Hatton, thus

led to trans-regional links with Ujung Pandang, reflecting the involvement of Jakarta influences

and the security concerns of the Indonesian government regarding excessive trans-border
interaction.

As a result of this paradiplomacy, a situation has developed where the NTG

exhibits paradiplomatic interest in four provincial centres in east Indonesia, Ambon, Dili,
Kupang and Ujung Pandang. Advancing NTG regional industrial integration objectives in
association with South Sulawesi in Jakarta may prove easier given the closer links between
this province and Jakarta, as compared to NTT, Maluku or East Timor.

lhe Initially dominant NTG interest in Dili, which with its political content propelled NTG/Jakarta

relations,

has

waned In the absence of economic possibilities in the near future. Links with

Kupang, Interest in which briefly peaked after the signing of the Timor Gap Treaty, are more
of a social nature given close proximity which has favoured tourism, small businesses, and

academic exchanges. Finally, relations with Ambon have grown out of past historical events
and sports contacts, and are primarily social and cultural. NTG trans-border and trans
regional diplomacy In eastern Indonesia has thus become more complex.

' Report by NT Mart<etlng Consultant A. Tormey of Ausllnk Pty. ltd., April 1991.
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Other trans-regional paradlplomatlc activities
Ambon was the remaining target of NTG paradiplomatic activity in the period under review.
Historical and geographical factors are at their origin. Many World War I I Gull Force
combatants remain buried there. Surviving Gull Force members have kept up contacts, funding
assistance and development projects and returning for ANZAC remembrance services. Such
pilgrimages leave every year from Darwin. Thus, despite its general isolation and peripheral
location far from standard tourist routes, a flow of visitors with a specialised Interest exists

between Darwin and Ambon.

The annuaJ Darwin to Ambon Yacht Races, are another linkage. Port Darwin MLA Tom Harris
used to accompany these events representing the NT Chief Minister, making official courtesy
calls. Initial interaction did not prove easy as there was a clear lack of cooperation by the

Indonesian authorities. Territorian visitors felt under constant surveillance by Jakarta officials,
mistrusting contacts between Moluccans and outsiders, given lingering fears of latent
secessionism.

This was acknowledged by several race participants , who also noted an

inprovement after greater interaction and familiarity promoted increased confidence in

Territorians'.

In contrast, the Ambonese people have shown great desire to establish links with

the outside world through Darwin. As Hatton observed, it is keen to break its isolation, as "it
is stuck at the end of nowhere102• Similarly, DID officer Richard O'Sullivan added that there is

a

feeling of genuine affinity and good will in Ambon towards the NT, the only outsiders they
l

know. The yacht race, which is encouraged now, has helped to foster it .

In 1 984 Ambon

expressed anxiety to develop trade and cultural links with the NT following a

•
year of serious natural adversities . The race itself, bringing about a quarter million Australian
dollars. began to be taken seriously by Ambonese and Jakarta authorities as a fund earner.

The

Deputy Govemor of Maluku argued for the need for greater cultural and trade links with

Darwin, and

a

role for Darwin as an access point for tourism there. In 1 985 Setter joined the

Ambon Yacht Race representing the NTG. This first paradiplomatic experience was also his
ftrst offlciaJ exposure to Indonesia. Setter subsequently applied himself to become the

1 Chard, Finger, Jack-Hinton (personal interviews 10/07/90, 06/12/90, 18/9/92).

2 Personal Interview, 6/ 1 1 /90.
' Personal Interview, 10/07/90.
• Report to LA by
21/08184, 861).

Col Annln MLA who represented the NTG on the race. NTPA 3 (Debates,

-192Govemmenrs 'expert' on relations with Indonesia, being unofficially even dubbed the 'Nrs
Ambassador' to that country by some. He has, however, not been able to make more than
protocolar and ceremonial contributions, despite his initial interest and dedication, which
subsequently appeared to subside.

Setter attempted to draw the Legislative Assembly's attention to close markets like Ambon
which he saw as having immense trade potentials. Whilst the central interest was commercial,
Setter acknowledged the need to increase Territorian knowledge about the reg ion and build
up other links as well. He recommended strengthening existing sporting contacts and
extending NT/Indonesia cooperation in educational exchanges to include Maluku. He reported

that the Govemor and other high authorities all favoured increased relations with the Territory
through studenV teacher exchanges, tourism, trade delegation exchanges.

In Setter's

assessment, the special attendance at the race in Ambon of an admiral from Jakarta, had the
specific aim to convey Indonesia's keen interest to foster improved relations with Australia, and
In partlcular with the NT'.

Setter, as the prime practitioner of NTG trans-regional diplomatic activity in eastern Indonesia

in the years under review, also attended a number of meetings between Australian. and
Indonesian instiMions in representation of the NTG. These included the ICEI Convention in
Ujung Pandang; Arafura Youth Games, and NTT Development Seminars, in Kupang; covering
sporting, educational and developmental matters. This increased Territorian participation
allowed the NT to be perceived more and more as being a natural part of the region and a link
between Australia and eastem Indonesia. The 'integration frontier' role sought by the NT was
thus becoming circumscribed to the eastern regions of Indonesia, extending mostly to cultural

and social matters rather than to the economic field.
Given the centralised nature of the Indonesian system, tru ly trans-regional or trans-border
diplomatic interaction in the eastern region has been lim ited The interest shown by NT
.

paradiplomacy in relations with NTT, was ultimately on account of its interest in East Timor,
or the Timor Gap oil . There has been no such catalyst to stimulate major NTG interest in the
Moluccas or even In Irian Jaya, the remaining neighbouring provinces. NTG paradiplomacy has

been basically Jakarta-oriented, pursuing gains to be obtained in the eastern provinces.

1 NTPR 8 (Debates, 22/08/85, 1261).
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It can be seen, in conclusion, that NTG paradiplomacy in Southeast Asia has exhibited a lack
of constancy. Severe financial constraints greatly limited post-Everingham paradiplomacy,
reducing its domain of attention mainly to neighbouring east Indonesia. A paradiplomacy aimed
to develop an interest

by Southeast Asians in NT development, changed into a modest

attempt to find a role to play in the economic development of the neighbourhood. Personal
attitudes and outlooks also influenced the paradiplomacy differences of the three Everingham
successors. Tuxworth, convinced of the Territory's attractiveness as a supplier of goods and
services to less developed eastern Indonesian provinces, attempted to pursue a pragmatic
sales campaign, which included dabbling in the high politics of the East Timor issue. As a
result of NTG involvement in this important hindrance to Australian/Indonesian relations, the
Territory acquired a disproportionate importance in Australian/Indonesian relations at the time.
Hatton, more tuned to Asian sensitivities, concentrated on creating a sense of mutually
beneficiaJ partnership, and to develop a multidimensional context for interaction, as a precursor

to trade. Perron, appears as the least active Chief Minister, limiting himself to implementing
maters initiated by others.

The presence in the NT of refugees from the region had a decisive effect on NT foreign policy
priorities. It is seen in this chapter how some East Timorese refugees influenced the NTG to
make their former homeland a special focus of NTG paradiplomacy, and others served to
sustain Jakarta interest in Darwin. The mutual attraction between both governments has
facilitated the emergence, through a more complex paradiplomacy pursuing a variety of
objectives, of the multi-dimensional context necessary for regional economic interaction
between the

f':IT and its neighbours

in eastern Indonesia. In this sense, a progress towards the

earty NTG foreign policy objective of making the Territory an integration frontier took place.

This chapter has also shown impediments to NTG paradiplomacy arising out of human skill
limitations. Insufficient diplomatic and cross-cultural skills have thwarted NTG paradiplomacy,
as has lack of consistency. Thus previous targets such as Brunei and East Malaysia have
been neglected in favour of an almost exclusive preoccupation with Indonesia.

The NTG's paradiplomatic

work in eastern

Indonesia has allowed

progress

towards

overcoming some of the more extreme consequences of the previous regional fragmentation,
I.e. ignorance of one another's cultures and the ensuing mistrust and mis-communication, lack
of personal links among leaders, lack of awareness of what each may offer the other. The
resulting approximation between the Jakarta and Darwin governments has led to their 'special
relationship' claim.
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Chapter 6
BILATERAL RELATIONS
Singapore, East Malaysia, Brunei :

1 978-92

Malaysia is possibly our best potential for trade and investment in the Northern
Territory ... it is the most financial ... and the one which follows moves [sic] that
we are more accustomed to than the cultures of Indonesia and elsewhere in the
region'.

Increased autonomy after self-government enabled the NTG to respond to the economic pull
of Southeast Asia in the hope that greater interaction and integration with the populous
countries to the north would foster NT economic development. NTG paradiplomacy in the
region was at first aimed at developing markets and seeking investors primarily in Singapore,
Brunei and East Malaysia. Great differences exist between these societies, leading to
differences in the purpose, nature, and results of their interaction with the NT. The limited NT
economy has not significantly attracted these Southeast Asian societies, nor has it been able
to successfully respond to their pull. As a consequence, few tangible economic results of NTG
paradiplomacy with Singapore, East Malaysia and Brunei are evident. Neither has much
contact developed between the NT and these societies along other dimensions.

The present chapter looks at the results of NTG paradiplomatic efforts in the main initial targets
of Singapore, East Malaysia and Brunei on a bilateral basis. NT paradiplomacy needs to be
assessed in 1erms of both NTG paradiplomacy carried out by its executive and other
bureaucratic agents, targeting Southeast Asian government, and private sector executives at
national or sub-national level, and the more diffuse public diplomacy, sponsored by the NTG
and executed through its agencies or through other NT community bodies, targeting broader
based sectors of the various Southeast Asian societies.

The NT/Southeast Asian links which have emerged along economic, social and political
dimensions provide an indication of the level of integration between the NT and these
societies. Economic links examined in this chapter include trade in goods and services,
investments, air and sea transport; social links include migration, education, tourism, cultural
(performing,

literary, and plastic arts), sports,

health,

and recreation;

communications

(publications, radio, telephonic, and postal) , reflect both economic and social links; and political

' Everingham, NTPR 8 (Debates, 2/06182, 2459).

-185and institutional links relate to agreements of cooperation between political or administrative
bodies, placement of official or diplomatic representatives,

coordination of positions In

international fora, formal agreements, official visits.

Attempts to quantify these links face serious difficulties however, given the dearth of available
statistical data. NTG Departments or agencies do not systematically collect or publish
statistical data on transactions with Southeast Asia. This provides a significant indictment of
the NTG's foreign policy making process. It is unclear on what basis policy regarding
Southeast Asian and other foreign links is made and assessed. The limited data available is
usually compiled by Commonwealth Departments or agencies for Australia as a whole, and
is not sufficiently dis-aggregated to the NT level. Given the generally minute share the NT has
in the overall Australian context, this is serious impediment to quantitative analysis of NT
interactions with Southeast Asia1• Assessment of results can thus only be attempted in a
splintered way, using the few available statistics or anecdotal data. The fragmentary data
which could be collected is presented in Appendix 4.

NT foreign trade figures are not available through relevant NTG Departments such as DID.
Australian Bureau of Statistics export and import figures provide monthly totals per state or
territory per commodity group to or from individual countries. It is thus impossible to establish
NT trade with different areas within a country like Sabah or Sarawak in Malaysia, or provinces
in Indonesia. Furthermore, no indication is given as to. ultimate origin or final destination of
traded goods. Also, NT data is only readily available as from 1 987/88.

Shipping statistics

compiled by the DPA or Perkins Shipping provide a partial indication of origins and
__

destinations of seaborne NT exports and imports. Air Traffic statistics are only available from
the Commonwealth Department of Transport. Most data is aggregated to Australian national
level. Only in the few cases of foreign air carriers serving solely Darwin in Australia, like ABA
and Merpati Airlines, do national statistics give indications regarding Darwin traffic. Data on
telephone communications between the NT and Southeast Asian countries exists at OTC but
can only be extracted at prohibitive cost according to the compan'/. Only total Australian
volumes, of which the NT provides 1 .4% to 1 .5%, are readily available. Australia Post
channels most mail flows between Darwin and overseas destinations through southern
Australian centres. It can only provide limited data for mail flows from Darwin to Indonesia

1 NT population, Darwin/Southeast Asia telephone communications, and Darwin aJrport traffic are
of the order of 1% to 2% of Australian totals. See Appendix 4.
2 Peter Berger, OTC Manager Voice Wholesale, Fax 14/08/92.

-186keeping records for only 1 8 months. NT Education Department statistics on overseas students
only refer to full-fee paying ones since 1 989. Higher Education statistics on Southeast Asia
are similarly only kept by NTU as from 1989. The NT Health Department is unable to provide
any indication of use of medical facilities by Southeast Asia residents by Royal Darwin
Hospital. Darwin Private Hospital, in existence for five years has been unable to extract similar
data from its computer systems. Information of investment through the Foreign Investment
Review Board (FlAB) only pertains to applications for projects above certain investment
thresholds,

and do not show countries of origin of investments for listed Australian

destinations. tending to group together several minor investment destinations in Australia, such
as the NT.

Northern Territory relations with Singapore
The first overseas promotional efforts by the NTG were in Singapore, given the attraction of
the island-state's role as the major trade centre of Southeast Asia and as an industrial,
transport, communications and financial hub for the region. Prior to self-government the bulk
of the modest volume of trade existing between the Territory and Southeast Asia was with
Singapore where petroleum, the NT's single biggest foreign import item, was primarily sourced.
As a trade entrepot, Singapore re-exports a significant proportion of its imports throughout the
Southeast Asian region, including some meat and cattle imported from the NT. Roger Steele
pointed out that his initial attention was on Singapore, since it was the region's main port, had
long-standing trading relations with the Territory, and a direct shipping link by a territorian
company, Perkins Lines joined it with Darwin1•

Despite an Australian High Commission and Trade Commission in Singapore, very little
awareness regarding the NT existed there. NTG paradiplomacy aimed to correct this situation
through the development of personal contacts and participation in a number of trade and
promotional fairs. NT missions to Singapore aimed to promote exports for traditional Territory
food produce, develop markets for new products and attract investments. No NTG
representatives have been based in Singapore. NTTC operated a promotional office for East
Asia until mid-1992, and DID appointed Singaporean businessman Henry Chan as its
Singapore and Malaysia representative. His effectiveness or his dedication to his promotional
work have been questioned however, it being felt that the appointment should be subject to

1 Personal Interview, 12/12/90.
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performance reviews1• Conversely, other than a Singapore Airlines office, no official
representatives or agents of Singapore are resident in Darwin, not even an Honorary Consul.

Unlike other states in the culturally complex Southeast Asian region, Singapore's commercial
orientation, cosmopolitan, predominantly business-oriented culture, and pragmatism meant
that Territorians were not called upon to master cross-cultural communication intricacies, or
to overcome language barriers before being able to commercially interact in Singapore. Given
its commercial pragmatism and highly open liberal economic system, successful advancement
of economic interests in Singapore hinges basically on competitive excellence in the
marketplace. NT diplomacy in Singapore was thus in practice equivalent to professional
excellence in marketing. Territorians proved unable, however, to satisfy the high commercial
standards of Singapore2• Larrie Bannister, Assistant Secretary, Development Policy Branch
of the Department of the Chief Minister, observed that initial NT efforts to penetrate markets
like Singapore, and even Malaysia and Thailand, led to no results as the Territory was unable
to perform at the level of international standards which applied there. Thus efforts were soon
dropped3•

Chief Minister Perron has indicated that initially the NTG went to Singapore to find out what
the market wanted. It was found that everything that anyone could produce would be bought,
provided quality and delivery standards were met and competitor's prices matched. On this
basis the NTG then deliberated on what to produce•. With the exception of export-oriented
pastoral industries and some horticultural produce, such as melons and mangoes, Territory
industries were not successful in Singapore as their production volumes were too small, their
financial strength to expand productive capacities was limited, prices were high and costs of
the limited existing transport links excessive. Hopes that the Territory would become •important
�o Singapore's future] as a major supplier of basic food requirements"5• as expressed by the
Director of Singapore's Department of Primary Production, Dr Siew Teck Woh during a visit
to Darwin, remained unfulfilled.

1 'Name Suppressed Nil 8', telephone interview, 28/1 0/92.

2 Steele and Matthewson (personal interviews, 12/12/90, 20/04/91 ) .

' Personal Interview, 8/09/92.
•

•

Personal Interview, 19/11/90.

'Breadbasket for Asia?', NTN, 18/04/80, p 2.

- 1 88The trading results achieved by the NT in Singapore, whether for local consumption or trans
shipment to other markets , are shown in Appendix 4. They reveal that the bulk of NT exports
are minerals and some cattle and timber while imports are mainly fuel products, ·which
comprise the bulk of NT foreign trade through the Port of Darwin. Trade between both ports
is highly asymmetric with imports to Darwin greatly exceeding exports to Singapore. The
trading pattem has not significantly evolved in the direction initially hoped for by the NTG.

Early NT leaders hoped that a complementarity would develop between the economies of the
Territory and Singapore. Singapore was to invest in the Territory to obtain needed resources

and manufactures. However, rather than choosing the NT, Singapore has followed such a
policy in other Southeast Asian states.

Investment attraction from Singapore hinged on proposed projects being well researched,
potentiaJiy profitable, and on the credibility and professional excellence of the promoter. After
attempts were made to supply the Singapore market with food produce from the dairy, pig, and

horticultural industries, an attempt was made to attract Singaporeans to invest in manufacturing

or

primary produce processing industries in the Territory. Matthewson pointed out that NT

presentations at fairs and other promotional efforts were insufficiently professional. The

conservative and astute Singaporean investors required more adeptly researched investments
proposals

than the ones the NT provided. Thus, despite Singapore's need to look for

resources. the Territory failed to arouse much interest'. Matthewson added that even the TDZ,

in which investment attraction to the NT was later vested and which had a representative in
Singapore,

onty promotes

small to medium-sized manufacturing investments in the Territory.

Singaporean investor interest in Darwin is more aimed at obtaining an 'insurance passport' to

reside In Australia should the need arise. Not wishing to live in Darwin at present, such people
find its proximity convenient, enabling periodic visits.

Business Consultant Andrew Wee, closely linked to Singapore. indicated that investments by
Singaporeans in Darwin are minimal, given the lack of available attractive possibilities. Only
a few prospective business migrants have invested In restaurants or travel agencies. On the
whole Singaporeans prefer larger Australian cities whose bigger economies provide better
retums

on

investmenr.

' Personal Interview, 20/04/91 .
1

Telephone Interview, 28/10/92.

- 1 89For these reasons, plus other shortcomings perceived to exist with the NT such as an
unproductive labour force, port unrest. Australian protectionism and visa difficulties, for which
measure of paradiplomatic persuasiveness could compensate, Singapore investments

no

remained modest. These include Darwin Plaza, a shopping and office building in the Darwin
Mall estimated to have cost $ 1 0 million in 1 9791• Singaporeans have also owned investments
in NT cattle properties. For example, the Tiong family owned Delamere and Jindare stations2•
Lack of detail in data on foreign investments makes it difficult to compile a comprehensive list.

Published FlAB large-scale Investment data excludes projects of the small scale usual for the
NT.

Transport links between Darwin and Singapore are frequent, not primarily because of local
traffic requirements, but given the status of Singapore as regional transport hub. Sea
communications are practically a monopoly of Perkins Lines, which commenced operations in
1 978 as a result of cattle transport contracts from Darwin to Johore Baru. To fill the return trip,
Perkins called in Singapore obtaining general goods such as building materials, timber and
cement, which the company sometimes even traded itself. Services have expanded in
frequency and capacity to a regular container vessel voyage every third week. Stops are made
in Kupang or Sabah and Sarawak, and regional traffic between these points and Singapore
is

also carried. Other Australian entrants have attempted to compete with Perkins offering

lower rates to satisfy calls for cheaper freight costs. Lacking capital to fund initial empty
voyages. they have been unable to survive. One of Perkins• strongest advantages has been
the huge operating costs savings resulting from use of their own facilities rather than the
Darwin Port, a�owing faster turn-arounds'. Perkins cargo, mostly general goods rather than

bulk commodities, has grown as is seen in Appendix 4, indicating a growth in merchandise
trade between Darwin and Singapore. Dramatic growth in such traffic, according to Mark
Norman,

can

only

be

expected

if

Darwin

becomes

a

transhipment

centre

for

Australia/Southeast Asia freight.
Air communications have grown significantly since 1 978. In the mid-1 970s practically the only

direct link with Southeast Asia was provided by a weekly Qantas flight between Darwin and
Singapore. By the early 1 990s Qantas frequencies to Singapore had increased to three weekly
flights. Singapore Airlines also began serving the route in 1 988. Three other ASEAN airlines,
1 NTN, 8/12/79.

2 'Cattle king horns back In', NTN 23/05/90.
1

Nonnan (personal Interview, 13/08/92).

-1 90ABA. Garuda, and Malaysia, effectively provide further 5 Darwin /Singapore connections per

week via their respective home bases.
Appendix 4 shows Darwin/Singapore air passenger traffic. The data does not indicate traffic
actually destined or originating in Singapore. It merely shows that traffic between both points
has grown by a factor of 2.1 over the years 1 978-1 991. However, the ratio of this traffic to
total international Darwin traffic dropped from 53% in 1 978 to 27% in 1991 , illustrating that
Singapore has been displaced from the predominant regional hub role it held in the past. This
is explainable in terms of emergence of other services such as Darwin/Brunei and Darwin /Bali
and later Darwin /Kuala Lumpur which have taken traffic to Southeast Asia or even Europe
away from the previously exclusive Darwin/Singapore route. The return to the route by
Singapore Airlines is seen to have strengthened traffic flows as of 1988. This company sees
strong growth potential for Darwin as an Australian gateway, primarily for European tourists,
even if the local Darwin market may be static due to the Australian recession. It hopes to

inaugurate a second Darwin service as soon as aircraft availability allows it1•

lnitiaJ NTG paradiplomatic objectives in Singapore included the development of academic links

with the Singapore National University. Despite the University's high standards, no interest has
been exhibited by NTU to develop links. Appendix 4 shows very low numbers of Singapore

secondary students in the NT, and modest, if increasing, numbers of Singapore residents
enrolled at NTU

.

As a major tourism centre in Southeast Asia, Singapore remains an important destination for
Territorians.

'fl:le NTTC office there promoted NT tourism in the area extending from Southeast

Asia to Japan. Attempts to attract Singaporeans to the NT have yielded modest results.
Groups of Singaporean tourists, primarily for gambling, have come to Darwin since the early
1 980s2.
NTTC incoming tourist statistics, shown in Appendix 4, show inconsistent variation in

Singapore resident visitor numbers from year to year.

The NT Museum of Arts and Sciences in Darwin plays a role in regional cultural integration,

as an agency of NT public diplomacy with Southeast Asia. Unlike most museums in Southeast
Asia which focus on their own societies' cultures, the NT Museum has a regional focus,
encompassing the whole of Southeast Asia and Oceania. The Singapore Museum Is the only
1 Paul Kinter, Singapore Airlines, Reservations

& Ticket Supervisor {telephone Interview 17/08/92).

2 "Tour group may head six more', NTN 22/03/80.
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other institution in the region with a broad Southeast Asian focus. No institutional links have
been developed between both museums, however. This contrasts with the close links between
the NT Museum and similar institutions in Sarawak, Sabah and Indonesia, with whom a greater
degree of complementarity exists. The NT Museum is able to pass on its greater expertise to
these institutions, while it benefits from the access to material and field research facilities they
can provide. This would not apply to NT/ Singapore museum relations, according to Fiona
Leibrick, Curator, Southeast Asian Material Culture of the NT Museum 1•

Relations between the NT and Singapore are modest economically, socially and institutionally.
Historically both settlements had been conceived as bridgeheads of British imperial economic
penetration and development of the rich Southeast Asian archipelago. While Singapore has
clearly fulfilled these expectations to a large extent, Darwin has not. For Singapore this has
been so partly because of the greater wealth of its immediately surrounding region, its more
strategic location, and its more favourable colonial and post-colonial circumstances. Darwin
has

lagged behind due to disadvantages on all these. The NTG has failed to attract Singapore

to join with it in its attempts to overcome some of the Territory's handicaps. Singapore has
continued developing and strengthening its cooperative association with Brunei, Malaysia and
the western provinces of Indonesia, where the NT has also been unable to compete with

Singapore.

Northern Terri!ory relations with Malaysia
Wrth the ir lesser level of development than Singapore, relatively wealthy markets such as

Sabah, Sarawak, and Brunei. could all be considered development frontiers in a regional
context. They were deemed safer to supply by the NT than Singapore, given their lower
development leve,Z. Reflecting initial expectations, Everingham said at the end of a visit to
Malaysia in 1 983, •in Northern Australia, we know that our future lies with Malaysia, with East

Malaysia in particular, and with the nations of Asean"3•

1 Personal Interview, 15/09/92.
2 Hatton (personal Interview, 6/1 1/90).
1

'Statement by the Honourable Paul Everingham , Chief Minister, N.T.', 13/06/83.
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The starting point to relations with the NT had been provided by the interest of these states
in cattle. Development of trade was impeded however by structural NT limitations, thwarting
Territory export promotional efforts. Former East Malaysian, Bill Foe, identified these as
follows: the lack of capacity of small NT industries to supply the larger volumes required in
Southeast Asia; the limited financial capacity of NT businesses to expand production levels in
response to export demand, and to finance export marketing; and transport limitations due to
expensive and infrequent services. In addition, cultural barriers, leading to inappropriate
marketing decisions and communications difficulties compounded the lack of success in
developing business links. Lack of NT perseverance led to stagnation of the relationships1•
As will be seen, the cultural barriers referred to could be summarised as ethnocentricity,
whereby Australian solutions were assumed appropriate for Southeast Asia on the basis of
their presumed superiority; and parochialism, making Territorians refractive to Southeast Asian
cultural mores, thus limiting their understanding of these environments. Both East Malaysian
states and Brunei differ greatly from Singapore since strong cultural traditions, rather than pure
rational commercialism, can greatly influence business outcomes in those societies. A skilled
understanding of this is needed for successful economic relations.
Everingham's focus on Sabah during the Chief Ministership of Datuk Harris Salleh required
traversing a major cross-cultural barrier, calling for close interaction with the indigenous ruling
elite. Success in advancing NT interests in this context needed more than technical
commercial marketing skills. The role of diplomacy wa� crucial. The expectation arose that
successful

diplomacy could help to countervail the Nrs lack of competitive advantages, and

even tum some of its peculiarities into strengths, as illustrated by the initial success of
Everingham's relations with Harris. Lacking sufficient cross-cultural experience to bridge the
divide with Sabah, Everingham involved a cultural intermediary to sustain the relationship, the
ethnic Chinese-Malaysian Hishamuddin Koh. Lack of skills, and allegedly, of personal integrity,
led

to the ultimate failure in the relationship, however. With Sarawak and even West Malaysia,

where no major NTG paradiplomacy was displayed, no significant links developed.

Sabah

The government of the resource wealthy, relatively autonomous and peripheral East Malaysian
State of Sabah was attracted to the NT as it needed to establish secure foreign sources of
supply for its protein requirements. Live cattle imports were needed for religious reasons. Only
1 Personal Interview, 9/07/92. Note that Foo as a public servant was occasionally controversial
attracting some disapproval.

-1 93the northem parts of Western Australia, Queensland or the NT were located sufficiently close
to supply these. Harris Salleh was refused permission to buy land by Western Australia and
Queensland as their conservative Lands Departments did not consider such investments
convenlent1 • The NTG in contrast, in line with its developmentalist aims, was amenable.
Awareness of the legendary wealth of Sabahn leaders further stimulated Territorian interest.
Thus Everingham invited Harris in 1 977 to invest in the NT where no state laws limited foreign
property owning. Harris and his group, •unhappy with the reception they had been accorded
in Perth, deemed not in accordance with the high status they placed on themselves• went to
Darwln2• A close rapport immediately developed between Harris and Everingham3• Harris
bought Camfield station, Sabah's first investment in the NT, and the first such investment in
the Territory by a Southeast Asian government, followed later with three other pastoral
acquisitions•. Sabah's large NT properties, its only ones overseas, have a total surface area
of 9,1 1 2 square kilometers5•

Personal affinities facilitated the development of intimate relations between Everingham and
the flamboyant, profligate, young, powerful and extremely wealthy Sabahn Chief Minister. For

Mike Gallagher, the key to the relationship was that both men were •kindred souls with similar
developmentalist views116• As Martyn Finger put it, both were •the same style of people:
energetic, enthusiastic, wanting to get things done•7• Peter Farrell recalled that both Chief
Ministers freely communicated on matters of common interest through frequent informal
telephone calls. Their relationship influenced other members of their governments who also
developed close interaction with their respective counterparts. When visiting Darwin to propose
a Sabah/NT jo!nt venture in iron and copper ore supply for a $1 ,000 million sponge iron plant
and a $300 million copper smelter planned for Sabah, Harris acknowledged the •close ties
' Steele (personal interview, 1 2/1 2/90).
2 Steele (personal interview, 1 2/1 2/90).
J

Finger (personal interview, 6/1 2/90).

4 Lejeune, Montegini East and Montegini West. NT Lands department records show property transfer
dates as 17/10/1 977 for Camfield, 8/9/81 for Lejeune, and 20/5/82 for both Monteginis. These properties
are held in the name of NT -registered Desa Cattle Company, owned by the Sabah rural development
state corporation Korporasi Pembangunan Desa.
• lndudlng the small (83 sq. km.) 'Spirit Hills', also owned by Desa Cattle Company, according to
Territory Perspective data
•

Farrell and Gallagher (personal Interviews, 20/04/90, 4/05/90).

7

Personal Interview, 6/1 2/90.

-194already established between the two governments• which made "Sabah prefer to deal with the
'
Territor( . Nonetheless, the projects never eventuated.

The relationship with Sabah at the time of Everingham and Datuk Harris was the NTG's most
important Southeast Asian link. It was, as D'Rozario called it, "one of the flagships of the
2
Northam Territory presence in Southeast Asia" • The ABC radio program A.M., even asked
3
•1s the Northam Territory adopting its own independent line of foreign policy?" , after its
"
correspondent Bob Worth found that •a very special relationship" was being developed by
the NT with Sabah under Everingham. Its driving force was Everingham's covetous interest to
channel part of the wealth of Harris and his associates, reputedly mostly derived from
5
corruption in timber licences, into NT development projects • As a result, efforts were also
made to develop trading and social links and, as seen above, Harris was used in attempts to
advance NTG paradiplomatic objectives in Asia.

Hishamuddin Koh became one of the earliest regional paradiplomats committed to the cause

of NT/Southeast

Asia relations, and one of the key promoters in the NT/Sabah association. As

an agricultural economist, Koh was initially involved in the selection of NT cattle stations for
purchase by the Sabah Government. Gaining Harris' trust, he eventually became, as his
development

adviser, the main organiser of a variety of Sabah-funded

investments In the NT which reached nearly

non-pastoral

$100 million6• These investments included the

biggest private development in the Territory, the Darwin .Performing Arts Centre and the city's

1 'Sabah checks NT iron', NTN

10/12/80.

2 PersonaJ Interview, 2/08/90.

' AM., ABC Radio, 9/1 0/1981.

4 loc cit.
• 'Ex-Sabah Chief Facing Inquiry', NTN 1 4/09/86, reports that a high powered Commission of Inquiry
was established in Malaysia to "probe into the enormous use of public funds" by Datuk Harris'
administration, including his investments abroad, such as Burgundy Royale in Darwin. See also Francis
Loh Kok Wah, 'Modernisation, Cultural Revival and Counter-Hegemony: the Kadazans of Sabah in the
io
1980s', in Joel Kahn and F. Loh Kok Wah, eds., F
r
a
g
m
e
n
t
e
dVis
n, Sydney: Allen & Unwin, 1992, note
15, regarding scandals about large borrowings from the Sabah Development Bank by members of
Harris' government.
• As Indicated In a letter from Koh to Australian Prime Minister Hawke, warning about the severe
effect the Commonwealth Government's Intended postponement of the Darwin airport terminal building

would have on Sabah's Investments (1 0/04/85).
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first luxury tourist hotel, a high-rise apartment building, a brick works factory and a town house
project1•

The

projects' failure lead to a multiplicity of accusations and allegations questioning the

propriety of all parties involved, from Datuk Harris and the NTG to Koh. Koh was later hired
by Everingham as the Territory's first 'Asian Consultant' from 1 982 to 1 985. Koh's brief was
to •further the interests of the NT through Asia by seeking investment, identifying and
promoting development proposals, opening and developing trade links•2• As Everingham
added, Koh was a useful• Mr. Fix-it, roaming around dealing with private entrepreneurs•, to
promote the NT at lower levels and contain the damage after the falling out with Sabah3•
Koh can be seen as an example of the important commercial bridging role between
Westerners (including Australians) and indigenous Southeast Asians the local Chinese can
assume. Southeast Asian Chinese have traditionally held a strong economic role in the region
by providing a linkage between local populations and the world economy. The role of
predominantly Chinese Singapore, as the commercial hub of the region, illustrates this, as do
the

strong Chinese entrepreneurial sectors of Brunei, Indonesian and Malaysian societies. This

role has been facilitated by their sharing of some cultural priorities with westerners, particularly

a commercial achievement orientation, and some cultural values with Southeast Asians, such
as respect for authority and for the need to minimise public confrontation. After the failure of
NT attempts to link into the region via Singapore, the key role assumed by an ethnic Chinese
from Malaysia as a commercial intermediary between the NTG and a Malay leader is

significant. Unfortunately, reflecting Territorian inexperience, the uncritical acceptance of
someone

of u�checked background such as Koh proved extremely damaging to the NT. It is

said that not even the most basic precautions, such as preliminary credit-checks, were taken
with him•.

1 F. Alcorta, •Porky' retires- unrepentant and unbowed', NTN 6/06/87, acknowledges that "the Asian
investors courted so assiduously" by Everingham lost over $70 m due to their own problems as well as
the oofair licensing of competing hotels.
2 From original brief given by Everingham, quoted in letter from NTDC Chairman Ray McHenry to
H. Koh (1 2/09/85).

' Personal Interview, 12/12/90.

at the
he was rebuked by

• Colin Jack-Hinton, one of the few Territorians with extensive Southeast Asian exposure

Ume, was warned about Koh In Kuala Lumpur. When suggesting caution

Everingham and told not to meddle (personal Interview, 1 8/09/92).
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For Koh, the lack of Territory competitive advantages could be countervailed by intensive
paradiplomacy in Southeast Asia. Reflecting his bitter personal experience, he observed that
despite its developm'ent potential and location within the Asian region, Darwin had an image
problem which deterred investors. Normal Southeast Asian business people avoided choosing
It due to its poor infrastructure, concern that it is prone to cyclone devastation, and lack of
significant local markets. In Koh's view, even southern Australian business men are unwilling
to invest in the NT outside mining, nor are banks supportive of investment there. In
Everingham's time, furthermore, there was no infrastructure sufficient to support his
development vision. Added to the above, Darwin had bad-mannered customs and Immigration
clearance services, and visa applications faced difficulties, which further alienated Southeast
Asians 1• Thus Darwin competed against more secure investment destinations such as
southern Australian centres. Koh believed that through a diplomacy based on the development
of close personal rapports, projecting a genuine feeling of liking and caring for one-another,
some Asian investors could be induced to take the high risks associated with Darwin. This
initially happened with Harris when he was made welcome in the NT after being rebuked by
other Australian states.

Steele also thought that the NT did project a feeling of affinity with the region. NT Cabinet
Members were free to give Southeast Asian leaders as much attention as needed to achieve
NT paradiplomatic goals, making Asians prefer to deal with the NTG rather than with other
Australians2• Everingham's high level of personal involvement could match the personalised
manner in which Asian leaders tended to conduct foreign relations. Other Australian leaders
couldn't. Someone like Harris thus felt welcome, appreciated and accepted in the NT in
Steele's view.

'None of the Territorians, or other Australians interviewed on this point, have assigned much
weight to the profound emotional effect Western Australia's rebuff may have had on a leader
such as Harris given the shame culture operative in his society and the legacy of past colonial
discrimination. Coulter evidenced a general awareness of this when stressing the importance
of the alleged favourable NT disposition towards Asians, contrasting it with condescending
dispositions of other Australian states. This central point however was emphasised by Koh,
who maintained that, desirous to develop close collaborative relations in the Southeast Asian
region, and accepting the NT as part of it, Harris invested funds in Darwin so as to create a
1 Personal Interview, 30/04/90.
2 Personal Interview, 12/1 2/90.

-1 97substantive foundation for such relations, supporting NTG developmental aims1• Koh added
that the personal dimension is often not sufficiently taken into account when promoting the NT.
Lack of cross-cultural

awareness

by Westerners

leads

them

generally to dismiss

considerations of personal feelings and dispositions, presumed alien to rational business
decision making. However, the incidence of such factors, to varying degrees in most Asian
cultures, makes them central to successful diplomacy.

In Koh's view, Everingham further endeared himself with Harris Salleh, as he showed a
willingness to learn from Sabah's development experience which Harris was prepared to
generously share. Most other Australians were perceived as unprepared to acknowledge Asian
advances and learn from such, exhibiting jealousy instead. Additional, more objective, factors
which attracted his investment group to Darwin listed by Koh include •geographic proximity to
Asia, the resource-rich

hinterland,

the familiar tropical climate and the 'pioneering

opportunities' in the undeveloped north•2•

It was hoped that with a successful precedent, such as the pioneering hotel and arts centre
project in Darwin, other Malaysian investments, particularly private sector ones, would dare to
follow. These projects brought facilities of standards far superior to anything existing at the
time, destined to meet the future needs resulting from the expected development of Darwin
into an important tourist and commercial centre. Sceptical critics in Sabah, unimpressed with
the quality of Darwin's human resources, questioned . the wisdom of such investments,
however

In addition to the above attitudinal advantages, the other similarities between them also
fostered the desire to develop NT/Sabah relations. As seen, these included population size,
scale of economic activity, regional distinctiveness within their respective federations,
resource-based economies, and developmentalist policies. The British legacy also facilitated
interaction. On the surface, the British colonial legacy made Sabah appear •a lot quicker, more
Europeanised than ... Indonesia•, in Everingham's view•. As Geoff Chard said about Sabahns:

1 With the Sabahn leadership anxious to find a safe haven for some of their funds of questionable

origin, the congenial and understanding atmosphere existing between both leaderships must have also
greatly aided the choice of investment destination, over and above more commercially pragmatic
calculations.

2 H. McDonald, The last frontier', EarEasternEconomicReview, 1 1/09/86, p 41.
s

Koh (personal Interview,

4 Personal

Interview,

30/04/91).

12/12/90.

- 1 98•it was easier to deal with them, as culturally they were English influenced•1• Sabah's British
colonial legacy provided a degree of similarity with respect to Westminster-style political
institutions and administrative practices, which appeared more intelligible to Territorians.
Furthermore, many prominent Sabahns, particularly in government, had exposure to the
English language and British or even Australian education2• They welcomed NT officials as
representatives of Australia, projecting a feeling of affinity towards them and welcoming their
visiting missions. Tormey noted that at the time New Zealand was active in East Malaysia,
obtaining good results3•

In addition, convenient transport links to the NT existed. Perkins provided cattle shipping
facilities, and ABA provided air links after 1 983. The similarities in regional status between
Sabah (and Sarawak) in the Malaysian Federation and the NT in the Australian one, as
peripheral regions far removed from centres of power, neglected and regionally distinctive,
further brought their leaders together. Coulter even added the Sabahn elite's love for
equestrian sports as a factor of attraction to the Nr.

Despite the veneer of British influence, there remained fundamental cultural differences
between the NT and Sabah which hindered communications, limiting the integrative results of
NTG paradiplomacy. Sabah is an Asian society where several cultures coexist in a complex
interaction. The main ones are the Malay, Chinese, Indian, as well as several indigenous ones.
While all have their own distinct codes of conduct, certain commonality regarding non
confrontationaJ personal interaction, deference for authority, acceptance of stable social
stratification is_ evident. Sabahn political and bureaucratic leaders tended to be recruited
primarily among a social elite which through office became also an economic elite. For
example, Datuk Harris' huge wealth came not from entrepreneurship but from holding office.

The truly entrepreneurial class is predominantly of Chinese extraction, which despite economic
power, has little access to the highest levels of social or political power. To advance its
fortunes, members tend to seek an alliance with the political elite, as Hishamuddin Koh did.

1 Chard (personal interview, 1 0/07/90).
2 Andrew Coward, Polley Adviser to the NT Chief Minister estimated that of 20 or so Sabah Ministers
at the time, 1 2 to 1 4 had been schooled in Australia and were thus well disposed towards it (personal
Interview, 24/07/90).
3 Personal Interview, 23/07/90.
4 According to Coulter, East Malaysian elite members like attending Darwin horse races (personal
Interview, 7/06/90).
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in their home setting, Koh's

cooperative relationship with Datuk Harris was not able to successfully operate in the culturally
different

NT environment. Investment failure in the NT required Koh to distance himseif from

Sabah, beginning to serve the NTG instead, where he also eventually failed.

As mentioned in Chapter 1 , a quantitative measure of cultural differences between a number
of national cultures can be derived from Hofstede's model used in cross-cultural studies on
business management. It establishes that a cultural distance exists between Australians and
various Southeast Asian societies . In Hofstede's characterisation, in the four variables of
concern Australian culture appears as highly individualistic, strongly egalitarian (i.e. rejecting
large power distances), low in uncertainty avoidance, and 'masculine'. Malaysian scores in
contrast tend to be towards the opposite ends of the four variables, i.e. collectivistic, accepting
large power distances, higher in uncertainty avoidance, and lower in masculinity. Australian's
In this characterisation would thus tend to be more egalitarian,

assertive and openly

competitive. Hofstede's characterisation would agree with the common stereotype, particularly
of the frontier-type
behaviour.
in and

NT society, of unceremonious, egalitarian, individualistic, assertive

NT society is furthermore characterised by a high degree of individual mobility (both

out, as

well

as

up and down society) , which includes open access to political power.

Tile above provides a way of characterising, to some extent, the different personal and political
rutturaJ origins of Chief Ministers Everingham and Harris Salleh, despite their alleged
temperamental similarities. Their respective roles, conducts and constraints thus differed, even
though both we_re formally Chief Ministers of ostensibly Westminster-type political systems and
both were ardent supporters of developmentalist

policies for their respective economies.

Furthermore, while Everingham had to function within an openly adversarial system with a
significant degree of accountability, Sabah's Chief Minister was less accountable, and thus
freer to handle the huge funds to which he had access.

The significant cultural gulf between Sabah and the NT provided several impediments to the
succes s

of Harris' Darwin investments. The association between the NTG and such exotic

Investors, particularly in view of Harris' growing reputation for corruption in the management
of state funds, gave

cause for much controversy and adverse public opinion towards the

projects1• Furthermore, In design and standards, the buildings far surpassed the current

1 See 'Secret $ 38m Hotel Deal' NTN, 26/03/81 . This front page first report about the project, prior

to Its official announcement, conveys an Innuendo of secrecy and Impropriety about It, naming a number
of high NT officials, Including Treasurer Perron. A vigorous debate raged prominently In the media for

-200facilities and, in some views, the needs of Darwin. On one hand this alarmed more
conservative sectors , and on the other it required certain governmental
guarantees

to facilitate commercial viability. The Sabahns

protection and

for example claim to · have

proceeded building the hotel under the assurances of the NTG that a new Darwin airport
tenninal would be built, which was expected to stimulate a dramatic growth in international
tourism1 • Another assurance allegedly received was that no building of other top level hotels
would be authorised until market growth warranted it. Such assurances would have exceeded

NTG powers. Once building of the hotel commenced, existing airport plans were shelved by
the Commonwealth. Massive construction cost overruns were incurred by the buildings. These
were attributed by Koh to difficulties arising with Australian labour, and by others to poor
project management. The construction of a competing luxury hotel was commenced, leading
to excess of supply. The ensuing financial failure of the hotel and entertainment centre project

resulted In great losses for the Sabah investors. Threats of litigation for breach of contract and
much public acrimony followed.
attacks

in

NTG attempts to minimise the fallout made it the target of

the Darwin press for alleged collusion with the foreign investors2•

A weakening in the timber market in the mid 1 980s and his loss of political office in 1 984 made
Harris lose the financial power to retain the unprofitable

NT holdings. The investments thus

failed to meet their objectives as pioneering exercises in diplomacy, aimed at providing
favourable precedents to encourage substantive future collaborative relations and links in the
region. Instead they had a damaging effect well beyond . Sabah, deterring many in Asia from
Investing further in the Territory'.

'The differing views of Territorians and Sabahns as to the failure of the projects are of interest
as they illustrate a cultural perception gap between both societies . Bob Matthewson simply saw

the willingness of Harris to invest in

NT development projects as an indication of Sabah's

lesser sophistication. Sabahns readily succumbed to Everingham's intense courting, accepting
proposals

which

more

conservative

investors

would

have

regarded

with scepticism .

Furthennore, In Matthewson's view, Everingham was wrongly advised to court so assiduously

weeks thereafter.
' Koh (personal Interview, 30/04/91 ) .

2 The NTG was accused of favouritism I n granting lands, sponsoring unnecessary proJects, an d even
corruption of Its leaders In this connection. See various NTN articles in the period April to June 1981.
' Personal Interviews: Brian Johnson, Press Secretary to ALP NT Senator Bob Collins (24/07/90),
Bill Foo (9/07/92) .
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a controversial figure such as Harris, to get development investments which could compromise

the Nrs future image, as eventually happened1• He added that poor project management by
the investors, and the unintelligibility of the business arrangements between them, particularly
the lack of clarity as to the public or private status of the invested funds, further hindered their
success. This was confirmed by Foo, who attributed the failures to cost over-runs due to poor
project management, high Australian costs, industrial disputes with building industry unions and
the lack of market protection by allowing a second luxury hotel to be builr.

For Hishamuddin Koh, the failures pointed to a number of difficulties in NT business interaction
with members of the Southeast Asian region. He saw two types of factors at play. The first
were

limitations inherent to NT economic endowments and to Australian institutional

arrangements. Secondly. these limitations were exacerbated by significant attitudinal barriers
to successful cross-cultural interaction. Among the first, Koh included the limitations of the
small and fragile NT economy: lack of development infrastructure; outdated Australian
protectionist devices such as Trade Union protection of artificially high wage levels, aimed at
shielding poor productivity against competition. Koh alleges that he proposed that Malaysian
contractors and labourers should be imported to build the hotel, as it was expected that they
would be cheaper and faster. Potential Trade Union outcry made it impossible to consider this,
even if it would have ensured the financial viability of the projece.

In Koh's view, further negative factors of the first type list�d include strict immigration controls,
implemented in an apparently particularly unfriendly way in Darwin; poor quality of NT human
resources, es�ially lazy and indolent workers; unimaginative, uneducated, unreliable and
cowardly politicians impervious to Asian ways: and a negative over-critical press, shallow in
its appraisals•.

Among the second type of factors, Koh mentioned Australian attitudes to Asia which appeared
Insufficiently attuned to Asian codes of behaviour; racism; jealousy towards those who surpass
1 Personal interview, 20/04/91.

2 Personal Interview, 9/07/92.
'

Personal Interview, 30/04/91 .

4 Koh saw NT politicians, other than Everingham, as too limited to fully grasp the significance of the
Sabah Investments In Darwin for the future of the Territory, Australia and their links with Asia. Even if
they could grasp lt,they lacked courage to provide full support openly when necessary. The NT press
also lacked appreciation of Harris' efforts. Instead of realising his alms went beyond mere profit seeking,
they only harshly criticised (personal Interview, 30/04/91).
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them and unwillingness to learn from Asians. This resulted in very difficult interpersonal
relations, with Asians feeling unwelcome, uncomfortable and offended. A further factor for
difficulty, according

to Koh, was the Sabahn unfamiliarity with Australian contractual

agreements: the investors mistakenly believed NTG assurances regarding the government's
commitment to various infrastructural developments, crucial to the viability of their projects. For
example, they proceeded with the hotel firmly believing assurances given that the airport
terminal would be built, and that their market would initially be protected. The fact that neither
happened

taught Sabahns,

according to Koh, that, unlike Asian practice, Australian

government leaders' pledges may be rescinded'. In Koh's appraisal, the second type of
factors were decisive in determ ining the outcome of these projects. He felt that if the cultural
gulf between both societies would have been better bridged, the investments would not

necessarily have failed.

NTG relations with Sabah cooled down significantly after the Harris investment debacles. Even
NT relations with other Malaysian centres suffered as a resul�. NT Chief Ministerial Adviser
Peter Murphy recalled that Harris' successor, Chief Minister Joseph Pairin Kitingan, was
initially most suspicious of the NT and the Sabah pastoral investments there, given the NTG's
close association with his disgraced predecessor. Marshall Perron claims he was able to allay
Kitingan's suspicions after the viability of the pastoral investments was proven, meeting with
him several times•. Kitingan

eventually visited the Territory in April 1 988, even if at

Commonwealth invitation, holding talks on tourism, primary industry, industry development and
commerce. Expressing hope that his relationship with Chief Minister Hatton would become as
close as that of his predecessor with Everingham, he invited Hatton to Sabah. Neither Hatton
nor Perron have taken up such invitations, however. The continued ownership of the cattle
stations in the Territory by the Sabah State has provided the substance sustaining links
between both areas, even if other significant areas of interaction have not developed .

Trade between the Territory and Sabah remains limited to NT cattle exports and Sabah tropical
timber imports (see Appendix 4). Sabah obtains its imports of consumer goods, including

1 Personal Interview, 30/04/91 .

2 Matthewson (personal Interview, 20/04/91 ).
3 PersonaJ Interview, 24/07/90.

4 PersonaJ Interview, 19/1 1/90.
1 NTN 1 1 and 13/04/88.
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Australian ones, more cheaply via Singapore • The cattle trade underpinning NT/Sabah links,
resulted in the emergence of a set of stakeholders in closer Northern Territory/Sabah relations.
Sabah Government officials periodically make inspection visits to the Territory, and NT based
Desa Cattle Co. directors visit Sabah. Through such involvement these members of a
traditional Territorian elite, whose past orientation was primarily towards southern Australia,
have become familiar with Sabah and its people, advocating for closer relations with them.

Territory-based board member of Oesa Cattle Co., Arch McGill, prominent in the NT cattle
industry, claims to have become aware through this directorship of the previously unknown
Sabah society, with which he wishes to see stronger cooperative links emerginif . He is
impressed by what he sees as the pleasant, hard-working, frugal resourceful and ingenious
nature of Sabah's people. This exemplifies how, once purposeful and equitable cooperative
relations are established, barriers to regional coherence arising out of ignorance and prejudice

can be overcome, leading to further links. In McGill's opinion, trade in goods and services with
Sabah could be greatly intensified given the many opportunities existing there for the NT,
provided NTG apathy is overcome. The existence of a regular shipping service operated by
Desa for cattle transport, returning empty from Sabah, offers opportunities for exports to the

NT. McGill claims to have talked to NTG officials regarding imports of Sabah-produced cane
fumiture, vegetables and eggs, training schemes for potential managers of cattle stations,
Barramundi fish culture and prawn farming, export of flowers by air and tourism. In his
appraisal, visits from the Northem Territory do not le.ad to meaningful action or results.
Furthermore, when Sabah officials visit the NT, NTG officials appear open and approachable,
yet are but re�ctive to Sabahn proposals without offering initiatives.

Some educational links also exist between the NT and Sabah. The Darwin Institute of
Technology, and the NT (formerly Katherine) Rural College in Katherine have provided a
number of short courses to Sabahns since Everingham's initial overtures. NTU attracts
primarily East Malaysians among its overseas students from Malaysia. Appendix 4 shows the
small numbers of Malaysian-resident secondary students in the NT and NTU students. The
latter have increased significantly In number since

1 Norman (personal interview, 13/08/92).
2 Personal interview, 8/08/90.

1 990.
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Sabah has not developed into a major destination for Territorians nor vice versa1• Malaysian
and Brunei airlines promote Sabah generally as one of their destinations. Bob Doyle, NTTC
Chairman, mentioned that even in tourism promotion, despite Everingham's attempts and Chief
Minister Pairin's statements in Darwin regarding joint cooperation, nothing has eventuated or
has been discussecf. No direct air services link Darwin and Kota Kinabalu, even

if convenient

connections are available via Brunei, Kuala Lumpur or Singapore. Sea transport does exist in
the form of regular Perkins Shipping cargo services and cattle company services.
Everingham tried to develop links between golf and sailing clubs, but they have not flourished.
Similarly, cultural relations through the NT Museum of Arts and Sciences and the Kota
Kinabalu Museum have been limited. Among the main cooperation projects between them has
been Kota Kinabalu Museum assistance with the commissioning of an indigenous boat for the
NT Museum. For Fiona Leibrick, Sabah is a much more provincial and less progressive place

than Sarawak with which the NT Museum maintains a brisk cultural exchange program3•
Singapore-based Henry Chan represents the NT Department of Industries and Development
in Kuala Lumpur and East Malaysia as well, primarily for investment attraction. Hishamuddin
Koh continues to act as private Consultant with offices in Kota Kinabalu and Darwin. No
ongoing inter-governmental consultations or linkages between NT and Sabah take place. The
NTG can furthermore claim no special role in federal Australia/Malaysia relations.

Thus, despite the great expectations and intense paradiplomatic activity displayed during the
Everingham and Harris Salleh days, a close interconnection between the NT and Sabah has
failed to develop. Only cattle sustains the relationship, as it initially did. Nowadays, as McGill
stated, average people in Sabah are not aware of the NT beyond being the source of their
cattle supplies•. Similarly, general awareness in the NT about Sabah is scant, with the
negative aspects of the Harris investments lingering on in the public memory. Initial superficial
1 Oisaggregated tourist data is unavailable. However, according to Penni Tastula of Royal Brunei
Airlines, in the year April 1991 to March 1992, the company sold only 63 tickets from Darwin to Kota
Kinabalu, compared with over 2,000 to Singapore, 1 ,000 to M anil a, 1 ,000 to Hong Kong (personal
interview, 20/08/92).
2 Personal Interview, 10/1 0/90.
' Personal interview, 15/09/92.
• Personal Interview, 8/08/90.
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assumptions

regarding close similarities between both, through a shared veneer of British

legacy, have proven misplaced.

Lack of NT perseverance in fostering links with Sabah is regretted, by among others, June
D'Rozario who laments that there had been an initial burst with lots of wori<, success and
satisfaction, which then petered out for lack of continuity1• In the view of Larrie Bannister, who
acknowledged not having had any matters relating Sabah cross his desk for over a year. an
important reason of this discontinuity was the departure from the NTG of key export mari<eting
officials like Tormey and Foe, who had a special interest in Sabah, Brunei and Sara�.
Tormey and Hein had stressed the medium to long term orientation of overseas trading
promotion, hampered by frequent NTG personnel changes and leadership demands for quick
high visibility results. Others, like Andrew Wee have endorsed such criticism of impatient NTG
politicians3• In Malaysia the heavy promotion carried out by the NTG in the early 1 980s was
not sustained for long enough to be allowed to bear results. A general downturn in the
Malaysian economy in the mid 1 980s further discouraged the NT from persevering.

Foe, considers the NT to have failed in its attempts to make inroads into Sabah and Sarawak
mari<ets, especially when compared to other Australian states. In addition to the structural
problems already mentioned, a serious lack of personal credibility existed, as Territorians
generally were not up to the standards of East Malaysians. Foe's acute shame at the poverty
his Minister's CV, compared to his Sabahn host's, is an example.

Koh has also bemoaned the lack of continuity in NTG paradiplomacy with Sabah in particular
and Southeast Asia in general, given Australia's need to become accepted as a good
neighbour in Southeast Asia. Darwin, already inside the region, can play a key diplomatic role
to facilitate the emergence of close and substantive relations with countries like Malaysia and
Indonesia which, in Koh's view, feel close to the NT, and not to Australia. Instead of pursuing
such a vocation, since Everingham the NT has virtually ceased to promote itself in Southeast
Asia, according to Koh. He felt that Tuxworth contributed little to NTG paradiplomacy, being
primarily concerned with jealously vilifying Everingham's wori<. In Koh's view, Hatton lacked

1 Personal interview, 2/08/90.
2 Personal interview, 7/08192.
3

Telephone interview, 28/10/92.

-206a vision, and Perron, not being very interested in Asia and lacking courage, prefers to do
nothing rather than take the risk of making mistakes1 •

Sabah's Chief Minister Kitingan again visited the Territory in January 1 992, as a result of which
links with Eastern Malaysia "were rekindled"2• Industries and Development Minister Hatton
returned the visit in June that year, indicating a renewed NTG interest to strengthen economic
links and broaden the previously exclusive paradiplomatic focus on Indonesia. In his report to
the Assembly in August 1992, Hatton spoke of regional trading covering Sabah, Sarawak, east
Indonesia and Darwin. He thought exports from Sabah to Darwin could take advantage of the
empty southward journeys of the Desa cattle vessels adding that some trade in tropical
hardwoods was developing.

Sarawak
After Sabah, the Everingham government also attempted to extend its paradiplomacy to the
East Malaysian state of Sarawak. As an importer of NT beef, Sarawak eventually also decided
to acquire its own supply source in the Territory. Unlike Sabah and Brunei, Sarawak faced
Commonwealth reluctance to further investments of such kind. Permission for the purchase
of Rosewood Station in November 1 983 required Everingham's personal intercession. The
NTG indicated that in future it would not necessarily support further pastoral property
purchases by Southeast Asians, wishing to press for i�vestments in cannery joint ventures
instead. Such investments have not eventuated and Sarawak has not further expanded its
holdings in the NT.

The modest sized Rosewood investment has failed to lead to other major links between both
the NT and Sarawak3• Three main reasons for this can be given. First, unlike Sabah, Sarawak
was an importer of investment capital and not vice-versa. Sabah only became a major capital
exporter under Harris Salleh. Second, Sarawak had a lesser level of development than Sabah.
Third, personal relationships between NT Chief Ministers with Sarawak Chief Minister Abdul
Taib Mahmud, who "was different to Harris, taking a lot longer to get to know·•, never became

1 Personal interview, 30/04/9C>.
2 Hatton, 'Ministerial Statement, South-East Asian Trade and Economic Development Initiatives',
NTPR 1 1 (Debates, 19/08/92, 5536).

3 Rosewood Station's area is 2,770 square km, according to Territory Perspective data.
4

Everingham (personal interview, 12/12/90).

-207close. This was so notwithstanding the fact that Taib had close links with Australia, particularly
South Australia, where he attended University and from where his wife originates.

NT industries, in particular the building and construction industry, entertained high hopes in the
Sarawak market participating in trade promotion missions and exhibitions. According to Hein,
who went twice yearly for three years to Sabah and Sarawak "there was nothing there beyond
protocol"1• Thus trading results have remained meagre. Timber imports to the NT and cattle
exports to Sarawak continue being the main items, supplemented

by horticulture and

vegetables (Appendix 4). They sustain the modest direct shipping services operated by Perkins
and cattle vessels, but no direct air links. Everingham felt that

if the efforts had been

sustained longer, greater results could have followed2• Sarawak participated three times in the
NT EXPO, promoting tourism, timber and handicrafts.

Everingham considered public paradiplomacy involving the development of cultural links to be
a facilitating vehicle for economic relations. The beginnings were slow, however. In 1 986 a 52
person

cultural

group

comprising

dancers,

musicians

and

singers,

together

with

an

ethnographic collection, visited the Territory · as part of a tourism promotional tour of Australia.
The tour grew out of an invitation by the NT Museum of Arts and Sciences, which obtained
NTG funding for some of the local costs. Given the small Darwin market and the preference

of its citizens for larger destinations, the predominantly eco-tourism oriented Sarawak has
failed

to attract

many

Territorians.

Later

that

year,

Sarawak

officials

proposed

the

establishment of a sister-city relationship between Kuching and Darwin which did not
eventuate3•

Close collaborative relations have developed between the NT Museum and the Sarawak
Museum in Kuching since the early 1 980s4• A number of exhibitions have been held and the
Sarawak Museum has donated material to the NT and assisted in collection acquisitions. They
have exchanged staff and engaged in reciprocal visits. The NT Museum's first one-year
scholarship for Southeast Asian museum staff further training in Australia was awarded to a
Kuching Museum staff member in 1 991 . The NT Museum also promotes the Sarawak Museum
with the Australian Foreign Affairs Department, so that it is included in the Malaysian circuit

1 Personal interview, 1 1/03/91 .

2 Personal interview, 12/12/90.
3 NTN, 9/11/86.
4 Aona Leibrlck (personal Interview, 1 5/09/92).
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developed.

Education links between the NT and Sarawak began early on and have continued. According
to the NTU Assistant Vice-Chancellor for External Relations, Dr Keith Solomon, a Government
Middle Management Course for Sarawak officers funded by AIDAB in 1 982 launched the
Darwin Community College internationally'. No major private sector business linkages are
referred to publicly. No formal agreements between governments have been signed, nor
placement of official representatives taken place.

No major links with Sarawak have thus developed, despite initial sales promotional activity.
Hatton's 'rediscovery' of East Malaysia in 1992, included a visit to Sarawak, aimed at
establishing cooperative arrangements in a number of areas. These ranged from joint tourism
marketing, development of trade with Australia through Darwin, professional service supply in
wildlife management and eco-tourism, to engineering service supplies and remote are power
generation

technology.

These activities were seen as complementary

to the NTG's

promotional efforts in eastem Indonesia. No indication of significant results was evident by the
end of 1 992, however.

West Malaysia
Everingham recalled that the NTG's paradiplomatic interest in West Malaysia was mainly
political, to support its closer links with the Eastern states of the Federation3 even if attempts
were also made to develop NT exports, primarily cattle. Public diplomacy included cultural
events such as an Aboriginal art exhibition in Kuala Lumpur in 1 983 organised by the NT
Museum. Scholarships to building industry management personnel to study in Darwin have
also been offered. In following years, NT industries participated in trade exhibits such as
building industry fairs in Kuala Lumpur with meagre results. The NT TDZ established a
cooperation agreement with a counterpart in Penang, which failed to draw industries to the
Darwin TDZ, however.

' They were scheduled to be trained at the International Training Institute In NSW. Due to an excess
of students, the Director of this institution sub-contracted them to DCC, where he previously worked.
Solomon, (personal Interview, 27/00/90).
2 NTPR 1 1 (Debates, 19/08/92, 5540).
3 Personal Interview, 12/12/90.

-209Civil aviation links have been an area where NTG paradiplomacy has achieved results.
Following Everingham's encouragement, in 1 986 Malaysia Airlines planned to commence a
Kuala Lumpur/Darwin service. After government permit difficulties were overcome, the
company commenced services in late 1 990, providing an important addition to incoming NT
tourism from Europe. Appendix 4 shows direct Darwin /Kuala Lumpur Air traffic after the
inauguration of these services. Singapore and Brunei are frequently used alternative routes
for travellers between the NT and Malaysia, however. Much of the traffic comprises tourists
to or from Europe to Malaysia and the NT. Other areas of developing commercial links are a
number of smaller investments in NT companies and real estate by Malaysian -mostly ethnic
Chinese- private interests . A Kuala Lumpur-based group of companies purchased the Darwin
fertiliser producer Tropigro. This opened a market in Malaysia for service provision by the
Darwin-based TABS computer consultant company, which failed to develop, however1 • No
official agreements between the NTG and West Malaysian State governments or the Federal
Government have been entered into. DID's Malaysian representation by Henry Chan is through
Singapore. No official Malaysian representative is based in Darwin. Only Malaysia Airlines
keeps a sales office in Darwin.

In conclusion it can be seen that only with Sabah under Everingham can a truly active, highly
personal, NTG paradiplomacy with Malaysia be discerned. It resulted in a some tangible
advancement of NT interests. The circumstances of this paradiplomacy were unique, however,
and the NT was not able to seize the opportunities it was offered . Major cultural differences
between both societies; lack of Territorian diplomatic skills, perseverance and commitment;
-

absence of a strong NT economic attractions to Malaysia; and Commonwealth barriers have
limited the development of links. Thus, despite its apparently auspicious beginnings, NTG
paradiplomacy with Malaysia did not lead to a legacy of enduring significance. Only the
pastoral industry has remained attractive, providing what little continuing substance there is
to the relationship.

Northern Territory relations

with

Brunei

Similarities between the NT and Brunei pertain to their small population sizes and their
economies, both primarily based on natural resource extraction. Brunei's estimated population

1 'NT cracks Asian mar1<et', NTN, 14/02/91.

-210in 1 985 was 221 ,900, of whom approximately 65% were Malay, 20% Chinese, mostly
stateless, and the remainder indigenous. Brunei's GOP per capita was about US $23,000 in
1 986, including about $8,800 per capita from state overseas investment revenues1 • Brune.i and
the NT differ in most other senses. Brunei is in practice an Islamic absolute monarchy, run by

a long established royal family. Its society is rigidly stratified into a politically determining
aristocracy, an ethnic Chinese mostly non-citizen bourgeoisie, and a Malay and indigenous
lower class, up to recently almost entirely engaged in agriculture. Having been a protectorate
of Britain from 1 888 to 1 983, its rulers exhibit a penchant for aspects of British upper class
lifestyles.

Blunt has found that in terms of Hofstede's profile of work-related values, Brunei scores
similarly to Malaysia and Indonesia. These societies are characterised by high power distance,
strong uncertainty avoidance, low individualism and medium masculinir{. This contrasts with
Australia's low power distance, medium to low uncertainty avoidance, high individualism, and
high masculinitY'.
..

Brunei's economy depends almost totally on exports of natural gas and petroleum, and returns
on investments abroad of oil-derived massive foreign exchange reserves. The Royal family
privately controls further huge holdings•. Despite enormous income distribution differences,
Brunei's population enjoys a very high standard of material welfare. The investment
management of Brunei's official financial reserves had during Protectorate times been
entrusted to highly reputed and conservative British financial management firms, such as
Crown Agents. After independence the management of the investment of these funds became
the responsibility of the Brunei Investment Agency (BIA) and a consortium of US, British, and
Japanese financial institutions. Private Royal family funds have gone to a variety of prime
foreign investments or have been squandered according to personal whims5• This has led a
set of international wheeler-dealers to vie for access to the Royal family to propose investment
projects.
a, 19th ed., London: Europa Publications, 1987, pp 249-258.
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-21 1 Brunei's heavy dependence upon Imports to meet most of its needs, and its steadily declining
oil reserves, have encouraged attempts to broaden the country's economy. National
Development Plans have emphasised the expansion of agriculture and industry. Government
investments

in infrastructure (water supplies, sewerage, telecommunications

and port

construction), services and incentives aimed at increasing private-sector participation in the
economy. Foreign and domestic investment has been sought to foster self-sufficiency in food
production and increase import-substitution industries. The government aims to convert Brunei
in the longer term into a banking and financial centre and a centre for trade and maintenance

services. Since the 1 970s a policy of agricultural and fishing industry expansion has led to
increased research in a number of crops, notably rice, and livestock husbandry, and the
establishment of an Agricultural Training Centre. Imports of manufactured goods have tended
to increase as a result of greater demand for sophisticated consumer goods and a high level
of construction activity in the 1 980s1 •

Since independence, Brunei's needs for skilled labour and economic advice have been
primarily met by its second major trade partner, Singapore which of all the regional states

enjoys the greatest economic and strategic influence in the Sultanate. Britain's pre-eminent
advisory role prior to independence has thus waned. Britain's responsibility for Brunei's
defence and foreign relations, until its Protectorate agreement with the Sultan came to an end

on 31 December 1 983, precluded the establishment of direct diplomatic relations with Canberra
until after independence, a fact regretted by the first � mission in 1 978.

Given its huge wealth, proximity and market prospects, Brunei soon attracted the attention of
_
NTG paradiplomats as a potential target area for NT influence. The NT was seen as a pioneer
in Australian penetration of Brunei. Similarities of scale and the requirements of its
development plans further enhanced its attractiveness. British influence in administrative
institutions, the presence of British expatriate administrative personnel and the use of the

English language appeared to facilitate Territorian access to Brunei. It was considered
attractive both as an export market for products and services as well as an investment capital
source for the NT.

Brunei emerged as a market for Territory cattle in 1 978, when Brisbane-based Austrex began
exports, inducing Perkins Shipping to call in Brunei on the Darwin/Singapore service and

1 TheFarE
a
s
t, p 253.

-212seeking the development of other cargoes1 • Cattle property investments and RBA flights were
the foci of NTG paradiplomacy in Brunei in the early 1 980s. Surprisingly, after these were
achieved, NTG paradiplomatic attention in Brunei waned.

Brunei was led to purchase cattle stations in the NT by a consultant team commissioned by
Crown Agents, who reported directly to London. According to Jim Forwood, General Manager
of Glencoe, Carabao Exports and Western Development, the Brunei cattle companies in the
NT, Northam Australia was a suitable livestock source2• This was due to proximity, ability to
handle Brunei climate by Territory animals, and their low fat meat, preferred by Malays. In
Western Australia and Queensland, local legislation, not attuned to foreign cattle property
ownership, complemented the FIRS's. The NT, which generally welcomed foreign investments

and had no such local legislation, thus appeared more welcoming3• Brunei cattle needs were
satisfied through the purchase of Willeroo, East Matheson, West Matheson and Scott Creek
stations, acquired in 1982. Their surface area adds to 5,860 square kilometers•. Willeroo's
1 ,564 square kilometers exceed Brunei's surface area. Opium Creek, was added in 1 990.
According to Forwood, in the initial years no contacts existed between the NT properties and
Bruneians. From 1984 onwards, after independence, the BIA took over supervision of the NT
properties following the sacking of Crown Agents, essentially because of their patronising
attitude. The Australian holding company Glencoe Pty. ltd. is the owner of Western
Development, in whose name the original stations are held. Carabao Exports was purchased
In 1 989 as it owned an export licence and Opium Creek, a small property used to hold
livestock for export. The addition of a vessel enabled the NT Brunei companies to control cattle
production, e�port and shipping.
Glencoe Director, Darwin Solicitor George Cridland, holds that Brunei could have done better
investing elsewhere in northern Australia5• Because of stock losses over the years and
development requirements resulting from NTG policies, much capital has had to be invested.
This has reached the point where the BIA Is no longer willing to provide further funds, but lets
the properties borrow locally in Australia. To improve profitability, production is being expanded
' Nonnan (personal interview, 13/08/92).

2 Personal Interview, 8/09/92.
' Forwood (personal Interview, 8/09/92).
4 Territory Perspective data
•

PersonaJ Interview, 15/09/92.

-213so as to export throughout Southeast Asia in addition to Brunei. Given BIA ownership of the
Australian companies, Brunei government representatives are on their boards. BIA's Chairman
is the Sultan's brother, and its Deputy Chairman is the Minister of Law, Pengiran Bahrin. The
latter Is among the members of the board of the NT companies, together with other Bruneians
and Australians. Normally the board meets twice yearly, once in Darwin. These visits by high
ranking Bruneian officials tend to include courtesy calls and entertainment of NTG leaders,
particularly Chief Minister Perron, who according to Forwood and Cridland has developed a
close personal relationship with Pengiran Bahrin1 •

Everingham's initial hopes regarding Brunei investments in projects linked to the cattle industry,
increasing NT value-added components such as a cannery or a Halal abattoir, did not
eventuate. As late as 1 990 David Robertson, then heading

Territory Perspective, was still

attempting to promote such investments among Bruneians2•

Brunei's true interest in the NT remained only as a live meat source, as both Hatton and Steele
have confirme<:f. Hatton further stressed the difficulty for Territory paradiplomats to get access
to the Sultan. For Perron, only through cattle supplies was the NT able to satisfy an existing
need . There were few attractive investment propositions in the Territory for the huge Brunei

cash surpluses•. This view was echoed by Cridland and Forwood, the latter adding that the
NTG does not realty know what to do with Brunei as besides meat, it has little to offer. Trade
is limited by the small NT industrial base and its isolation

from southern Australian

manufacturers by high transport costs, so that local products lose out in competition with
suppliers like Singapore. Cridland also considers that Brunei is of little interest to the

NT,

as,

except for the oil, its industrial economy is small and does not provide many avenues for joint
ventures.

Everingham acknowledged the absence of sufficiently attractive propositions, besides cattle
stations, to lure the Brunei royal family to invest in the Territory. His view was that in general

1 Personal Interviews, 8 and 15/09/92.
2 Personal Interview, 19/06/90.

3 Personal Interviews, 611 1/90 and 12/12/90.
4 Personal Interview, 19/1 1/90.
1

Crldland and Forwood (personal interviews 8 and 15/09/92).

-214foreign investors in the NT -or Australia for that matter- find little to invest in besides real
estate. Everingham's controversial Myilly Point development project had the Sultan of Brunei
in mind as a substantial investor. This prestige housing/hotel project, expected to boost
tourism, caused much public debate and acrimony in Darwin. Everingham saw the involvement
of top investors like the Sultan of Brunei, as most valuable to promote Territory tourism
internationally'. Having a set of powerful investors around the world owning slices of NT real
estate would make them stake holders in Territory development, ensuring their contribution to
its success.

Such involvement

of powerful stake holders world-wide

was the key to

Queensland's tourism success, in Everingham's view.

For Bob Matthewson, matters appeared more complex. Brunei's reticence to invest in the NT
stemmed firstly from the very conservative outlook of the firms managing the Sultan's funds.
They wanted long-established investments of proven security. The NT was new and unproven.
Everingham's attitudes exacerbated this reluctance: being young and wanting quick results he
attempted to bulldoze his way in. Darwin entrepreneur Haig Arthur, who had a pioneering role
in NT/Brunei private sector links, also confirmed the Nrs lack of attraction to Brunei's
conservative investment managers. They look for 'blue chip' investments and can get high

returns, while NT projects tend to be high-risk pioneer developmental ones2• On this basis,
the BIA was said to find Australia uninteresting. After disposing of share portfolios in 1987, it
keeps no direct Australian investments except for the cattle properties, while the Sultan looks
only at top investments for his personal funds3•

Experienced i�formants generally agreed, however, that Australia, including the NT, has done
very little promotion to attract Brunei investments. Little is known there regarding the NT
besides its cattle supplies. Acknowledging the need for greater Australian efforts to get Brunei
to invest in Australia, Forwood saw a difficulty arising from the lack of capability of Australians
to effectively interact with Asians. Many Darwin 'professional international consultants' were
unskilled in interaction with the very polite Bruneians, who resent being bulldozed and pushed
around by patronising Australians•. Bruneians demand consideration of the fact that they pay.

1 Personal Interview, 12/12/90.

2 Personal Interview, 6/06/91.
' Crldland, (personal Interview, 1 5/09/92).
• Personal Interview, 8/09/92.
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Besides the claim that some NT actors exhibit arrogance towards Southeast Asians, Forwood
identified another important explanation of NTG indifference towards Brunei. He believed that
it stemmed from a misplaced estimation among NT politicians of their own importance. This
was fostered by the privileged treatment they received from President Suharto. As a result they
try to meet the Sultan, as Hatton attempted to do on a housing sales trip, forgetting that the
British-trained Brunei royalty is used to interact with other royalty, not with minor regional sub
national politicians. The disproportionate access by NT leaders to President Suharto is the
consequence of Indonesia's interest in developing an area of influence in the neighbouring NT,
•probably because they want to take us over• as an observer put it1• Brunei rulers have no
need to grant such special concessions so as to influence Territorians. Thus NTG
representatives who need acceptance in Brunei, should seek links at appropriate levels, not
expecting access to the top, Forwood concluded.

Koh also acknowledged the failure of NTG paradiplomacy regarding investments from Brunei,
which he attributed to the Territory's lack of agents capable of appropriately approaching the
Sultan. According to Koh, the Sultan is very protective of his wealth, allocating funds primarily
to satisfy local development needs2• Thus, more sophisticated and indirect advances are

required to draw Brunei investment funds to the NT. A potential approach could be to jointly
engage in research programs, through the NTU for example, in high priority areas such as
agriculture, seeking Brunei financial participation in resulting projects. Koh criticised post
Everingham NTG paradiplomatic neglect of Brunei, confirming that hasty attempts such as
Hatton's to meet the Sultan, are unacceptable. To get access to the top the NTG needs a
more permanently established representative in Brunei, able to meet the requirements for
sociaJ acceptance by the aristocracy.

Brunei has had a strong public profile in the Territory in commercial aviation. Appendix 4
shows that in recent years ABA carried between 1 5% and 20% of Darwin's overseas
passenger traffic. Few airlines served Darwin at the time ABA expanded services to the city,
linking it with Brunei and Southeast Asia. This major extension of the small regional company,
taking place prior to Brunei independence, was greatly influenced by NTG paradiplomacy and
Brunei's NT cattle stations. Existing relations with the NT gave ABA the confidence to attempt
the inclusion of a destination on the fringes of the operating range of its short-haul aircraft.

Darwin remained ABA's only Australian destination until the addition of Brunei/Perth services
1

'Name Suppressed N° 9'.

2 Personal Interview, 30/04/91 .

-216in January

1 99 1 ,

which, doubling in

1 992,

displaced the Darwin service in importance. In the

view of Penni Tastula, Managing Director of Northern Gateway, the Darwin-based Australian
General Sales Agent of ABA, original expansion of services to Australia, even if only to
Darwin, was a prestigious move for the emerging company1 . Profitability was not a major
consideration at the time, and the company promoted its sales on the basis of cheapness,
attracting a modest share of Darwin/Southeast Asian traffic.

Inducing a greater number of airline companies to provide commercial links between the
Territory and foreign locations, particularly its main tourist generating markets , has been an
aim of NTG paradiplomacy. It continues to be an important task for the Aviation Branch of the
NT Department of Transport and Works, according to its Director, Chris Biggs. Dealing with
Brunei has been an important activity of the branch2• Encouraging ABA to serve Darwin was
an early NTG initiative. After raising the matter during several missions to Brunei with the
British expatriate top management of the company, services began under the Australia/ United
Kingdom Airline Services Agreement. As a temporary measure, upon independence, an
exchange of letters between Brunei and the Commonwealth Government enabled ABA
operations

to

continue on existing terms until a permanent bilateral Australia/Brunei Air

Services Agreement could be negotiated. This took years to achieve despite persistent efforts
by the Commonwealth and Territory governments.

Dealing with Brunei has been considered difficult by NTG officials. Not well-prepared or versed
in international practices, Brunei officials tended to respond with inactivity when faced with
situations they were not able to handle. "They don't grasp the realities of life"3• As a result,
tensions have emerged, in the view of Penni Tastula, due to cultural differences in approaches
to negotiations. Brunei delegations would introduce requests to the Commonwealth officials
as non-agenda items, which the Australians could not consider. One example was the Brunei
request for direct traffic rights to Perth, on advice by the Western Australian Government, when
an Airline Services Agreement granting Darwin rights was about to be signed4• Bruneians felt
that Australians did not heed their requests. Negotiations with the Commonwealth proved

1 Personal interview,

20/08/92.

2 Personal interview, 31/07/90.

' As 'Name Suppress8d Nil 10' said.
4 Update confidential document on 'International Airline Services to the Northern Territory' Chris
Biggs, Aviation Branch, NT Department of Transport and Works, July 1990. Also personal Interview
31/07/90.
,
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frustrating and protracted, and came close to being broken off when Bruneians took offence
at disparaging remarks by Australians after an inconclusive negotiation session1 • After threats
of terminating the Darwin service in 1 990, the agreement was established. It allowed a.Perth

service, which was inaugurated soon after.

At the time the termination of the Darwin service was threatened, Chief Minister Perron, who
was aware of the problem and claimed to regret it, took no action to appease the Bruneians.

The Commonwealth was allegedly "nervous regarding NT Ministerial involvement or
representations to Brunei"2• Only low level contacts between the NT Aviation Branch and the
Director of Brunei Civil aviation took place. The incident shows that despite NTG rhetoric to

the contrary, the reservoir of goodwill towards the NT in Brunei, and the influence there of the
NT leadership was shallowl. The charter of an ABA aircraft to keep domestic air links with
Darwin operating during an Australian pilots strike in 1 989, was also presented as evidence
of close relations between the NTG and Brunei4• As Biggs pointed out, the aircraft was
available for charter by anyone. It was a purely commercial airline deal5•

The ABA air link is intrinsically unstable. Since fares and traffic on the services have always
been low, with load factors in the vicinity of 50% at best6, service profitability has been
meagre. A company policy change towards greater profitability could easily see it discontinued.
Most traffic is to or from points beyond Brunei. Penni Tastula added that, despite her
company's promotional efforts, business traffic and freight between Darwin and Brunei is very
low, as is tourism from Darwin to Brunei7• Exports from the NT are negligible. Perth has
displaced the original fruit and vegetable shipments, given greater availability and better prices.

The number of visitors from Brunei to Darwin is small. Expatriates working in Brunei make

1 All Australian was ovemeard exclaiming

•1 wish the bloody Bruneians would get

their act together•

according to Tastula (personal interview, 20/08/92).
2 Biggs (personal interview 31/07/90). In a personal interview on 1 9/1 1/90, Perron denied knowing
about RBA's intentions.
3 NTTC Director Bob Doyle praised Perron's alleged reservoir of goodwill in Brunei in this context,
(personal interview, 1 0/08/90).
• Peter Murphy (personal interview, 24/07/90); Coulter (personal interview, 7/06/90); Hatton (personal
Interview, 06/11/90); and Tormey (personal interview, 23/07/90).

•

Personal interview, 31 /07/90.

• Department of Transport and Communications, Air Transport Statistics, International Air Transport,
1984-1991.
7

Personal Interview, 20/08/92.

-218short trips to Darwin despite its limited facilities, either for shopping or for immigration related
purposes. Brunei students in Australia also receive visits from relatives. According to Ms
Tastula, Brunei tourists prefer larger urban centres in Australia, even if Darwin has a reputation
of being more friendly and hospitable to Asians. Since Perth flight started, Darwin has been
displaced both for student traffic as well as for shopping trips, given its poorer facilities.

The perceived importance of Brunei as a student source for NT educational institutions led the
NTU to establish Northsearch in Brunei, a fully-owned locally incorporated trading company.
According to its founder, Dr K. Solomon, it is the only company owned by an Australian
University operating in such a manner overseas1 • Besides aiming to attract Brunei students
to the NTU, it acted as registered service provider for the Brunei and Malaysian governments.
Solomon explained that Brunei was chosen as the Northsearch base since the DCC and DIT
had been involved in contractual work there2 • Furthermore, convenient air links with Darwin
and the rest of Southeast Asia existed and only company taxes are levied. The contractual

work originated in 1 982 when the then DCC was asked by the Australian Department of
Foreign Affairs to assist with middle management courses for Malaysian and Brunei Public
Servants, provided under Australian overseas aid. These courses became the core of the
DCC/DIT international program, leading DCC and later DIT to actively seek such AIDAB
3
funded short term training for Malaysian and Brunei students •

According to the Northsearch Annual Report for 1991 , the company had obtained training
contracts with Brunei Shell for ITAFE courses, and five Brunei Armed Forces students for a
4
variety of short courses • As Appendix 4 shows, Brunei higher education students also attend
NTU. Northsearch, was managed in Brunei by an Australian-educated ethnic Chinese resident
of Brunei, and was succeeded by his female administrative officer, also an ethnic Chinese.
Penny Tastula stressed that to have an impact in Brunei a company needs to be headed by
a local of Malay extraction. June D'Rozario observed that Australians tend to have discomfort
making choices based on ethnicity, projecting Australian 'Equal Opportunity' policies to

1 Since late 1990 it expanded through a branch office in Jakarta, performing similar functions in
Indonesia until closed in mid-1992.
2 PersonaJ interview, 27/06/90.

' No statistics of student numbers for such past programs are kept at NTU.

4 Northsearch Newsletter, June 1992.

-219appointments in other countries, frequently choosing members of minority groups1• The
Northsearch choices In Brunei seem to illustrate this.

Training of Brunei civil servants, military personnel and students has had a high priority in
Brunei /Australia relations2• The Chairman of the Northern Territory University Development
Unit, Dr James Eedle, acknowledged the aim to forge close links between Brunei and the soon
to be opened University College of the Northern Territory and the Menzies School of Health
Research. Eedle wrote that the NTG was •anxious that the College develop links and
relationships with Brunei ... [and) ... anxious to involve Brunei in the work of the School"3• The
possibility of Brunei investment in a private University and a private Secondary school,
contemplated for the NT in the mid 1 980s was also considered. In the view of Peter Murphy,
the Sultan of Brunei was very supportive of the establishment of a NT University, given the
satisfactory experience with middle management trainees at DIT. The Sultan thought of Darwin
as having a number of advantages. These included a mosque and an Islamic community as

well as absence of racial prejudices. Furthermore, Brunei parents would feel more comfortable
if their offspring were in nearby Darwin, perceived as 'part of Asia' rather than further away.

As a small city, Darwin was assumed to provide less exposure to morally inconvenient
inftuences for students•.

Eve Teague,

Overseas Marketing Manager of Northsearch confirmed that for Brunei, as well

as other Southeast Asian students , Darwin is attractive on account of factors such as

geographical proximity, small size, ease of access to services and facilities, safety, climate and
its Asian population5• Malaysia and Brunei remain the University's main foreign markets, as

shown In Appendix 4. Teague added that marketing NTU abroad is not easy as its existence

is not well known. Darwin furthermore has competition from Western Australia. As Murphy
indicated, it may have been displaced8• Katanning, a township outside Perth has a large
Moslem community of Malaysians,

Indonesians, Cocos and Christmas Islanders which

provides a culturally hospitable environment to Brunei students who in any case have better

1 PersonaJ interview, 2/08/90.

2 Evans and Grant, Australia's, p 194.
' Letter to Australian High Commissioner In Brunei, 13 December 1985. NTU Archives, ref: NTUA
PJF 43/29 UPA 81/300 file 407
4 Personal Interview, 24/07/90.

1 Personal Interview, 3/07/90.
•

Personal Interview, 24/07/90.

-220academic choices in Perth. Appendix 4 shows that the number of Brunei students at NTU has
markedly increased since 1 990.

A number of Darwin companies, particularly in the housing construction and supplies sector,
attempted expanding into Brunei after the NTG-sponsored trade missions. They have done

so "vigorously,

without achieving the results expected" 1 • Expertise with NT climatic conditions

was considered particularly relevant in this field. However, several informants familiar with
these NT efforts coincide on their assessment that insufficient sensitivity by Territorian
businessmen to various aspects of the local environment accounted for their failures.

Among the pioneering

Darwin businessmen setting up in Brunei was Haig Arthur, an

entrepreneur mainly active in retail of hardware and gardening equipment. He associated with
a PNG firm, setting up Growler Sdn Bhd as a result of "some early initiatives of the Trade and
marketing Division of the NTDC•2• A number of difficulties, which can be summed up as
arising from cultural incompatibility, beset the operation leading to its demise within one year

of its official opening

by Hatton in October 1 986. The negative effect of this failure discouraged

further NT businesses from setting up in Brunei. Among the obstacles encountered by Arthur
were difficulties to operate in association with local partners, particularly Malays, as required
In Brunei. In exchange for assistance with obtaining local permits, one of the Sultan's brothers
brought in a Singapore majority shareholder who soon a�er asked to be bought out by Arthur.
This was beyond Arthur's financial capacity given the general downturn affecting his Darwin
business. Despite NTG assistance in Darwin no buyers were found, nor government financial

support provided, forcing the closure of the Brunei shop3• He felt he had good prospects in
the affluent Brunei market, especially given the government's private home ownership policy.

As he saw it, hardware was poorly marketed in Chinese-owned general stores. He expected
opportunities to exist for Australian do-it-yourself hardware lines, gardening equipment and
plants. The hardware goods were mainly from southern Australia which he could supply via
Darwin at little or no cost surcharge, given his Territory market strength. He sold NT expertise
In agriculture, horticulture and fertilisers, which proved appropriate due to climatic similarities,

and
1

4.

were beyond the competition of Singapore traders. Growler's success with gardening

Chard (personal interview, 10/07/90).
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2 NTDC, ReportonTradeMissiont
1 PersonaJ Interview, 6/06/91.

-221services, primarily with the government and Royal Palace, contrasted with its hardware sales
failure.

Foo observed that the failure was due to the cultural inappropriateness of the marketing
approach employed and the wrong choice of location of the shop. The products were good,
but the company insisted on an Australian do-it-yourself promotional approach. In a society
like Brunei, those who can afford such higher quality goods do not garden themselves'.
Additional factors preventing success of NT exporters to Southeast Asia, according to both
Arthur and Foo, are the small scale of most NT operations; their lack of financial resources to
sustain the cost of penetrating new overseas markets, which require a lengthy local presence
rather than mere participation at trade fairs; transport costs including high port handling
charges, which waterfront de-regulation and the licensing of small Southeast Asian prahus to
sail to and from Darwin could overcome; high labour costs; and insufficient Commonwealth
export promotional incentives. Tax incentives, for example, are only available for initial
marketing and feasibility study expenses, investment in product and services costs are not
deductible. Arthur claims to have lost nearly $500,000 in Brunei which almost destroyed his
..

Darwin business. but could not claim tax rebates which are only granted to fully-owned
subsidiariesl.

The prefabricated housing manufacturer Diamond and Watts was another pioneering NT
private business presence in Brunei, financially assisted by the NTG in its early promotional
product displays. Initial success in securing some contracts for metal houses designed for
tropical Australia led the company to contemplate setting up a manufacturing facility in Brunei.
Despite their good quality. the products did not suit Brunei preferences. They proved too
expensive for a market which, unlike the

NT, only accepts metal buildings for cheap housing.

· Diamond and Watts' failure was again related to cultural barriers: lack of understanding of
Brune ian perceptions regarding acceptable housing standards3• Following its failure the
company eventually relocated from the NT to Queensland.

PK Kitchens also had some results supplying Darwin -assembled catering equipment to
Brunei. According to its Managing Director, Bob Hein initial success in Brunei enabled sales
of some

$80,000 worth of equipment to the Polo Club. This was a result of a visit on a NTG-

1 Personal Interview,

9/07/92.

2 Personal Interview, 6/06/91.

' Foo (personal Interview, 9/07/92).

-222sponsored trade mission. After the

NTG ceased promotional activity there the market

vanished1• In 1 992 the company folded. Dabsco, an NT blinds and awnings manufacturer.
which had a high-profile participation in the 1 986 Trade Mission to Brunei, failed to develop
exportgl. Garden furniture was also exported by a workshop employing handicapped labour
which folded after a successful start. Colour Set, a TDZ-based colour separation and film
maker for printing purposes, succeeded in winning a small contract for a Brunei hotel brochure
in 1 99 1 . The high cost of penetrating a new market. particularly competing against well
established Singapore companies, led the company to lose on the deal. It went into
receivership in late 1 9913•

Tropigro, the NT plant fertilising supplier, purchased by Malaysian interests in 1991 has shown
success, steadily exporting to Brunei since the mid 1 980s. Southern Australian and NT mixed
fertilisers are sent via Darwin, both by air freight or ship via Singapore. Customers are Brunei
Clubs, government users and private buyers. NT food suppliers have also attempted to trade
with Brunei. Adelaide-based Independent Grocers supplies southern Australian confectionery
goods to Brunei by air via Darwin. Towards 1986 it purchased a Darwin company which was
..

negotiating with Brunei for confectionery supplies. It retained this operation and expanded it
to supply mixed groceries using Perkins' direct shipping service. Independent Grocer's
competitive advantage lay in its willingness to supply the small quantities required by the
Brunei clients. Singapore or European suppliers would require larger minimum orders. After
the Brunei client was bought by a larger company, it accessed other supply networks. Only the
export of confectionery has remained viable for the company. The establishment of a direct
Perth/Brunei air service has not displaced Darwin supplies. No imports to Darwin from
Southeast Asia, other than via Adelaide are performed by the compan'/.

McGowan Produce export mainly Territory melons to Hong Kong and Singapore as well as
supplying the NT market with southern Australian fruit and vegetables. Towards 1984 the
1 Personal interview, 1 1 /03/91.
2 According to Hatton, this company linked to Max Ortmann, NT Lands & Housing Minister as of
1 990, participated in the Trade Mission and did well {personal interview, 06/11/90). Dabsco sales staff
said that no exports took place, only inquiries for pool shades were received; their market is the NT and
north Western Australia (telephone interview, 20/08/92).

' Jim Dodd, Colour Set Darwin, Production Manager (telephone interview, 20/08/90). The company
was bought In 1 992 by Darwin's Coleman's Printing and expects to compete In Southeast Asia.
4 Richard Franton, Independent Grocers Purchasing and Promotions Manager (telephone Interview,

19/08/92).
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company began supplying Brunei buyers who telephoned small orders to be sent on ABA
flights. Darwin's competitiveness over Singapore hinged on availability of specially low
airfreight rates granted by ABA to the Brunei importers. Close personal contact with the British
managers of the buying company was maintained. The cumbersome

administrative

requirements for import into Brunei, and their unpredictable implementation, made this trade
very burdensome and unattractive for McGowan. After the managers of the importing company
returned to the UK, and ABA began servicing Perth, imports began from there. This eventually
ceased and Darwin is again being considered. McGowan is less than enthusiastic about
recommencing trade with Brunei, however, given the administrative difficulties involved1•

Brisbane-based diary product supplier QUF has also been supplying Brunei through Darwin.
Volumes, which grow at a small steady rate, represent a minor proportion of its trade (about
$60,000 per year, out of a total company turn-over of $30 millionr These exports began as
a result of the NTG missions during Everingham's Chief Ministership, and the establishment
of direct flights. Roughly half of QUF exports to Brunei consist of NT produce. The remainder
is from Brisbane, from where the company supplies large exports to the Asia/Pacific region.
Brunei exports are the only ones by the company from Darwin, and take place basically
because of the direct flight and cheap ABA rates. Both the perishable nature of the products
and transport costs, make this trade dependent on availability of direct flights and low rates
to be able to compete with Singapore. Competition from Singapore is very strong, particularly
given its large volume of trade with Brunei, the close business links existing, and availability
of similar products. QUF as a result has been unable to raise Brunei export prices for some
time. Potential for market growth is limited. The market basically consists of Australian and NZ
expatriate oil workers. Free sampling and tasting promotions have been attempted which "have
not really worked with Bruneians, as their food habits do not include consuming dairy
products"3• Faced with this cultural barrier, in the NT QUF prefers to concentrate on its local
market where, according to Benson, 20% sales increases could be obtained from allocation
of promotional resources similar to those spent in Brunei in the past.

The above cover the totality of NT/Brunei links. No institutional arrangements of any kind have
been set up. The NTG keeps no representative in Brunei and ABA's General Sales Agent is
the only unofficial source of information on Brunei in Darwin. No commercial, professional,
1 Marian, export officer, McGowan Produce (telephone interview, 1 9/08/92).
2 Kevin Benson, Sales Manager (telephone Interview, 20/08/92).
3 Benson, 20/08/92.
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formal agreements have been signed between the respective governments, nor does any
structured interaction exist. No exchanges other than the initial Everingham paradiplomacy and
subsequent trade promotional activities have taken place. Only once did the Brunei Military
Band visit the NT, as a result of an initiative by George Cridland.

Post-Everingham NTG paradiplomatic neglect towards Brunei has been regretted. Explaining
the need for perseverance, Tormey said that Bruneians, who are constantly exposed to stream
of visitors seeking sales and investments, often are not properly equipped to handle them 1 •
Not wishing to show their shortcomings, they delay their response, making i t necessary to
frequently return, up to five times or so, before anything begins to happen. Bruneians wish to
see the same faces over and over again. Tormey held that the NT would find many
opportunities associated with Brunei's development plans if it heeded this. Hein considered it
essential to keep up a presence either through a permanent office in Brunei or by frequent
visits even from Singapore2• Foo similarly questioned the effectiveness of NTG efforts in
Brunei, where a cultural problem of understanding the market arose. In his view, this led to a
premature feeling of having exhausted all possibilities and a shift in paradiplomatic focus to
supposedly bigger markets such as lndonesia3•

Brunei's social and political set up suggests that commE;)rcial success for the NT would have
been contingent on a complex and skilled paradiplomacy. Account would have needed to be
taken of the p�trimonial nature of the state, where policy and decision making is dominated
by the Sultan and his family. The incidence of traditional Malay values and outlooks in shaping
economic choices should have been attended to. In particular the need to establish close
personal attachments to key members of the royal family in order to be commercially eligible
should have been heeded. At another level, sufficient rapport with the technocratic sectors of
Government -both indigenous and expatriate-

should have been developed. Besides

appropriate public relations, technical excellence and competitiveness, joint involvement in
development-supporting projects should have been sought. Instead,

1 Personal Interview, 23/07/90.
2 Personal Interview, 1 1 /03/91.

3 Personal Interview, 9/07/92.

as

Forwood observed,
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•Perron keeps a low profile in relations with Brunei .... letting the relationship lie low because
we

do not really ha�e much to offer•1•

The above views can be taken to imply that cultural barriers and the lack of sufficiently skilled
paradiplomatic personnel to overcome them, were major impediments for the successful
implementation of the NTG's foreign policy. In D'Rozario's view the reason that little has been
done to establish a close rapport with the Brunei ruling elite lies in the fact that since the
beginning of contacts Territorians saw Brunei as a more formal community, perceived as a less
easy society to penetrate than Malaysia for example. She felt Brunei was avoided by Territory
political and administrative leaders who tended to feel uncomfortable and ill-equipped to deal
with the nobility there2• Lawrie also attributed the lack of success of NTG paradiplomacy with
Brunei to cultural factors. In her view, Brunei was approached the wrong way, the needs of
Brunei must be matched in a way acceptable to the royal family, not merely acceptable to the
NT. Comparing the successes of Western Australia, which has placed a number of its people
there, she stressed the need for bilingualism in dealing with Brunei3•
Penni Tastula attributed lack of NTG paradiplomatic success with Brunei to the fact that NTG
officials have not bothered to nurture the relationship. In Tastula's view, NT people seem to
feel that visiting Brunei and promoting relations are too much trouble, perhaps because Brunei
protocol is too demanding, making Territorians feel insecure. Territorians thus respond with a
dismissive •who needs those people, who can be bothered with their bullshit?•, according to
Tastula4• In her view, NT Ministers prefer visiting provincial Kupang or Ambon, where local
authorities wilL fuss over them, rather than Brunei, whose urbane royalty conforms to the
protocol standards of world leaders.

It can thus be concluded that the first phase of NTG paradiplomacy, aimed at developing a
close level of integration between the NT and Brunei, Malaysia and Singapore, failed to
achieve its objectives. The NT did not become an important trade partner for Singapore,
basically since its industry lacked required size, competitiveness and sophistication. No
economic interdependence through investments was achieved either, nor did educational or
1 Personal interview, 8/09/92.
2 Personal Interview, 02108/90.
3 Personal interview, 4/03/90.
4

Personal Interview, 20/8/92.
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service links of any consequence develop. Existing interaction is primarily due to the pull of
Singapore as the major trade and communications centre of Southeast Asia. With Malaysia,
some results were achieved in Sabah due to Everingham's diplomatic skill at exploiting the NT
attraction as a source of cattle for Sabah and the personal peculiarities of Sabah's Chief
Minister. Sabahn NT investments outside the cattle industry were however ill-conceived and
suffered from mutual incomprehension due to cultural differences, in the view of involved
actors. They led to great losses and the failure in the relationship with the NT. The NTG did
also not persevere to increase involvement of Southeast Asian ethnic Chinese as diplomatic
intermediaries, even if DID representatives in Singapore and Malaysia belong to this category.
No subsequent links of significance between the NT and Singapore, Sabah, Sarawak and
Brunei have developed, and no NT effort to change this is noticeable. Relations with Sabah
and Sarawak remain limited to cattle, the basis of their interest in the NT. Relations with Brunei
have also failed to prosper despite the potential perceived to exist given the country's fabulous
wealth. A range of informants familiar with NTG paradiplomacy in Brunei have suggested that
besides NT economic limitations, cultural barriers and Territorian indifference to overcome
these have been important factors inhibiting ..the development of close NT I Brunei relations.
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Chapter 7
BILATERAL RELATIONS
Indonesia : 1978-92

•An uncomfortable
Government111

neighbour

on

any

assessment

and

under

any

The Northern Territory has only been marginally attractive to most Southeast Asian states on
account of its economic, physical and human resource limitations. NTG paradiplomacy has
thus had limited success to advance NT developmental interests through economic integration
with the Southeast Asian region. Territorian attitudinal and cross-cultural communication
difficulties have further inhibited

results. All important difference exists. however, with

Indonesia. Security considerations have made the Jakarta government take note of the NT.
making it receptive to NTG paradiplomatic overtures. Thus, unlike other Southeast Asian
governments, a mutual interest in one another exists between the NTG and the Jakarta
governments, if for different reasons. Given its attraction to Jakarta, the NTG has been
encouraged to persevere with its attempts to advance its economic interests in a target area
generally acknowledged as most difficult. Its complex response has began a process of
integration with Indonesia along a variety of dimensions.

Security interests in their bordering areas, primarily with regards to public opposition to
Indonesia's annexation of East Timor, underlie Jakarta's attention to the NT. This contrasts
with the primarily economic interest of the NTG in Indonesia. NTG paradiplomacy in Jakarta,
and Indonesian diplomacy in Darwin, have thus been shaped by the need to harmonise these
differences . This has given NTG paradiplomacy with Jakarta a higher degree of complexity
than its efforts elsewhere in Southeast Asia. While NTG relations in other parts of Southeast
Asia have waned due to the absence of sufficient reciprocal economic interest between both
sides, Indonesian interest in the NT has allowed the relationship between both governments
to be sustained.

The NT furthermore does exert a measure of economic, social and cultural attraction on the
undeveloped peripheral eastern Indonesian provinces in its neighbourhood. Thus a tension has

1 Peter Hastings, 'Indonesia at Crisis Point', SydneyMorningHerald. 7/03/74, dted In John lngleson,
nW
o
d
dAffai
'South East Asia', In W.J. Hudson (ed.), AustraliaI
rs 1971-75. Sydney: George Allen &
Unwin, 1980, p 286.
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developed between NTG aims to develop close trans-border relations with eastern Indonesian
provinces and the Jakarta government's security concerns regarding too close interaction
between these neighbours. As this chapter shows, the NTG has attempted to overcome this
tension. A prime response has been for the NTG to yield to Jakarta's security objectives,
hoping to eam itself a position of trust. The Indonesian government on the other hand, has
accepted entering into a markedly asymmetrical relationship with submissive Darwin, fostering
a semblance of importance and trust of the NTG.

The NTG has considered preservation and strengthening of such a trust crucial to the
advancement of NT interests both in Jakarta and Canberra. Attempting to bridge a sharp
cultural divide, the NTG has found itself needing to blend the two differing political cultures,
adopting at times responses in tune with Indonesian mores so as to remain trustworthy. The

NT has thus assumed the role of a frontier of integration between different oecumenes, in
Kristors nomenclature, as it has been influenced by aspects of Indonesian culture. The NTG

has promoted such an integration, encouraging it to proceed along several dimensions,
attempting to contribute to the strengthening of Australian/Indonesian relations seen as
beneficial to the Territory.

In

recent

years a nuanced Indonesian foreign policy towards the NT has emerged. It has

aimed to balance Jakarta security concerns and expected economic, social and cultural
benefits for its eastern periphery arising from greater interaction with the NT. This has required
the developmel}t of a significant level of Indonesian influence and leverage over the NTG and

NT society. A subtle guidance of the NTG by Jakarta has taken place. The Jakarta government
has appeared to feed Territorian expectations of economic reward, making only · modest
commitments of its own to a balanced two-way partnership. The NTG has appeared as pro
active, with Jakarta reacting to NT initiatives to build an economic relationship. Eastern

Indonesian provincial initiatives to establish closer links with the NT have been muted by the
central government. NTG actors project the appearance of not fully grasping the actual
Indonesian agenda and its differing priorities to their own.

Given their unpropitious base, initial NTG paradiplomatic attempts to develop economic
relationships with Indonesia did not prosper at the rate desired by the NT. The general lack
of economic attraction between both basically non-complementary

economies

was

exacerbated by the lack of contacts and communication in other fields. Post-Everingham NTG
paradlplomacy discovered the need to construct an Interaction context along a variety of
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of mostly NTG initiatives, the relationship has flourished with a variety of social and cultural
links developing, especially when at little cost to Indonesia.

The NT has perceived the costs of developing such relationships as investments for future
economic rewards. The relationship has been of particular interest to an influential minority
faction of the Jakarta elite with strong security involvement, the group associated with the

Centre for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS). The visible increase in Indonesian
cultural and political penetration of the Territory aimed to lead it towards becoming a 'sphere
of influence' of the Indonesian government in Australia. The resulting sense of trust in the NTG
which has developed, has facilitated a relaxation of Jakarta security concerns and a closer
interaction between the NT and eastern Indonesia.

The existence of a sharp socio-economic divide across the Arafura-Timor seas has been an
additional factor inhibiting close interaction between the NT and eastern Indonesian provinces
in the past. The attraction of the NT to the weak eastern Indonesian provincial economies has
been primarily by default, after unsuccessful NT attempts elsewhere. As the physically and
economically least developed part of Australia, the NT has also only exerted an economic
attraction on Indonesia by default. Once the NTG satisfied Jakarta's security concerns, the NT
has been allowed to attempt developing economic links with eastern Indonesian provinces in
support of Jakarta's development efforts towards this n�glected periphery.

The Nrs inter�st in the eastern provinces contrasts with the meagre attraction of the region
to the major investors in Indonesian economic development, such as private sector members
from Singapore or East Asia, whose focus is on the populous western part of the archipelago
which offer higher prospects of profitability. Given the scarcity of Indonesian government
resources, and the lack of attraction of the east to private investors , most developmental work
in these provinces has been through foreign aid aimed at infrastructural development. Other
areas of economic development are resource extractive industries, given eastern Indonesian
natural endowments. Some aid donors to Indonesia, an important one among which is
Australia, have focussed their aid programs on this poorest part of Indonesia. The NT has
attempted to find an economic niche in this context, seeking involvement in the Implementation
of Australian aid projects.

NT economic attributes have allowed it to compete in this field. Despite the NT's relative
undevelopment within the Australian context, Its Industries reflect the advanced nature of
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attributes, exhibiting a measure of similarity with eastern Indonesia. The NT possesses a level
.
of sophisticated industrialisation for the extraction, if not the processing, of the mineral, fuel
and marine natural resources it is endowed with. Related service companies complement this
industry. Land-based primary industries, such as cattle horticulture, and agriculture, are further
important sectors of the NT economy. Small manufacturing activities take place to satisfy
appropriate needs of the local population, as do existing trade and service activities. Given the
Importance of the NT Tourist industry, and NT resource exports, communications and transport
facilities are good. Other public services, including education and health, are generally of the
same high standards as elsewhere in Australia. Furthermore, as a capital city, Darwin has
some representation of most main Australian public and private institutions. Thus a stark
contrast in levels of economic development exists between the NT and its eastern Indonesian
neighbours.

Significant differences also exist between Australia and Indonesia in cultural terms, including
language

and religion. Their respective social, political and legal systems are dissimilar as well.

Like Malay societies in Brunei and Malaysia, Indonesian scores contrast with Australian ones

il terms of Hofstede's characterisation of values. Important variations also exist among various
Indonesian component ethnic groups. In particular, some eastern Indonesians could be
considered to exhibit specific similarities with Australians on some attributes, for example, the
predominance of Christians in the region.

This chapter surveys the main dimensions of the existing relationship between the NT and
Indonesia, simultaneously providing elements of it and examining its dynamics. The respective
histories of the various links are reviewed, highlighting contradictions hindering their progress.
These contradictions originate in the differing aims the NT and Jakarta governments have
expected to achieve through the relationship, and the tension between Jakarta security
considerations and the need to accept possible NT contributions to eastern Indonesian
development. Other tensions have emerged from the NTG's attempt to cross a sharp cultural
divide.

Consular links
The establishment of consular links leading to the presence in Darwin of a large professional
Indonesian Consulate as of late 1978, Is a fundamental aspect of the relationship between the

-23 1 NT and Indonesia. No other full Consulates or other offteial foreign government representatives
are resident in Darwin. Indonesia's professional Consular representatives in Australia are a
Consulate-General in Sydney, opened prior to Darwin, and a Consulate in

Melbourne, opened

after Darwin in 1 9821• Even in Adelaide and Perth Indonesia maintains only Honorary
Consulates. Brisbane has none at all. Darwin's Consular Corps comprises a number of
Honorary appointees, the only Southeast Asian one among them being the Philippine Consul.
The disproportionate

allocation of Indonesian

consular resources to Darwin lies not in

ostensible economic, cultural or social reasons but in strategic ones, despite claims to the
contrary. It is argued below that the main aim of basing officials in Darwin has been to develop
Jakarta influence over the NTG.

The need to issue tourists with visas in Darwin had prompted the opening of an Honorary
Consulate of Indonesia. Not long after the opening of a professional Consulate In 1 978,
Indonesian tourism industry promotion policies .abolished the need for tourist visas for many
foreign nationals, including Australians, eliminating the need for this major consular function.
The size of the Darwin Consulate was not reduced, however-2.

Since its beginning, the presence of a professional Indonesian Consulate in Darwin has been
a source of controversy. Indonesia argued that 'increased intensity' of non-political bilateral
activities called for the elevation of status of its consular office in Darwin, adding that political
matters would be handled through the Canberra Embassy, while "for police and other security
interests , the Indonesian Consulate will naturally lean heavily to the Australian police ... and
other security agencies•3• A
__

New York Times correspondent wrote that most Darwinians

suspected the reason this •generally unpopular institution• existed was to spy on the East
Timorese

refugees

in Darwin•.

Dawn Lawrie, on official record for protesting

against

surveillance of her pro-East Timor activities by agents of the Consulate, held that its actuaJ
brief was to survey people considered unsympathetic •to the Javanese Generals·'. Lawrie
added that it produced much public concem in Darwin but was never taken up by the NT or

1 Information from Indonesian Consulate Melbourne, 14/00/92.
2 'Robertson hits out on Timor', NTN 16/06/83.
:s 'I ndonesian Consulate opens in Darwin', Northam Territory Newsletter, 1978 p 3, quoting an
Indonesian news release.

• "Top End' of Australia, a Raucous Frontier Town', NTN, 19/12/1980
11 NTPR (1231, debates), 13110/83; and personaJ Interview
41319 1 . lnduded among lle
'unsympathetic', she was barred by the Consulate from visiting Indonesia wtth a � goup.
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to obtain. A highly placed officer of the Australian Federal Police in Darwin commented off
the-record to a journalist that he thought up to eighty per cent of the Indonesian consular staff
there were involved with security matters1 •

Indonesia denied the security objectives of its Darwin Consulate, claiming it aims to promote
and develop tourism and economic and trade relations2• The high staffing levels, reaching up
to thirteen people, including three Consuls and Vice- Consuls in addition to several non-locally
recruited

Indonesian

support staff, have invited many questions3•

Numerous

public

denunciations of it as a spy facility have been made4• Both the NTG and Commonwealth have
cooperated with Indonesia's efforts to obscure the purpose of its Consulate, consistently
attempting to deny its security orientation. A former Assembly member said the issue of
Indonesian Consuls being spies was unimportant for the NTG, they did not care about if.

NT officials have privately acknowledged awareness of the Consulate's main mission. Finger
confirmed that surveillance of East Timor . .supporters was a main function of the Darwin
Consulate, adding that the NTG accepted this as natural, being proud to have a full consulate
in the city as this did much to bring about close relations between the NT and lndonesia8• An
important DID official, at one time dealing with Indonesia and its Consulate on commercial
matters, acknowledged awareness of its intelligence concerns regarding East Timor, adding
that the NTG eventually became aware that the Consul
was operating at two levels ...he had an intelligence function and reported
everything to Jakarta. His job was to contain relations, not to advance them. It
was obvious how he tried to keep control of all contacts by Indonesians in
Darwin7•

1 Speaking to 'Name Suppressed Nfl 1 1 ', late

November 1992.

2 'lndons hit back at spy claims', NTN 17/06/83.
3 'Scurrilous', TheStar. 27/03/80; 'Robertson hits out on Timor', NTN, 16/06/83; 'Spy claims follow
reports of protesr, NTN 9/09/90.
4 'Indonesian envoy In intelligence', NTN 27/1ons; 'Indonesian 'spy facility' under fire, NTN 5/01n9;
'Fry lashes at envoys', NTN 8/09n9.

1 'Name Suppressed N11 12', (telephone interview 20/12/90).
• Personal Interview,
1

611 2190.

'Name Suppressed N11 13' (personal Interview 27/02/91).
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to the NT, particular�y east Indonesians, discouraging too much autonomous interaction'. An
academic acting as consultant to Perron prior to his 1988 East Timor visit, recalls comments
by inebriated Chief Ministerial advisers that the Indonesian Consul was •a spook• whose
advice was not to be taken on face value2•
Despite being ostensibly aimed at developing economic, cultural and social links, Indonesian
Consulates in Darwin have been mostly headed by military officers with limited prior diplomatic
or commercial experience. Most of them have been reputed to be secret intelligence
operatives. The first Consul, Retired Police Colonel Raden Surojo Pringgowirono who served
from 1978 to 1 982, was widely considered to be under secondment to BAKIN3• This was
confirmed by a former NT police officer, assigned to liaise with the Consulate given his bahasa
Indonesia

skills, who nurtured close personal relations with early Consuls4• According to his

information, all Consulates in areas bordering Indonesia always included BAKIN personnel.
Surojo had worked in anti-separatist guerrilla activities following the PRRI/Permesta rebellion
in Indonesia in the late 1 950s, and in Saigon. previous to its fall in 1 975. Surojo was expected
to resolve the security problem in Darwin, yet lacked the skills to effectively operate under local
conditions. Similar affiliations were attributed to his successor, Retired Air Marshal Soedhoro,
who served between 1983 and 1 986. Their successor, John Sulaiman, only lasted for six
months, according to some rumours, because of doubts regarding his loyalty to the central
government arising from his excessive friendliness with east Indonesians and Darwinians5,
and according to others because of irregularities in his marital life.
Dr. Josef Halim, who served between 1987 and 1991, was by far the most outstanding of all
the Consuls. Little doubt exists regarding his BAKIN affiliation. A clear reference comes from
an Indonesian-born Australian academic who confided to a NTU academic that the Deputy
director of BAKIN in Jakarta had asked the academic, upon learning he was travelling to
Darwin, to convey his regards to his protege, Consul Halim, posted there6• Halim served in
' Setter, referring to Dr Halim (personal interview 1 9/04/91 ) .
,

2 'Name Suppressed N° 14' (personal communication, 22/1 1/90).
3 See NTN 27/1 0/78, 7/12/78, 16/6/83

interview, 27/09/92).

4

'Name Suppressed N° 15' (personal

1

Morris hinted at this, refusing further disclosure (personal interview, 21/06/90).

• 'Name Suppressed N° 16' referring to a comment

communication, 22/11/90).

by

'Name Suppressed N° 17'

(personal
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the Irian Jaya campaigns against the Dutch as a military medical doctor. He had been a former
schoolmate of Benny Murdani. Murdani is a prominent military officer who began his career
in state security under diplomatic cover in Indochina, played the key role in Indonesia's
annexation of East Timor, and rose to become BAKIN Head, Armed Forces Commander and
Defence Minister, frequently acting as Foreign Minister. Service in Irian Jaya and friendship
with Murdani would have allowed Halim to develop close contacts with officers like Ali Murtopo
and other ethnic chinese Catholics like himself, who rose to important foreign-oriented
intelligence roles in the Suharto government. Halim claims to have been unwilling to go into
private medicine practice after Irian, choosing the 'foreign service• instead1• After a posting
with Surojo in Vietnam , he spent around fourteen years posted to the Indonesian Embassy in
Singapore in a 'protocol' position.

NT public servants speak highly of Dr. Halim. He was found much more helpful and
approachable than his predecessors, working hard at improving relations between the NT and
Indonesia, particularly by attempting "to get both governments to better understand each
others positions and needs"2• They considered him effective, polite and friendlY'. Others
welcomed their regular lunches with him "to keep in touch"4• As was noted above, Halim
exploited Territorian fondness for alcohol at these events. His BAKIN links were perceived as
an asset by the NTG according to Peter Murphy, who saw a benefit for the NT from the fact
that Dr Halim had access to the top leadership in Jakarta, more than a mere DEPLU consular
official would have had, facilitating meetings for NT Minister at highest Indonesian government
levels5• Or Halim's atypical personal background as a military medical doctor of ethnic Chinese
origin, caused- no surprise among Territorians, given their scant knowledge of Indonesian
society. Even the fact that he was posted to Darwin after serving so many years in 'protocol'
in Singapore was not considered peculiar. Halim's two intelligence postings under diplomatic
cover to locations bordering Indonesia, could indicate much about the Jakarta agenda in the

NT.

' Jack-Hinton, (personal interview, 18/9/92).
2 Chard (personal interview, 1 1/07/90).
' Gallagher (personal Interview, 27/02/90).
4 Farrell particularly welcomed the close relationship with the Consulate under Dr Hallm (personal
Interview, 4/05/90).

1 Personal Interview, 27/09/90.

-235Halim was able to cultivate close relations with broad sectors of the NT community, developing
a considerable degree of influence. His network of informants was very extensive, reaching
1
all sectors of likely anti-Indonesian activity • The NTN

ran an editorial to praise Halim's

tireless efforts towards building and improving the NT's sound relations with its immediate
neighbour and his key contributions, adding that
[His] remarkable good work should not go without mention ... He has blended
into our multicultural Territory community to the point where many of us would
like to claim him as one of our own ... he has reached a rare understanding of
the way our society works.. 2
.

Where necessary Halim was able to use coercion, such as by denying access to Indonesia
to prospective visitors, or preventing too much involvement in the NT by Indonesians. To
promote support for Indonesia among the Territorian political elite, he presented enticing
prospects of potential economic gains from close cooperation with the powerful neighbour. His
superiors in Jakarta reinforced these expectations, agreeing to meet Territorian visitors
recommended by Dr Halim. Getting access to such high levels strengthened NTG perceptions
that they enjoyed a 'special relationship' with Jakarta. Whether Indonesian rewards to NTG
clients extended

beyond this level is difficult to establish. The pattern of Indonesian

intervention in the domestic affairs of weak neighbouring areas of strategic concern, such as
the important electoral funding contributions to PNG Minister and leader of the People's Action
3
Party, Ted Dire, come to mind • Australian 1V reporters examining the NTG/Indonesian
relationship have also dwelt on this aspect of PNG/Indonesia relations, asking to what extent
it may also apply to the Nr.

Besides the foreseeable attacks on Dr Halim by East Timor supporters, some other Darwinites
who have observed him closely have also uttered strong judgements about his role. Revealing
views come from a well-informed and experienced observer of NT/Indonesia relations, who
works as a consultant to the Consulate, maintaining a close relationship with it. This person
thought that Halim held himself in excessively high regard, claiming to have a profound degree
of influence on the NTG, and being contemptuous of timorous Territorian leaders. In the
consultant's view, Halim effectively acted as an adviser to the NTG, which enabled him to keep

1

'Name Suppressed NQ 18'

(personal communication, 20/08/90).

2 'Towards better relations', NTN 3/02/89.
3 'Suharto 'knew of bid to use PNG minister'', NTN 24/11/1 988. The artlde also refers to the •grossly
overstaffed Indonesian Embassy in Port Moresby• and its engagement in intelligence ac1ivitles.
4

'Dateline', SBS TV, 24/10/92.

-236Informed of NTG policies so he could report to Jakarta. Halim thus controlled the NTG •and
had them eating out of his hand""1• Halim "laugh[ed] about the NT and its government, using
them for his ends"2, U'le observer added, considering it regrettable that NTG officials appeared
not to notice this.

As

mentioned earlier, the Consul's efforts to gag critics of Indonesia's human rights violations

were strongly condemned by defenders of civil liberties such as Robert Wesley-Smith who
claimed that they led to NTG curtailment of rights of free expression3•

Dr Halim can claim success in the development of close bilateral relations between the NT and
Indonesia. First, he increased the influence of Indonesia in the NT. Secondly, as he indicated,
the acquiescent NT earned itself a special place in the heart of Indonesia's rulers since •unlike
the rest of Australia as a good neighbour it understood Indonesia ... and is careful not to hurt
Indonesia's feelings••.

When he left for retirement in early 1 991 , the East Timor issue appeared to have been virtually
laid to rest in Darwin, and NTG support for Indonesia seemed unconditional. The lack of
Jakarta urgency to appoint a successor suggests that the main objective of the Darwin
Consulate

was

considered to have been achieved by Or Halim. After retirement he was

appointed to the Joint Policy Committee (JPC) set up under the 1 992 MOU on Economic
Development Cooperation. This has enabled Halim to remain involved in prospective
NT/eastern Indonesian entrepreneurial developments, together with the JPC co-Chairman and
NTG Representative in Indonesia, Drs Frans Seda, also close to CSIS Catholics.

After months of vacancy, Colonel Sarjono arrived in Darwin as head of mission at tbe end of
1 99 1 , when the 1 2 November Oili Massacre had rekindled anti-Indonesian activity in the city.

The new Consul's limited education, lack of previous foreign exposure, and limited English
language skills contrasted with Dr Halim's background. Revealing little about himself, least of
all

a security affiliation, he acknowledged not having any familiarity with Eastern Indonesia at
1 'Name Suppressed Nr�

19' (personal communications, 6/1 1/90

2 'Name Suppressed Nrl 20' (personal communication 1 5/08/90).
3

Personal Interview, 20/1 1/91.

•

Hallm (personal Interview, 13/08/90).

and 21/02/91 ).

-237all except one month spent in East nmor in preparation for his Darwin appointment'. It
subsequently emerged that he has had some postings in Sulawesi whose nature is unclear,
and that his army functions included driving tanks. His concern with personal security matters,
the secrecy surrounding his family residence, his personal demeanour, and a strong increase
in Consular security arrangements in the few months following his arrival, suggest his
professional expertise in this field.

Besides the Consulate and Garuda (but not Merpat� offices, there is only one other
acknowledged Indonesian official presence in Darwin. The signing of the Timor Gap Treaty led
to

the establishment in Darwin of the Technical Directorate of the Joint Authority set up under

the

Treaty. It is jointly headed by an Australian and an Indonesian executive director, both

based

in Darwin. The NTDE appointed a liaison officer in Jakarta from 1 990 to 1 991 ,

subsequently using the Jakarta-based leader of its Indonesian project team to liaise with the
government. DID uses the offices of Frans Seda as their Representative Office. NTU
Northsearch's office was operated from late 1 990 until mid-1992. Private sector representation
links exist with NT firms having Indonesian agents and vice versa.

Education links
NT Department of Education efforts at public paradiplomacy have achieved some of the most
tangible results so far towards the establishment of social links between Indonesia and the NT.
NTDE initiatives have aided the teaching of the Indonesian language in Australia and
supported the teaching of English in eastern Indonesia. Development of personal links at
student and teacher level has been stimulated, increasing mutual awareness about one
another among both societies. Educational links have thus been pivotal to NT/Indonesia
relations, facilitating the development of a greater atmosphere of trust between them3• Most
of the effort and expenses incurred in the development of these activities have not been borne
by Indonesia. Indonesia has been primarily a recipient, reacting to Australian initiatives,
particularly the allocation of foreign aid to the eastern provinces. Through involvement in the
Implementation of Australian aid assistance, Territory institutions such as the NTDE or NTU
1 PersonaJ communication, 23/02/92.

2 'Name Suppressed NQ 2 1 ' (personal interview, 18/09/92).
1 NT Government's submission to the 'Inquiry Into Australia's Relations with Indonesia', by the
Foreign Affairs Sub-Committee of the Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs Defence and Trade of the
Par1lament of Australia, Vol. 4, p s902.

-238have developed new markets and found opportunities to increase local skills and experience.

NT institutions thus have a great interest in the expansion of such activities. This interest in
the Indonesian market has provided Jakarta a convenient lever over the NTG.

NT educational links with Indonesia, which have become complex and institutionalised, had
their origin in personal initiatives by Territorian teachers. Exposed to the tourist attractions of
Bali, they wished to establish closer interaction between both societies. Following successful
early initiatives, the NTDE became involved in a number of programs.

Indonesian language programs
Indonesian is the main foreign language taught in the NT. NTG policy gives it top priority status
among languages other than English taught in the Territory. Primary student numbers grew
from 60 in 1981 to 4026 in 1 990. Secondary students reached 1 798 in 1 9901 • These figures
represent in 1 990 over 62% of all primary and 61% of all secondary foreign language
enrolments in the Territory and the highest per capita rate in Australia. Tertiary courses exist
at

NTU, and special courses for NT Public Servants are available. In order to develop the

necessary

teaching resources, the NTDE grants teacher training scholarships, study awards

for intensive study in Indonesia and exchange programs. The NTG policy to promote

Indonesian language skills in the Territory has earned it a large amount of good-will with
Indonesian authorities, as is often cited. For example, Dr John Nation, First secretary at the
AIDAB section of the Australian Embassy in Jakarta, is .reported to have said
the announcement by the former Chief Minister of the Languages Other Than
English policy at Northern Territory schools had been the most significant
develop·ment (far outweighing any other aspect of Australian-Indonesian
relations) in the recent history of relations between the two countries2•

Teacher and Student exchange programs
Since 1 986 every year groups of up to twenty students and eight teachers, equally made up
of Territorians and Indonesians, are exchanged between the NT and the four eastern
Indonesian provinces of Bali, Nusa Tenggara nmur, Nusa Tenggara Barat, and Maluku. The
aim of teacher exchanges is to develop appropriate skills to assist the teaching of Indonesian
language and culture In the NT. The development of skills in Indonesia for English teaching
' NTDE, Language Su rvey, 1 990.

2 Report from P. Markwlck-Smith, Acting Project Director, NT Indonesian Technical and Vocation
Education Assistance to Secretary of NTOE, on participation In AIDAB Appraisal Team Visit to
Indonesia 25 November-1 3 December 1 988 (5/01/89).
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is similarly assisted. Student exchanges promote cultural awareness, understanding, friendship,
and language fluency, and are expected to encourage growth of NT/ eastern Indonesian
relations, including trade links. The NTDE fully funds this program, which was formalised in

1 985 as a middle level aid program by a Memorandum of Cooperation signed between the
NTDE and the Indonesian Department of Primary and Secondary Education in Jakarta,
expanding the initially less formal exchange with Bali.

This first official program between an NTG Department and Indonesian authorities allowed
each side to learn from the other. In 1 973 a Darwin High School teacher, married to an
Indonesian, organised a brief study tour to Bali. Participants took care of their own expenses
and were met and escorted by students and teachers of a school in Bali. Impressed by the
hospitality shown to them the Territorians raised funds to invite a group of their hosts to visit
Darwin in return, discussing also the possibility of future teacher exchanges1• No educational
links of the kind had taken place at the time between Australia and Indonesia. The Department
of Foreign Affairs added a small donation to the money collected by the Darwin students,
enabling a group of Balinese students and teachers to arrive in late 1 973. Merv Brooks,
Principal of Darwin High School at the time and participant in the first visit, noted the lack of
enthusiasm for a student exchange scheme by the Bali Education Department authorities2•
He then undertook efforts in Darwin to set up a teacher exchange program. The
Commonwealth educational authorities, controlling Territory primary and secondary education
at the time, were supportive. Recalling his attempts to get approval for the planned exchange
from the Education Director in Bali, he said

I was totally frustrated with my interviews with him. I realised later that he could
not make a decision to approve the program -that had to come from head
office in Jakarta. As I found out in the years to come, it was virtually impossible
to get a firm answer from there either- especially if it was to create a
precedent. However no one ever said 'no' and so we pressed on3 •
In addition to its cultural aims, promoting friendship and better understanding between the
people of both countries, the planned exchange scheme was enabling a learning process
about each others bureaucratic mores to take place. Australian bureaucrats from the NT
started realising that they were dealing with a profoundly different system, and Indonesian
1 Steve Rodgers, The Northern Territory-Indonesia Teacher and Student Exchange Program as an
example of Australian - Indonesian Encounter', Paper delivered at the Second International Convention
of the Indonesian Cultural and Educational Institute, Ujung Pandang, 6-10 July 1 987.

2 Personal letter to Rodgers (5/00/87).

J w.
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officials started getting acquainted with their Australian counterparts, beginning

the

slow

process of overcoming the suspicions and hesitations bred by unfamiliarity which dampen
relations.

As of 1 974 the NT funded NT/Bali student exchanges, which from 1 976 were for senior high
schoolers. The experience allowed NT officials to gain their first insights into Indonesian
centralism and prevailing attitudes towards the eastern provinces. According to Brooks, teacher
exchanges continued despite lack of cooperation and obstruction from Jakarta authorities,
contrasting with official support from Bali. He added,
I feel that the clear lack of enthusiasm to promote and encourage the exchange
program by the education and government officials in Jakarta was because they
were jealous that only Bali had these opportunities. After the exchange had
been operating 2-3 years I started to get pressure from Jakarta to extend the
program into Java and Sumatra1 •
According to Rodgers, after several fruitless visits to Jakarta by those attempting to formalise
the program, the conviction arose that if an NT-Jakarta program would have been proposed,
It would

have been approved2• It eventually became obvious that a NT/Ball exchange program

would not be approved as •regionalism is very strong in Indonesia•'.

Previously naive Territorians were thus developing an appreciation about the working of the
convoluted Indonesian system. The above observations also exemplify the Java-centric
approach prevalent in Indonesia, in tension with the subsequently encouraged NT/ eastern
Indonesian relations. They could further support the argument that ulterior motives could
explain the subsequent encouragement of close cooperative NT links with the east.

The exchanges were initially negatively affected by the advent of NT self-government. as
funding was less readily available through the NTDE than previously through the federal
government. Student group visits from Indonesia were discontinued. The exchange program
survived with the annual exchange of one teacher and four students from each side until 1985.
According to Rodgers, the exchange program was driven by the enthusiasm of a few
individuals, persevering despite cyclone Tracy and the tense years following Indonesia's
annexation of East Timor, on no formal basis other than the Cultural Agreement between
1

l.bld..

2 Rodgers, 'The Northam'.
�

Rodgers, 'The Northam'.

-24 1 Australia and Indonesia, signed i n 1 976. Interest waned and lack of enthusiasm brought the
program close to being discontinued by the early 1 980s.
Urgent approaches were made to Chief Minister Everingham, who took a personal interest In
the program, the only tangible existing cooperative link between the NT and Indonesia at the
time\ It was decided to keep and formalise it as a NT-Indonesia Exchange Program,
including the Provinces of Bali, Maluku, Nusa Tenggara Barat and Nusa Tenggara nmur. The
selection of a few Eastern Provinces in addition to Bali was a compromise between the NT's
preference for Bali and the Jakarta government initial promotion of Java and Sumatra. In the
NTDE's view, the scant NT resources could not have been effectively spread over such a large
and populous area. It was realised that eastern Indonesian requirements were of a scale more
in proportion to NT resources.

The result, again only achieved after obviously protracted NT efforts,

was

the 1 985

Memorandum of Understanding which does not explicitly circumscribe the exchanges to any
specific geographical region of Indonesia. Julienne Hill, Senior Project Officer Indonesian with
the NTDE, stated that it was Maluku's

initiative to ask to be included on the basis of its

existing links with Australia. In her view, a change in Jakarta government attitudes also
became noticeable, beginning to encourage the development of links between the eastern
provinces and the NT2•

The exchange program was seen as a middle level NT aid program relevant to the
development of significant trade, sporting and cultural links between the NT and eastern
-

Indonesian provinces3• It led to institutional arrangements which formally brought together
officials from the NT and Indonesia. An NT/Indonesia Exchange Program Committee was to
provide advice regarding the program and the selection of participants. It Included NTDE
officers, former exchange participants and a member of the Indonesian Consulate, as well as
representatives from other NTG Departments and Legislators. This indicated the Importance
attached to the program, which Indonesia monitored through its Consulate. The NTG perceived
it as an important instrument to facilitate closer relations with Indonesia, assessing the results
obtained very highly. A confidential briefing note to the Chief Minister by the NTDE stated:
1 Rodgers, personal interview, 13/02/91.

2 Personal interview, 13/02/90.

3 NTDE, 'Northern Territory /Indonesia Teacher and Student Exchange Program' (pamphlet).
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the Indonesian Education Minister'.

According to C.A. Cameron the program encountered some difficulties particularly due to the
differences between the two participant societies2•

These led to choice of unsuitable

candidates, schools, and host families: administrative difficulties regarding visa procurements:
cultural adjustment difficulties, an so on. Such problems inhibit the effective implementation
and stability of the program, and could result in possible embarrassment and consequent ill
will between Australia and Indonesia. Thus this "highly valuable ... [program] ... which has given
the

NT a unique expertise"3, also has the potential to become a 'time bomb' in the view of

Cameron•. According to Rodgers, the core problem lies with selection of unsuitable candidates
in lndonesia5• Candidates are frequently nominated rather than selected, often do not wish
to come, or come for the wrong reasons. The result tends to be lack of adaptability, culture
shock and poor performance. A further concern that has been raised is the unquantifiable
nature of the benefits derived from the program. For

1 990 it cost taxpayers $320,000, a

signiftcant budget item, for which there are no formal means to tangibly render accounfl.

All indication of the potential impact of official programs such as the teacher and student one
to foster greater exchanges between both societies relates to the

Fiskal departure taxes levied

on travellers leaving Indonesia other than short term tourists. This
major inhibitor for visits to the

250,000 Rupiah tax is a

NT by east Indonesians,. very adversely affecting social and

culturaJ visits by school groups from Indonesia to Darwin7• The 1985 Memorandum of
-

1 NTDE, 'Briefing Notes, Department of Education Programs with the Government of Indonesia- May
1989'. Confidential document faxed to Chief Minister Department on 1 7/05/89. It also mentions that

Indonesians have cooperated to streamline visa procedures and waive departure taxes for participants.
The Indonesian Government also provides partial funding through salaries and support services within
Indonesia
2 C.A Cameron, 'Education as a Form of Foreign Aid : The Indonesian Exchange Program', Honours
assignment in Policy Analysis, Northern Territory University, Discipline of Politics, November 1990,
1.11published. p 1 1 .

3 Steve Rodgers,NTDE officer in charge of the program, CSEAS Seminar on NT/Indon�sia
educational links, NTU 7/06/90.
• C.A Cameron, Honours Seminar in Policy Analysis, NTU 19/10/90.
• CSEAS Seminar, NTU, 7/06/90.
• According to Cameron. See also Steve Rodgers, 'Evaluation of the Northern Territory/Indonesia

Teacher and Student Exchange Program', Darwin 1990.
7

Rodgers (personal communication, 1 4/02/91 ).
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Cooperation considers some exemptions of the tax for exchange participants, crucial for the
survival of the program in the view of Rodgers. Requests for exemption involve quite a
bureaucratic nlghtm'are, approval depending on the people in authority. The NTG has not
succeeded in obtaining an effective waiver of this tax for educational exchanges, despite
representation at the highest level, as noted earlier1•
In addition to the NTDE-funded exchanges, NT primary, secondary and aboriginal community
schools also undertake excursions to east Indonesia almost every year. Four such visits took
place in 1 986, six in 1 987, and nine in 1 98fr. Strong 'twinning' links with host schools tend
to develop. For example in 1 990 Driver Primary School invited their Kupang twin school,
reciprocating hospitality received over several excursions. Rskal tax barriers have limited visits
from Indonesia to the few groups successful in obtaining exemption.

Indonesia Northern Territory of Australia project in Education

In 1 987, an additional Memorandum of Cooperation between the NT and Indonesia was signed
by the NTDE and the Directorate General of Primary and Secondary Education of the Ministry
of Education and Culture of lndonesia3• The cooperation domain comprised the eastern
Indonesian Provinces of NTB,

NTT

Maluku and Irian Jaya, "BUT NOT East Timor at this stage

[emphasis in originaij, as a confidential NTDE document added•.
The two main components of the cooperation were, one, Indonesian assistance to the
development by the NT and South Australia of

an

Indonesian language curriculum for

Australia-wide use, and, two, Technical and Vocational Education Programs. The first is a
Commonwealth funded program to develop curricula for the teaching of several Asian
languages. Indonesian government assistance has involved consultancy, books and material
1 See minutes of Ambon Sister City Community meeting, 1 4/12/1988 recording

Rick Setter's

approaches to Indonesian Home Affairs and Tourism Ministers.
2 NTDE, Briefing notes for meeting between Chief Minister Perron, Ambassador Flood and NTDE

Secretary Spring, (Dec. 1988).

' 'Memorandum of Co-operation between the Northam Territory and the Republic of Indonesia for
: A. NationaJ Indonesian Language Curriculum and Materials Project (for Australia); B. Technical and
VocatlonaJ Education Programs'.
Signed In Jakarta, on 9 December 1987.
• NTDE, 'Briefing Notes, Department of Education Programs with the Government of Indonesia- May
1989'. ConfldentlaJ document faxed to Chief Minister Department on 17/05/89.

-244supply, and teacher training. It is the only program of its kind in the world where Indonesia
provides direct inputs'. According to the NTDE, it
has received warm support from the Indonesians who see it as an outstanding
example of Northern Territory and Australian empathy with the language and
culture of their nearest neighbour.
The program fitted in well with Indonesian notions of •cooperative development•, allowing
Indonesians to contribute as equal partners to Australia, rather than as mere •third world•
assistance recipients. The NTG•s willingness to discuss cooperation on the basis of equality
of contributions has been significant to foster the development of close relations with
Indonesia, according to Professor Jim Cameron, Dean of the Education Faculty. He added that
this was strongly noted in the Indonesian media3•

The

NT is also becoming a leader in Australia regarding specialist skills in the field of

Indonesian language teaching. Carl Walker, Director of the project, remarked that NT teachers
are

regarded by other states as a valuable commodity in high demancf. The unique

placement of the NT with regards to Indonesian language teaching, was also stressed by
Julienne Hill. She mentioned the wish expressed by Dr Stephen FitzGerald, Asian Studies
Council Chairman, for the NTU to become the centre for Indonesian language teacher training
in Australia, in collaboration with Indonesian Teacher Training institutes5• Accordingly, the
Council provides over

$50,000 per year enabling about fifteen NT teachers to attend short

intensive Indonesian language courses at Java universities. Dr FitzGerald's involvement in

NT/Indonesian language cooperation preceded his appointment as co-Chairman of the JPC.

Technical and Vocational Education Programs
The teacher exchange program led to the realisation that further NT assistance to eastern

Indonesia could be provided through vocational teaching6• Limited NT resources led to its
emergence

as

an implementing agent of Australian foreign aid. Initially the NT attempted to

1 Hill (personal interview, 1 3/02/90).
2 NTDE, 'Briefing Notes•, (17/05/89).

' Personal Interview, 1 0/08/90.
4 CSEAS Seminar, NTU, 7/06/90.
•

Personal Interview, 13/02/90.

• Hill (personal

Interview, 1 3/02/90).
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provide vocational teaching aid on the basis of staff interchanges, student training and 'school
twinning' arrangements between the respective Technical and Vocational Education systems.
·
The NTDE sponsored visits by Directorate of Technical and Further Education officials from
Jakarta and eastern provinces to the NT, sending NT teachers to Indonesian schools. Limited
NTDE fund availability constrained the program however, leading the NTG to seek
Commonwealth funding. In reply to Chief Minister Hatton's request, Prime Minister Hawke
•applaud[ed] the Territory 's positive efforts to establish closer relationships with Indonesia
especially in the Eastern Provinces•1, and suggested seeking AI DAB funds and guidance for
the preparation of a project paper to present to the Indonesian government which the latter
could use to request funding from AIDAB.

Since 1 971 Australia had funded improvements to Indonesian vocational and technical
education. In 1 980 a mostly Java and Sumatra-based Indonesian Australian Technical
Education Project (IATEP) was commenced, running for close to a decade under the
management of a Victorian Institute. In 1 988 Jakarta requested Australian assistance for
similar programs for its eastern region. It also requested AIDAB assistance for the
complementary NT/Indonesia Technical and Vocational Education Program. In late 1 988
AJDAB sent an appraisal team to Indonesia, which included the Director of the then recently
created International Project Management Unit (IPMU) of the NTDE. It was the first such unit
set up by a NTG department. IPMU won management of the Indonesia-Australia Technical
and Vocational Education Project, Component A (/A JYEP:A) in competition against the
Victorians. No tender was called, as •it became obvious that the NTDE was best placed to
handle the project on account of its facilities, location and contacts"2• The NTDE argued
strongly that the NT possessed the closest affinity with eastern Indonesia in Australia3•
Similarities in development levels between the NT and eastern provinces were also considered
advantageous by Indonesia, as NT inputs could be expected to be educationally relevant to
local needs.
1 letter from R J L Hawke, Prime Minister of Australia, to Hon. M B Perron Chief, Minister and
Treasurer of the Northern Territory (5/1 0/88).
2 Hill (personal interview, 13/02/90).

3 NT strengths mentioned in the project proposal are: Ten year educational collaboration between
the NTDE and Indonesian governments; Active NTG policy of relations development with Indonesia,
Including enthusiastic educational link support (and funding); NT/ eastern Indonesia climate and
topography similarities; NTDE Australian leadership In Indonesian language teaching curriculum
development; NT population multi-culturalism, making NTDE culturally sensitive and accustomed to
a wide variety of value-systems, work-habits, expectations and social and economic circumstances;
LDng standing NTDE arrangements for emergency medical evacuation from Indonesia, staff Induction
and post return counselling. 'Proposal by NTDE to AIDAB for Management of AITVEP:A'.
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$65 million endeavour, of which $ 1 8 million are funded by AIDAB and

the rest by Indonesia1• This project has been a major source for NT presence and expertise
in eastem Indonesia.

NT project leaders are based in five provincial capitals, Ambon,

Jayapura, Kupang, Mataram, and Ujung Pandang, allowing an official presence by NTG public
servants. The project further leads to a flow of NT teachers to the provinces, and about

40

Indonesian teachers and education administrators to the NT, mainly to study at NTU. In a
confidential report the IPMU Director, Patrick Markwick-Smith wrote that such intercourse
created a core of NT educationists having some familiarity with the human and institutional
context of Indonesia, leading to bonds of personal and professional friendship, and evidencing
that the

NT is held in high regard. He added however that a most unfortunate aspect was "the

evident expectation in some quarters in Indonesia that the NT would be 'delivering the
a2
cargo• . This contrasted with NTG expectations to enter into equitable partnerships with
Indonesia.

Despite claims that project implementation staff had been selected on the basis of their
international experience and knowledge of Indonesia and Indonesian education, criticism was

voiced about some participants. A member of an NTDE team who visited the different project
locations In March/April

1 990, considered it of poor quality. Some members allegedly showed

little rapport or understanding of Indonesians, creating conflict and offending with patronising
attitudes. According to the same source, a friend at the Directorate of Education confided that
if it would have been known such people would be involved, Indonesia would not have
accepted the aid projecf .

Besides Indonesian language curriculum and technical and vocational education cooperation,
the

1987 Memorandum has also led to the institutionalisation of sporting exchanges. The

Memorandum

states

that

the

cooperating

agencies

will

promote

visits,

exchanges,

consultancies, training programs and sporting contacts between staff and students in the
respective Technical and Vocational Education systems. In

1 989 a yearly regional sports

competition, the Arafura Youth Games was launched. It is open to young full-time senior
secondary,

technical and vocational, and tertiary students of the NT and the five eastern

1 NTN, 6103/91 .
2 Confidential memo from P. Markwick-Smith, Project Director IPMU NTDE to Deputy Secretary
TAFE, reporting on the NT Education Group visit to Indonesia 3-17 March 1989, (28/03/89).

3 'Name Suppressed NQ 22' (personal communication 29/04/90). Additional criticisms referred to high
spending low productivity public servants, insensitive unsophisticated territorians, and patronising
attitudes to Asians.
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provinces mentioned in the Memorandum. The aim Is to enable NT and Indonesian students
to improve their skills: to develop links of friendship, mutual respect and cultural understanding
across the Arafura sea: and to further develop Australia/ Indonesia relations, particularly
NT/eastem Indonesian ones1•

The first trial games were held in Kupang in
games took place in Ujung Pandang, with
were held in Darwin's Sister City Ambon,

1 989, attracting 48 NT competitors. In 1 990 the

69 NT competitors attending. In 1991 the games

62 Territorians participated. On the Indonesian side

400 to 600 students from several eastern provinces participate. Organiser Russell Tatham said
these Games, which greatly contribute to the improvement of regional relations, are given
much importance in Indonesia. They attract the presence of senior authorities from Jakarta
such as the Minister for Sports2• The NTDE considered the warm communication between
participants •a graphic illustration of the success of the games in improving relations between
ourselves and our Indonesian neighbours"3•

The discussion of educational links presented above supports the following conclusions. The
pioneering role of the NT in the development of educational relations with Indonesia has
allowed it to develop a number of resources and expertise which enhances its competitiveness
as a supplier of skills. The NTDE has been successful in offering its services in competition
against larger and ostensibly more experienced and qualified rivals, on the basis of its
continuity of links with Indonesian educational authorities. This has crucially depended on
retaining the sympathetic support of Jakarta, requiring the NTG to nurture its 'close and
understanding friend' image.

The NTG's acceptability to the Indonesian government has led to the Territory being
increasingly accepted as 'belonging to the region'. Greater Territorian exposure to Indonesia,
and a reputation for greater knowledge of Indonesian culture and language, make Indonesians
state they consider Territorians less foreign to the region than southern Australians. Consul
Halim for example, said he considered the NT's position very fortunate.

Unlike other

1 NTOE, 'Proposal to the Australia-Indonesia Institute to fund Northern Territory representation at
the 1 990 Arafura Youth Games', October 1989.

2 Chainnan of the NT School Sports CounciV Arafura Youth Games Committee (telephone interview,
3109/92).
' NTOE, Community Relations Unit, EducationNT, Third term 1990, quoting A. Tatham, 1990 NT

Team Manager.
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Australians, it is within the economic reach of Territory 'common people' to visit Indonesia he
noted, adding that most have been there, allowing them a closer understanding of their
neighbours,. Furthermore, Indonesia feels more confident dealing with the NT than with more
developed parts of Australia.

The Director of the Indonesia and Malaysia Section of AIDAB, Dick Harman, thought that NT
service providers could find a good market supplying other countries' international aid
programs in eastern Indonesia given the acceptability of the NT in the region2• The NT can
offer suitable training facilities, and regional students find Darwin's proximity, climate and Asian
influence attractive. In his view, the NT has suitable and under-used physical facilities.
Technical and vocational education facilities for low technology training are good, even if high
tech facilities are lacking. An added advantage mentioned by Harman is that as the 'poor
relation', NT institutions, unlike larger or more established ones, seem more flexible to develop
courses to suit the needs of developing countries. Institutions such as the NT Rural College
in Katherine for animal husbandry students, and the Alice Springs College of TAFE for tourism
and hospitality studies are examples.

The experience of educational exchanges further suggests that cultural sensitivity to Indonesia
is a key to successful interaction. Being able to appeal to Indonesia's sense of national pride,
for example by obtaining technical inputs from them for the language curriculum, has been
valuable for the NT. A comparison of education successes with the lack of tangible results in
fields such as trade and business, invites the question whether some NTG Departments are
better equipped than others to achieve successful interaction with Indonesia, or whether other
factors are at play. Is the experience of having resided in Indonesia, such as offered by the
exchange teacher program, crucial to successful interaction?

Most NTDE executives involved in relations with Indonesia started their careers as exchange
teachers3• As a consequence, the NTG has developed a language policy which recognises
the need for linguistic skills and cultural familiarity for successful interaction with Southeast
Asian. In addition to the requirement that every NT child must learn a language other than
English for at least two years, NT public servants are also encouraged to become Asia
literate. Aiming to develop linguistic skills and cultural familiarity at all levels of the NT public

1 Personal interview, 13/08/90.
2 Personal Interview, 6/1 2/90.
3 Hill, Walker, Rodgers, are among them.

-249service, programs such as Cultures and Languages of Asia for Specific Purposes (CLASP),
have been implemented. Indonesian and Japanese CLASP courses by the NTDE began in
1 990, as a result of Chief Minister Perron's desire for Asia-literacy among NT public servants
as a means to enable the NT to sell skills and services to Asia. It includes on-site training in
lndonesia1• Similarly, to encourage greater Indonesia literacy among business people, the
NTDE has developed a national curriculum for an Indonesian Business and Culture course
which was first offered in Darwin in mid 1 992. Project management was mostly by Territorians.

NT Tertiary Education links with Indonesia have also developed at a rapid pace. Northsearch's
Jakarta office initially attempted to attract students to NTU, before changing strategy and
drawing on developing close regional links. Unlike the Universitys links with Malaysia and
Brunei, NTU has exhibited an interest well beyond mere attraction of fee paying students from
Indonesia. A Memorandum of Cooperation Between the Northern Territory University,
Universitas Pattimura and Universitas Nusa Cendana was signed in April 1 9912• It comprises
staff and student exchanges, staff developrnent and training, acquisition and utilisation of
resources, cultural and sporting visits. Twelve fields of particular attention for cooperation are
listed, including natural sciences, social sciences, language, law, and others. NTU Registrar
David Price said this agreement, the only institution-wide arrangement of its kind signed by
the NTU, emphasised mutual cooperation of the three institutions as equal partners3• A two
way flow of expertise between these similarly sized, but certainly not similarly equipped,

institutions is envisaged. Vast differences in standards, human and material resources between
NTU and its ln�onesian partners, places limitations on the symmetry of the relationship.

Among the early results is an intensive in-country NTU Indonesian language program taught
at Kupang by UNDANA native-speaker staff. The first of these courses, which count towards
credits for NTU undergraduates, was held in mid 1 992 after initial postponement in the wake
of the Dili massacre of 1 2 November 19914• The experience led to the idea of establishing a
joint Australian/ Indonesian University in future being articulated by Dr George Quinn Senior
1 Carl Walker, CLASP Director, CSEAS Seminar NTU 5/03/92.
2 Universitas Pattimura (UNPATII) is in Ambon, and Nusa Cendana (UNDANA) in Kupang.

3 Appearing as witness to the 'Inquiry into Australia's Relations with Indonesia', Australian
Parliament, Darwin 1 1/06/92.
4 INTUITION, Vol 4 (10), 7/08/92, p 5.

-250Lecturer in Indonesian at NTU1• As a preliminary step, NTU intends to receive an Indonesian
language lecturer on secondment from UNDANA for one year, once immigration barriers to
such exchanges could be overcome. Within the first year of the Memorandum's signature a
number of staff visits, Vice- Chancellor's meetings, library cooperation schemes, postgraduate
studies for staff upgrading and joint cooperation in research projects had begun. Through its
links with the two Indonesian Universities, NTU was considered to be acquiring a specialisation
allowing it to be able •of helping the rest of Australia to know more about lndonesia•2, in other
words, the perception was emerging that NTU was contributing in the academic domain to the
emerging role of the NT as an integration frontier between Australia and Indonesia. Proximity,
climatic similarity and •high cultural acceptance of Indonesians• were factors listed by the NTG
as

enhancing the NTU's potential as a higher education centre for Indonesian student

training'. Appendix 4 shows the increase in Indonesian students to NTU in 1 992. This was
primarily the result of cooperation under the Memorandum.

Cultural links
A number of initiatives by various NT organisations, have facilitated public exposure to
Indonesian culture. Several visits to the NT by Indonesian artists, primarily from western parts,
have taken

place. Much of this activity has not been the result of official Consular initiatives.

NTG-sponsored public cultural paradiplomacy by Territory artists visiting Indonesia has been
minimal.

The NT Museum is among the main NTG-funded bodies systematically involved in developing
cultural links with Indonesia. The Museum has official links with the Centre for · Oceanic
Research In Jakarta, the Museum of Kupang, Cendrawasi University in Irian Jaya, and
Pattlmura University. The NT Museum is involved in professional development of Indonesian
museum staff, particularly since aid funds have become available for this purpose. In 1989 it
provided training to Kupang Museum staff. According to Fiona Leibrick strong interest to
1 Or G Quinn, 'Inquiry Into Australia's Relations with Indonesia', hearings in Darwin, 1 1 /06/92, p

1 1 53.
2 Dr. A Theophanous, Chalnnan of the 'Inquiry Into Australia's Relations with Indonesia', hearings
1 1/06/92, p 1 1 77.

In Darwin,

1 'Inquiry Into Australia's Relations with Indonesia', Submissions, p S906.
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develop close relations exists since the NT Museum has skills to pass on, and local museums

can provide access to material and field research facilities 1•
The NT i s also developing

an integration

frontier role with regards t o media links.

Commonwealth funded bodies like the Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC) have
relayed radio transmissions from its southern Australian studios to Southeast Asia though
Darwin for several decades. Australian security bodies,

notably the Defence Signals

Directorate, monitor Indonesian radio transmissions from a base near Darwin.

Darwin is

located within the lV broadcasting area covered by Indonesia's Palapa satellite, allowing
reception and transmission. In September 1 992 ABC announced plans for lV transmissions
to Southeast Asia via Palapa through Darwin.

Perron, using terminology more customary in certain Asian countries than in Australia,
expressed misgivings about the potential for social and political damage such broadcasts could
cause to relations with Asia. The Chief Minister expressed fears that this may not "be a
responsible service" needing a committee to •censor the material being broadcast"2• Shortly
thereafter, Dr. Quinn announced NTU would record Indonesian State Television programs in
Darwin, making them publicly available3• A private NT film company, co-owned by the wife
of an

NTG Cabinet member, has developed Indonesian children educational programs for

Indonesian television, with

NTG support•.

Sporting links
Territorian interest in eastern Indonesia for sporting purposes began early. The Darwin Ambon
Yacht Race, initially with six participating boats in 1976, is the only such international event

In Australia. As mentioned, it has had a pioneering role in fostering the development of
relations with Indonesia. Dr Colin Jack-Hinton attributes it a central influence in raising
Territorian Interest In Southeast Asia5•

NT interest

in Ambon, at first merely as a conveniently

1 Personal Interview, 15/09/92.
2 'CM has doubts about TV service', NTN 19/09/92.
' PM, ABC Radio 29/09/92.
• 'Inquiry Into Australia's Relations with Indonesia', hearings In Darwin, 10/06/92, p 1 132.
•

Personal Interview, 18/09/92.

-252situated sailing destination, expanded, through exposure, to an interest in potential trade and
the development of a variety of social contacts. Interaction over the years allowed overcoming
Initial Indonesian government and military apprehension towards NT/Maluku contacts. .

Setter believes officials were initially uncooperative because Ambon was a centre for military
operations in relation to Irian Jaya. To facilitate their surveillance, NT race crews were for
years confined to use a military brothel outside the city as their head quarters 1• These
attitudes contrasted with the friendliness and eagerness of the local population to develop links
with the NT. The few institutionalised links which emerged, such as the Darwin/Ambon Sister
City relationship discussed below, have thus been primarily results of NT perseverance in
Jakarta.

Economic benefits from emerging links led to a gradual increase in official interest towards
interaction with the NT. In the particular case of the Yacht Race, not only has the reception
of participants markedly improved, but efforts are made to attract increasing numbers of them
and to encourage extension of their stay in El including visits to other tourist locations. In the
view of Kompas, with 55 boats from 1 5 countries and 3 1 5 crew participating in 1 992, the event
is of major significance for the Indonesian tourist industry and needs to be exploited to the

fullesf. The Yacht Race relationship has been primarily a one-way affair, with little Maluku
participation, even if in later years Java-based Indonesian corporations, such as Andhika Lines
(in 1 99 1 ) , have become race sponsors.

Two-way interaction widened as further sports competitions were established. The
of Sport Recreation and Ethnic Affairs organises the

NT Office

Arafura Sports Festival, a bi-yearly

regional sporting competition seen as a vehicle for NT diplomacy, said to be •helping to put
the Northern Territory on the map in South-east Asia•3• Unlike the

Arafura Youth Games, no

age or occupational limitations exist. The first games in 1 99 1 , saw teams from all ASEAN and
several Australian states as well as Hong Kong and PNG come to Darwin. Indonesia sent an
important team of

70 athletes and 56 officials. The NTG's desire Nfor much closer links with

other people of the region•4 was emphasised.

1 Setter (personal interview, 19/04/91 ).
2 'Momentum Pariwisata yang Belum Tergarap', Kompas, 29/08/92, p 17.
'

TerritoryDigest, September 1990, p 45.

4 Perron, Arafura Sports Festival, Opening Speech (18/05/91).

-253The event led to incidents which vindicated Indonesian security concerns about too broad and
free social interaction in the region. Despite misgivings about it being premature, Indonesia
was encouraged by the NT to let a team of East Timorese soccer players take part. A strong
contingent of security guards accompanied the players on their first exit from Indonesia,
prompting some observers to draw parallels with Soviet athletes participating in similar public
diplomacy activities in Western countries.

It was felt that acting as 'ambassadors', the team's presence would greatly contribute to
overcome the lingering opposition to Indonesia's East Timor annexation in Darwin and help
to usher in a new phase in trans-border relations. Games were even scheduled against a
Darwin East Timorese refugee soccer club, containing some relatives of players in the
Indonesian team1 • East Timorese members started to plan their defection even before their
arrival in Darwin, with support from local Timorese2• Four players defected, and strong
controls prevented others, by some accounts the majority of the team, from doing likewise.
International media coverage of the defections and public demonstrations in support of East
Timor, again embarrassed the Jakarta government and created dilemmas for the NTG3• A
NTG public paradiplomacy initiative, aimed at strengthening its influence in Jakarta by assisting
Indonesia's quest for legitimacy of the East Timor issue, had backfired.

Sporting contact initiatives by NT non-government organisations have also taken place. The
Darwin Amateur Boxing

Club, Darwin Soccer Asso9iation and the Darwin Basketball

Association have all aimed to develop sporting contacts with Indonesia, particularly in the
closer cities of Kupang, Ambon and Dili. While no major incidents have been encountered,
organisers have also had to contend with security barriers to genuinely free broad-based
social interaction. Illustrating the basically one-way or asymmetrical nature of the relationship
is the fact that no parallel initiatives by eastern Indonesian private bodies have emerged.

Darwin/Ambon Sister City relationship
Sister City relationships have emerged in the post World War II era as new initiatives in public
diplomacy, aimed at fostering the development of strong bonds across broad sectors of

1 'Arafura festival reunites brothers', NTN, 22/05/91 .

2 'Name Suppressed NQ 23' (confidential communication, May 1991).
' NTN

Editorials, 29/05/91 and 1/06/91.
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communities aiming to enhance understanding between disparate peoples. Peace and
international cooperation has been sought on a people to people basis, involving citizens as
representatives of their communities as ambassadors of good will'. As such, Sister City
relations are an eminently participative and democratic mode of international diplomacy. In
Darwin broad community participation has been encouraged in Sister City associations. Unlike
most other documents on NT/Southeast Asian paradiplomacy, Sister City deliberations and
records are readily accessible. Extensive use is made of this data in this chapter to portray
obstacles faced in the development of the Darwin/ Ambon relationship, illustrative of the overall
difficulties faced by Darwin paradiplomacy with Jakarta .

In October 1 980 Darwin established a Sister City relationship with Anchorage, since similarities
regarding natural disasters and isolation were perceived to exist. Shortly thereafter Kalymnos
was chosen for another such relationship, since Darwin had the largest Kalymnian population

abroacf. Such relations were aimed at fostering a growing awareness and appreciation among
the peoples of each city about one another and their respective cultures3• Educational,
professional, technical, and other exchanges, creating a feeling of neighbourliness between
the two communities, were expected to develop.

By late 1 986

an

increased orientation towards eastern Indonesia resulted in sufficient public

Interest in the establishment of a Sister City link, with Ambon a prominent candidate•. The
Ambonese were also interested in their closest neighbouring community in Australia. After a
visit to Ambon, the NT Minister for Community Development informed Darwin Mayor Alec Fong

Urn that the Maluku Governor proposed the idea of the two cities becoming 'sisters',
consolidating even further the close ties that had emerged as a result of the Yacht Race5•
Individuals, groups and organisations, including the Indonesian Consulate, were represented
in the committee formed in February 1 987 to develop a relationship.

"[F]or a variety of

historical, cultural and economic reasons•, members expressed interest in Ujung Pandang, Dill,
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rnmentNews, Vol 1(3), August
' 'Australian Sister Cities Association', N
1989, p 12.
2 Telex from Darwin Lord Mayor Alec Fong Um to Doug Suthertand, Lord Mayor of Sydney
(1 3/02/85).
3 Corporatlon of the City of Darwin, Media Release by Lord Mayor Cecil Black (30/1 0/80).
• Interest In a city in China was also strong. In 1990 Darwin and Haikou became Sister Cities, with

business links as the main expectation.

1 Letter from Hon. Don Dale, Minister for Community Development to Fong Um, 18/11/86. DCC

receipt N" 1 1 059, file AA16.
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Kupang and Ambon as possible sister cities for Darwin1 • They were assessed on criteria of
mutual interest regarding history and culture, trade, education, tourism, sport and accessibility,
obtaining a top ranking for Kupang, followed by Ujung Pandang and Ambon2• The cities· were
considered to have met the following criteria: Kupang, existing transport links, educational
exchanges, sporting, trade and historical links dating to World War II; Ujung Pandang, strong
historical links with Makassans and cultural research being currently conducted; Ambon,
historical World War II links, the military cemetery, yacht race, student exchanges, existing
trade and sporting contacts; and Dili, considerable East Timorese Darwin population and past
popularity as a tourist destination3•

Australian community-based decisions on international relations with eastern Indonesia,
however, were not acceptable to Jakarta. According to a letter from the Indonesian Consulate,
informed of the Darwin deliberations, the Department of Internal Affairs in Jakarta and the
Provincial Government in Maluku decided that Ambon was •suitable to be the sister city of
Darwin••. Evidencing Indonesian concern about the choice of a city on Timor, and closer
involvement in East Timor, the letter threatened that non-compliance by the Darwin
Community with this choice would seriously set back the Sister City formation process. The
committee subsequently announced that Dili and Ujung Pandang were eliminated, the first
because of its unacceptability to the Indonesian and Australian governments and the fact that

it was unlikely to be opened to visitors, and the second as it already possessed such a relation
with Usmore in NSW. Of the remaining two, Ambon wa� selected given Jakarta's support5•

Despite oste�ible official Indonesian government endorsement, formalisation of the Ambon
Darwin Sister City relationship took almost two years to complete. The many clearances
required from the Jakarta government and military evidenced the existing strong security
misgivings. As an Ambonese official involved in the process confided, "BAKIN was noticeably
concerned that this plan could be a threat to national security"6, and convened a meeting in

1 Darwin City Council, Memorandum from Susan Andruszko, Executive Assistant to Town Clerk
(Sister Cities) 27/02187, file number M 16.
2 Minutes of Indonesian Sister Cities Committee (ISCC) meeting (20/05/87).

' Letter from W. Lawrence, ISCC Chairman, to Fong Urn (17/09/87).
4 Letter from Sudargo Mangunwidjojo, Consul In Charge, Indonesian Consulate Darwin, to Fong Urn
( 12/08/87).
• Letter
•

from ISSC Chairman to Fong Urn (1 7/09/87).

'Nams Suppressed N11 24' (personal communication, 05/09/90).
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Jakarta for the Ambon Mayor with the Provincial Government, Foreign Affairs and Interior
Ministries, plus Presidential Secretariat, to examine the project. BAKIN was particularly
concerned about the point referring to 'exchange of equipment' in the originally proposed draft
agreement, which it saw as potentially leading to arms shipments. The BAKIN representatives
therefore vetoed the proposal' . The official added that the Ambonese had a hard time
securing permission for the Sister City plan, as they tended to have with most other initiatives ,
given Javanese suspicions towards them2• He further disclosed that the Consulate in Darwin
closely monitored all aspects of their interaction with the NT under the sister cities program.
Darwin officials, however, perceived the Consulate's involvement as providing •willing help,
advice and assistance• to bring to fruition the very successful Sister City relationship3•

While the plan was being assessed by the Jakarta authorities, Ambon and Darwin city
government officials developed a close interaction. Unaware of difficulties, and apparently
unsuspecting the reason for the inordinate delays and fastidious involvement by the Indonesian
Consul in Darwin and the Jakarta government, the Chairman of the Sister City Committee
reported that no difficulties had been encountered with the proposed establishment of the
relationship, •the Australian Consulate [sic] in Jakarta ha[ving] advised that the approval is a
mere formality••.

Pending finalisation of Indonesian approval, a letter of intent was signed in Ambon in October

1 988 during the visit by a group of Darwin authorities headed by the Darwin Lord Mayor.
Territorian Federal Labor Parliamentarians Warren Snowdon MHR and Senator Bob Collins
were nominate9 to represent the Commonwealth. A crisis erupted when Consul Halim in
Darwin refused to issue them visas, in what was seen as a veiled attempt to silence their
criticism of Indonesia's

East Timor policies5• The incident illustrated how tensions and

inconsistencies in Australia's Indonesia policies with regards to East Timor and Human Rights

1 See: Article 2, f in the 'Administrative Arrangement Between the City of Darwin ...' forwarded by
Ambon Mayor Wattirnena to Fong Urn on 30/05/89. DCC file ADS, N° 4844. The point is crossed out.
2

ibQ.

3 Letter from Darwin City Council Administration Manager, B. Mcintyre, to J. Halirn, Consul of
Indonesia, 3/08189.
4 W.M. Lawrence, Chairman Ambon/Darwin Sister City Committee, reporting to the President of the
Australian Sister Cities Association seeking nomination for an award for the City Council. Letter
(30/06/88).

• Letter from Snowdon to Fong Urn (21/10/1988), and '1 1th-hour Issue of visas rejected', NTN,
25/10/1988.
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are particularly felt in the NT. Snowdon and Collins, like several of their constituents, have
shown a lengthy commitment to East Timor Human Rights. It also indicates tensions between
Indonesian diplomacy as conducted by the Canberra Embassy, and the predominantty
security-oriented Darwin Consulate. Commonwealth insistence with the Indonesian Embassy
in Canberra led to a reversal of the Consul's decision.
The Sister City Proclamation included an Extraordinary Plenary Session of the People's
Representative Assembly of Ambon attended by the Governor of Maluku and officials from the
Foreign Affairs and Interior Ministries of Indonesia. Reflecting awareness of Jakarta concerns
with this novel non-sovereign diplomacy, Mayor Wattimena said in his address
Setting up brotherhood links between Ambon and Darwin does not mean for
us to detach ourselves from our nation and country, but these links are part of
the brotherly relations between your nation and our nation. Ambon is the capital
of Maluku Province which is located in the Unitary Republic of lndonesla...1
Rahawarin, Speaker of the Assembly, added in his closing address
We are convinced that our achievement today will further strengthen our unity
within the boundaries of the Indonesian archipelago2•
The reference in Fang Lim's address to the Indonesian Youth Pledge •one Nation One
People• as a basis for the Ambon/Darwin relationship, hoping that inhabitants of both cities
would also become "one people"3, must have done little to mollify the Jakarta concerns the
Ambonese were so carefully trying to assuage. The Town Clerk's report on the visit
acknowledged the delegation's awareness that "the situation was very much subject to the
views of the Indonesian Government representatives•, who would play an important role in any
future exchange or business deals and would generally have the final say•.
As a condition for the finalisation of a Sister City agreement, to be signed in Darwin, the two
Municipal authorities were required to develop an itemised plan of cooperation activities
acceptable to Jakarta. Darwin City Council felt concerned that it might not be able to
reciprocate its Ambon guests with the same outstanding hospitality its delegation had received
1 (Translated by author). 'Address of the Mayor of the City of Ambon on the Occasion of the Signing
of the Letter of Intent for the Establishment of the Sister City Cooperation Between the City of Ambon
and the City of Darwin on October 28th, 1988 in Ambon'.
2 Official English translation of the address by Haji AW. Rahawarin SH, Ambon 28/10/88.
3

'Lord Mayor's Speech', Official Signing, Ambon 28/10/89.

• Memorandum from Town Clerk, Garry Storch to Sister Cities Committee dated 1/12/88 Ale A05.

-258from them. It suggested 1 July 1 989 as a suitable date which, coinciding with the 'self
government' anniversary, promised the required festiveness. Jakarta rejected it for its potential
effect on Ambonese separatist feelings 1• The agreement was finally signed in Darwin on
July

21

1 989, coinciding with the Yacht Race during the visit by the Mayor of Ambon with a group

of Maluku authorities and a large cultural group which returned again a year later.

The Darwin Sister City program has been administered through a Sister City Management
Committee

(SCMC) composed of City Council and community members, which refers

recommendations to the City Council. SCMC receives advice from Sister City Advisory
Committees , one of which exists for each Sister City relationship, made up of non-elected
volunteer community members and City Council Aldermen. The Ambon Community Committee
(ACC) comprises members representing academic, business and cultural, military and public
service sectors of the Darwin community. In Ambon no such community based involvement
in the relationship is evident. Municipal employees close to the Mayor seem to act on his
behalf. Both SCMC and ACC meetings were initially held monthly. By

1 992, three to four

months were elapsing between meetings, given the modest results of the relationship and
consequent lack of agenda items.

Hoping that a direct air link between both cities would stimulate closer social, cultural, and
business interaction, the ACC and SCMC have attempted to encourage its establishment,
through letters and representations in Jakarta and Darwin. NT carrier Air North briefly operated
tourist charters which proved commercially unviable. Despite the acknowledged potential for
a direct service,, Territorians have shown lack of influence and persuasive skills to get Jakarta
authorities to take the relatively complex measures required for the successful establishment
of the flights. Even most letters to Merpat/s top decision makers remained unanswered.

In the educational domain, the Sister City relationship has produced some results. Two
additional exchange students from Ambon participate in the NTDE program each year under
Sister City auspices. As is acknowledged2, the Sister City relationship was a factor in the
establishment of the tripartite 1 99 1 NTU/ UNPATTI/UNDANA Memorandum of Cooperation.
UNPATTI's Rektor presented a proposal for a cooperation agreement with NTU to a delegation

1 R. O'Sullivan, Development Manager Tourism DID (personal Interview, 1 0/07/90). He attended the
October 1988 NT visit to Ambon, stressing the strong surveillance of Ambonese officials by 'Javanese'
ones, the mistrust between them, and the Ambonese eagerness to develop close Jinks with the outside
world through the NT. Notes on 'General Impressions' dated 4 Nov 1988 say •dislike for term 'Self
Government' and [dJate 1st July".

2 Report from Manager Corporate Services to Town Clerk letter N° 4898 (25/05/91). Ale: A05.

-259from Darwin attending the Yacht Race in 1 990, seeing the Sister City agreement as a
facilitator, . Library cooperation has also taken place. Several book donations from Darwin for
Ambon libraries have been made.
and two

An Ambonese librarian visited Darwin for training iri 1990

NTU librarians went to Ambon to train staff in 1991 .

Tourism has been a field expected to hold great potential, particularly due to Ambon's natural
attractions. NTTC offers of training and cooperation to upgrade the very unsophisticated
Ambon tourism facilities were repeated a number of times starting with an NT Tourism
delegation to Ambon in 198�. and a visit by Ambon travel agents to Darwin in 1 986. Fong
Lim visiting Ambon in 1 988 reiterated these offers. It was also hoped to enter into joint
promotions of Ambon and the NT as a single region3• Despite ostensible interest, the
proposals were never taken up.

In sports, the SCMC provides support for the annual Yacht Race. It has assisted the visit of
Ambon boxers to Darwin in 1 989 and provided support for the NT Arafura Youth Games team
to Ambon in 1 99 1 . The Gull

Force veteran Ambon ANZAC day pilgrimages has also been

linked to the Sister City relationship, with the Darwin City Council participating in ceremonies•.
Cultural activity support has included obtaining funding from the Australia Indonesia Institute
for the visit of an Ambonese dance troupe to perform at the Australian Sister Cities Association
Conference held in Darwin in 1 990. As a City Council official confided , the Indonesian Consul
in Darwin appeared most unenthusiastic about this Ambonese visit, attempting to down play

its

importance'. This was confirmed by a member of the group, who attributed it to Halim's

displeasure with the group's ability to arrange its visit independently from the Jakarta
government'.

The Sister City relation was also expected to become a means to develop trade from its
negligible levels. Trade discussions featured prominently during the July 1 989 visit to Darwin

1 Letter from Setter to Professor Nairn, NTU Vice Chancellor (J/08/90).

2 See 'Ambon Report', letter by A. Setter MLA, Team Leader of Northern Territory Tourism
Delegation to Ambon, 6-8 July 1986, to Chief Minister Hatton (9/07/86).
' Ooyte (personal Interview, 10/08/90).
• Submiss ion by Darwin City Council to 'Inquiry Into Australia's Relations with Indonesia' (3/06/92).
Submission No 146 See Agenda, Ambon Community Committee Meeting (1 6/07/92).

•

'Name Suppressed N° 25' (personal communication, 17/08/90).

•

'Name Suppressed N° 26' (personal communication, 5/09/90).
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reaches Darwin via Singapore. Keenly stated expressions of interest to develop direct trade
prompted Bob Matthewson to comment that in the many trade delegations to Indonesia and
meetings with government officials he had participated "the feeling of goodwill, smiles and
handshakes abounded, but no business resulted from it"1 • In early 1 990 Fong Lim sought to
combine ANZAC pilgrimages with trade promotion, taking along NT business people.

Acknowledging that their attention focuses on central Indonesia rather than the eastern
provinces, Austrade NT Manager indicated approval of the idea provided the Lord Mayor's
intended role "is entirely supplementary to the Commonwealth 's existing official links between
Australia and lndonesia"2• Fong Lim's poor health, leading to his death later that year,
prevented progress on this initiative. No further trade promotion activity of significance has
been undertaken. No Ambon exhibitors have even attended NT Expo. The NT has not been
able to develop significant commerce with Ambon primarily because the lack of an NT supply
capacity to make use of existing opportunities. According to Peter Murphy, there are greater
trading opportunities in Ambon than in Kupang, for example. These include among others,
supplying the needs of the tourism industry such as inter-island ferries and investment
opportunities in tourist facilities. The NT however does not have the industrial or financial base
to take advantage of these opportunities3•

Darwin Ambon Sister City relations can thus hardly . be considered to have met initial
expectations. Limited exchanges in sporting, social and educational activities have taken place,
mostly at Da�in initiative and with Australian funding. Little broad based community
involvement has taken place in Ambon. Interest by the Darwin community has also waned.
Trade has not eventuated, and little Jakarta government encouragement to NT initiatives to
foster greater links is evident.

Health links
Contrary to Tuxworth's vision and offers of cooperation and assistance, NT health care
expertise and resources have not found a significant market in Indonesia, despite the stark

1 Faxed notes by Translator /Interpreter L Nicholls to B. Mcintyre, 25/7/89

2 Letters from Austrade NT Manager Peter Murphy to
to B. Mcintyre, Administration Manager, Darwin City Council 19/10/90, file AD5 N°0575 and G. Storch
Town Clerk, 19/01/90. File AD5, N° 0533.
• Personal

Interview, 19/06/90.
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(RDH) and Darwin Private Hospital treat a negligible number of Indonesian patient�. The
Menzies School of Health Research, the second tertiary educational institution in the NT
besides the NTU, has expressed an interest to establish links with eastern Indonesian
institutions to further its research into tropical medicine. As a result of personal initiatives by
individual Darwin medical experts, a sister-hospital scheme was established in late 1991
between RDH and hospitals in Kupang and the West Timor town of So E. The scheme provides
Australians an environment for learning about tropical medicine, and is funded through AIDAB
and Australian Indonesian Institute assistance3•
The sister-hospital scheme was initially proposed to the NTT Governor by the NT Health
Minister as a cooperation agreement between the doctors and medical staff of RDH and
Kupang and SoE hospitals. Illustrating the extreme lack of autonomy of the NTT authorities
to

enter into transborder cooperation links, the NTT Governors reply suggested that the NTG

make a submission to the Australian government to liaise with the Indonesian government in
Jakarta, adding, • . .we shall write a letter to the Minister for Internal Affairs requesting the
.

current guidelines for the proposed cooperation project"4•

Economic links

Tourism relations
Despite geogr�phical proximity, regional tourist flows are basically one-way, from Australia to
Indonesia on account of socio-economic differences and administrative barriers. Cooperation
in the development of a regional tourist industry encompassing the Territory and eastern
Indonesian as proposed by the NTG has received limited support from Indonesia.

1 'Cooperation in Health Matters Between the NT and the Eastern Provinces of Indonesia',

memorandum from Don Dale, Minister of Health and Community Services to Chief Minister (30/07/87).
This mentions that following Tuxworth's offers in February 1 986, it was agreed to focus on eastern
Indonesia.
z

B. KJose, and J. Lacey, respective records officers (telephone interviews, 4/08192).

3 'Hospitals link Indonesia, Nr, NTN, 16/10/9 1 .
4 Letter from NTT Governor Fernandes to N T Health and

Manzle. Ref: SMS.424/01/91 (8/04/91).
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-262The development of Indonesia as a significant international tourist destination has had an
Impact on the NT. Neighbouring Ball is an affordable tourist centre of world renown. Kupang
is a more modest but even closer and cheaper destination for Territorians. Additionaily, the

strong influx of international tourists to Indonesia has benefited the Territory tourist industry.
Increasingly, northern Australia is perceived as a possible extension of the Indonesian tourist
region. The NT competes with northern Queensland for primacy in this regard. Conversely,
Indonesia is a further destination for visitors to northern Australia. This has led to attempts at
promotional coordination among tourist authorities in Australia and Indonesia.

The tension between Indonesian centralism and regional development cooperation with the NT
emerges clearly in tourism cooperation. Promotion of the NT as an addition to Bali was raised
1
by Tuxworth in 1 986 • According to its Chairman Bob Doyle, the NTTC raised the matter with
appropriate Indonesian authorities, who remained very protective of their markets and the
2
attractions of Bali • As the NT appears in greater need of Indonesia than vice versa in this

respect, Indonesian interest in marketing cooperation has been modest, and progress in joint
promotions has been limited basically to Garuda initiatives in Europe and the USA. Consul
Halim alleged, however, that the NT had not sufficiently pursued the matter with Indonesian
'
authorities , while Doyle said that the centralised Indonesian system has been a cause for
diffiCUlties, requiring the NTTC to initially deal with Indonesian tourist authorities through the
Australian Tourist Commission.

The importance of tourism in the region has allowed private sector NT tour operators and
travel agents to develop close working associations with both their Indonesian counterparts
_

and their mutual principals in major tourist source markets of the world so that a close network
of linkages among them exists. Indicative of the progressive integration of Indonesia and
northern Australia into one region from the perspective of European tourist operators is the
purchase from the NTG of the previous Sheraton-operated Hotels in Darwin and Alice Springs
by the SOL hotel group of Spain, owners of a successful Bali hotel since the mid 1 980s.
Addition of NT properties was perceived by the company as a natural extension of its regional
"
Interests . The development pattern of Garuda services from Bali to northern Australia also

1 Chief Minister letter to Minister of Tourism, Post and Telecommunication of Indonesia (20/03/86),
file P31 15-51.
2 Doyle (personal interview 10/08/90).
1 PersonaJ Interview, 1 3/08/90.
4 See 'Sheraton sold to major chain., NTN 8/07/92.
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reflects regional integration for international tourism. Garudcts Bali/Darwin service was
extended to Cairns to capture the a significant volume of European tourists visiting Bali and
Cairns. Strong growth from Cairns, surpassing Darwin traffic, led to the introduction of direct
Bali/Calms flights in late 1 992, effectively downgrading the Bali/Darwin service.
Cross-border tourism development has been of low priority for the NTTC and the Jakarta
authorities. Tourism illustrates the Jakarta government's dilemma between security concerns
and the need to tap NT resources to assist eastern economic development. While appearing
to support Australian private hotel investments in NTT and eastern Indonesia, given the lack
of 1ocaJ resources Consul Halim was clearly reluctant to see too close and rapid relations
directly developing between eastern Indonesian tourist industries and the NT, bypassing the
centraJ government1•
'Nhile significant numbers of top end tourists go to nearby Kupang, very few NTT tourists visit
Darwin. Despite a PATA marketing recommendation that incoming traffic to Darwin from
Southeast Asia be promoted on the basis that it "is a western city within the Asian travel
network.z, it attracts next to no visitors from its nearest Asian neighbour city. According to NTT
travel industry leader, Mr Pitoby, a potential market of relatively affluent NTT travellers
attracted to holidays in modern cities exists. However, Australian protectionism prevents
regional tourism development. Strict visa regulations and the need to obtain visas in Bali, plus
the Indonesian Fiskal tax, act as disincentives to cross-border tourism from �. Such

travellers end up going to distant Jakarta or Singapore instead. Thus regional tourism is one

way, comprisi�g mainly top end budget tourists of low socio-economic standing, which raises
some negative social issues•.

Air transport /Inks
Darwin ls linked to Bali and Kupang, primarily as a result of international tourist demand. The

fact that Bali

is

a major Indonesian air traffic hub enables convenient connections between

Darwin and most of western Indonesia via Bali. Eastern Indonesian centres important to the
' Personal Interview, 13/08/90.
2 DarwinandEnvirons, aMarketingImage, Pacific Area Travel Association, January 1989, p 4.
s

Pleter Gotanl (personal communication, 1 0/07/90).

• Pltoby (personal communication, 1 9/07/92).
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overcome this have remained unsuccessful.
The existing air services are operated by Indonesian carriers, who thus gain access to an
important share of Darwin's international air traffic, as Appendix 4 shows. Australian carriers
have found competing on these routes economically unviable. Darwin is furthermore on the
periphery of a dense Indonesian network. Indonesian cities are not similarly located in relation
to Darwin from an Australian carriers perspective. Airline operation criteria also have a
bearing. Australian carriers must observe stringent economic profitability criteria. Indonesian
ones have been under lesser need to do so, enabling operation of routes of uncertain profit1•

The

closure of Kupang to foreigners in the wake of the East Timor annexation led Merpati to

operate direct Darwin/Bali flights. Travellers were deterred by the company's deplorable
standards and high fares2• Operating economics led the few international carries serving
Darwin to withdraw services until in 1 980 only Merpati and Qantas remained. Qantas
reluctantly provided a minimum of international services as required by the Commonwealth.
In mid-1980 Garuda Airlines took over from Merpati improving services and fares. It was until

1983

the

only foreign airline serving Darwin. The initial weekly flight was doubled within one

year, as travel demand to Bali, Indonesia and through to Europe rapidly expanded. By 1 988
Garuda had acquired a significant share of the NT passenger market.

In 1986 Merpati re-established the Kupang/Darwin route with a weekly small aircraft for which
demand was v_ery weak, leading to doubts about the services viabilityl . Development of links
with eastern

Indonesia and the opening of East Timor provided a market, so that by 1 988 two

jets were being operated per week. Increasing load factors, reaching 70% on average by 1 990

(see Appendix 4), were making a third weekly frequency plausible by 1 992. Air North
unsuccessfully operated weekly charters Darwin/Ambon during the 1 990 dry tourist season.
Insufficient promotion, and the difficulties for international passengers to utilise the service as
part of their tickets, limited sales basically to Darwin, a market too small to sustain it. The
company continues operating charters on request a number of times per year.

' On Gsrudtts chronic losses see for example 'Mengapa kapten dlpucuk itu digantl', Tempo N11 42,
Vol. XXI, 25/01/92, p 29.
2 'NT travellers shun airline's costly journey', NTN 3/08/80.
3 Briefing notes prepared for Chief Minister Hatton prior to his visit to Indonesia In August 1987.
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Australian shipping regulations present further barriers to regional Integration. The highly
successful and economical passenger ships of Indonesia's Pelni lines are prevented from
extending services to Darwin by the prohibitive costs needed to fulfil Australian requirements
for lntematlonal shipping services. It is consistently argued that one of the main reasons

Inhibiting trade between Indonesia and Darwin Is the lack of appropriate sea transport facilities.
It is often speculated that if traditional small craft of the type operating within the archipelago
were allowed to serve Darwin, trade would boom. Australian labour laws and regulations,
Including quarantine provisions, which may be relevant in southern contexts, preclude such
operations, however. The resulting excessively expensive freight costs kill trade1•
In 1 990 Perkins Lines began regular calls in Kupang, which lies on the route of its
Darwin/Singapore services. It was encouraged to do so by the NTG, which wanted to stimulate
trade with Darwin, as well as by the

NTT

Provincial Government who saw it as a convenient

way of getting its commodities to Singapore for trans shipment to international destinations.
In the absence of such links, NTT exports had been severely inhibited by the need to trans
ship In west Indonesian ports. Indonesian shipping de-regulation and port infrastructure
improvement made the service possible. While Darwin/ Kupang trade has not grown rapidly,
the

Kupang/Singapore loads are satisfactory. In 1 992 Perkins added a small Kupang-based

barge for inter-island service in NTT The company is able to use a fully Indonesian crew
.

since the vessel does not fly the Australian flag. Use of Australian crews would make the
operation unviable2• Even if at first it was not fulfilling expectations, it has a market in
supplying Timor gap survey vessels3• Perkins is confident that as Australia/ Indonesia trade
Increases, particularly as a result of growing industrialisation in Indonesia, it may be able to
sustain services between Darwin and ports in western Indonesia, as well as increased eastern
Indonesian operations feeding through a Kupang hub.

1 Personal interviews with Setter (19/04/91), Matthewson (20 /04/91), and Arthur (6/06/91). They
thought Indonesian prahus operating to Darwin would foster trade. This was considered comparable to
the booming 'flea market' type of trade which side-steps high official trade costs.
2 Nonnan (telephone interview, 24/ 1 1 /92).
3

Nonnan

(personal

interview, 13/08/92).

-266To stimulate the establishment of a regular monthly Darwin/Ujung Pandang Perkins service,
the NTG approved in November
months, with a possible

1 992 a subsidy of up to $30,000 per voyage for an initial 1 2

1 2 month extension 1•

Investment
The Suharto government has actively sought foreign, including Australian, investment to
develop Indonesia's industrial sector. The

NT has been seen as a possible contributor to the

requirements of eastern lndonesia2• However, as Australia•s least developed frontier, and
given NTG developmentalist aims,

NT industrial development also depends on attracting

investment.

the

In

this

sense,

both

NT and

Indonesia

are competitive

rather than

complementary. As journalist Ratna Nasution observed, competition for industrial development
capital required by each country could be reduced by seeking industrial complementarity
between the NT and eastern Indonesian manufacturers.

Rather than deflecting capital

resources required by the NT or Indonesia to its neighbour to set up competitive industries,
Australian or Indonesian manufactures could be exported for appropriate finishing in the
neighbouring country, and then exported to their consumer markets3• The regional industrial
integration

strategy

underlying

Coulter's,

and

subsequently

Hatton•s

trans-border

paradiplomacy was based on such principles.

Acknow1edged investments by Indonesians in the

NT or Territorians in Indonesia have been

very limited. The former include the purchase of an interest in the Tipperary group of cattle
properties, �ght from Australian property developer Warren Anderson, well known in Darwin
for his business dealings with the NTG. Anderson sold a half-interest in the 7,435 sq km
properties for $100 million to Tovehead Pty. ltd., a company owned by the Indonesian Bakrie
Group and other associates, all with close business links to President Suharto's famil'/. The
size of the property, the high price paid, the ministerial consent given to Warren Anderson to
exceed the limit of NT pastoral land owned by an individual, all attracted media attention5• The

1 Norman (telephone interview, 24/1 1/92).
2 As reflected in Drs Frans Seda's words.'Chairman warns: East must see developmenr, Sunday
Territodan, 20/09/92.
3 Ratna Nasutlon, 'Diperlukan exportir yang llncah dalam menerobos ekspor ke Negeri kanguru ,
'

Aogkatan Berseojata. 13/08/88, in Philips Kitley et. Bl. (eds.), Australiadi Mata Indonesia, Jakarta:
Gramedla, 1 989, p 21 1 .
• Warren's lndon mates', TheEye, December quarter, 1990, pp 6-9.
•

'Anderson allowed to exceed leg al NT land limit', NTN 22/03/90.

-267economic rationale of the purchase was questioned. It was speculated that the Suharto family
may have had reasons beyond business to purchase such an enormous property neighbouring
Indonesia, which may be directly reachable as a 'back door exit' if the need arose1 • Perron
unwittingly acknowledged his awareness of the Suharto connection of this property, before
attempting to feign ignorance of if. Suharto links were subsequently further evidenced when
the President officially opened a feedlot in Indonesia in which Warren Anderson had a share
and which was to be supplied by the Tipperary properties3• The cattle properties in the NT and
the feedlot in Indonesia represent an instance of industrial complementarity of investments, in
this case between core interests in Australia and Indonesia, involving an NT location and a
western Indonesian one.

Everingham acknowledged that motives other than the search for business profits, namely the
desire to

buy influence

in the NT, could motivate Indonesian Presidential investments in the

Territory. Everingham held that "sooner or later Soeharto would have decided that he needed
to invest money in the NT . . because he would have seen it as a useful way of keeping us
.

happ�. In Everingham's view such investment would have probably come through some
wealthy associate of the President, told to invest in a cattle station, build up some industry, or
some project. For Everingham this would be desirable for the NT given the wealth and power
of Suharto, opening the way •to really big things"5• No other Indonesian investments are on

public record, even if it is generally suspected that a number of ethnic chinese from Kupang
have modest real estate awnings in Darwin, hedging for possible future emigration needs.

Halim

also urged

NT tourist industry investors to seek investment complementarity

in

neighbouring eastern Indonesia. Developing hotels there would, in his view, provide an addition
to their NT products, broadening the appeal of their operations and diversifying their revenue
bases•. Unavailability of local capital and lack of Jakarta investor motivation stimulated

1 The Issue of interest by Suharto in the NT as a possible haven if the need arose to flee, has been
privately raised by Indonesians. It has been linked to the removal of Foreign M inister Mochtar, who
opposed signature of the Timor Gap treaty. 'Name Suppressed Ng 27' (personal communication,

10/07/90).

2 Personal Interview, 19/11/90.
' 'Suharto to open feedlot', NTN 23/05/92, p 2.
4 Personal Interview,
•

12/1 2/90.

Personal Interview, 12/12/90.

• Referring to the airline pilot strike I n 1989, Halim thought it a good strategy for NT hoteliers to
diversify their Income sources by getting Into NTT hotels (personal interview, 1 3/08/90).
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investments in Indonesia, the best known was Fadelli's failed Kupang tourist resort project.
Initially started by an NT architect, more due to romantic rather than business motivations, it
was taken over by Fadelli on behalf of a number of Darwin investors attracted by the totally
different lifestyle to be enjoyed so close by. The hotel could not even be built, losing $400,000
in Coulter's estimate1 •

Fadelll, reputed to be closely linked to top CLP figures, took up residence in Kupang
presenting the semi-official fa�ade of 'Honorary Representative'
acknowledged

that his failure was due to unawareness

of the Dl[i. Fadelli

regarding the local business

environment and its operating culture, stressing that a particular problem arose from the total
lack of infrastructure, which the investor, as a pioneer, had to provide3• This increased project
set-up costs and duration. Others, referring to Fadelli's ucultural misunderstanding••, noted
his poor judgement in selecting credible local associates.

Speaking at a Darwin Symposium in his subsequent role as business advisor, Fadelli warned

of the danger of selecting local partners merely on account of their English language skills
which may appear to facilitate communication5• The Symposium concluded that cultural
differences were a very -although not the most- important barrier to successful NT business
relations with Indonesia.

Consul Halim acknowledged that Fadelli's lack of knowledge of the area led to problems,
adding that he •had not been willing to take enough advice from the government, relying
instead

on

people who he does not really know, who turned out not to have the contacts,

access, knowledge or honesty needed"8• The origin of comments like these were in Fadelli's
initial reluctance to take powerful Indonesian partners to ensure approval of required permits

1 Personal interview, 1 4/00/90.
2 A Morris, who maintained there was nothing official to this appointment, strongly criticised it
(personal interview, 21/00/90). Notwithstanding, Fadelli prominently displayed a golden Territory Coat
of Arms on his business card.

' Personal Interview, 6/05/92.
4 Foo (personal interview, 12/07/92).
• Fadelll, 'Doing Business in I ndon esia: some practical aspects', 'Recent links between the NT and
the Indonesian economy and their relevance to regional economic development', CSEAS Symposium,
NTU, 3106192.

•

Personal Interview, 13/08/90.

-269and protection, as required for success in Indonesia. Fadelli's lack of familiarity with the -for
a Territorian- novel requirement of obsequiousness to government officials and absence of
a strong protector, prevented his true acceptance by members of the provincial government.

Fadelli's failure in Indonesia was considered nevertheless a valuable learning experience by
the NTG. Given this background he was appointed consultant to DID for certain business
projects relating to Indonesia, with his knowledge and close personal links to leaders being
considered valuable assets.

Informal, and mostly illegal, small investments by Territorians in NTT have grown with the
increase in Kupang/Darwin tourism. A number of Darwin residents keep savings accounts at
Indonesian banks in Kupang, availing themselves of interest rates far higher than in Australia
and avoiding payment of income taxes'. According to Fadelli, about twenty or so Territorians,
attracted by the Kupang lifestyle, the lower cost of life than in Australia, or somehow personally
attached to a local person, have after visiting there returned to set up small restaurants, travel
services or other tourist-oriented activities investing redundancy payments or other small
capital resourcegl.

Devoid of appropriate skills, sufficient knowledge of the local culture, and usually lacking
official permission to operate, their success rate is very low. Furthermore, in Fadelli's view
such people ethnocentrically decline to accept the diff�rences between the Indonesian and
Australian environments. Their arrogance leads them to refuse acquainting themselves with
local regulatioos. This results in conflict and their eventual eviction from Indonesia. Conversely,
the NT also attracts a number of illegal immigrants from Indonesia who overstay visitors visas
and seek low-skilled employment. No data is available on numbers, but the growing presence
of legal migrants from eastern Indonesia, many of whom came as spouses of Australian
citizens, has encouraged family visits, some of which lead to illegal employment.

NT/lndonesia Trade
Perron acknowledged that despite the growth in educational, sporting and cultural exchanges
resulting from NTG paradiplomacy, NT trade with Indonesia has not flowed as had been
hoped. The existing commodity trade, as Appendix 4 shows, is basically limited to timber and

1 No official data exists, but this Is widely commented upon In informed circles.
2

Personal Interview, 6/05/92.

-270beef, and happens for market reasons and not due to the 'special relationship', as the Chief
Minister recognised1• Since 1 989/90 NT crude oils are being exported via Indonesia,
significantly increasing trade figures (see Appendix 4). Lorraine Corner argued that limited
prospects exist for direct commodity trade between the NT and lndonesia2• Significant trade
flows between Indonesia and NT can only be expected to develop if growing trade between
major southern Australian and western Indonesian centres could be advantageously routed
through eastern Indonesia and Darwin. President Suharto, as was seen, lent his assistance
to the NTG by supporting these initiatives. Nonetheless, Darwin has not been able to develop
into the entrepot for Australian/Asian trade it aspires to become. Local trade between the NT
and eastern provinces is particularly limited due to the similarity in production patterns and
geographic conditions of both areas.

The NT market, with its population of insignificant size and wide distribution, has not exerted
sufficient pull on Indonesian traders. Very few have attempted to trade with Darwin. In 1 990,
for example, following NTG funding of NTT Government officials and KADIN representatives
from Kupang to visit Darwin, a number of NTT exhibitors participated in the Darwin EXPO. Two
Kupang entrepreneurs, David Kurniawan and Pieter Gotani, highly motivated to set up a
trading link between Kupang and Darwin through which eventually manufactures from Java
could flow to the Australian market as a whole, started trial shipments of clothing, consumer
and household items. Such goods, generally cheaper in Indonesia than in Australia, were
expected to be successful, in particular in the Aboriginal market. However, the attempt met
with failure. In addition to transport, procedural and marketing difficulties, cultural differences
provided a ma!or barrier. The two traders proved inexperienced with Australian regulations and
business practices, and language barriers exacerbated their difficulties.

A number of Asian migrants to Australia have developed consumer import trade from
Southeast Asia. According to Foo, most of the successful ones who started activities in Darwin
have relocated to southern centres to follow their main markets3• The only exception is the
Jape family of Darwin which migrated from Portuguese Timor in the early 1 970s, and has set
up a successful trading network with branches in East Timor and Indonesia, run on a very

1 Personal interview, 18/1 1/90.
2 Corner, 'Indonesia and Northern Australia: Potential Economic Linkages with Special reference to
Eastern Indonesia', In Deborah Wade-Marshall and Peter Loveday (eds), Contemporary Issues In
Development. NorthernA
u
s
t
r
a
lia:Progressan
dProspects, Vol 1 , Darwin: Northern Australia Research
Unit, 1988. pp 291-310.
3

Personal Interview, 9/07/92.
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personal basis with relatives In residence at these locations. The bulk of their trade seems to
be in western Indonesia-sourced products shipped directly to southern Australian bases,
primarily in Brisbane. Some small Darwin traders continuously purchase furniture, decoration
and fashion items, some often imported informally as personal luggage, which is sold in local
boutiques or at 'flea markets'. Other Darwin businesses, including earth moving equipment
operators and primary produce dealers, attempt to develop trade with eastern Indonesia.
Documentation of this activity is difficult, as these operations have purposely chosen to remain
informal to avoid the difficulties of dealing with Indonesia's bureaucracy.

Indonesia has attracted the attention of Territorian manufacturers and potential export traders.
Particularly with the economic recession of the 1 990s, 'rich and populous' Indonesia has been
hailed as the possible salvation for many local businesses with the NTG encouraging NT
industries to seek markets. The task has been difficult however. The weak NT manufacture
industry, geared to local demand both in volume and product characteristics, is oriented to
•European tastes•', reflecting dominant Australian cultural patterns. Capacity is small,
capitalisation is low and product costs are high. Potential consumer markets in Indonesia are
thus generally limited to foreign tourists, affluent middle-class locals, or government
development projects. As seen earlier, Indonesian import regulation and centralisation make
access to eastern markets difficult. Middle-class buyers, on which Australia pins increasing
hopes for its exports to Indonesia, make up a sizeable market in western provinces, not in the
east.

Following gov�mment exhortations, Darwin tertiary industry members also attempted to escape
the weak local market, seeking to export the provision of their services to Indonesia. Such
companies include computer software consultants, graphic designers and engineering firms.
They face obstacles such as significant cultural and linguistic barriers, limited eastern
Indonesian demand, low local purchasing power, and significant competition from well
connected and protected western Indonesia- based rivals.

A number of goods and service export initiatives have been attempted in fields such as solar
energy applications, radio communications, and low cost housing, where NT expertise has
been developed in applications such as for Aboriginal remote communities. NT based
Integrated Technical Services achieved some success in the promotion of solar-based rural
water pumping systems, as supplied to remote communities in the NT, through its joint venture
1 Comer, 'Indonesia and Northam', p 302.

-272with a Kupang company1 • The Territorian contribution lies however more in the field of
technical services and know-how rather than manufactures, as the equipment is mainly
sourced in Indonesia or southern Australia. Other attempts to supply solar energy electricity
systems to eastern provinces, promoted by DID as an area of NT industrial expertise and
acknowledged as such by Jakarta, have encountered difficulties with measures aimed to
protect western Indonesia-based supplier interests. The DID invited the head of the Energy
Technology Laboratory of BPPT, Dr. L.N. Panggabean , to examine NT alternative and
renewable energy projects and advise on their suitability for Indonesia. They were found
generally more suitable than the European products Indonesia had sourced so far, given
climatic similarities2• Notwithstanding, a significant proportion of the solar panel market is
protected for a Dutch/Indonesian joint venture in which BPPrs head, Minister Habibie, is
closely involved.

A Territory architect' attempted to introduce low cost prefabricated

housing, originally

developed for Aboriginal communities in the NT into NTT province. Despite the product's
positive attributes, the effort failed due to disputes arising out of cross-cultural communication
inability according to a DID official4• The architect unsuccessfully committed over a year of
time and expenses in pursuing this market, involving local associates who basically only
contributed links to provincial government officials. The actual product attributes or costs were
never fully tested against competition. Another example of small-scale industrial cooperation

is the assembly of computer cables at a workshop informally set up in Kupang by a small NT
electronic equipment manufacturer, relying on personal family links of the spouse of its
Darwin owner:. The cables can be produced at much lower labor costs than in Australia, and
are easily imported to Darwin as personal luggage.

The Territory's only public company, Henry and Walker, primarily involved in mining industry
construction, Initially expanded to Western Australia and sought to penetrate Indonesia to
overcome the restrictions imposed on its operations by top end seasonal climatic variations.
It saw a potential for contract mining arising out of the close relations between NT and

1 'Family tech firm takes chances with Asia', NTN 15/04/92; also Hatton at DID reception for NTT
Delegation, 20/07/92.
2 See report by Dr. Panggabean, DID 21/04/92.
3 'Name Suppressed NP 28'.
4 'Name Suppressed NP 29' (personal communication, July 1992).
•

'Name Suppressed NP 30'.
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in Henry and Walker assisted the company to win a tender for exploration management in a
Japanese/Indonesian mining joint venture in Kalimantan. Through its presence the company
developed contacts in Indonesia allowing it to win a contract mining tender for Wetar Island
in Maluku province. Henry and Walker has set up a locally registered company in Jakarta, as
it found that its success depends on keeping a permanent presence in there and maintaining
close personal contact with local high level industry decision makers. Despite its NT origins,
Henry and Walker can no longer be considered to be a typical Territorian company. Its
success has depended significantly on its multinational links and the economic resources at
its command, even if it acknowledges to have been assisted by existing close Jakarta/Darwin
relations.

Institutionalised attempts at economic integration
Since Everingham the lack of trade between the NT and Indonesia has preoccupied Territorian
authorities more so than Indonesian ones. Proposals for relevant institutional arrangements
to overcome this have been advanced, expecting results as with preceding educational and

social arrangement. This evolution reflects growing Jakarta regard for the NTG. Early NTG
initiatives received scant response, yet once Jakarta 's interest in the NT increased, Indonesia
appears to have considered the development institutional arrangements for trade promotion.
It is suggested here that this reflects the aim of further strengthening Jakarta influence over
the NT while ensuring maximum economic benefit for Indonesia.

The establishment of a

NT Joint Working Party with Indonesia which met in January 1 982 in

Surabaya for the first time was the earliest NT institutional attempt at regional trade promotion.
It aimed to •explore projects for and ways to initiate growth in physical trade between both
areas112• It had been anticipated that it would meet annually in alternating locations in the NT
and in Indonesia. A second meeting was held in Darwin in

1983, after which it lapsed due to

lack of interest on the Indonesian side.

During his Jakarta meeting with Indonesia's Trade Minister in

1 987, Chief Minister Hatton was

urged to establish a joint consultative group, allowing formal contacts between NT and
Indonesian businessmen. The NT promptly set up a seven member commercially oriented

1 Byron Brown, Henry and Walker, Symposium on 'Recent links', (3/06/92).
2

'Report to NT Legislative Assembly by Trade Survey Mission to Indonesia, Nov/Dec 82'.
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Joint Trade Working Party comprising the Director of Nortrade, Setter, and five NT business
men involved in timber, shipping, cattle, groceries and a TDZ-based factory. They aimed to
Identify trade opportunities,

encourage

communication

and transport facilities, provide

introductory and information services, improve the efficiency of administrative and regulatory
procedures, encourage joint ventures. The Working Party identified a number of factors likely
to facilitate trade. They included the presence of a Consul, proximity to eastern Indonesia,
good relations and existing social, educational and cultural contacts, transport, and the interest
of NT Investors in Indonesia. Impeding factors listed were mistrust of Australian trade unions,
barriers to Indonesian vessels, the East Timor issue, export/import regulations, Indonesian
industrial centralisation, different commercial practices and language difficulties1•

The influence of the recently-arrived Consul, Dr Halim, led to a greater official involvement.
Some months later CLP-backed NT Senator Tambling was proposing to the Indonesian
Ambassador in Canberra the formation of a 'high powered' study group to improve NT
Indonesia relations, whereby •the Northern Territory could lead Australia in international
relations112• It was hoped to involve senior public servants, academics and people with major
commercial interests in Indonesia, in this 'think tank' aimed at developing policy. Consul Halim
and MLA Setter would be invited to join.

In mid-1988, through a meeting with Indonesians attending Brisbane Expo, a final attempt was
made to revive the Joint Working Party. Lack of results led NT businessmen interested in
Indonesia to set up a NT chapter of the Australia/Indonesia Business Council in 1 989, under
the coordinatio.n of DID. This organisation, like its Indonesian counterpart, both had the official
support of national governments3• By early 1991 the Council was already •tacking in content•,
according

to the DID officer linked to it4• The NT private sector was not in a position to propel

the development of commercial relations with Indonesia, despite the apparent attractions of
the Indonesian market, magnified by Australian economic woes.

Encouraged to seek a palliative in eastern Indonesia for the economic hardships of its
industries,

particularly the ailing TDZ, the NTG surveyed

complementarity

between the NT and eastern provinces.

key locations

As was seen it led to the

1 Setter, Briefing Notes for Chief Minister (undated).

2 'Plan to set up NT, lndon think tank', NTN 25/02/1988.
' Fax from Ron Davenport, Executive Officer to lan Bell, DID, 21/03/89.
4 Gallagher (personal Interview, 27/02/91 ).
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-275recommendation that the NT centres its industrial cooperation strategy on a partnership
between the TDZ and the Makassar Industrial Estate in Ujung Pandang. The MOU provided
the a broader cooperative context for this cooperation, and through its JPC was meant to
provide an institutional support and a five year development cooperation strategy to develop
commercial linkages.

JPC Co-Chairmen, Dr FitzGerald and Drs Seda, providing background on the JPC's role in
late 1 992, seemed to suggest that the long-awaited results of the past diplomacy between
Darwin and Jakarta could finally be at hand. They were addressing a DI D-sponsored seminar
for the NT business sector in Darwin, aimed at providing "an insight into the potential
commercial opportunities• arising from the MOU1• FitzGerald saw the JPC to be an instrument
to accelerate the development of commercial links, providing connections, identification of
opportunities, stimulation of investments, expediting procedures, assessing risks, assisting in
dispute resolution. By developing a five year plan, it would create a long-term climate of
predictability, providing psychological supports to participants in NT eastern Indonesian
commercial interaction. FitzGerald found th_is arrangement to lock into a foreign country's
economic development to be unique in Australia.

Seda referred to Jakarta's urgency to develop the east, rich in natural resources but poor in
human ones. According to Seda, the Indonesian government had •a genuine real intention to
implement the MOU", which he claimed to be a commitrnent between the two governments.
The working party mechanisms set up by the JPC, linking central and provincial government
officials with the private sector, were considered unique for a highly centralised state such as
Indonesia by Seda. They were expected to increase local decision making, reducing the need
to refer to Jakarta. With "the NT on the same wavelength as Indonesia in politics, economics
and culture•, Seda felt that Australians should deal with Indonesia through Darwin.

In a media interview the next day, Seda referred to Jakarta's urgency to develop the
neglected east so as to keep up the economic momentum of Indonesia as well as the political
unity of the Republic. Failure to do so threatened anger in the east which could jeopardise the
country's political stability, he acknowledged. Just as neighbouring Singapore had played a role
in the development of Indonesia's west, Darwin, which in his view had all the necessary

1 Northern Territory-Eastern Indonesia Business Opportunities Seminar, 16/09/92, promotional

brochure.
2 Taped Interview with NTN Senior Reporter John Lolzou, Darwin 17/09/92, from which following
quotations are taken.
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east. This was particularly so, in Seda's view, since the NT besides its vicinity has always had
•a good aid and cooperation program with Indonesia in education, health, sports . .
.

so

that

close cultural bonds existed•. Furthermore, •the general attitude of the government and people
was one of good neighbourhood·. Even on East Timor, Seda felt that the NTG's attitude was
•now fair enough, good enough for us•. These statements, if credible, are good evidence that
the diplomacy practised by the Darwin and Jakarta governments towards one another has
been successful in achieving respective objectives: on one hand to create a sense of trust
acceptance and need, and on the other, to subdue and turn a potential challenger into a client.

In spite of the rhetoric, very little substantive economic indications exist that demonstrate
Darwin, in partnership with eastern Indonesia, was finally reaching the status of an economic
integration frontier between both countries. Despite Seda's personal image of power and
influence with the central government, assiduously promoted by the NTG, he Is of limited
relevance in the core power circles in Indonesia, and investment funds at his or the Nrs
command to jointly develop eastern Indonesia are few1• Hatton nonetheless, praised these
developments as a unique example of integration of regional sub-economies, pivotal to the
future of Australian/Indonesian relations2•

The JPC is praised as an example of genuine partnership arrangements made possible by the
NTG's affinity with other governments of the Southeast Asian region. Closer scrutiny puts this
in doubt. Hatton, replying to Opposition questions in the Assembly, provided the amount of the
NTG's suppof1 for the JPC3• He added that •the Indonesian component of the Joint Policy
Committee is responsible for its own costs•, as is the NT component. Whether this 'Indonesian
componenr is to be understood as the Jakarta government, a Ujung Pandang body, or a
private company belonging to a well-connected Indonesian individual, was not specified.

Northern Territory relations with Indonesia, its closest ones in Southeast Asia, can thus be
seen to exhibit great complexity. On the one hand is the economic attraction Indonesia exerts

u
nd
a
yTerritodan, 20/00/92, publlsh!ng parts �
1 'Chairman warns: East must see development', S
the Seda interview.
2 'Dateline', SBS TV, 24/10/92
3 For 1991/92, $93,069.20; budget for 1992/93 $120,000, (NTPR, Debates, 24109/92, p 120).
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endeavoured to create a context of greater understanding and integration through educational,
social and cultural contacts as a prelude to economic integration. With its modest economy,
the NT is of limited interest to the central government of Indonesia, but, in the absence of
others, of interest to the weak eastern periphery. Given considerations of scale and geography,
NT cooperation with Indonesia has been centred on the underdeveloped east. The fissiparous
nature of the Indonesian state, particularly regarding the eastern provinces, has heightened
the interest of Jakarta in the NT. Through its Darwin based officials the Indonesian govemment
has attempted to gain influence over the NTG. An instrument of leverage has been the fanning
of economic expectations. Indonesia has thus faced a tension in its relations with the NT. On
one hand it has appeared to sanction the development of a variety of links, while on the other
it has attempted to contain them. East Timor has been a central security issue in the

relationship.

The relationship between both has been notably unsymmetrical. The NT has made its greatest
advances providing Australian aid- related activities such as education, some of which have
benefited both sides. Indonesian diplomatic skills have enabled it to retain leverage over the
Territory even in these activities. In other fields, benefits for the Territory have been more
limited. In all areas of interaction, the profound cultural differences between both societies have
been an inhibiting factor. However, convenient understanding between the Nrs ruling group
and elements of Indonesia's elite have enabled the former to obtain political support from a
purported 'special relationship' they are credited with having developed . Access to the top
leadership of � big state, prospects for economic gain, apparent influence in the management
of the delicate Australia/Indonesia relationship are low cost rewards with which Indonesians

can secure influence over the NTG. In exchange, the NTG is required to provide political
support to dampen critics of Indonesia's policies in its eastern provinces, and assist Indonesia's
quest for legitimacy for these.

The mutually satisfactory arrangements between both governments are being extended to the
economic field. Indonesia begins to seek NT involvement to supports its efforts to foster the
much needed economic development of its eastern periphery, for which it lacks the resources.
Both the NTG and the Indonesian government can obtain political benefit from expectations
deriving from such cooperation. The limited resources of both, and the lack of tangible
Indonesian commitment, cast doubts on future outcomes. Similarly, peripheral impatience with
central government inhibition of genuine cross-border Interaction between the NT and the
eastem provinces, may exacerbate the separatist tendencies which Jakarta diplomatic regard
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CONCLUSION

The Northern Territory Government has always had a good aid program for
Indonesia, in education, in health, .. . in sports... There are already cultural
bonds. The Government and the people have a good neighbourhood attitude,
. . it is fair enough, good enough tor us. 1
.

..

The preceding chapters have examined the Northern Territory Governmenrs attempts to
advance Territorian developmental interests since self-government in 1 978 through the
establishment of a range of links with regional neighbours such as Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia
and Singapore.

The perceived weakening of southern Australian economic attractiveness to the NT as
compared to that of the Southeast Asian region, together with the reduction of the centralising
pull of Canberra through the granting of a degree of governmental autonomy, had fostered this
northward NTG orientation. NT leaders such as Everingham, Tuxworth, and their successors
and colleagues, were able to understand the importance of Southeast Asia to the NT and
Australia.

It was seen th�t as the result of an increased pull on Australia by the rapidly developing
Southeast Asian economies, the NT anticipated major benefits from positioning itself as a
nexus, or 'integration frontier', between the predominantly European societies of southern
Australia and those of its northern neighbouring region. In doing so the Territory appeared to

be seeking to renew elements of a vocation anticipated for its earliest British settlements, that
is to act as a bridge head of Empire with regards to links with the eastern part of the Malay
Archipelago.

The NT's induction into the Australian system had reinforced the

cleavage between the

Territory and Southeast Asia along economic, ethnic, cultural and social dimensions. The

1 Drs Frans Seda regarding NT/ eastern Indonesia links. Interview by journalist J. Lolzou, Darwin

17/09/92.
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overcoming of major barriers.
The NTG's efforts to advance local interests by promoting the Territory in foreign locations
parallels similar activities which other component polities of sovereign states increasingly
perform in the complex contemporary international system. In this study such non-sovereign
government diplomatic activity is called by the generic term 'paradiplomacy. The literature on
this phenomenon, most prevalent among components of democratic federations, identifies
various different types of paradiplomatic activity. It was seen that the NTG attempted to
engage in a variety of paradiplomatic activities, encountering difficulties with the kind referred
to by Duchacek as transborder regional microdiplomacy on account of the peculiarities of the
neighbouring Indonesian political system. NT paradiplomacy has thus been mostly of the
'global' and 'transregional' type. Inability to significantly engage in transborder interaction
inhibited the development of regional transborder cooperative frameworks which Duchacek
identified as one of the major two results of contemporary non-sovereign paradiplomatic
activity. The second result Duchacek identified, segmentation and coordination offoreign policy
between central and component governments in federal democracies, appears present only
to a limited degree in the Canberra, Darwin and Jakarta case, despite an evident interest by
the NTG to acquire a role of significance in Australian/Indonesian relations.
Evidence from the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade in Canberra gathered in the course
of this study suggests that little is known at DFAT about NT paradiplomacy with Jakarta.
Indonesia Section Officer Les Humphries said in 1 990 that DFAT does not have much
knowledge of Northern Territory/Indonesia relations or about what the NT is doing towards
building closer relations with Indonesia since Darwin is physically so far removed from
Canberra. The officer did acknowledge, however, that NT initiatives such as Indonesian
language teaching in its schools are positive and are supportive of Canberra's efforts to
develop closer relations with Indonesia since they break down barriers towards a greater
awareness and understanding of lndonesia1• Two years later, the same officer was of the
opinion that the situation had changed as the NT/ eastern Indonesian relation had been
consummated through the MOU and Canberra was better informed about NTG's relations with
lndonesia2•

Both

Humphries

and

Richard

Bush,

Director

of ASEANI

SE Asia

Regional/Thailand Section of the North, East and South East Asia Division of DFAT, denied
1 Telephone Interview, Canberra, 511 2190.
2 Les Humphries, Indonesia Section Officer (telephone Interview 24/ 1 1 /92).
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that the NTG was a useful channel for Canberra in its relations with Jakarta, as, in their view,
the Commonwealth's relationship with Jakarta was excellent1• Bush added that the Northern
Territory deludes itself if it thinks that it has a better relation with Indonesia than Canberra. He
felt that the NT is perceived as far away and isolated from the national scene, and, that since
the NTG does not sufficiently inform DFAT about its regional initiatives concerning relations
with Indonesia or its needs in this regard, DFAT knows little about them2• A further study could
explore this question to a greater degree of depth than has been done here, and assess to
what extent the peripheral NTG is or is not gaining influence in Canberra with regards to
Australian/ Southeast Asian relations, and in particular

Australian/ Indonesian ones, as

claimed by Darwin.

The complexity of the divide separating the Territory from its Southeast Asian neighbours
makes the paradiplomatic efforts of the NTG a unique example of non-sovereign diplomacy.
Cases most frequently studied in the existing literature on the field, such as paradiplomacy by
non-sovereign governments in the US, Canada, France, Switzerland, and other polities in
advanced democracies, do not exhibit the pervasive complexity faced by NTG paradiplomacy
in Southeast Asia, nor do they display the stark imbalance between the actors' size and power,
such as exists in the case of Darwin paradiplomacy with Jakarta, Singapore or even Brunei.
The most studied example of Quebec advancing separatist goals by protodiplomatic activity
in Paris is also more distinct from the incipient protodiplomatic dimension potentially present
in NT/Indonesia relations.

The peripheral nature of the NT in Australia meant that the Australian area geographically
closeat to Southeast Asia was not particularly well-endowed to interact with the region. A
small, vulnerable and narrow-based economy, a small population, a ruling elite of generally
low educational levels and limited cross-cultural communications skills, lack of infrastructure
for industrial development and trade, and lack of influence at Commonwealth government level
were among the main inhibitors to NTG paradiplomacy. Nonetheless, NTG paradiplomats
exhibited an ethnocentric conviction about the Territory's attractiveness to Southeast Asians
on which they based their approaches to the region.

1 Bush (personal interview 6/1 2/90); Humphries (telephone interview 24/ 1 1 //92).

2 PersonaJ Interview, 6/1 2/90.
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Benefiting

from ample Commonwealth

funding

and vigorously advancing

the CLP

developmentalist ethos, Chief Minister Everingham embarked on a zestful paradiplomacy over
.

.

an extensive international stage, in and beyond Southeast Asia. Driven by a predominantly
economic agenda, Everingham, and some successor Territorian paradiplomats, initially
exhibited little awareness concerning the complex nature of the divide separating them from
their Southeast Asian neighbourhood and the variety of dimensions which needed attention
in addition to the purely economic.
The separate histories of Australia and Southeast Asia had left a legacy of differences both
in the tangible domains of political, economic, and social systems as well as in the more
intangible field of cultural attitudes and 'mindsets'1 • The gulf between Australia and these
societies was deepened by previous Australian isolationism and needed to be bridged before
the

desired interaction could eventuate.

This thesis has shown that the depth of the Arafura-Timor divide between the NT and its
Southeast Asian neighbours, as well as the limitations of the Territory resulting from its weak
and peripheral status in Australia, account for the modest results achieved by NTG
paradiplomacy.
Data about NTG paradiplomacy during the last fourteen years or so gathered by this study has
allowed the identification of a number of factors influencing the development of regional links
between the NTG and its Southeast Asian paradiplomatic targets.

Factors impeding the development of links include systemic, political, economic, environmental,
historical, strategic, geographic, human skill, organisational and ethnic or demographic factors.
The main systemic impeding factors are, one, the insertion of the NT in an Australian system
whose inward-looking policies are dysfunctional to reorientation to Southeast Asia (e.g.
protectionism in trade, labour, immigration, foreign investment) and, two, Indonesian state
centralism. Political factors relate to NTG powerlessness to achieve Australian systemic policy
changes favouring its interests, and eastern Indonesian lack of influence with the Jakarta
government to achieve changes in the highly centralist system, particularly relaxation of
Jakarta suspicion of eastern provincial peripheral autonomous interaction with the NT.
1 Defined as culturally determined set ways of perceiving reasoning and viewing the world. They thus
determine how events are evaluated and decisions are made, directly affecting International relations
across cultural boundaries. Glen Fisher, Mlndsets, Yarmouth: Intercultural Press, 1988, p 2-3.
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Non-complementarity of the NT and Southeast Asian target economies, some of which are
poor and underdeveloped.
Commonwealth

grant cuts.

The reduction of NTG paradiplomacy funding as a result of
Lack of Territory

infrastructural

development

and

lack of

development venture capital availability.

Environmental factors are further inhibitors of links. They include eastern Indonesian poverty
and sparse settlement and NT sparse settlement due to poor vegetation and natural resource
poverty other than in minerals. Historical inhibiting factors include different societal origins of
the NT and its regional targets despite having belonged to the same European empire as in
the case of Australia and Singapore, Malaysia, Brunei. These cleavages are even greater in
the case of the NT and Indonesia

which were peripheries of different European empires.

Strategic factors, such as traditional perceptions of threat to Australia from the north, have
reinforced isolationist feelings strengthening the Arafura-Timor divide with Southeast Asia.

Additional factors which have slowed the achievement of NTG paradiplomatic aims arise from
the NT's geographical location. The NT is peripheral with regards to existing trade routes

between Australia's southern core and Southeast Asia. Unlike Singapore, occasionally seen
as a Southeast Asian regional hub model to be emulated by the NT, Darwin lacks proximity
to main regional markets and Southeast Asian decision-making centres.

Among the NT human skills limitations negatively impacting on NTG paradiplomacy the
following have been identified: low skilled NTG human resources; limited Asia-literacy; cross
cultural and paradiplomatic inexperience; and poor quality politicians.

An associated set of

organisational factors also emerged. It includes NTG inadequacies such as low performance
instiMions, frequent personnel shifts, and policy inconsistencies.

Finally, a set of ethnic or demographic impeding factors affecting the achievement of NTG
paradiplomatic aims also emerged. The NT has small domestic markets and limited skill
reservoirs due to its small population numbers. Regional interaction is inhibited by profound
cultural and attitudinal differences among various regional ethnic groups. Cultural aspects
Include differences in political, administrative, and business cultures, and differences in codes
of ethics, behaviour, and language. Attitudinal factors comprise the ethnocentrism, racism, and
xenophobia exhibited by some regional groups.
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Countervailing the previous, a set of factors facilitating the achievement of the aim of
developing links between the NT and its targets in Southeast Asia pursued by NTG
paradiplomacy also emerged from the data examined in this study.
Economic factors include economic growth in Southeast Asia strengthening the region's pull
on the NT as a prospective market for NT exports of primary produce and industrial products,
and source of investment capital. This is highlighted by the weakening of southern Australian
economic pull on the Territory. New NT industry creation increased export potentials, needed
skills, markets for ancillaries, and investment opportunities. Political factors have played a
determining role in the development of NT links with the region. For example, the East Timor
conflict was seen to have, paradoxically, led to close NTG/Jakarta relations. Australia's policy
of reorientation to Southeast Asia, the continuity of NT CLP governments, and similarities in
NT and East Malaysian state situations in their respective federations have been further
facilitating factors of this kind.
Developmental factors stimulating the development of regional linkages include increased NT
supply capability and growing eastern Indonesian demand for NT services in the education,
technical and health sectors, resulting from development advances. Shared developmentalist
ethos among NT and Southeast Asian elites represent ideological facilitating factors. The
increasing multi-ethnicity of NT population providing resident Asian interaction partners for
Southeast Asians has been frequently mentioned as a fa�ilitating factor. Cultural convergence
due to cultural and institutional internationalisation

favouring greater regional cultural

homogeneity and overriding past fragmentation, also appears to have assisted the attainment
of NTG paradiplomatic objectives. Finally, geographic factors have also included some
facilitating aspects. Lingering perception of a past geographical regional coherence to be
reconstructed, climatic similarities, physical proximity compared with distance from respective
national centres have assisted the development of NT links with the Southeast Asian region.
This study did not attempt to systematically rank these various impeding or facilitating factors
in some order of significance. Interview data from informants suggest some priorities, however.
Such a ranking could be attempted by a further more quantitatively oriented study.
In particular, it was argued that a major impeding factor to the success of early NTG
paradiplomacy In Southeast Asia was the lack of cross-cultural competence of Territorians.
Parochialism

and

lack of training

Initially prevented

Territorlan

paradiplomats

from
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acknowledging the culturally determined value and priority differences existing between
themselves and their Southeast Asian targets.

For example, noticing that his government's Southeast Asian activity had been referred to as
'paradiplomatic' in this study, Everingham expressed surprised, apparently unaware of the
complexity of the task he had undertaken:
all we were doing was trying to build economic and social ties with our near
neighbours, especially by travelling to Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore looking
1
for foreign investment and opportunities to sell Northern Territory products •

Thus, despite geographical closeness and some past transaction flows, the attempt to integrate
the Territory with the societies in its geographic neighbourhood proved difficult. Results of NTG
paradiplomatic efforts to foster integrative links with Brunei, Malaysia and Singapore have been
paltry despite the expected facilitating effect of a shared British institutional legacy. This has
dampened

further NTG paradiplomatic

elan in those locations.

Paradoxically,

NTG

paradiplomacy with difficult and institutionally more distant Indonesia has withstood the test of
time, and has been persevered despite the slow emergence of results supportive of the
achievement of NTG developmentalist objectives.

Post-self government NTG developmentalist economic interest in Brunei, East Malaysia and
Singapore has not been reciprocated. With its small population and relative lack of
development, the NT has been of limited economic interest to those areas, and has not been
adept at capitalising on the limited fields where it has been considered attractive. In the case
of advanced, urban Singapore, a potential complementarity with the resourceproducing NT could have been developed. NT limitations made it unable to compete with more
attractive Southeast Asian areas in the produce, service and investment markets of Singapore.
Territory investment requirements are more competitive than complementary with the needs
of East Malaysian developing regions, while the skills available in the NT can be more
advantageously supplied to them by other competitors, notably Singapore or other Australian
states. Meat supplies from the NT to East Malaysia have been an exception allowing the
establishment of an enduring link, even if it faces potential competition from elsewhere in
Australia. The brief NTG paradiplomatic investment-attracting success in Sabah turned out to
have been illusory, having been based on anomalous foundations. NT relations with Brunei
have also been based on the tangible link arising from NT meat supplies being able to satisfy
a Brunei demand, even If existing Industrial arrangements may not be the most profitable. NTG

1 Personal Interview, 12/12/90.
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paradiplomacy has failed to take advantage of this link to expand areas of NT/Brunel
Interaction, which, given the Sultanate's wealth could potentially be of some significance.
Instead, NTG paradiplomatic neglect and lack of adroitness risk the loss to other Aus-tralian
competitors of the headway initially made in NT/Brunei links .

Failing to achieve its paradiplomatic objectives in Brunei, Malaysia and Singapore, the NTG
was relegated to attempt achieving its economic objectives in Indonesia. The size imbalance
between available NT resources and Indonesian development assistance requirements
precluded meaningful Territorian involvement in areas normally accessible to foreign interests ,
I.e. in western Indonesia. Instead the NTG attempted to create a niche for itself in the poor
eastern Indonesian peripheral region in its neighbourhood, the object of strong Jakarta security
concerns. NTG paradiplomacy thus faced the task of overcoming Jakarta apprehensions about
trans-border contacts with peripheries of suspect loyalty to the state.

This study has explored

the central question

of what accounts

for the strength

of

NTG/Indonesia relations. The thesis which has emerged is that contrary to the case of NT
relations with other Southeast Asian targets, the NT is considered of significant interest by the
Indonesian government. As a result, the Jakarta government encourages NTG expectations
of economic opportunities for the Territory stemming from the process of eastern Indonesian
development.

i NT economic appeal to Jakarta was limited, NTG overtures were reciprocated on
Even f

account of the strategic interest the NT holds for Indonesia. Indonesian interest in the NT can
be gauged from its continuing attention to the NTG, both in the form of resources allocated to
maintaining an extensive official representation in Darwin and its encouragement · of NTG
paradiplomatic approaches. Jakarta has encouraged the NTG to proceed with pursuit of its
paradiplomatic aims centred on eastern Indonesia, fostering the guise of a 'special relationship'
allegedly existing between both governments . The NTG has considered this as a reward in
itself which is expected to hold potential domestic political benefit.

The strategic interest of Indonesia in the NT could encompass several aspects. Purchases of
vast and conveniently accessible properties In the Territory, apparently on behalf of President
Suharto, can be Interpreted as measures for his personal security In case of political adversity
requiring his sudden departure from Indonesia. Such acquisitions, covering the Invasion route
of Australia traced out by Japanese planners in World War II, could also be considered of
Interest In relation to Australian forward defence Installations, such as the RAAF air base at
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nearby Tindal. Lack of access to relevant information, however, places the examination of such
questions beyond the realm of this study.
An observation of Jakarta's responses to primarily political activities by NT-based groups
opposed to Indonesia's annexation of East Timor supported the conclusion that Indonesia's
interest in the NT is in an important measure founded on concerns about what Jakarta has
perceived as security-threatening challenges. Jakarta responses to these concerns have
reflected current Indonesian authoritarian mores. In order to ingratiate themselves with Jakarta,
NTG leaders have opened themselves to Indonesian pressures, attempting to respond in ways
satisfactory to Indonesian authorities.
By supporting Indonesian interests, the NTG has found itself backing a government espousing
principles alien to the professed liberal democratic tenets inherent in the Australian political
culture, including the Territory's. The NTG has appeared to condone Indonesian practices, both
at home and in the Territory, which are in essence unacceptable to Australians or conflictive
with diplomatic norms. This has led to domestic tensions and NTG reactions emulating some
of the Indonesian authoritarian responses. .

.

Thus, there have been costs associated with NTG foreign policy towards Indonesia, while the
rewards, in the time span under study, have been only modest. In the light of this the NTG has
strongly attempted to publicly legitimise its foreign policy by fanning expectation of significant
economic rewards to be derived from close and patient .cooperation with Jakarta.

A number of alternatives may be advanced to seek to explain NTG perseverance with regards
to Indonesia. NTG paradiplomatic persistence may be attributed to a perceived lack of
·

alternatives. NT political analyst and commentator, Alistair

Heatley, remarking on the

ambivalent results of the NTG relationship with Jakarta and NTG perseverance at its pursuit,
asked •what other option is there for the NT?•1• He suggested that NTG members are fully
aware of the difficult task they face with Indonesia, but see no alternative for the Territory but
to pursue this relationship.
Previous chapters have attempted to argue implicitly that current NTG policy towards
Indonesia, which has attempted to advance NT interests by collaborating with a government
noted for its unjust domestic policies and violation of accepted norms of international
' Personal communication, November 1992.
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interests.

A valuable question to examine would be whether Indeed the prospects currently offered by
Indonesia do make the present policy the most desirable pursuit for the NT, and if not, what
alternative foreign policy would better suit NT interests. If it were to emerge that the NT or
Australia's national interests would be better served by certain changes taking place in the
basis of the relationship with Indonesia, or by changes occurring in Indonesia, new foreign
policy goals could be defined. NTG paradiplomacy and Australian diplomacy could then
pursue, within the limits set by their capabilities, such a foreign policy to genuinely advance
sub-national and national interests. As a corollary, a deeper scrutiny of the costs and benefits
resulting from the present relationship would enable an assessment of the effectiveness of the
current NTG foreign policy.

Other suggestions to explain NTG perseverance have been advanced, but are not examined
in this study due to the inability of accessing relevant data. On the basis of other regional
analogies, the apparently close, and on the surface unlikely, rapport existing between long
serving NT leaders and even longer- serving Indonesian ones has fuelled speculations about
covert Indonesian support for them1 • Limitations on public scrutiny of government activity in
Indonesia, and to a lesser extent in the NT, make it difficult to examine such questions. What
is evident among upper layers of the NT public service, however, is a close and supportive
interaction with_ the ruling CLP party, reinforced by its lengthy and uninterrupted incumbency
in government. Important sectors of the NT public service also hold a direct stake in the

progress of paradiplomatic activity with Indonesia. Expansion of their domain of professional
activity beyond the minor confines of the Territory to eastern Indonesia has provided a number
of NT public servants with welcome opportunities for career advancement. They thus support
NTG foreign policy, and promote and advocate the expansion of the international programs
with which they are beneficially involved.

Given the Importance of the public sector as a major employer in the Territory, and the official
policy towards development of close relations with Indonesia, strong pressures discouraging
criticism of aspects of the relationship prevail. Independent assessment Is discouraged and
dissenting voices are weak. Criticism does exist, however. It was seen that supporters of

' Such Insinuations are rare In public. 'Dateline', SBS TV, 24/10/92 Is one of the few.
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respect for human rights and basic civil liberties in the region are the main opponents of NTG
foreign policies regarding Indonesia. The NT political opposition also resorts in a minor way
to criticism of government paradiplomatic activity to advance its own political agendas. The
opposition critics' greater priorities in other areas, their lack of familiarity with Southeast Asian
matters, and their undeveloped skills in foreign relations, make this involvement modest,
however. Their lack of experience in the field results from the monopoly of office so far held
by the ruling party.
Faced with the elusiveness of meaningful economic rewards from their government's foreign
orientation, the NT private sector, which comprises a significant part of the CLP government's
constituency, also periodically voices some criticism about the slowness of results, even if this
is generally done in a muted way. To countervail such dissonances and reinforce the
legitimacy of its paradiplomatic endeavours, the NTG has felt the need to engage in high levels
of justificatory rhetoric. Former NTG paradiplomatic actor Bill Foo has observed that the
intensity of such activity has led NTG officials to become over-convinced by their own
arguments. These, in his view, are merely •attempts at selling hot air, which cannot be
sustained indefinitely overseas•1•

NTG paradiplomacy has had to face considerable difficulties, not only from the Nrs inability
to stimulate interest reciprocity by Southeast Asian targets, or the difficult cleavages separating
it from the region, but also from the complexity of the relationship with Indonesia. Given
cultural differences NTG paradiplomats have been unable to grasp the intricacies of the
convoluted Indonesian system. This initially prevented them from adequately appraising their
Indonesian counterpart's underlying agendas. The centralised Indonesian government has
· precluded the peripheral provinces bordering the NT, which would most benefit from interaction

with the Territory, to engage in two-way paradiplomacy. Instead, a markedly unsymmetrical
relationship between Jakarta diplomacy and Darwin paradiplomacy has developed as Territory
trans-border interests have had to be primarily advanced through Jakarta. Darwin's interest
in eastern Indonesia has given Jakarta a leverage over the NTG. Indonesia has seized it to
advance its high politics interests in the Territory, developing a significant level of influence
over this Australian client. Conversely, NTG paradiplomacy shows little dexterity at attempting
to exploit its leverage over Indonesia to advance NT interests. Instead the NTG has sought
Jakarta support on the basis of deference to Indonesia.
1 Personal interview, 9/07/92.
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The NT has thus become a region of distinct Indonesian influence in Australia which
increasingly exhibits the interpenetration of alien cultural elements. This has taken place not
only with regards to political culture, but in a broader range of cultural aspects as well. Thus
the NT has evolved towards becoming an integration frontier between the two oecumenes,
even if this has taken place in fields other than the economic which was the main initial
objective of NTG foreign policy. Given current Australian foreign policy priorities of developing
close links with Southeast Asia and particularly with Indonesia, this development is praised,
and the NTG attempts to capitalise on it to further strengthen the Nrs position in Australia.
Exploration of the assessments by Jakarta and eastern Indonesia of NTG paradiplomacy in
Indonesia, which has been outside the domain of the present study, would enable an appraisal
of its value to the strengthening of Indonesian relations with Australia.

Jakarta/Darwin relations may also be viewed as being aimed at a long-term weakening of
Canberra/Darwin bonds. Despite Everingham's deliberate attention-seeking statements, no
evidence of what Duchacek called protodiplo'I'acy, the separatist harbingers of sovereign state
diplomacy, is evident in NT interaction with the region. Nonetheless, some aspects of Jakarta
diplomacy may be interpreted as aiming to foster NT separatism from Canberra, and possible
integration into Indonesia. The lack of available data does not allow one to establish this, yet
comments or jokes about such a possibility have a pungent quality about them. Even if
Sukarno's consternation-creating blunt references to th� NT as 'South Irian' may nowadays
be giving place to more subtle penetration, under present conditions it would be highly
unrealistic for �akarta to expect to draw the NT away from Australia. Indonesia would hardly
be

in a position to attract the Territory fully into its orbit either as a '28th province' or as a

satellite state, as neither its economic lure nor its present governing arrangements could offer
the NT a betterment on its current status. However, it is clear from the 'special relationship'
myth that Jakarta does attempt to reward Territory efforts to perceive itself as a hybrid frontier
integrating elements of Indonesian culture and Indonesian interests with 'typically Australian'
ones. Unless other factors are introduced, the degree of change in NT loyalties which Jakarta
diplomacy would be able to produce remains commensurate with Indonesia's limited reward
possibilities for the NT.

NTG relations with Indonesia have developed primarily on a 'global' paradlplomatlc basis with
Jakarta rather than on a transborder basis with eastern provinces. Thus, Instead of balanced
Interactions between similarly weak peripheries, a marked imbalance

is noticeable.

Reflecting

this Imbalance, Indonesian influence in the NT Is increasingly pervasive while Terrltorlan
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Is political, cultural and increasingly economical. Territory influence in Indonesia is neither. NT
presence mostly extends to the provision of technical services in areas where the Territory
possesses specialised advantages arising from its peripheral geographical location, as an
implementing agent of Commonwealth foreign aid. Of late, expectations are advanced that the
Darwin private sector will take on the role of an agent for the penetration into eastem
Indonesia by southern Australian industrial interests. NTG self-praising rhetoric, tacit Jakarta
support, and Australian anxiety to increase its economic penetration of Indonesia, enable the
perception that the NT is a valuable conduit for Australian/ Indonesian economic and social
relations to gain strength. Even if the NT's interaction with its target market in eastem
Indonesia is modest, it is enabling the development of certain specialised skills of regional
relevance which would enable NT competitive advantages in future increased eastem
Indonesian development activity.

The political and cultural differences between both sides of the Arafura-Timor seas also have
had an inhibiting effect on NTG paradiplomatic efforts to foster the growth of broader-based
social, economic and cultural relations between the Territory and eastem Indonesia. On
account of their predominantly 'low politics' nature, non-sovereign international relations tend
to involve public participation to a greater degree than traditional 'high politics'-oriented
sovereign ones. Accordingly, non-sovereign paradiplomacy can significantly involve public
diplomatic activities, and NTG paradiplomacy with Southeast Asia presents a significant scope
for public involvement.

It was seen that while inclusion of NT commercial sector

representatives in commercial trade missions was initially stressed, poor results discouraged
sustained private sector participation. Similarly, initiatives such as the Darwin/Ambon Sister
City relationship, the Darwin to Ambon Yacht Race or school group visits have failed to expand
into wider linkages because of a missing broad-based public involvement on the Indonesian
side.
The primarily one-way acculturation process taking place at present is drawing Territorians
closer to Indonesia, progressively reducing the cultural distance across the Arafura-Timor
divide. Lesser cultural distance, together with the growing trust by Jakarta In the NTG, should
set a foundation for greater levels of integration between the NT and eastem Indonesia In
future. This would be especially the case if an Indonesian evolution towards greater
democratisation and regionallsatlon were to take place. In the case of a marked discontinuity
In Indonesian government arrangements taking place, the skills acquired from current
Interaction would continue being of value to the NT. Exposure and paradlplomatlc Interaction
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neighbours.

Even if some NTG paradiplomats may not have acquired increased dexterity in dealing with
their neighbours, increased Indonesia-literacy is being promoted throughout the NT as a result
of the experiences encountered by past paradiplomatic activities. Thus a pool of better skilled
human resources to conduct future paradiplomacy is emerging in the NT. According to
Duchacek traditionalist arguments express apprehension with the perceived lack of appropriate
diplomatic skills by sub-national government personnel, holding that in the absence of a
tradition of diplomacy at sub-national level, opportunities to develop such skills are lacking.
NTG paradiplomatic activity has created skill development opportunities for Territorians.
Duchacek also asserts that the shared awareness of trans-border interests and approaches
among elites on both sides of the border and their closeness to one another, makes
paradiplomacy

by regional officers

more effective than diplomacy by remote central

government officers lacking awareness of regional matters. As was seen, a major hindrance
to the growth of NT/ eastern Indonesian relations has been the exclusion of eastern
Indonesians from regional paradiplomacy by centralist Jakarta.

It has been argued that Indonesia's need for NTG support for its East Timor policies has been
an important catalysts for the present Jakarta /Darwin relationship. It has simultaneously been
an important

�.indrance

to its expansion, however. The implicit assumption in the previous

argument has been that, contrary to current NTG assessments, a greater liberalisation in
Indonesia including a genuine resolution of the East Timor problem, could be expected to be
positive for the Territory. On the one hand, with greater autonomy for peripheral provinces to
engage in paradiplomatic activities of their choice, the NT would be less exposed to the
constraints presently imposed by Jakarta interests. The attraction it exerts on eastern
Indonesian provinces could be developed through a genuine transborder microdiplomacy
between partners of similar strength sensitive to their distinctive regional requirements, rather
than through an unbalanced paradiplomacy with a distant mediating partner with dominant
interests. An autonomous, or fully independent East Timor would similarly find it more rational
to look to the neighbouring NT to satisfy its procurement needs and strengthen regional
complementarity. In this respect, Tuxworth's initial calculations would be vindicated. The
current tensions In NT society, arising from a NTG foreign policy perceived as based on a
betrayal of valued principles, would also be defused by such an outcome. Thus the past
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challenges to Indonesia, which give rise to its security concerns in the NT, would cease. By
changing the current NT attraction to Indonesia from its negative base to a positive one, the
present contrived 'special relationship' could become a genuine close relationship between
members of the region.

NTG rhetoric has frequently presented the argument that through its foreign policy the NTG
has been leading Australia's penetration into Southeast Asia. This study has shown that only
with Indonesia is there an apparently close relationship, and that this is not the result of a
paradiplomacy aimed at advancing genuine non-sovereign state 'low politics' objectives, but
the result of an anomaly involving Jakarta 'high politics' interests. The ease of access to the
Indonesian leadership the NTG has consequently been able to enjoy has been detrimental to
the development of solid NTG paradiplomatic relationships with other Southeast Asian
governments.

Used to such ease of access, the NTG has neglected to persevere at

paradiplomatic efforts to advance 'low politics' interests in Brunei, Malaysia and Singapore. A
change

of the factors

underpinning

the NTG

relationship

with Jakarta,

through

the

disappearance of the Indonesian strategic interest in the NT, would put the achievements of
NTG paradiplomacy in Indonesia to a test. Such an event would similarly test the overall
degree of evolution of NTG paradiplomatic activity.

Fifteen years ago Aschmann observed that NT development has been and would continue to
be stimulated or impeded by the wishes of the majority of Australians who live in the south 1 •
Th e preceding discussion has shown that despite the Southeast Asian orientation of its
govemment, NT development is still significantly dependent on Australian policies determined
in the south. Professor Courtenay, examining the prospects for NT/Southeast Asian relations ,
observed that, since the degree of relationship between places is a function of the social,
business or other contacts that can be made, and that this in turn depends on population,
there is no ground to anticipate development on the basis of geographical closeness of a
'special relationship' between the NT and Southeast Asia exceeding the overall Australia/
Southeast Asian relation. In his assessment, the front door for Australia/Southeast Asia
relations will remain the southern centres2• A review of the evolution of Australian/ Southeast

1 H. Aschmann, 'Views and Concerns R elating to Northern Development', FourpapersonNorth
AustralianPolitics, NorthAustralianResearchBulletinN° 1, Darwin: NABU, 1977.

2 P.P. Courtenay, 'Northern Australia and South East Asia', Public Lecture, Darwin: NTU Planning
Authority, September 1983.
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Asian relations in recent years and a comparative study of the paradiplomatic activities in
Southeast Asia of the various Australian states, would cast further light on whether the NT has
.
been able to position itself as a leader in the field, or whether Northern Territory interaction
.

with the region to its north remains only, as Macknight called it, one of 'outback to outbacl< 1 •

1 Powell , EarCountry, Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 1982, p 50.
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EPILOGUE

At the end of 1 992, the formal aspect of Northern Territory/ relations with the Southeast Asian
region appeared to rapidly gather momentum. On 30 November a new NT Cabinet was
announced. Former NT Education Minister Shane Stone became Attorney-General and
Minister for Asian Relations. In early December Minister Stone led a Territorian delegation to
the Ujung Pandang Trade Fair, at which the NT was an exhibitor. Coinciding with this event,
Perkins shipping inaugurated a direct Darwin/ Ujung Pandang monthly service, made possible
by NTG subsidies. Minister Stone also visited East Kalimantan, a province outside the 'eastern
Indonesian' region as initially defined, to sign a Trade Agreement between that Province and
the NT. The significant Australian presence among the province's important mining industry
appeared to offer opportunities to Territorian businesses.

In mid December a major earthquake hit the NTT island of Flores causing severe damage and
casualties. The NT Asian Relations Minister was quick to offer NTG resources to Indonesian
authorities, in particular a NT Health Department medical team and supplies, since as Stone
claimed •there are many Territorians who have family in Flores and this is something very
close to home•'. Acting Chief Minister Coulter furthermore liaised with the Commonwealth
government, giving the NTG a prominent role in Austral.ia's relief aid efforts for the island2•
DID staged further 'Northern Territory-Eastern Indonesia Business Opportunities Seminars' in
Australian southern capitals at which Steve Hatton and Frans Seda provided
information on the potential commercial opportunities identified between both
regions following the signing of the Memorandum of Understanding between the
Governments of the Republic of Indonesia and the Northern Territor/.
which attracted protests against Indonesia's human rights violations in East Timor and the
perceived close links between the NTG and Jakarta•.

' 'Stone offers help for Flores', NTN, 15/12/92, p 2.

2 w.
3 DID

publi city

pamphlet for seminars In Adelaide 1/12/92, Sydney 2/1 2/92, Melbourne 3/12/92.

4 The Australia/East Timor Association staged a demonstration at the Seminar venue, the Regent
Melbourne Hotel on 3/12/92.
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APPENDIX 1

NT Paradlplomatlc Mi s s io ns
The following is a listing of missions for which documentation is available.

The 'Everingham' Period:1978-1984
(a)

Promotional missions

The main missions undertaken by Northern Territory politicians and senior bureaucrats,
sometimes accompanied by private sector members, with the aim of promoting the Territory
overseas were:

1 . Trade Mission to South East Asia and the Middle East: March/ April 1 978.
2. Trade Mission to South East Asia: December 1 978.
3. Singapore Trade Mission: October 1 979.
1 980.
4. Ministerial Mission to South East Asia: September/ October
5. Trade Mission to Brunei, Malaysia and Singapore: October 1 98 1 .

6 . Mission to Singapore and Thailand: October 1 982.

7. Trade Survey Mission to Indonesia: November/ December 1 982.

8. Trade mission to Malaysia: June 1 983.

(b) Malo

Fact-fi nd i n g missions

1 . Chief Ministerial visit to Papua New Guinea: July 1 979.
2. Minister for Mines and Energy visit to United States and Canada: November/ December
1 979.

3. Chief Ministerial visit to Greece, UK, France, Israel, Alaska, Canada: October/ November
1 980.

4. Chief Minist�rial mission to Malaysia, Europe, USA: April/ May 1 982.

5. Chief Ministerial visit to Malaysia, Brunei, Hong Kong, Japan and USA: June 1 983.

(c) Chief Ministerial missions
The main promotional travels by Chief Minister Everingham, to advance trade and other
interests of the Northern Territory.

1 . Indonesia, Brunei, Sabah, Philippines, West Malaysia and Singapore: March/ April 1 9 8 1 .
2 . Indonesia, Hawaii, Manila and Sabah: December 1 982.
3. Malaysia, Brunei, Hong Kong, Japan and USA: June 1 983.
4. USA, France, Switzerland, South East Asia: April 1 984.

(d) Other official trips

A number of unreported Ministerial and other Legislative Assembly Member trips took place.

The yearly Darwin to Ambon Yacht Race usually included a MLA representing the Chief

Minister. The member for Port Darwin, Tom Harris went between 1 979 and 1 982. Col Firmin,

MLA for Ludmilla went

in

1 984.
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Investigative or ceremonial travels by other Legislative Assembly members and their staff also
took place. Additionally, public servants and officers of statutory bodies travelled widely during
this period.

Thepost-Everlngham period:1985-1992

(a) Chief Ministerial missions
The following visits are on public record.
1 . lan Tuxworth to Indonesia (including East Timor): February/ March 1 986.
2. Steve Hatton to Brunei: October 1 986; Indonesia: August 1 987;
Singapore, Kalymnos, Cyprus, London: October 1 987;
Ujung Pandang: December 1 987.
3. Marshall Perron to Kupang and East Timor: November 1 988;
Jakarta: December 1 988;
Hong Kong: November 1 989;
Jakarta: January 1 992.

(b) Promotional missions
Promotional missions referred to in public records were:
1 . Trade Delegation to East Malaysia and Brunei: April/May 1 985. Led by Nick Dondas Deputy
Chief Minister. Aims: business, tourism, industry promotion.
2. Building Trades Mission to Brunei, Sabah and Sarawak: October 1986. Led by Chief
Minister Hatton in Brunei and Terry McCarthy in Sabah and Sarawak. Included building
businessmen attending BruneiBuild exhibition, cattle and joint tourism promotions.
3. /ndobuildco 1987, Jakarta: May 1 987. Led by Industries and
Development Minister
Marshall Perron, including representatives of ten NT building companies.
4. Industries and Development Minister Marshall Perron to Hong Kong, South East Asia
(Bangkok, Singapore, Malaysia) , Taiwan on Trade Development Zone matters: February
1 988.

5. Tourism Minister Brian Poole and Stanley Tipiloura MLA, tourism promotion to Frankfurt,
London, New York: May 1 988.
6. Industries and Development and Deputy Chief Minister Barry Coulter to Paris, Moscow,

Beijing, and 'Northern Territory Resources and Lifestyle' Expo in Hong Kong, November

1 989.

7. Industries and Development and Deputy Chief Minister, Barry Coulter to East Timor,

Kupang, Jakarta: March 1 990.
8. Department of Industries and Development, NT Confederation of Industry and Commerce,
NT Exporters Council, visit to Kupang: February 1 990.
9. Minister for Education and Training, Shane Stone, Indonesia: March 1 99 1 .
1 0 . Minister for Industries and Development, Steve Hatton, Jakarta to attend an investment
conference and meet with Ministers and government officials: June 1 991 .
1 1 . Minister for Industries and Development, Steve Hatton, Singapore and Malaysia, including
Sabah and Sarawak: May 1 992.
12. Minister for Industries and Development Steve Hatton, eastern Indonesia: June 1 992.
13. Minister for Education and Training, Shane Stone, Indonesia: July 1992.

(c) Other official trips

A number of other overseas trips by Legislative Assembly Members took place. Among
those publicly mentioned are Rick Setter's various visits. He travelled to: Ambon as of 1 985
during several years representing Chief Ministers on the Yacht Race and ANZAC
celebrations; Ujung Pandang, for the ICEI Convention, 1 987; Ambon, with the Sister Cities
delegation 1 988; Kupang, for the Arafura Games, 1 989 and the Kupang Seminar on East
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Indonesia Development in November 1 989; Ujung Pandang, Arafura Youth games 1 990,
and several other visits.
A Darwin City Council delegation visited Ambon in connection with the Sister. City
agreement, lead by Darwin Lord Mayor Alec Fang Lim, 1 988. In addition a variety of
sporting visits to eastern Indonesia have taken place by soccer, boxing and other groups.
Yearly Arafura Youth Games involve travel by Territory students to eastern Indonesian
venues.
In addition, multiple overseas travels took place by NTG officers. Until 1991 , investment
attraction was primarily handled through the Trade Development Zone Authority, whose
Chairman frequently visited prospective source areas.

NTDCand DIDtradepromotional activities 1978-1992.

Reports by NTDC, and its successor DID, refer to their trade promotional activities overseas
as follows.

1 . Singapore Trade Fair, led by Industries and Development
business participants: October 1 979.

Minister together with NT

2. Mission to Thailand, West Malaysia, Sabah, Sarawak, Brunei, Singapore. Led by President
NT Confederation of Industry and Commerce, together with two NTDC officers and one
Department of Primary Production officer: May/ June 1 980.
3. Mission to Papua New Guinea. Led by NTDC Chairman, including NT business people:
May 1 980.
4. Mission to Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, Philippines, Taiwan. Led by Minister for
Industries and Development, NTDC Chairman, NT Treasurer. Seeking investors especially
in tourism: October 1 980.
5. Mission to Indonesia, Brunei, Malaysia, Singapore, Philippines. Led by Chief Minister and
NTDC General Manager. Signed agreement in Sabah for NT hotel/arts centre: March/ April

1 98 1 .
6. NTDC organised participation at trade fairs: Saban Centenary Exposition, Singapore

International Fair, Frankfurt International Fair. NTDC officers displayed. Various dates in

1981/2.
7. Trade Survey Mission to Brunei, Sarawak, Singapore Trade Fair: October 1 982.
8. Survey Mission to Indonesia: November 1 982.
9. NT Consultancy and Construction Mission to Malaysia and Brunei and Mission to Hong
Kong, Japan, Korea. Chief Minister plus NTDC Chairman: June 1983.
1 o. Singapore exhibitions: lnterdec building and construction exhibition 1 984, 1 985, 1 987,
1988 organised by NTDC and later DID.
1 1 . Brunei exhibitions organised by NTDC and subsequently DID: First Brunei Trade Fair,
1984. Brunei Expo 1985, Brunei Build 1986, Brunei Food Fair 1 987, Brunei Building
Exhibition (Bibex), 1988. At Brundex a range of NT products were displayed and tourism
and education services were promoted in 1989.
12. Malaysian exhibitions organised by NTDC and later DID: Construction immigration and
sales seminars in Sabah, Sarawak, {and Brunei), 1986. Malbex, building and construction
exhibition: Kuala Lumpur 1 987. Malbex, Kuala Lumpur 1 988.
1 3 . D I D Market Survey of Southeast Asia and Taiwan, 1 987.
14. Hofex food and hotel exhibition: Hong Kong 1 986, 1 987, 1 988.
15. lndobuild Jakarta: 1 987.
16. Indonesia Mining Seminar, DID and Department of Mines and Energy, Jakarta: 1 987.
17. Product Survey mission to Papua New Guinea: 1 987.
18. Trade mission to Guam: May 1 988.
19. IBT Expo 91 , Ujung Pandang: 1991 .
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20. IBT Expo

92, Ujung Pandang: 1 992.

Missiondetails

(a) Promotional Missions 1978-1984.

1 . 'Northern Territory Trade Mission to South East Asia and Middle East: March/April 1 978'.

The Southeast Asia mission was led by J.L.S. MacFarlane , MLA for the pastoral seat of Elsey,
a CLP member. His high profile advocacy for closer trade links with SEA, particularly for the
supply of pastoral industry produce, had been noticeable for some time. It consisted of eight
people representing the public and private sectors. It visited Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia,
Sabah, Brunei, Philippines Hong Kong and Japan.
The Middle East mission, of four members drawn also from both sectors, visited the United
Arab Emirates, Bahrain, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Iran in March/April 1978
(Report tabled in the Northern Territory Legislative Assembly on 1 4 June 1978, NTPR, Second
Assembly, 1 4 June 1 978), NTPR 5 (1 4/06/78, 1 596).

2. 'Northern Territory Trade Mission to South East Asia',
December 1 978. It visited Singapore, Sabah, West Malaysia and Hong Kong for almost three

weeks. Two members went to Indonesia and the Philippines as well. It included a total of nine
persons (four MLA's, three Public Servants, a Darwin Community College academic and a
ministerial press officer): Marshall Perron MLA, Deputy Leader NTG, Treasurer and Minister
for Mines and Energy, Leader; A.M. Steele MLA, Minister for Industrial Development and
Minister for Transport & Works; J.K.R. Doolan MLA, ALP Opposition member; C.N. Padgham
Purich MLA. CLP back-bencher;

D.T.L. Rettie, Head of Industry Promotion and Trade
Delegation Division, Department of Industrial Development; C.G. Adams, Secretary Department
of Industrial Development; Dr. P.T. Hooper, Senior Veterinary Officer, Primary Industries
Division, Department of Industrial Development; P.J. Anderson, Head, Department of Business
Studies, Darwin Community College; A.A. Coward , Ministerial Officer and Press Secretary to
the Chief Minister.
(Report Tabled in the Legislative Assembly on 6 March 1 979), NTPR 6 (6/03/79, 938).

3. 'Northern Territory Trade promotional mission to Singapore', October 1979.

Led by the Minister for Transport and Works, R. Steele MLA. It comprised politicians, public
servants and members of the NT business community travelling at their own expense. The
Minister was accompanied by Roger Vale, Member for Stuart (CLP) and Roderick Oliver
(Independent, recently resigned from CLP) Member for Alice Springs, the Chairman of the
NTDC Clyde Adams and Otto Alder, Senior Treasury official. Private sector members were :
Hickman, R. Rooney, P. Rau, R. Hersey, G. Vardon, N.Paspaley.
('Singapore Trade Mission Report', tabled and read in the Legislative Assembly by R. Steele,
1 5 November 1 979), NTPR 7 ( 1 5/1 1/79, 2306).

4. 'Northern Territory Ministerial Mission to South East Asia', September/ October 1 980.
Members were : Deputy Chief Minister, Treasurer and Minister for Mines and Minister for
Community Development, Marshall Perron MLA, the Chairman of the recently established
Northern Territory Development Corporation E.J. Simpson, and three others F.C. Rideout,
Regional Coordinator, Department of Primary Production, Alice Springs; R.N. Hawthorne,
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Ministerial Officer Office of the Treasurer and Minister for Industrial Development; and
J.C.Noble, Trade Information Officer NTDC. It visited the Philippines, Taiwan, Malaysia,
Singapore and lndo.nesia.
The report lists the aims of proving contacts with government officials , prospective investors
interested in developing under-utilised NT resources, and generally promote trade and
investment possibilities. Its conclusions are akin to those of preceding ones. They claim warm
welcomes and expressions of interest which are taken to indicate good future economic
prospects. Southeast Asians were told of the NT's desire to develop a degree of future
interdependence with Southeast Asia, seek capital and expertise for joint-ventures to develop
its under utilised resources and enterprises capable of supplying the region's food and other
requirements.
Specific results such as arranging specific visits to the NT by a number officials and
businessmen and, obtaining expressions of interest and formal letters of intent from companies
wishing to participate in NT development.
Individual country highlights in the report include reference to Malaysian interest in pastoral
property purchases, which eventually materialised, even if added expectations for investment
in meat processing did not. Singapore's objections to Australia's poor labour records, and strict
visa requirements were raised. The Singapore criticism of negative factors
did raise concern in the Territory.
Regarding Indonesia, the report notes that it represents a growing political and economic
influence on Australia, particularly on the Territory. It adds that members were impressed by
the pace and potential of growth of Indonesia. Interest was expressed (by the Australian
ambassador) in future links with a proposed Darwin University, particularly as a nearby place
for the numerous Indonesians who study abroad. The small amounts traded so far were noted
(for the NT 0.2% of its imports), and the need to overcome current lack of transport facilities
was stressed. Agriculture,pastoral and fishing industries were seen as possible areas of
interest. The possibility of a small oil refinery in Darwin using Indonesian crude oil was also
raised. Potential links between East Indonesia and the Northern Territory were also discussed,
suggesting that a small NT mission visit East Indonesia the following year.
CNorthern Territory Ministerial Mission to Southeast Asia', tabled in NT LA 27 November 1 980) ,
NTPR 2 (27/1 1/80,

455).

5. 'Northern Territory Government Trade Mission to Malaysia and Singapore', October 8 to 21 ,
1 981'.
Headed by Roger Steele MLA, Minister for Primary Production and Tourism. It included Dr. C.
Gourd, Secretary, Department of Primary Production; Mr B. Cameron,Chairman, Agricultural
Development and Marketing Authority; G. Mitchell, District Animal Production Officer,
Department of Primary Production; G. Cattanach, Ministerial Officer to the Minister for Primary
Production and Tourism.
The mission aimed to develop existing, and explore new trade links between the Northern
Territory, Sabah, Sarawak , Brunei, West Malaysia and Singapore, particularly in live cattle,
processed beef and other primary products.
The main observations of the report are:
Sabah's Chief Minister, Datuk Harris Mohammed Salleh Is an enthusiastic supporter of the
Northern Territory. Strong personal rapport has been established and conditions are highly
favourable for expansion of trade links with the NT. The mission was informed that the Sabah
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Government was anxious to establish secure supplies of beef and live cattle from the Northern
Territory. To this avail it has purchased Camfield and Legune (sic) stations, intending to also
add Montejinni station. As part of its strategy, the Sabah Government was also interested to
invest in NT meatworks.
The Sarawak Government was also keen to secure beef supplies from the Northern Territory.
Sarawak could export timber and cane to the NT. The Sarawak Government wishes to invest
in both pastoral and meat processing operations in the NT. West Malaysian markets for
Australian beef could be expected to continue growing, the NT would however be
disadvantaged in its competition with other Australian States with better developed shipping
links.
The Brunei Government is reported to be greatly interested in live cattle procurement from the
NT. The purchase of Willeroo station in the NT is imminent. Direct regular sea links were
established between NT and Brunei by Perkins lines. Discussion were held with Royal Brunei
Airlines, to encourage them to start services to Darwin. Besides passenger traffic, such a
service was considered to enable the development of fruit and horticultural exports to Brunei.
Singapore. Given the private enterprise handling of the beef trade in Singapore, the mission
avoided becoming involved in current private sector negotiations between Singapore and the
NT in this field. Horticultural and agricultural supplies to Singapore from the NT showed good
prospects according to the report.
('Northern Territory Government Trade Mission to Malaysia and Singapore', October 8 to 2 1 ,
1981 ' tabled in the LA 1 0 March 1 982, agreed on 2 June 82}. NTPR 8 (2/06/82, 2457}.
6. 'Mission to Singapore and Thailand', October 1 982.
Investment promotion was sought through participation at the Singapore International Fair '82,
with the aim of "generating a further understanding of the progressive and expansive policies
of the Northern Territory Government under self-government"(p 8}. Contacts with relevant
government authorities and private sector leaders in both countries visited were also aimed
at this. A private sector business group also joined the Singapore leg for trade promotion. In
Singapore the main focus was on horticultural
produce exports. Investment in fishery related industries was the main aim in Thailand. Thai
International Airways was approached to commence serving Darwin.
(Department of Industrial Development, 'Report of the Northern Territory Mission to Thailand
and Singapore, 1 5- 1 2 October 1 982'}
?.'Trade Mission to Indonesia, November/ December 1 982'
Sent as a result of an NT undertaking at the first meeting of the 'NT Joint Working Party with
Indonesia' in Surabaya in January 1 982. It had been anticipated that this working party would
meet annually in alternating locations in the Northern Territory and in Indonesia. It lapsed after
two meetings, however.
(Report tabled in the NT Legislative Assembly on 22 March 1 983}, NTPR 1 2 (22/03/83).

(b) Chief Ministerial missions
1 . Papua New Guinea, July 1979.
An awareness existed about some similarities regarding social and economic problems shared
by both Papua New Guinea and the NT. The NTG was interested in Papua New Guinea
electoral procedures, its community government system, and village court systems. A number
of skill exchange schemes were seen as possible. Trade in timber and cattle was seen as
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having development potential. Everingham suggested that a liaison system should be
established, enabling mutually beneficial exchanges of views and information through
reciprocal visits.
NTPR (Statement to the Legislative Assembly on 1 8/09(79), NTPR 6 ( 1 8/09(79, 1 982).
2. First Chief Ministerial world tour including visits to Greece, UK, France, Israel, Alaska,
Canada, October-November 1980. Everingham travelled with the Director of Policy and
Planning and Press Secretary of the Chief Minister's Department and, a Personal Assistant.
The tour focussed primarily on energy matters. In France and England oil and uranium derived
energy supply technology was inspected. In Israel Everingham looked at solar energy supply
and other desert settlement matters. In Alaska, information on the structure an functioning of
the University was sought to relate to the planned Northern Territory University. Great
similarities (besides climate) were found between the two regions. In Canada National Parks
and intergovernmental affairs were looked at. Alberta Province, murmuring about secession
as a result of unfavourable central government treatment, was examined. Kalymnos is the
place of origin of important sectors of the NT community. Everingham's visit led to the
establishment of a Darwin/ Kalymnos Sister City relationship.

('Overseas Visit October-November 1 980 ' , Report by the Chief Minister, The Hon. Paul
Everingham), NTPR 2 (27/1 1/80, 499).
3. 'Visit of the Chief Minister of the Northern Territory to Southeast Asia', 1981 .
Everingham visited Indonesia, Brunei, Sabah, Philippines, at the head of an entirety official
group which continued to West Malaysia and Singapore. Everingham was accompanied by
Legislative Assembly Speaker Les MacFarlane, Martyn Finger Director General of the
Department of the Chief Minister, P. Blake General Manager of the Northern Territory
Development Corporation, and K. Rae, Ministerial Officer, Department of the Chief Minister.
The mission report argues that small NT population and local market are seen as hindrances
to development, but the mining and tourism sectors have a good potential. Northern Territory
development is conditional on the availability of private capital, which the Territory has to
compete to attract. Federal Government policies in immigration, trade barriers, foreign
investment, airlines as well as transport deficiencies, reduce the NT's attractiveness, limiting
the tangible results in investment, trade and tourism which can be expected, the report adds.
The report refers to an aircraft hijack incident in Indonesia and a coup attempt in Thailand. It
.claims that as a result, the Indonesian President and the leaders of other countries were
unable to pay attention to the Chief Minister of the Northern Territory.
(Report tabled by Chief Minister P. Everingham in the NT Legislative Assembly on 4 June
1981). NTPR 4, (4/06/81 , 967).
4. Wold tour to Kalymnos, Cyprus, Paris, Alaska, Hawaii, Singapore, 1 982.
The trip was primarily concerned with seeking guidelines for the major developmentalist
concerns of the NT at the time. In Singapore Everingham looked at the Port Authority and at
horticultural trade, and in Malaysia at cattle supply. In Paris he discussed nuclear energy
matters and in Alaska and Hawaii he looked at constitutional matters in the light of eventual
Statehood for the Northern Territory. In Kalymnos Everingham witnessed the signing of the
Sister City agreement with Darwin, and the Cyprus visit served to strengthen links with another
important Territory community.
('Report of the Visit of the Chief Minister of the Northern Territory to Malaysia, Europe, and the
United States of America, 1 8 April-1 1 May 1982 ' , tabled in the Legislative Assembly on 2
June 1 982), NTPR 8 (2/06/82, 2431).

8
5. Chief Minister's visit to Indonesia, Honolulu, Manila, Sabah. Everingham went to Honolulu
In December 1 982 to meet consultants formulating proposals for the Northam Territory
Government. In Hawaii and Manila, he met Australian Trade Commissioners to discuss
development investments, tourism, environmental matters and trade. In Sabah he met his by
now 'close friend' Chief Minister Harris Salleh, "to have a yarn• and report about Sabah
projects currently under way in Darwin. Everingham's party to Indonesia included: Baden
Cameron, Chairman, ADMA, Group Captain Robertson O.I.C. RAAF base Darwin, Me Cove(?)
Senior Veterinary Officer Dept. Primary Production, C.M. Press Officer. (Everingham archival
material, NT Archives, NTRS 782).
6. 'World tour to Malaysia, Brunei, Hong Kong, Japan and the USA', June 1983.

In Kuala Lumpur Everingham met Prime Minister Mahathir, aiming to strengthen relations with
the Malaysian Federal Government so as to facilitate NTG paradiplomacy with East Malaysian
states. He also promoted NT construction supplies, buffalo supplies, aquaculture and tourism.
A NT Aboriginal Art exhibition was opened, and talks held regarding closer cultural and sports
cooperation. Malaysian Airways were urged to start services to Darwin. Everingham then
proceeded to Penang, East Malaysia and soon to be independent Brunei, where he met with
the Deputy Sultan. The Malaysia leg was held jointly with a Trade Mission led by Mr John
Ryan of the Northern Territory Development Corporation
In Hong Kong the main aim was investment and business migrant attraction. Everingham also
promoted tourism, stressing the existence of casinos in the Territory. In Japan tourist
promotion was the main item on the agenda, leading to the expectation that soon greater
numbers of Japanese would be visiting the Territory. Talks were also held with potential
investors in major Territory development projects, including financing of Territory borrowings
for semi-government purposes.
Two main objectives for the United States of America leg are reported. One, to investigate the
significance of free trade zones and, two, to attract a major international hotel chain to the
Northern Territory. Everingham visited a free trade zone in Miami (one of over 80 in the US),
officials of the Foreign Trade Zones Board, the US Department of Commerce authority
responsible for their administration, and the Consultancy organisation Free Zone Authority
which specialised in the development of such zones. Everingham expected the company to
assess prospects for a free trade zone in Darwin. The Chief Minister commented that the
Miami zone is of considerable interest to the Territory because of its focus of trade with the
adjacent region of Latin America, adding that a free trade zone in the Northern territory would
similarly focus on the adjacent region of South East Asia.
Top executives of the Hilton and Sheraton hotel corporations were visited. In particular the
latter expressed strong interest in three possible developments in the Territory: Darwin, Alice
Springs and Yulara.
('Report on Overseas Visit- P A Everingham, Chief Minister', report tabled in the Legislative
Assembly on 1 September 1983). NTPR 1 4 (1 /09/83, p 1 005).
7.

Perron, trip to Kupang and East Timor, November 1 988
According to the statement presented to the Legislative Assembly, the mission's aims were:
As a principal aim, to facilitate family visits among relatives living in East Timor and the

Northern Territory.
To follow up the close cultural and commercial ties developed by the CLP Government and
South East Asia, and particularly with Indonesia since 1982.
To allow Darwin-based media free access to the reality of life In East Timor, to countervail
negative, anti-Indonesian reports.

9

Perron travelled with 1 6 former residents of East Timor. 1 1 journalists and Rick Setter MLA.
In Kupang Perron met the Governor of the Province of Nusa Tenggara Timur and the
·
management of the local cement factory, keen to export their products to the Northam
Territory. No follow ups on the previous Chief Minister's trade discussions are noted.
Perron spent about 48 hours in Dili.
The report portrayed conditions in East Timor under Indonesia as most satisfactory for the
population. It also provided an account of economic and social developments as presented by
the Indonesian Governor to the visiting party.
(Chief Minister Marshall Perron's, trip to Kupang and East Timor, November 1988), NTPR 1 1
(30/1 1 /88, 5148).
Detailed reports of further Chief Ministerial overseas missions have not been tabled.

APPENDIX 2

Unpublished Reports
This appendix provides details of some unpublished documents of relevance to Northam
Territory Government paradiplomacy in Southeast Asia.
1 . Chief Minister Paul Everingham's visit to US, France, Switzerland, South East Asia,
April 1 984.
Everingham went on this final tour together with NTDC Chairman Ray Me Henry. No public
reports of this trip were tabled in the Legislative Assembly. NT archival records (NTRS782)
show that the visit to Indonesia had to be cancelled as neither Everingham nor McHenry were
able to secure any appointments. Australian Ambassador Rawdon Dalrymple cabled that
President Suharto was already committed on Maundy Thursday 20 April, and that neither the
President nor any one else was available on Good Friday 21 April, a public holiday. Thus the
Jakarta visit was cancelled 'due to unforseen circumstances'. The Southeast Asian visit was
thus cut short, including a meeting with Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir.
On April 1 1 in Hong Kong, the South China Morning Post Assistant Editor Kevin Sinclair
wished an interview with Everingham regarding Hong Kong Darwin bilateral trade increase
prospects, the present role of the old Darwin Chinese community, Darwin as a tourism
gateway airport for Australia allowing Hong Kong people to stop-over.
On April 7 in Zurich, Everingham met Handelsbank. In France he met the Uranium Branch
Head of Electricite de France. In Thailand he planned to meet top executives of Thai
International, regarding Darwin flights.

2. ' Eas t Timor -(a brief background) up to 1975'.
Confidential report by Terry McCarthy MLA to Chief Minister Tuxworth. April 1 985.
East Timor was until 1 975 under the administration of Portugal. This had been so for
approximately 400 years. During this long Portuguese rule, little effort was displayed by the
Portuguese authorities in developing the country for the benefit of its people .......
Political involvement under Portuguese rule was definitely frowned upon. It was always difficult
to draw the Timorese into any sort of political discussion. By June/July 1 975 this had changed
· dramatically. Political rallies were being set up by the three major political groups. "U.D.T. • the
major Portuguese influence, "Apodete• (siq the Indonesian influence and "Fretelin" [siq the
free Timor influence, which was in 1 975 the most openly vocal and apparently radical group.
A small group, proclaiming affinity with Australia was also in existence at the time. Another
small group advocated return to the old Chieftain rule. Sources of information indicate that
there has been significant change and improvement under the Indonesian regime. This is
countered, by reports of serious acts of violence perpetrated by the Indonesians on the
Timorese. These reported acts of violence vary from murder to the taking of land for the
resettlement of Indonesians into East Timor. The improvements include road building and
sealing programs, improved housing, increased acreage of rice, more shops and even T.V. It
is said that some people who were keen to leave the country a few years ago are now
reluctant to do so.
Considering the widespread neglect of the previous administration, the task of developing East
Timor, taken on by the Indonesian Government is a mammoth task. If we In this country and

-
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especially in the Northern Territory can contribute even in some small way, to alleviate the
misery of 400 years of neglect and 1 0 years of war we should grasp the opportunity with both
hands. The people. are out going and friendly. There is an expressed affinity with
Australians ........ They are the Northern Territory's nearest overseas neighbour. It will not be
a one sided relationship if we extend the hand of assistance to them and share their climb
back to a normal way of life.
Areasofmutualinterest NorthernTerritory-ETimor
ast
Education

....... The Northern Territory could provide places for Timorese students, or expertise In
education and educational equipment delivered to them in Timor. The Territory also has
something to learn from what is provided to students in Timor. The agricultural colleges are
still functioning with the blessing of the Indonesian administration.
Health Services

Health services in East Timor could certainly benefit from a Northern Territory Input. Trainees
from Timor would benefit from study here in the Territory, where they would feel at home with
our large Timorese community, similar climate and often similar medical problems. Sources
indicate that health services are a continuing problem in Timor trained doctors and medicines
are needed. The common diseases are - malaria, tuberculosis, leprosy, typhoid and diarrhoea.
Fatalities among infants are particularly high from the latter disease.

PrimaryProduction

Apart from imports to top up local production, Timor also imports dairy products, smallgoods,
tinned foods, maize, wheat, flour and sugar.
Exports include coffee, copra, rubber, walnuts and wax. Timber exports are rosewood, teak,
blackwood, and sandalwood. Specific needs include better breeding stock and advice on
husbandry and disease control for cattle, buffalo, pigs, poultry and horses. Tractors and
machinery for large scale crop production is required. In some instances ploughing for rice is
still undertaken by human feet to soften the earth. lrrig�tion know-how is essential to make
the best use of abundant water. Sugar and cotton have been grown on a limited scale. Advice
on the future viability of these crops may be required. Cotton machinery, belonging to a
chinese busin�ssman, was removed from Timor to Indonesia during the early stages of
Indonesian occupation. Fishing techniques and refrigeration may be required information.
Aluminium boats, outboards and fishing gear would be an enormous boost for subsistence
fishermen. Student exchanges in the primary production field are worthy of consideration.
Minerals
Prior to 1975, Japanese interests were investigating phosphate deposits in Timor. Copper was

also considered to be available in the "Vermasse" area. Manganese was exported from "Lavai"
near "Los Palos• to Japan. Rock salt was mined at both "Laga• and "Vermasse".
Building Materials

Timor imports all modern building materials. Steel, roofing, iron, pipe, glass, cement,
aluminium, etc. Local building materials available are timber, thatch, stone and woven straw.
Some of the imported materials originate in Australia.
Tourism

Perhaps the area of greatest all round benefit to Timor and the Northam Territory ls tourlsm.
Comparatively large numbers of Indonesian tourists now visit East rmor. Prior to 1 975 the
majority of tourists to Timor were Australians....... Inclusion of East Timor in tourist packages
to the Northern Territory is one area that could have mutually beneficial results. Baucau ls less

-3than one hour flying time from Darwin in a jet aircraft but the beauty and variety of the island
is unique. What it offers would supplement what the Territory lacks and vice versa.

SgQrt

Sport is an area of note that should not be neglected in any contact with Timor. nmorese

people are keen on both soccer and basketball and have produced some very good teams.
There has been prior contact with Darwin in this area and team visits, both ways would be
beneficial in opening up two way communication once more.

�

The Territories [siq proposed Free Trade Zone could become a major through gate for
Australian goods to nmor and vise [siq versa, Australian consumer goods currently find their
way into nmor via a circuitous route.
My observations took place between the years 1 972 and 1 975. No doubt many things have
changed under Indonesian rule. Sources indicate that if anything is to be successful in East
Timor now, it must have the blessing of the military governor. A number of lesser officials
might also become involved. this is however not in itself different to what existed under the
Portuguese administration.
If clear and up to date observations are to be made it would be necessary to arrange a visit
of Territory representatives to nmor to assess the current situation.
Terry McCarthy M.LA (April,

1 985).

3. 'Report by the Chief Minister, The Hon. lan Tuxworth MLA, on the Visit by a Northern
Territory delegation to Indonesia 24 February- 2 March 1 986'.
This unpublished document seems to have been intended for tabling in the Legislative
Assembly. It may not have been tabled due to Tuxworth's dismissal as Chief Minister in May

1 986.
The visit had two main aims. A primarily political one, centrally concerned with opening East
Timor to NT influence, and another, basically economic one, the development of a variety of
cooperation linkages. The first aspect was primarily the subject of calls on President Soeharto,
the Foreign Affairs Minister, and the Home Affairs Minister. The second aspect was primarily
covered in calls on the Ministers of Tourism, Post and Telecommunications, Communications
(transport) ,Trade, Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries, Health, and Education.
The main matters discussed are reported as follows.

1 . Australian Embassy briefing:
i) East nmor: due to the delegation's particular interest the embassy focussed on the
current situation in East Timor, stressing that it receives more funds per capita than any
other province. The Ambassador is reported to have suggested that the matter of
human rights and civil liberties should be raised with the Governor of East Timor.
ii) In the view of the embassy, educational teacher and student exchanges between the

NT and Indonesia should be coordinated through the Australian Embassy rather than

directly between the NT and Indonesian provinces.
Iii) The embassy expressed enthusiasm with the NT Museum proposed re-enactment
of a Macassar prahu voyage to the NT. Worthwhile maritime research cooperation with
the Museum was also noted.

-42 . Meeting with Minister for Home Affairs:
i) The Minister stressed the need for the

NT

and Indonesia to maintain close links,

given their geographic proximity.
ii) The Minister is reported to have well received the suggestion that the

NT should

focus its cooperation on Indonesia's eastern provinces.
iii) Education for eastern provinces: placement of Indonesians in the Darwin Institute
of Technology and University, once established. Use of Royal Darwin Hospital for
teaching. Need for skilled workers in education, health, tourism, trade. Middle level
management training needs for local government officers.
iv) A wide ranging discussion on the East Timor situation is reported to have been
'permitted' by the Minister. In this regard, the Minister agreed that the Governor of East
Timor -due to visit Australia later that year- should be invited by the Chief Minister to
visit Darwin and meet with the Territory's Timorese community. The Minister is also
reported to have agreed that Tuxworth should discuss possibilities for greater family
contacts and re-unification between NT East Timorese and those still in East Timor.
The Minister is furthermore reported to have agreed with the delegation's view
regarding the desirability of opening up East Timor, expressing optimism that this could
happen soon.

3.

Meeting with Minister for Foreign Affairs:
The discussion is reported to have centred on East Timor.
i) The Chief Minister stressed the importance of re-establishing family contacts, and
the desirability to re-establish tourism links. The Foreign Minister saw this as only
possible in time, given the sensitivity of the issue of East Timor for Indonesia. He Is
reported to have supported the idea of 'quiet communication', noting the importance to
be played by the Catholic Church in normalising the

East Timor situation.

ii) The Minister is reported to have been very interested in the idea of co-operation
between the Northern Territory and east Indonesia.

4.

President Soeharto of Indonesia:
After extensively briefing the delegation on Indonesian issues, the President is reported to

have :
i)

Agreed on the need to identify areas to promote greater cooperation between

Australia -particularly the Northern Territory- and Indonesia.
ii) The delegation raised the idea of NT co-operation focussing on the eastern
provinces, to which the president is reported to have 'responded very positively'.
iii) The President is reported to have been keen on greater trade between both
countries.
iv)

On

East Timor, the President is reported to have indicated his support for its

opening up, and for improved family contacts.

5.

Minister of Tourism Posts and Telecommunications. The Territorians proposed:
i) Development of closer tourist marketing links, whereby the NT would be promoted
as an extension to Bali, and vice versa, in major world markets.
ii) Eventual re-establishment of Darwin/ East Timor tourist links.
iii) Exchange of educational programs for use on satellites.

6.

Minister of Communications (Transport) :
I) Shipping difficulties hindering timber exports to the

NT, and prospects to route timber

exports to Australia via Darwin.
II) Customs and other Impediments to timber exports to Australia.
Iii) Hindrances to fertiliser exports to the Northern Territory.
lv) Hopes for greater

Garuda

air services to Darwin.
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7. Minister for Trade :

i) Trade problems associated with timber and fertiliser shipping to the NT.
ii) The interest of the NT to develop wider trade links, and for that purpose send a
private sector trade mission to Indonesia.

8. Minister for Agriculture:

i) Possibility of expanding buffalo exports form the NT.
ii) Suggestion that agricultural cooperation be focussed on the eastern Provinces,
particularly emphasising animal husbandry techniques.

9. Minister of Health:

Health co-operation between the NT and Indonesia. Specific areas Identified for following
up included:
i) Training of Indonesian medical staff at Royal Darwin Hospital.
ii) Cooperation in Nursing training.
iii) Use of old Darwin Hospital equipment in eastern Indonesia.
iv) Assistance in leprosy work in eastern Indonesia.
v) Access to Menzies School of Tropical Medicine research and training.
1 O.Minister of Education:
I) Interest expressed by the Minister to expand current student and teacher exchange
programs, possibly using satellite teaching facilities, and also to post-secondary
(academic and vocational) levels.
ii) The Minister would welcome english language teaching by satellite given the need,
particularly in the eastern provinces, for greater english language proficiency to ensure
more successful tertiary studies.
iii) The need for human resource development in eastern provinces, particularly so as
to reverse the tendency towards westward migration due to education limitations in the
east.
iv) Possible supply of educational videos by the NT.

In Jakarta Tuxworth met with the Indonesian Chamber of Commerce and Industry. Chamber
members expressed their concern about high levels of tariffs imposed by Australia on
Indonesian exports. Tuxworth claimed that the NT was looking to buy a wider range of
commodities from Indonesia, announcing plans for a NT private sector trade mission to visit
Indonesia.
Tuxworth also met with the Provincial Governors of Bali, East Nusa Tenggara and East Timor
during his stay of less than one day in each one of the respective provincial capitals. The
following matters were discussed.
1 1 .Governor of Nusa Tenggara Tlmur province:
i) The province expressed interest to trade, exporting cement and limestone to the
Northern Territory.
ii) An Australian aid project in livestock existed in the province. Australian dams were
proving successful to overcome water storage needs.
iii) Tuxworth expressed interest In developing social, medical, and educational
exchanges between the NT and the province.
iv) The Governor expressed support for a proposed air link with Darwin.
1 2.East Timor:
I) In his meeting with the Governor, Tuxworth reiterated his Interest In family visits
between Darwin and East Timor, commencing with a speciaJ charter flight for a group.
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He also advocated a more open movement between these areas, including
development of tourism, trade and cooperation in areas of development need.
ii) On family. visits the Governor indicated that Australians of East Timorese origin
would be welcome provided such possibility to enter would not be exploited by
FRETILIN to stir up problems for Indonesia. Tourism would require developing
adequate accommodation facilities which would take time. The Governor is said to
have been very interested in education (particularly technical and trade skill training)
and health (particularly malaria) cooperation. He added that East Timor should not be
opened too quickly, before East Timorese had sufficient skills to compete with other
Indonesians for jobs.

Other meetings in East Timor included the Catholic Apostolic Administrator, and the Provincial
Deputy Chief Judge, to discuss human rights and the administration of justice, reported to
operate on the same basis as elsewhere in Indonesia.
In its twenty four hours in East Timor, which besides Dili included a helicopter trip to Baucau,
the
delegation was able to observe the evident Indonesian commitment to the
development of East Timor. There were no apparent signs of tension and a
good deal of evidence of relative prosperity ...the distinct character of East
Timor and its people is being maintained and fostered by the authorities ... (p
19).

1 3.Bali:
During the last stop of the visit, Tuxworth met the Governor, who entertained him. No details
of discussions are given.

4. Briefing notes prepared for Chief Minister Hatton prio r to his visit to Indonesia In

August

1 987,

These review _progress on the various issues raised during the Tuxworth trip. Excerpts are:
•Agriculture: no reply to Tuxworth's letter to the Minister, detailing discussed proposals, nor
replies to NT Primary Industries staff letters to Indonesian officials.
•Health: no follow ups had taken place.
•Trade: Limited results concerning timber shipping hindrances or fertilisers. Customs and
other arrangements continued to obstruct rather than facilitate trade. NT private sector trade
mission did not eventuate. The notes mention that the Tuxworth proposal "attracted polite
interest from the Trade Minister, and mild interest from KADIN [the Indonesian Chamber of
Commerce and Industry]", it was not developed further. Earlier missions attracted limited
results, thus it is unclear whether such activity should be pursued.
• Tourism, Telecommunications: Satellite educational program exchange not viable.

Garuda

marketing in Europe of the NT as a 'Bali add-on' had commenced. Greater marketing
cooperation was still needed, however. Tours from Darwin to East Timor had not as yet taken

place.
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•Buffalo and Cattle: supplies to Indonesia have taken place even if uncertainty regarding
continuation existed. A Darwin Company Carabao Exports handled most. It was believed that
Suharto's son was tl1e Chairman. Cattle: licensing limitations exist.
•West Timor: no trade had developed, a regular air link had started whose poor loadings
seemed to make its continuation doubtful, no social or medical exchanges developed. The
Governor had not visited Darwin.
•East Timor: No family reunion visits had been allowed and the area remained closed, so no
tourism links developed. No cooperative exchanges, trade or sporting links had commenced,
the Governor had not visited Darwin. A gift of pregnant breeder cattle Tuxworth offered to East
Timor during his visit was deemed inappropriate by the Indonesian Ambassador to Australia.
It was re oriented to West Timor instead.

5.

Chief Minister Hatton•s visit to Indonesia and East Timor, August 1 987.

The delegation comprised only top level public servants and Rick Setter.

According to a report prepared for presentation to the Legislative Assembly the visit included
calls on President Soeharto, Ministers of Home and of Foreign Affairs, Ministers of Trade,
Tourism, Education, Health as well as the Director General of Sea Communications and
KADIN. During one-day visits to Dili and Kupang respective Provincial Governors were met.
No meetings with Bali authorities took place.
The report shows that Hatton basically reiterated the issues initially raised by Tuxworth. On
most of these progress had been minimal or non-existent. Few specific matters are reported
to have been discussed.
The report states, "the focus of our work was on developing programs of assistance and co
operation largely in the social areas• (p 3). Education, cultural, tourism and health are some
of the major areas of contact which are said to be "developing a growing sense of mutual
understanding and respect which will make a major contribution to peace and stability in our
region• (p 3). These are seen as precursors to Territory businessmen gaining openings in the
Indonesian market.
·

The report states the aim of improving communication with East Timor to allow for family
visitations by Northern Territory East Timorese.
Frequent mention is made of Ambon as a location with which the Territory is interested to
increase links.
A suggestion by the Trade Minister for the establishment of a joint consultative group, to
enable formal contacts between Indonesian and Territorian businessmen is mentioned.
In Health cooperation, mention is made of a more concrete interest by the Minister, who
expressed interest to send a high official to the NT. Similarly in tourism, the visit of the Director
general is announced, to discuss closer cooperation.
Education is the area where most progress was said to have been achieved.
The increasing circumscription of NT interest on eastern Indonesia agreed to by both sides is
stressed.

-86. Chief Minister Perron's visit to Jakarta, December 1988

Perron's maiden visit to Jakarta as Chief Minister included NTG officials and Territory business
people.
No report was tabled, but a copy of the program shows that engagements during the three
days included meetings (in this order) with:
Board of Executives of KADIN, Junior Minister for Trade, Minister for Education and Culture,

Minister for Foreign affairs, Minister for Health, Minister for Defence and Security, Minister for
Home Affairs, President Soeharto, and Minister for Tourism, Posts and Telecommunications.

The main thrust of this three-day visit was mainly to enhance trade relations, both between
the NT and Indonesia, as well as between Australia and Indonesia via the NT.

The focus given by the Indonesian Government is indicated by the fact that the only
ceremonial item of the visit, a dinner in honour of Perron, was hosted by the Junior Minister
for Trade and not held at one of the very top Jakarta venues.

Perron's subsequent visit to Jakarta as Chief Minister in early 1 992 was primarily to sign the
MOU with Foreign Minister Alatas. No detailed report was tabled.

APPENDIX 3

Commonwealth Northern Territory Funding

The 1 978 'Memorandum of Understanding in Respect of Financial Arrangements Between the
Commonwealth and a Self-governing Northern Territory' initially modelled the financial
arrangements between both governments on Commonwealth /State arrangements, with some
notable differences.
The Memorandum agreed as follows:
From 1 July 1 978, the NTG accepted responsibility to raise a reasonable proportion of its total
revenue and for setting its own expenditure priorities.
Commonwealth general revenue assistance, analogous to a State's tax sharing entitlement,
would be determined each year following an agreed formula. The Nrs yearly entitlement would
be a function of overall net personal income tax collection in Australia and of the Territory's
population.
Acknowledging Territory 'special circumstances and disabilities' requiring much higher per
capita recurrent expenditures to provide government services at standards not appreciably
different from standards provided by other states, provision was made for a number of other
grants. Special grants subject to Commonwealth Grants Commission recommendations were
to be made from 1 979-80 to 1 984-85. Other categories of Commonwealth revenue for the NT
included specific purpose revenue grants, and additional assistance grants. Capital funding
included general purpose capital assistance, specific purpose assistance and borrowing1•
The following table shows that Commonwealth funding is the largest source of finance for NT
requirements.

NT Public Sector Economic Transactions summarles2
Transaction

1979/0

1980/1

1981/2

198213

1983/4

Current
Expenditure

782

Capital
Expenditure

287

NT Revenue

90

102

120

1 30

1 86

1 Commonwealth Grants Commission, FirstR
eportonSpecialAssistancefortheNorthernT
ory ,
e
r
r
i
t
1979. Appendix A, p 29.

2 For years 1979/80 to 1982/83, data extracted from summaries In 'Northern Territory Government
Statement of Revenue Sources' for years 1980/8 1 , 1981/82, 1982/83, 1983/84. BudgetPapersN° 2.
Flgures rounded to next Integer million. Data for remaining years Is from NTBudgetPaperN°3, 199091, Appendix 2, and NTBudgetPaperN° 3, 1992-93, Appendix 1 .

-

Commonwealth
Grants

2

-

441

554

623

720

740

20%

1 8%

1 9%

1 8%

25%

NT/C'wealth
%

(Rounded figures in millions of dollars)

Transaction

1984/5

1985/6

19860

1987/8

1988/9

Current
Expenditure

904

991

1 ,087

1 ,1 74

1 ,258

Capital
Expenditure

2n

366

340

222

220

NT Revenue

229

300

333

387

417

Commonwealth
Grant

829

836

899

909

947

%

27%

35%

37%

42%

44%

Transaction

1889/0

1990/1

199112

199213*

Current
Expenditure

1 ,325

1 ,389

1 ,400

1 ,507

Capital
Expenditure

244

1 95

273

242

NT Revenue

450

461

498

488

Commonwealth
Grant
NT/C'wealth

995

1 ,035

1 ,098

1 ,1 33

%

45%

44%

45%

43%

NT/C'wealth

(* Budget figures)
The

last row shows the ratio of NT raised revenue to Commonwealth grants, expressed as a
percentage and rounded to the next integer. It can be seen that the revenue raised by the NT
rose significantly in relation to Commonwealth grants in the years since self-government from
a lowest level of under 20% to a highest level of 45%.

-3After 1983 the generosity of the Memorandum of Understanding provisions came increasingly
under attack. Shrinkage in Commonwealth funding had by 1 985 ended the buoyant population
1
increase and econorrtic growth of the early self-government years •
In 1986 strong divergences of views regarding Commonwealth assistance to the Territory
during 1 983-84 and 1 984-85 arose, with the Grants Commission holding that over funding
had occurred. Abrogating the MOU, the Commonwealth in 1987 recovered some of the over
funding, and accepted to forgo the rest provided the general revenue funding arrangements
2
for the Territory would be converted to a state-type basis for 1 July 1988 •
Restricted Commonwealth funding dampened the NTG's role as a development motor. Capital
works were reduced, leading to employment and population reductions. Local taxes were
gradually increased and public service expenditures reduced over following years.
1 A Heatley, AlmostAustralians, p 171.

2 Commonwealth Grant's Commission, Rfty-fourthReport, 1987, p 10.
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APPENDIX 4

Some Northern Terrltory/Brunel, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore
Transactions.
Paucity of data or aggregation to totals for Australia make meaningful analysis of change
patterns in NT interaction with the various countries in Southeast Asia under study in this
thesis difficult. Dis-aggregated data relating to NT interaction with specific parts within the
various countries is even less available.

1. TELECOMMUNICATIONS DATA1 :

In '000 minutes. NT traffic is said to be consistently
Australian traffic.

Australia and,..
Brunei
Indonesia

Incoming
Outgoing
Incoming

Malaysia

Outgoing
Incoming

(More than

1989/90

1990/91

1991/92

213
397
3,856
7,428
7,408
1 1 ,328
15,377
1 4,493

218
473
6,073
9,059
8,868
1 2,889
1 7,920
1 6,574

323
568
8,033
10,719
1 1 ,145
1 4, 1 67
21 ,005
19,328

Outgoing
Incoming
Outgoing

Singapore

1 .5% of incoming and 1 .4% of outgoing

50% is fax and remainder is voice traffic)

..

2. COMMERCIAL AIR TRAFFICZ
a. Air passenger arrivals Into Australia and NT percentage thereof3

�·Arrivals from Malaysia
total

32,900

38,700

52,100

44,300

46,600

48,000

NT %

•

1

1

2

2

2

1 Source: Fax from P. Berger, Manager Voice Wholesale, OTC, Sydney, 1 4/08/92.
2 Department of Transport and Communications,

for calendar years

'Air Transport Statistics', International AJr Transport.
1 974 to 1991 (except table 2a below).

3 Source: Bureau of Tourism research, 'Overseas Arrivals to Australia who Arrived In Darwin'.
Compiled from passenger arrival cards indicating Intended length of stay in Australia l6lder 12 months.

-

Arrivals from Singapore
total
NT %
(•: less than 0.5%

35,500

2

-

45,000

63,500

65,200

2
3
3
1
·: 1 987 NT percentages not available)

75,900

87,500

3

2

b. Total overseas passengers and freight to and from Darwin

Passenger
(persons)

1m

36,629

�

1 0,851

1.9I2

21 ,192

JHZ

21 ,924

1ill

22,099

�

23,014
68

Freight
(tons)

�

19.81

1.9.6.2

1.9a3

19M

19a5

119

128

1 63

157

295.7

609

�

Wll

1.9.e.a

�

�

1.991

616

805

1 ,067

1 ,476

1 ,409

1 ,660

1.9a3·.

19M

.1985_

�

19az

Naa

Passengers

1 ,122

4,012

6,062

5,330

9,826

1 3,340

% of Darwin
totals

3.4

9.4

1 2.9

1 0.9

15.8

21 .5

Freight

2.1

16.7

1 60.5

1 75.5

1 1 2.6

162.6

% of Darwin
totals

1 .33

5.6

26.3

28.5

14.0

15.2

�

.1.99Q_

.1991

16.5

17.4

1 5.0

Passenger
Freight
Passenger
Freight

29,887

48,71 1

33,055

61 ,986

37,828

79,325

34,997

92,769

42,627

93,494

46,825

89,225

c. Darwin I Brun ei air traffic
Royal Brunei Airlines

Passengers
% of Darwin
totals

15,294

16,254

13,394

-3Freight

197.1

1 20.7

1 33.9

13.5

8.5

8.0

% of Darwin
totals

r: Service commenced

July

1 983)

The above data gives no indication about actual traffic between Darwin and Brunei as origins
or destinations . The bulk of the traffic carried by ABA merely transits through Brunei as a hub
for NT/Asian traffic. The data shows however that ABA has managed to obtain an important
share of such traffic, becoming an important link between the Territory and Asia. In 1 99 1
services between Brunei and Perth commenced, reducing Darwin /Brunei passenger traffiC.

d. Darwin/ Indonesia air traffic
(i)

MerpatiAirlines
1..9H·.

1.SZS·.

.1.9Z2

1ill

19ZS

1919

.1.98Q

Passenger

7,567

2,663

4,235

4.422

3,367

2,903

.
984

% of Darwin
totals

0.3

0.1

0. 1

0.2

0.1

0.1

Freight

1 .1

1 .0

0.6

0.1

0.2

0.6

QarwioJOeopasar (�upaog)

(•: Darwin/Kupang traffic

•

: ceased June

1 980)

.1.9S6·.

19SI

1.900

1.9a9

1290

1m

1 ,858

6,687

9,012

1 0,700

1 1 ,399

1 1 ,768

na

na

52.7

63.7

68.0

70.7

0.5

6.2

2.8

1 .4

2.5

8.4

19m2·.

�

l..9S.2

.1E3

�

.1.985

Passenger

2,9n

9,544

1 0,578

1 1 ,380

1 4.005

16.428

% of Darwin
totals

10.0

28.8

28.0

32.5

32.8

35.1

na

1 ,485

1 ,946

1 ,436

1 ,150

1 ,389

Passengers
% loading
Freight

(:

started March

86)

(ii) GarudaAirlines

Oartiin!Deopasa[

Oartiln/Jakal1a
Passenger

1 .0

-

4

-

OarwiniD�ogasar
Freight

Oar:winJJa�arta

Freight

3

16.4

5.5

8.3

8.3

1 1 .6

na

0.8

1 .3

1 .4

2.7

2.4

(: began in July 1 980)

�

1.9aZ

�

�

1m

199.1

16,043

18,697

19,403

28,431

30,425

24,388

33.0

30.0

24.4

30.6

32.5

27.3

1 ,1 36

882

873

na

na

na

21 .2

32.5

37.4

58.3

42.5

42.3

3.2

9.4

0.6

na

na

na

_19H

�

8,849

1 ,100

totals

24.0

10.0

Freight

18.2

2.2

Oarwio1De01:2asar
Passenger

% of Darwin

totals

Oar:wioLJa�aaa

Passenger

Oar:wio!DeoQasar
Freight

Oa!YlioLJa�aaa

Freight

EQctuguese TiQlQ[![affi�
Oarwio!Baucau

Passengers

% of Darwin ...

e. Darwin I Malaysia air traffic

Malaysia Airlines Oa!YliOLKualaLurogur services

�

mo

�

39

548

4,746

% of Darwin
totals

0.5

5.3

Freight

7.8

157.3

% of Darwin
totals

0.5

9.4

Passengers

-5f. Darwin /Singapore air traffic
All airline services Darwin - Singapore

9,236

10,587

1 1 ,805

1 1 ,585

17,560

20,071

42

49

53

50

58

55

Freight

80

95

% of Darwin
total

67

74

Passenger
% of Darwin
total

Passenger

�

tl63

�

liD&

1.900

19SZ

1 9,592

1 4,977

16,907

1 5,764

18,743

18,280

% of Darwin
total

51

42

Freight

99.7

75.9

1 83.3

61

48

61

56

llaa

.19W

1.900_

1IDll

36

34

27

26

762

837.1

849.5

1 ,055

71

56

60

63

% of Darwin
total

Passenger
% of Darwin
total
Freight
% of Darwin
total

28,663

32,133

..

39

26,073

33
345.2

24,1 1 4

38
383.3
62

29
595
73

-6-

3. INCOMING TOURISM DATA1
I) Year 1981�
Total visitors to NT: 41 1 ,200. Total overseas visitors: 39,270.
The bulk of overseas visitors was from Europe and USA.
Visitors from Japan: 1 ,950 (5% of overseas total).
Visitors from 'other countries' (including Southeast Asia) : 3,670 (9.3% of overseas total).
II) Year 1983/43
Total visitors to NT: 51 3,810. Total overseas visitors: 58,522.
Visitors from Asia: 2,1 00 (3.5% of overseas total).
Most visitors from Europe, USA and Japan.
llij Year 1988/94
Total visitors to NT: 835,00. Total overseas visitors: 1 78,000.
Singapore visitors: 4,800 (2.7% of overseas) .
Southeast Asian visitors: 8,300 (4.6% of overseas).
Bulk of overseas visitors was Europe, USA and Japan.
lv) Year 1989/905
Total visitors to NT: 82 1 000 Total overseas visitors: 1 50,500.
Singapore visitors: 600.
Southeast Asian visitors: 7,200 (4.8% of overseas).
Bulk of overseas visitors was Europe, USA and Japan .
,

.

v) Year 1990/.18
Total visitors to NT: 849,000 . Total overseas visitors: 1 63,300.
1 Data on tourists to the NT published by the Northern Territory Tourist Commission in Northern
Terr
i
t
o
ryT
ra
v
el M
on
i
t
orfor respective years. Overseas tourists country of origin denotes their respective

countries of residence.

2

Survey by Roy Morgan Research Centre Melbourne, 1 982.

3 Survey by Territory Research Associates, Darwin.
4N
elMonitor. Executive Report 1988-89, by Cameron Mac Namara, Brisbane,
v
ryTra
o
rit
er
mT
e
ortb

October 1989.
•

1990.

NortbemTerritoryTravelMonitor. Summary Report by Kinhill Cameron Me Namara, Brisbane

•N
o
rtb
e
mT
er
ritoryTravelMonitor 1990-91, Summary Report,
Klnhlll Cameron Me Namara, Brisbane, 1991.

-

7

-

Singapore visitors: 2,300 (1 .4% of overseas).
Southeast Asian visitors: 3.400 (2.1% of overseas).
Bulk of overseas visitors was from Europe, USA and Japan.
vi) Year 1991/21
Total visitors to NT: 780,200. Total overseas visitors: 1 94,800.
Singapore visitors: 350
Southeast Asian visitors: 3,250 (1 .7% of overseas).
Bulk of overseas visitors was from Europe, USA and Japan.

1 Northern Territory Travel Monitor 1991-92. Summary Report,

Brisbane, 1992.

Kinhill,

Cameron Me

Namara.

-84. EDUCAnON DATA
a. Foreign Students at NTU1

Singapore

H.E:
TAFE
Total

Brunei

H.E.
TAFE
Total

Malaysia

H.E.
TAFE
Total

Indonesia

H.E.
TAFE
Total

19aZ

1.9aS

�

1.a9Q

1.9.9.1

�

0

3
3

11
1
12

26
1
27

31
1
32

23
1
24

4
6
10

3
7
10

15
21
36

15
20
35

13
9
22

3

4
5
9

16
1
17

45
5
50

37
6
43

27
6
33

3

5

3

6

1
2
3

8
3
11

9
5
14

20
5
25

3
3
1

1

rH.E. denotes 'higher education' (prior to 1989 at DIT, and subsequently at NTU).
'TAFE' refers to enrolments at the Institute of Technical and Further Education).

b. NTU students with permanent residence In Southeast Asian countrles2

Country of

Residence

�

.uru

Brunei
Indonesia
Malaysia
Singapore

9
10
28
15

20
11
42
27

18
10
40
29

16
23
33
27

Total SEA students
Total foreign students
Total NTU students

66
1 03
2417

105
167
2791

102
156
3370

102
171
3778

1 Source: NTU student records data indicating citizenship of overseas students.

2 Source

:

NTU statistics.
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c. Southeast Asian secondary students I n the NT'
Students

1900

.1.99.1

�

Brunei
Indonesia·
Malaysia
Singapore

11
11
1
2

8

4

Total

25

33

23

Total foreign
students

1 53

96

84

17
7
1

15
2
2

(()Indonesian data includes mainly ethnic Chinese students from East Timor living with refugee
relatives in Darwin. In 1 990 Timor students comprised 8 out of the total of 1 1 .)

' NTDE statistics for overseas full fee paying international secondary students.

-

10

-

5. TRADE DATA
a. NT horticultural exports1
(in A$ '000)
Marlset

198112

198213

1983/4

3.6

205.4

321 .2

1 ,099.5

Export

0

1 .8

7.6

2.3

Market

1984/5

1985/6

19860

1987/8

Domestic

1 ,551.1

3,654.9

457.84

7,449.6

233.8

331 .8

Domestic

1980/1

346.80

834.2

1986/87

1987/88

1988/89

1989/90

1990/91

1991/92

IQtalOar:YiioEQ£1f[�igbtbaodliog
739,793
748,502

588,623

755,177

756,736

71 7,900

706,623

Export

b. Freight through the Darwin Porf
(In mass tonnes)
1985/86

Overseas freigbt

imports
exports

506,924
34,123

541 ,31 0
80,988

329,892
86,751

448,103
1 27,442

392,086
1 24,561

337,426
1 69,046

291 ,570
1 78,702

Total

541 ,047

622,298

41 6,638

575,6 1 5

51 6,674

506,472

470,272

S'pore imp
S'pore exp
S'pore Total
% of O'seas

365,647
5,171
370,8 1 8
58.5

41 6,868
3,362
420,230
67.5

255,272
253
255,525
6 1 .3

361 ,302
1 ,422
362,724
63

288,5 1 8
8,025
296,543
57.4

245,856
446
246,302
48.6

1 94,987
1 94
195,181
41 .5

357
6,071
6,428
1

8,051
8,051
1 .9

450
6,784
7,234
1 .2

698
1 3,577
4,275
0.8

1 ,637
7,563
9,254
1 .8

226
8,032
8,357
1 .8

1 ,004

na
4,210

3,464

na
5,072

M'sia
M'sia
M'sia
% of

52,197
imp
2,003
exp
Total· 54,200
10
O'seas

Brunei imp
Brunei exp

620

1 ,467

1 ,791

1 Department of Primary Industry and Asherfes, TenYearStatistical Summary, Technical Bulletin

N° 140, June 1989.
2

Source: Darwin Port Authority statistics.
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Brunei Tot
% of O'seas

620
0.1

1 ,467
0.2

1 ,791
0.4

1 ,004
0.2

2
l'nesia imp
1 ,302
3,379
l'nesia exp
2,720
2,064
4,471
3,381
l'nesia tot
2,720
3,366
4,471
% of O'seas
0.6
0.4
1 .1
0.6
( includes Thailand, • as published)
(sub totals may not add to totals due to minor omissions)

4,600
0.9

3,464
0.7

5,247
1 .1

293
889
1 ,1 82
0.2

1 ,826
4,281
6,235.
1 .2

1 ,981
8,278
10,259
2.2

Darwin /Singapore traffic carried by Perkins Lines is not included in above. Much merchandise
and manufacture trade uses this company.

main trade items
(in mass tonne)

(i)Singapore:
Imports
1 986/87; petroleum: 4 1 4,880, timber: 1 ,040, cement: 909.
1 989/90; motor spirit: 58,120, Av gas: 50,380, distillates: 4 1 , 1 60, Fuel oils: 76,900,
1 990/91 ; motor spirit: 30,283, Av gas: 90,813. Remainder almost totally petroleum products.
Exports
1 986/87; petroleum products 3,362.
1 989/90; gasoline: 4,7 41 ; fuel oils: 2,01 0, uranium: 687, cattle: 290.
1 990/9 1 ; iron metal waste: 350, uranium: 69.

(ii) Malaysia
Imports
1 986/87; machinery: 323, timber: 33.
1 989/90; liquefied petroleum: 683, pottery: 1 5.
1 990/91 ; hardwoods:982, liquefied petroleum: 636.
Exports
1 986/87; livestock: 5,416, pet food: 654.
1 989/90; cattle: 3,141 , hay & fodder: 323.
1 990/91 ; cattle: 5,942, sheep: 1 ,006, fodder: 593.

(iii) Brunei
Imports
nil.
Exports
1 986/87; livestock: 1 ,327. pet food: 140.
1 989/90; cattle: 3,760, fodder: 369.
1 990/91 ; cattle: 2,998, livestock: 249, fodder: 217.

-12(iy)Indonesia
Imports

1 989/90; petroleum sprits: 292.
1 990/9 1 ; liquefied petroleum: 1 ,046, inorganic chemicals: 459, tubes & pipes: 318.

Exports

1 986/87; livestock: 2,412, pet food: 308.
1 989/90; live pigs: 890
1 990/9 1 ; cattle: 3,916, fodder: 355

c. Freight transported by Perkins lines1

Exports

(in mass tonnes, through Frances Bay, Darwin)

NTexports

1985

1Q;.

936
2,902
4,352
0

Singapore
Malaysia
Brunei
Indonesia
�
P
Q
I:t
S
t::4I�
1Q;.

Singapore
Malaysia
Brunei
Indonesia

NIexpQI:tS
c
Q
mp
Qsition:

198�

-

1 ,207
0
0
2,208

1985

1 ,987
Oil industry
1 ,325
Mining •
•
9,478
Timber
0
Foodstuffs
0
Personal effects
0
Furniture
0
Building material
1

1986

1 ,209
2,213
4,519
0

1990

1 ,799
0
0
2,813

1986

2,546
1 ,423
10,236
0
0
0
0

1987

1 ,421
1 ,410
5,714
1 ,705

1991 ·

2,146
256
0
5,881

1987

3,231
4,252
8,647
463
687
524
546

1988

1 ,687
1 ,451
1 ,810
213

1��2

2,402
825
0
9,037

1988

6,680
6,124
7,625
532
872
743
985

Data supplied by Mark Norman, International Marketing Manger, Perkins Shipping (16102193).

-13General cargo
NTe�QQI:t�
comQQsitiQn:

2,458
1969

Oil industry
9,548
Mining
7,956
Timber
6,234
736
Foodstuffs
Personal effects 1 ,015
Furniture
1 , 1 46
Building material 1 ,234
General cargo 7,526
•

•

2,847
1900

8,561
7,123
4,894
835
1 ,548
1 ,367
1 ,574
8,542

4,234
1991

5,897
6,124
5,468
957
1 ,234
1 .457
1 ,894
9,015

5,618
1992

4,837
4,120
6.406
879
989
1 ,208
2.472
8,321

lmQQrtl

(in mass tonne, through Frances Bay, Darwin)

�Ii!DQQI1S
fi:Qm;
Singapore
Malaysia
Brunei
Indonesia

196Q
5,770
5,686
0
3,791

1966
6,818
6,141
0
4,094

196Z

1966

1 1 ,717
5,1 88
0
3,983

18.416
5,338
0
3,030

�
IimQQI:tS
fi:Qm;

1969

199Q

1991

1992

Singapore
Malaysia
Brunei
Indonesia

25,030
5,952
0
2,016

24,226
4,894
0
1 ,243

21 ,036
5,521
0
1 ,786

1 7,278
6,176
0
2,106

�
IimRQI:tS

196Q

1966

198Z

1966

compQsjtjQn:
Cattle
Yellowcake
Scrap iron
Meat
Vehicles
Chemicals
Oil equipment
General cargo

7,254
860
0
0
0
0
0
1 , 1 94

6,952
720
0
0
0
0
0
1 ,258

7,142
630
1 ,648
56
0
0
263
1 ,359

3,621
820
0
0
0
0
154
1 ,578
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NTiOJQQI:lS
CQOJQQSjtign;
Cattle
Yellowcake
Scrap iron
Meat
Vehicles
Chemicals
Oil equipment
General cargo

1969

1990

0
400
2,106
0
0
0
321
1 ,453

0
3,587
2,678
0
0
0
546
1 ,865

1991

1992.

0
0
4,264
122
68
1 ,546
752
2,154

0
0
5,520
423
120
3,1 96
876
2,858

d. Australian Bureau of Statistics trade statlstlcs1 •
E�a:2QI11

(by value in '000 A$, rounded)

�
Ie�QQI:lS :196lL62.
tQ:

:196216:3

196;3/8�

:196M85

1965L66

1 ,064
7,021
4,882
903

1 ,471
1 63
2,593
587

1 ,528
91
3,269
220

1 ,738
1 ,024
2,417
197

2,863
990
4,703
3,795

�
Ie�QQI:lS :196Z/86
tQ:

:1966/89

:1969/9Q

l99Q/9l

1991/92

1 ,628
150
1 ,798
6,685

3,959
25,288
6,312
20,380

3,769d
90,417.
6,640b
19,842

3,620
227,408c
1 0,304
81 ,444

5,238
264,639d
9,905
1 0,049

Brunei
Indonesia
Malaysia
Singapore

Brunei
Indonesia
Malaysia
Singapore
Total NT
exports

376,706

938,775 1 ,336,136 1 ,837,948 1 .465,935

�:

a. $84 million comprise 'petroleum and petroleum products'(crudes),
b. mostly 'food and live animals chiefly for food'
c. $224 million comprise 'petroleum and petroleum products' (crudes)
d. $254 million comprise 'petroleum and petroleum products' (crudes),
$4 million comprise 'food and live animals chiefly for food'

1 Australian Bureau of Statistics catalogues. Exports: N115424.0; imports: 5426.0.

1966/SZ

4,038
1 ,614
5,696
474
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Tot�l�ustr�li�o
exportsto: 1981/82

1982/83

1983/84

1984/85

1985/86

1986/87

Brunei
4,256
Indonesia 41 6,744
Malaysia
438,127
Singapore 51 2,995

6,013
384,893
480,010
732,144

8,224
379,205
467,231
820,979

1 0,935
436,299
6 1 3 , 1 00
782,002

1 0,263
522,2 1 1
51 5,995
725,823

13,023
527,585
589,994
779,8 1 3

Tot�lAustr�li�o
exportsto: 1987/88

1988/89

1989/90

1990/91

1991/92

Brunei
1 4, 1 69
1 1 ,1 94
1 4,179
1 8,560
1 5,296
Indonesia 595,281
733,716 1 ,029,833 1 ,462,254 1 ,632,151
Malaysia
655,329
740,483
984,982 1 ,1 03,688
924,333
Singapore1 , 1 65,761 1 ,473,406 1 ,958,925 2,768,706 3,1 86,072

1m122rts

(by value in '000 A$, rounded)

�
IimRQrtS 1�
81L
8
2
fr:Qm:

:1982L83

:1983L8� ..

:1981f8Q

:1985L86

:1966/8Z

0
Brunei
358
Indonesia
935
Malaysia
Singapore 1 3 1 ,137

13
112
555
1 1 1 ,476

0.08
254
1 ,238
85,214

0
373
2,082
1 23,998

.45
2,207
3,012
1 23,428

1 .7
1 ,950
1 ,899
71 ,634

NTimpQrtS

:196ZL88

:1986L69

:1989/9Q

:199QL�:1

:19�1/92.

0
1 ,165
1 ,432
21 ,804

0.513
3,9088
3,988b
67,360c

3.854
2,034d
6,0008
1 20,5081

1 6.28
2,276
3,826
71 ,620g

3,927
4,194
1 37,756

625,931

482,789

566,984

429,620

frQm:

Brunei
Indonesia
Malaysia
Singapore

Total NT imports

NQtes:
a. mostly 'beverages and tobacco' and 'chemicals and related products'
b. mostly 'beverages and tobacco'
c. $56 million comprise 'crude materials, inedible except fuels'
d. mostly 'beverages and tobacco', 'chemicals and related products', machinery and transport
equipment'
e. mostly 'beverages and tobacco', 'machinery and transport equipment'
f. mostly 'crude materials inedible except fuels', machinery and equipment'
g. $60 million comprise 'petroleum and petroleum products'.

-16TotalAust[aliaoimgQrts
fi:Qm:
1981/82
1982/83

1983/84

1984/85

1985/86

1986/87

Brunei
0.42
Indonesia 51 5,885
Malaysia
1 87,718
Singapore 652,302

16,812
561 ,719
214,683
599,830

138
299,590
257,044
470,224

0
363,083
31 8,401
71 1 ,842

1
209,310
325,432
745,209

32,421
31 0,556
409,667
755,917

us
t[
a
li
a
oimgQrts
T
o
t
a
lA
1988/89
fi:Qm:
1987/88

1989/90

1990/91

1991/92

82,227
31 ,625
Brunei
28,190
40,632
23,907
994,743
Indonesia 587,674
418,952
783,742
441 ,093
867,368
590,732
687,267
Malaysia
657,997
731 ,503
Singapore 899,057 1 ,090,338 1 ,212,644 1 ,271 ,038 1 ,301 ,061

APPENDIX 5

List of Interviews

The following persons were interviewed during the period 1 990-1992 in Darwin, Canberra,
Sydney, Brisbane. The majority was interviewed once. Some were interviewed several times.
Questions asked and topics discussed varied in each case, according to the person's role.
Average interview duration was of the order of one hour. Brief telephone interviews and
personal discussions are not included in this list. Some information was also obtained in
personal meetings in Jakarta and Kupang. Transcripts, and in some cases tapes, of the
interviews will be held by the author in a personal archive for five years.

A.

Northern Territory and Federal Politicians1:

Barry Coulter, NT Minister for Industries and Development.
June D'Rozario, former Labor MLA.
Paul Everingham, former NT Chief Minister.
Steve Hatton, NT Minister for Health and ��mmunity Services, former Chief Minister.
Jon Isaacs, former NT Opposition Leader. (ALP)
Dawn Lawrie, former MLA (Independent /Labor).
Marshall Perron, NT Chief Minister.
Jim Robertson, former NT Minister (CLP). Various Cabinet positions including Education,
Lands and Housing, Mines and Energy.
Rick Setter MLA (CLP), later Cabinet Secretary.
Terry Smith, NT Opposition Leader. (ALP)
Warren Snowdon, NT Federal MHR, (ALP).
Roger Steele, former NT Minister (CLP). Various Cabinet positions including Transport and
Works, Industries and Development, Tourism.
Grant Tambling, NT Senator (CLP), former NT Executive Council member and NT Federal
MHR.
lan Tuxworth, former Chief Minister and Cabinet member (CLP later National Party).

B. NTG, NT Statutory Authority, and Local Government Officials:
Larrle Bannister, Assistant Secretary, Development Polley Branch, Department of the Chief
Minister.
Graeme Bevis, former Adviser to Chief Minister Tuxworth.
1 Position held at time of interview, or most relevant past position.
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Chris Biggs, Director Aviation Branch, Department of Transport and Works.
Geoff Chard, Secretary, Department of Health and Community Services. Former DID and
NTDC official.
·

Andrew Coward, Policy Advisor, Special Projects, Department of the Chief Minister.
Robert Doyle, Chairman NT Tourist Commission.
George Dunne, Regional Director Darwin, NT Tourist Commission.
Peter Farrell, Director Protocol and Public Relations Branch, Department of the Chief Minister.
Martyn Finger, former Director-General Department of the Chief Minister.
Mike Gallagher, Manager Trade and Market Research, DID.
Julienne Hill, Senior Education Officer- Indonesian, International Project Management Unit,
NTDE.
Anne Kemp Marketing Manager, Trade Development Zone Authority.
Lyal Mackintosh, Chief Executive Officer, DID.
Barrie Mcintyre, Administration Manager Corporate Services, Darwin City Council.
Alan Morris, Secretary Department of the Chief Minister.
Peter Murphy, Political Adviser, Department of the Chief Minister.
Guy Nicholls, Public Relations Officer, Department of Primary Industry and Fisheries.
Richard O'Sullivan, Tourism Development Manager, DID.
Geoff Raddatz, Executive Officer, NT Industry Training Committee Incorporated
David Robertson, Head of Territory Perspective, DID.
Ella Stack, former Secretary of the NT Department of Health and Community Services.
Don Watts, Former Chairman of the Trade Development Zone Authority.
Jim Witherspoon, Marketing and Services Manager Department of Primary Industry and
Fisheries.

C. Northern Territory private sector

Michael Anthony, Director, Tops Services Darwin.
Haig Arthur, Director, Casuarina Home Improvement Centre, Darwin: Director, Growler Sdn
Bhd, Brunei, and others.
Martin Breen, Indonesian language and politics student, former NT policeman, exchange
student to Indonesia, Darwin.
Frances Chan, Author of a Paul Everingham biography, former DPA Marketing Manager,
Darwin.
George Cridland, Partner in Cridlands Barristers and Solicitors, Director of Glencoe Pty ltd.,
Royal Darwin Show Society Vice-President.
Bruce Fadelll, Managing Director, Australian ASEAN lnvestments,Darwin.
Bill Foo, Asian Business Migration Consultant, former Nortrade and DID Official, Darwin.
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Jim Forwood, General Manager of Brunei NT companies Glencoe Carabao Exports, Western
Development, Darwin.
Pieter Gontani, Director, P.T. Eastlndo Trade, Kupang.
Bob Hein, Managing Director, PK Kitchens; Chairman NT Exporters Council, Darwin.
Colin Jack-Hinton, Director, NT Museum of Arts and Sciences, Darwin.
Andrew Kerans, former member of the Australian Defence Forces, Darwin.
Hishamuddin Koh, Consultant Darwin and Sabah; former Advisor to Sabah Government,
Burgundy Royale Director, and NT Asian Consultant.
Fiona Leibrick, Curator, Southeast Asian Material Culture, NT Museum of Arts and Sciences,
Darwin. NT Museum.
John Loizu, NTN Senior Journalist, Darwin.
Robert Matthewson, Director, Independent Building Products; TDZA Chairman; DPA Board
Member; Honorary Philippine Consul, Darwin.
Arch Me Gill, Director, DESA Cattle Co. of Sabah, Darwin.
Luciana Nicholls, Accredited Interpreter/Translator, Darwin.
Mark Norman, International Marketing Manager, Perkins Shipping, Darwin.
Agio Pereira, Pro-East Timor independence activist, Darwin.
Charles See-Kee, Chairman, NT Ethnic Communities Council, Darwin.
Robert-Wesley Smith, Prominent East Timor self-determination supporter, former Department
of Primary Industry and Fisheries Agricultural Officer, Darwin.
Penni Tastula, Managing Director, Northern Gateway Pty. Ltd., Royal Brunei Airlines General
Sales Agent, Darwin.
Robert Tormey, Director, Auslink International Marketing Consultants, Darwin.
Andrew Wee, Partner, Ferros & Wee Certified Accountants, Darwin.
William Y.C-Li_�. Investment Manager, South Pacific Commodities, Darwin.

D. NTU Academics and staff
Peter Blunt, Professor, Faculty of Business.
Jim Cameron, Dean Faculty of Education.
James Eedle, Chairman University Planning Authority and former Education Department
Secretary.
Mike Friganiotis, Educational Technology Centre.
Alistair Heatley, Reader in Politics, Faculty of Arts.
Malcom Nairn, Vice-Chancellor.
Jill Nicholls, Coordinator Overseas Student Centre.
George Quinn, Senior lecturer Indonesian
Keith

Solomon, Assistant Vice-Chancellor External Relations.

Eve Teague, Overseas Marketing Manager, Northsearch.
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E. Other academics

Geoffrey Bolton, History, University of Queensland.
Lorraine Corner, ANU National Centre for Development Studies.
James Fox, ANU Research School of Pacific Studies.
Brian Galligan, ANU Research School of Pacific Studies.
Richard Higgott, ANU Research School of Pacific Studies
Hal Hill, ANU Research School of Pacific Studies ANU.
Campbell Macknight, Historian, ANU.
John Ravenhill, ANU Research School of Pacific Studies.
Paul Reynolds, University of Queensland, Politics
Campbell Sharman, Murdoch University.

F. Staff of NT Politicians.

Dennis Bree, Campaign Director and Strate�ist, ALP NT.
_
Carrol Burke, Office of Warren Snowdon, NT MHR.
Simon Dowling, Press Officer, Office of the Leader of the Opposition.
Barbara James, Office of Senator B. Collins.
Brian Johnston, Press Secretary, Senator Collins.
Dorothea Megow, Economic Adviser, Office of Leader �f the Opposition.

G. Interstate Interviews

D. Barnard, NSW Department of Minerals and Energy.
Renzo Benedet, NSW Department of Business and Consumer Affairs.
Richard Bush, Director of ASEAN/ SE Asia Regional/Thailand Section, North, East and South
East Asia Division of DFAT.
Warren Davies Secretary of the Queensland Minister of Education.
Dick Harman, Director Indonesia and Malaysia Section of AIDAB.
Brian Head, Policy Development Section, Queensland Premiers Department.
Les Humphries, Indonesia Section Officer, DFAT.
John Jessup, Private Secretary, Premiers Department, Tasmania.
Soraya Kassim, Officer ASEAN/ SE Asia Regional/Thailand Section, North, East and South
East Asia Division of DFAT.
Graham Kerrish, Senior Officer Labour Department, South Australia.
David McGeachie, NSW State Development Department.
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Dermot McManus, Economic and Trade Development Manager, Trade and Investment
Development Branch, Queensland Premiers Department. Christina Natraprawira, Officer, Trade
and Investment Development Branch, Queensland Premiers Department.
Allan Smith, General Manager AGSELL, the commercial unit of the NSW Agriculture
Department.

H. Other
E. Gadi Djou, Vice-Governor, NTT Province.
Josef Halim, Indonesian Consul, Darwin.
Brig. Gen. A. Ben MBoi, former Governor of NTT Province
Rachmat Murni, Indonesian Vice-Consul, Darwin.
Peter Murphy, State Manager NT, AUSTRADE
Yos Sahetapy, Municipal Government Officer, Ambon.
Benedictus Sarjono, Indonesian Consul, Darwin
Erwin Sjamsawir, Indonesian Vice-Consul, Darwin.
Sol Therick, Bappeda, Provincial Planning S.ureau, NTT Province.
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